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PREFACE. 

THE scope of the present book is sufficiently indicated by 

the title and the Table of Contents. In the chapter on 

“Diophantos’ notation and definitions” several suggestions 

are made, which I believe to be new, with regard to the 

origin and significance of the symbols employed by Diophantos. 

A few words may be necessary to explain the purpose of the 

Appendix. This is the result of the compression of a large 

book into a very small space, and claims to have no inde- 

pendent value apart from the rest of my work. It is in- 

tended, first, as a convenient place of reference for mathe- 

maticians who may, after reading the account of Diophantos’ 

methods, feel a desire to see them in actual operation, and, 

secondly, to exhibit the several instances of that variety of 

peculiar devices which is one of the most prominent. of the 

characteristics of the Greek algebraist, but which cannot be 

brought under general rules and tabulated in the same way 

as the processes described in Chapter V. The Appendix, then, 

is a Xecessary part of the whole, in that there is much in 

Diophantos which could not be introduced elsewhere ; it must 

not, however, be considered as in any sense an alternative to 

the rest of the book: indeed, owing to its extremely con- 

densed form, I could hardly hope that, by itself, it would 

even be comprehensible to the mathematician. I will merely 

add that I have twice carefully worked out the solution of 

H. D. b 
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every problem from the proof-sheets, so that I hope and be- 

lieve that no mistakes will be found to have escaped me, 

It would be mere tautology to enter into further details 

here. One remark, however, as to what the work does not, 

and does not profess to, include may not be out of gplace. 

No treatment of Diophantos could be complete without a 

thorough revision of the text. I have, however, only cursorily 

inspected one Ms. of my author, that in the Bodleian Library, 

which unfortunately contains no more than a small part of 

the first of the six Books. The best Mss. are in Paris and 

Rome, and I regret that I have had as yet no opportunity of 

consulting them. Though this would be a serious drawback 

were I editing the text, no collation of mss. could affect my 

exposition of Diophantos’ methods, or the solutions of his 

problems, to any appreciable extent; and, further, it is more 

than doubtful, in view of the unsatisfactory results of the 

collation of three of the mss. by three different scholars in 

the case of one, and that the most important, of the few ob- 

scure passages which need to be cleared up, whether the text 

in these places could ever be certainly settled. 

I should be ungrateful indeed if I did not gladly embrace 

this opportunity of acknowledging the encouragement which 

I have received from Mr J. W. L. Glaisher, Fellow and Tutor 

of Trinity College, to whose prospective interest in the work 

before it was begun,.and unvarying kindness while it was 

proceeding, I can now thankfully look back as having been 

in a great degree the “moving cause” of the whole, And, 

finally, I wish to thank the Syndices of the University Press 

for their liberality in undertaking to publish the volume. 

T. L. HEATH, 
11 May, 1885. 
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DIOPHANTOS OF ALEXANDRIA. 

CHAPTER I. 

HIsToRICAL INTRODUCTION, 

§ 1. THe doubts about Diophantos begin, as has been 
remarked by Cossali*, with his very name. It cannot be posi- 

tively decided ee his name was Diophantos or Diophantes. 
The preponderance, however, of authority is in favour of the 

view that he was called Diophantos. 
(1) The title of the work which has come down to us under 

his name gives us no clue. It is Acopavrov AreEavdpéws ’ApiOp- 

ntixav BiBrla wy. Now Acodavrov may be the Genitive of 
either Avddavtos or Avodavtns. We learn however from this 

title that he lived at Alexandria. 
(2) In In Suidas under the article ‘fzaria the name occurs 

in the Accusative and in old editions is given as Avogfavtnp ; 

but Bachet? in the Preface to his edition of Diophantos assures 

us that two excellent Paris Mss. have Avddavrov. Besides this, 

Suidas has a separate article Avddavtos, dvoua xvpiov. More- 
over Fabricius mentions several persons of the same name 
Acogavtos, but the name Avodavtns nowhere occurs. It is 
on this ground probable that the correct form is Avddavtos. 
We may compare it with "Exgavros, but we cannot go so far 
as to say, with Bachet, that Avodavrns is not Greek; for we 
have the analogous forms ‘lepodavtns, cvcopavTns. 

1 **Su la desinenza del nome comincia la diversita tra gli scrittori” (p. 61). 
2 “Ubi monendus es imprimis, in editis Suidae libris male haberi, es Aco- 

godvrnv, ut ex duobus probatissimis codicibus manu exaratis qui extant in 
Bibliotheca Regia, depraehendi, qui veram exhibent lectionem eis Aus¢avrov.” 

aD, . 1 



2 DIOPHANTOS OF ALEXANDRIA. 

(3) In the only quotation from Diophantos which we 
know Theon of Alexandria (fl. 365—390 a.D.) speaks of him 

as AvoghavTos. 
(4) On the other hand Abu’lfaraj, the Arabian historian, 

in his History of the Dynasties, is thought to be an authority for 

the form Diophantes, and certainly in his Latin translation of the 
two passages in which D. is mentioned by Abu'lfaraj, Pococke 
writes Diophantes. But, while in the first of the two passages 

in the original the vowel is doubtful, in the second the name is 

certainly Diophantos. Hence Abu’lfaraj is really an authority 

for the form Diophantos. 
(5) Of more modern writers, Rafael Bombelli in his 

Algebra, published 1572, writes in Italian “ Diofante” corre- 
sponding to Avopdvrns. But Joannes Regiomontanus, Joachim 

Camerarius, James Peletarius, Xylander and Bachet all write 
Diophantus. 

We may safely conclude, then, that Diophantos was the 
name of our author. Far more perplexing than the doubt as 
to his name is the question of the time at which he lived. As 

no certainty can even now be said to have been reached on this 
point, it will be necessary to enumerate the indications which 
bear on the question. Before proceeding to consider in order 

the internal and external evidence, it will be well to give the 
only facts which are known of his personal history, and which 

can be gathered from an arithmetical epigram upon Diophantos. 

This epigram, the probable date of which it will be necessary to 

consider later along with the question of its authorship, is as 

follows : 
Odrds tor Acopavtov eyes Taos, d péya Oadpa, 

Kai tados é« téyvns pétpa Biowo réyer. 

“Extnv xovpife Budtov Oeds wrace poipny, 
Awdexatn 8 émibels iia mopev xdoaewv. 

Ti 8 dp éd’ EBSouatn TO yapnrwov Hato péyyos, 
"Ex 5€ yapov réurt@ waid émévevoev Eret. 

Al ai tndrdyetov Sedov Tékos, Hutcv TaTpos, 
Tod dé nal 4 Kpvepds pérpov éXodv BuoTov. 

IlévOos 8 ad mictpescou mapnyopéwy éviavTois 

Tyde mocov codpin tépy émépnoe Biov. 



HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION. 3 

The solution of this 2 gives 84 as the age 
at which Diophantos died. His boyhood lasted 14 years, his 
beard grew at 21, he married at 33; a son was born to him 

5 years later and died at the age of 42, when his father was 
80 years old. Diophantos’ own death followed 4 years later 

at the age of 84. Diophantos having lived to so great an age, | 

an approximate date is all that we can expect to find for | 
the production of his works, as we have no means of judg- | 
ing at what time of life he would be likely to write his 

Arithmetics. 
§ 2. The most important statements upon the date of 

Diophantos which we possess are the following: 

(1) Abw’lfaraj, whom Cossali calls “the courageous compiler 

of a universal history from Adam to the 13th century,” in his 
History of the Dynasties before mentioned, places Diophantos, 
without giving any reason, under the Emperor Julian (861— _— 

363 A.D.). This is the view which has been ordinarily held. 

‘It is that of Montucla. 
(2) We find in the preface to Rafael Bombelli’s Algebra, 

published 1572, a dogmatic statement that Diophantos lived 

under Antoninus Pius (138—161 A.D.) This view too has 

met with considerable favour, being adopted by Jacobus de 
Billy, Blancanus, Vossius, Heilbronner, and others. 

Besides these views we may mention Bachet’s conjecture, 
which identifies the Diophantos of the Arithmetics with an 
astrologer of the same name, who is ridiculed in an epigram 
attributed to Lucilius; whence Bachet concludes that he 

lived about the time of Nero (54—68) (not under Tiberius, 
as Nesselmann supposes Bachet to say). The three views 
here mentioned will be discussed later in detail, as they are 

all worthy of consideration. The same cannot be said of a 
number of other theories on the subject, of which I will quote 

only one as an example. Simon Stevin’ places Diophantos 
later than the Arabian algebraist Mohammed ibn Misa 

1 Les Oeuvres Mathém. de Sim. Stevin, augm. par Alb. Girard, Leyden, 1634, 

“Quant & Diophant, il semble qu’en son temps les inventions de Mahomet 
ayent seulement esté cognues, comme se peult colliger de ses six premiers 

livres.” 

1—2 



4 DIOPHANTOS OF ALEXANDRIA. 

Al-Kharizmi who lived in the first half of the 9th century, the 
absurdity of which view will appear. 

We must now consider in detail the 

(a) Internal evidence of the date of Diophantos. 

(1) It would be natural to hope to find, under this head, 

references to the works of earlier or contemporary mathema- 
ticians. Unfortunately there is only one such reference trace- 

able in Diophantos’ extant writings. It occurs in the fragment 
upon Polygonal Numbers, and is a reference to a definition 

given by a certain Hypsikles’. Thus, if we knew the date of 

Hypsikles, it would enable us to fix with certainty an upper 
limit, before which Diophantos could not have lived. It is 
particularly unfortunate that we cannot determine >_accurately 
at what time Hypsikles himself lived. Now to Hypsikles is 
attributed the work on Regular Solids which forms Books 
xIv. and xv. of the Greek text of Euclid’s Elements. In the 
introduction to this work the author relates* that his father 

knew a treatise of Apollonios only in an incorrect form, whereas 
he himself afterwards found it correctly worked out in another 

book of Apollonios, which was easily accessible anywhere in 

his time. From this we may with justice conclude that Hypsikles’ 
father was an elder contemporary of Apollonios, and must have 
died before the corrected version of Apollonios’ treatise was 
given to the world. Hypsikles’ work itself is dedicated to a 
friend of his father’s, Protarchos by name. Now Apollonios 
died about 200 B.c.; hence it follows that Hypsikles’ treatise 

1 Polyg. Numbers, prop. 8. 
“kal dwedelxOn 7d mapa “Tyxre? év bpw eyduevov.” 

“cuvarodexbévros otv Kal rod ‘Tyxdéous pou, K.T-d.” 

2 “Kal more dedodvres (sc. Basileides of Tyre and Hypsikles’ father) 7d brd 
"Arod\\wviou ypagev mepl rijs cvyxplcews Tod Swiexaddpov Kal Tod elxocaédpov rev 

els Thy abriv oopalpav éyypapouévwr, riva doyov Exec mpds EAdAnda, Cdokay Taira 

uh 6pOGs yeypadévar rov ’Arrod\\dviov. abrol dé TavTa dvaxabdpavres Eypayay ws 
iw dxovew Tob marpds. ey 5é torepov mepiérecov érépy BiBNw bd ’AmwoA\wrlov 

Exdedouévy, kal wepiéxovre dawrddetw iyids (?) wept Tov vroxemévov. Kal peyddws 
epuxaywyhOnv él rt mpoBdjparos gyrjce. Td wev dad ’Arodd\wviou éxdobev Eorxe 

Kowy oxoreiv. Kal yap mepip€perat, k.T.d.” 
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on Regular Solids was probably written about 180 B.c. It 

was clearly a youthful production. Besides this we have another 
work of Hypsikles, of astronomical content, entitled in Greek 

avagbopixos. Now in this treatise we find for the first time 
the division of the circumference of a circle into 360 degrees, 

which Autolykos, an astronomer a short time anterior to Euclid, 

was not acquainted with, nor, apparently, Eratosthenes who 

died about 194 B.c. On the other hand Hypsikles used no 
trigonometrical methods: these latter are to some extent em- 

ployed by the astronomer Hipparchos, who made observations 

‘at Rhodes between the years 161 and 126. Thus the discovery 

of trigonometrical methods about 150 agrees well with the 
conclusion arrived at on other grounds, that Hypsikles flourished 
about 180 B.c. 

We must not, however, omit to notice that Nesselmann, 

an authority always to be mentioned with respect, takes an 
entirely different view. He concludes that we may with a fair 
approach to certainty place Hypsikles about the year 200 of our 
era, but upon insufficient grounds. Of the two arguments used 

by Nesselmann in support of his view one is grounded upon 
the identification of an Isidoros whom Hypsikles mentions’ 

as his instructor with the Isidoros of an article in Suidas: 
"Ioidwpos pirdcogos ds épirocodnce pev td Tols aderdois, 
elrep Tus GAXos, €v pabnpacw: and, further, upon a conjecture 
of Fabricius about it. Assuming that the two persons called 

Isidoros in the two places are identical we have still to deter- 
mine his date. The question to be answered is, what is the 
reference in v70 Tois adeddois ?- Now Fabricius makes a con- 

jecture, which seems hazardous, that the adeAgoi are the 
brothers M. Aurelius Antoninus and L. Aurelius Verus, who 

were joint-Emperors from 160 to 169 a.p. This date being 

assigned to Isidoros, it would follow that Hypsikles should 

be placed about A.p. 200. 
In the second place Nesselmann observes that according to 

Diophantos Hypsikles is the discoverer of a proposition respect- 
ing polygonal numbers which we find in a rather less perfect 

1 Euel. xv. 5. “7 dé etipeois, ws "Ioldwpos 6 nuérepos tpyyjoaro péyas diddcK- 

@dos, &xet Tov Tpdrov ToUTOY,” 
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form in Nikomachos and Theon of Smyrna; from this he 

argues that Hypsikles must have been later than both these 
mathematicians, adducing as further evidence that Theon (who 
is much given to quoting) does not quote him. Doubtless, as 

Theon lived under Hadrian, about 130 4.D., this would give a 

- date for Hypsikles which would agree with that drawn from 
Fabricius’ conjecture; but it is not possible to regard either 

piece of evidence as in any way trustworthy, even if it were 
not contradicted by the evidence before adduced on the other 

side. 
We may say then with certainty that Hypsikles, and there- 

fore a fortiori Diophantos, cannot have written before 180 B.c. 
(2) The only other name mentioned in Diophantos’ writings 

is that of a contemporary to whom they are dedicated. This 

name, however, is Dionysios) which is of so common occurrence 

that we cannot derive any help from it whatever. 

(3) Diophantos’ work is so unique among the Greek trea- 

tises which we possess, that he cannot be said to recal the style 

or subject-matter of any other author, except, indeed, in the 

fragment on Polygonal Numbers ; and even there the reference 
to Hypsikles is the only indication we can lay hold of. 

The epigram-problem, which forms the last question of the 
5th book of Diophantos, has been used in a way which is rather 

curious, as a means of determining the date of the Arithmetics, 
by M. Paul Tannery’. The enunciation of this problem, which 
is different from all the rest in that (a) it is in the form of an 

epigram, (b) it introduces numbers in the concrete, as applied 
to things, instead of abstract numbers (with which alone all 

the other problems of Diophantos are concerned), is doubtless 
borrowed by him from some other source. It is a question 
about wine of two different qualities at the price respectively of 

8 and 5 drachmae the yods. It appears also that it was wine of 
inferior quality as it was mixed by some one as drink for his 

servants. Now M. Tannery argues (a) that the numbers 8 and 
5 were not hit upon to suit the metre, for, as these are the only 

numbers which occur in the epigram, and both are found in 

1 Bulletin des Sciences mathematiques et astronomiques, 1879, p. 261, 
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the same line in the compounds é«tadpaypovs and revtedpax- 
joous, some other numerals would serve the purposes of metre 
equally well. (b) Neither were they taken in view of the solu- 
tion of the problem, for each number of yoes which it was 
required to find are found to contain fractions. Hence (c) the 
basis on which the author composed his problem must have 

been the price of wines at the time. Now, says M. Tannery’, 
it is evident that the prices mentioned for wines of poor quality 
are famine prices. But wine was not dear until after the time 
of the Antonines. Therefore the composer of the epigram, and 

hence Diophantos also, is later than the period of the Antonines. 
This argument, even if it is correct, does no more than give 

us a later date than we before arrived at as the upper limit. 
Nor can M. Tannery consistently assert that this determination 
necessarily brings us at all near to the date of Diophantos ; for 
in another place he maintains that Diophantos was no original 

genius, but a learned mathematician who made a collection of 
problems previously known; thus, if so much had already been 
done in the domain which is represented for us exclusively by 
Diophantos, the composer of the epigram in question may well 
have lived a considerable time before Diophantos. It may be 

mentioned here, also, that one of the examples which M. Tan- 

nery quotes as an evidence that problems similar to, and even 
more difficult than, those of Diophantos were in vogue before 
his time, is the famous Problem of the Cattle, which has been 

commonly called by the name of Archimedes; and this very 

problem is fatal to the theory that arithmetical epigrams must 

necessarily be founded on fact. These considerations, however, 
though proving M. Tannery to be inconsistent, do not  neces- 
sarily preclude the possibility that the inference he draws from 

the epigram-problem solved by Diophantos is correct, for (a) the 

date of the Cattle-problem itself is not known, and may be 
later even than Diophantos, (b) it does not follow that, if 

M. Tannery’s conclusion cannot be proved to be necessarily 

right, it must therefore be wrong. 

1 “Tl est d’ailleurs facile de se rendre compte que ces prix n’ont pas été 

choisis en vue de la solution: on doit done supposer qu’ils sont réels. Or ce 
sont évidemment, pour les vins de basse qualité, de prix de famine,” 
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On the vexed question as to how far Diophantos was original 
we shall have to speak later. 

We pass now to a consideration of the 

(b) zternal evidence as to the date of Diophantos. 

(1) We have first to consider the testimony of a passage of 

Suidas, which has been made much of by writers on the ques- 

tion of Diophantos, to an extent entirely disproportionate to its 
intrinsic importance. As however it does not bear solely upon 

the question of date, but upon another question also, it cannot 
be here passed over. The passage in question is Suidas’ article 

‘Trratia*. The words which concern us apparently stood in 

the earliest texts thus, éypayev tropuvnpa eis Atopavtrny 

Tov doTpovomikov. Kavova eis Ta covixa’ AtorXoviov 
vTouvnpwa. With respect to the reading Avodavrny, we have 

already remarked that Bachet asserts that two good Paris Mss. 

have Avd¢arrov. 
The words as found in the text cannot be right. Avodavrny 

Tov aoTpovoyxsv should (if the punctuation were right) be 
Avodavtny tév acTpovopov, the former not being Greek. 

Kuster’s conjecture* is that we should read tzrouvnpa eis 

Avopavtov dotpovopixov Kavova’ eis Ta Kwvixa *AtroA@viov 
vrouvnpa. If this is right the Diophantos here mentioned must 
have been an astronomer. In that case the person in question 

is not our Diophantos at all, for we have no ground whatever to 
imagine that he occupied himself with Astronomy. It is cer- 
tain that he was famous only as an arithmetician. Thus John 

of Jerusalem in his life of John of Damascus* in speaking of 
some one’s skill in Arithmetic compares him to Pythagoras and 

1'Yrarlia 7 Oéwyos Tod Tewpuérpov Ovyarnp Tob’ Adezavdpéws pirocddgou kal airh 

giddcopos, Kal moddois yvwpiuos* yuvh "Iowdwpov Tov girogdg¢ov' Fxuacev él rijs 

Bactrelas Apxadlou’ éypapev trduvnua els Avopdvrny rév dorpovoyxdv. Kavéva eis 
7a. kwuixa* ’Amowvlov vrduynua. 

2 Suidae Lexicon, Cantabrigiae, 1705. 
3 Chapter xt. of the Life as given in Sancti patris nostri Joannis Damasceni, 

Monachi, et Presbyteri Hierosolymitani, Opera omnia quae exstant et ejus nomine 

circumferuntur. Tomus primus. Parisiis, 1712. ’Avadoyias dé’ ApiOunrixds ows 
eénoknxacw eipuas, ws vdayopar } Arcopavroy, 
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Diophantos, as representing that science. However, Bachet 
has proposed to identify our Diophantos with an astrologer of 
the same name, who is ridiculed in an epigram.* supposed to be 

written by Lucilius. Now the ridicule of the epigram would 
be clearly out of place as applied to the subject of the epigram 
mentioned above, even supposing that Lucilius’ ridiculous 
hero is not a fictitious personage, as it is not unreasonable to 
suppose. 

Bachet’s reading of the passage is vréuvnpa eis Avdghartor, 

TOV aoTpovomiKoy Kavova, eis TA KwVviKAa ’ATrOAN@ViOY UVTOmYT- 

pa*. He then proceeds to remark that it shows that Hypatia 
wrote a Canon Astronomicus, so that she evidently was versed 

in Astronomy as well as Geometry (as shown by the Commen- 
tary on Apollonios), two of the three important branches of 

Mathematics. It is likely then, argues Bachet, that she was 
acquainted with the third, Arithmetic, and wrote a commentary 

on the Arithmetics of Diophantos. But in the first place we 
know of no astronomical work after that of Claudius Ptolemy, 
and from the way in which 6 dotpovomtxds xavev is mentioned 

it would be necessary to suppose that it had been universally 
known, and was still in common use at the time of Suidas, and 
yet was never mentioned by any one else whom we know: an 
inexplicable hypothesis. 

1 “Epuoyévn tov larpov o daorpoddyos Awdavtos 

Ere pdvous fwijs evvéa unvas exer. 

Kdketvos yeddaoas, Ti wev 6 Kpdvos évvéa unvar, 
Gyol, Aéyer, od voer* Taud dé clvTOMd cot 

Eire xal éxrelvas povoy nyaro* kal Acoparros 

"Addov daredrifwy, abros dreckdpicev. 

“Tudit non inuenustus poéta tum in Diophantum Astrologum, tum in medi- 

cum Hermogenem, quem et alibi saepe falsé admodum perstringit, quod solo 
attactu non aegros modo, sed et bené valentes, velut pestifero sidere afflatos 

repenté necaret. Itaque nisi Diophantum nostrum Astrologiae peritum fuisse 

negemus, nil prohibet, quo minus eum aetate Lucillij extitisse dicamus.” 
Bachet, Ad lectorem. 

2 From this reading it is clear that Bachet did not rest his view of the 

identity of our Diophantos with the astrologer upon the passage of Suidas. 
M. Tannery is therefore mistaken in supposing this to be the case, ‘‘Bachet, 

ayant lu dans Suidas qu’Hypatia avait commenté le Canon astronomique de 
notre auteur...” ; that is precisely what Bachet did not read there, 
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Next, the expression e/s Avéfavrov has been objected to by 
Nesselmann as not being Greek. He maintains that the Greeks 

never speak of a book by the name of its author, and therefore 
we ought to have Avodavtouv dapiOunrtixa, if the reference were 

to Diophantos of the Arithmetics. M. Tannery, however, de- 
fends the use of the expression, on the ground that similar 

ones are common enough in Byzantine Greek. M. Tannery, 

accordingly, to avoid the difficulties which we have mentioned, 
supposes some words to have dropped out after Avdavror, and 

thinks that we should read eis Avohavtov...rov agtpovoptKov 
Kavova. eis Ta KoviKa Atrod\XN@viov Urouvnua, suggesting that 
before tov dotpovoutxov Kavova we might supply e¢s and under- 
stand IItoveua/ov. 

It will be seen that it is impossible to lay any stress upon 

this passage of Suidas. We cannot even make sure from this 
that Hypatia wrote a commentary upon Diophantos, though it 
has been very generally asserted by historians of mathematics 

as an undoubted fact, even by Cossali, who in speaking of the 
corrupt state into which the text of Diophantos has fallen 

remarks that Hypatia was the most fortunate of the commen- 

tators who have ever addressed themselves to his writings. 

(2) I have already mentioned the epigram which in the 

form of a problem gives us the only facts we know of Dio- 
phantos’ life. If we only knew the exact date of the author of 

this epigram, our difficulties would be much lessened, It is 
commonly assigned to Metrodoros, but even then we are not 
sure whether Metrodoros of Skepsis or Metrodoros of Byzan- 

tium is meant. It is now generally supposed that the latter 
was the author; and of him we know that he was a gram- 

marian and arithmetician who lived in the reign of Constantine 

the Great. 
(3) It is satisfactory in the midst of so much uncertainty to 

find a most certain reference to Diophantos in a work by Theon 

of Alexandria, the father of Hypatia, which gives us a lower limit 

for the date, more approximate than we could possibly have 

derived from the article of Suidas. The fact that Theon quoted 
Diophantos was first noted by Peter Ramus’: “ Diophantus, 

} Schola Mathematica, Book 1, p- 35, 
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cujus sex libros, cum tamen author ipse tredecim polliceatur, 

graecos habemus de arithmeticis admirandae subtilitatis artem 
complexis, quae vulgo Algebra arabico nomine appellatur: cum 
tamen ex authore hoc antiquo (citatur enim a Theone) anti- 

quitas artis appareat. Scripserat et Diophantus harmonica.” 
This quotation was known to Montucla, who however draws an 
absurd conclusion from it’ which is repeated by Kliigel in his 
Worterbuch*®. The words of Theon which refer to Diophantos 
are cal Avodavtds dynow 671, THS povddos apuetabérov ovens 
Kal éoTwoonsS TavTOTE, TO TOANaTTAaCLACOmevoY eldos em avTnY 

avTo TO e€ldos éotat. We have only to remark that these words 
are identically those of Diophantos’ sixth definition, as given in 
Bachet’s text, with the sole difference that wavrore stands in 

the place of the equivalent dei, in order to see that the refer- 
ence is certain beyond the possibility of a doubt. The name of 

Diophantos is again mentioned by Theon a few lines further on, 
Here then we undoubtedly have a lower limit to the time of 
Diophantos, supplied by the date of Theon of Alexandria, and 
one which must obviously be more approximate than we could 

have arrived at from any information about his daughter 
Hypatia, however trustworthy. Theon’s date, fortunately, we can 
determine with accuracy. Suidas® tells us that he was con- 

temporary with Pappos and lived in the reign of Theodosius I. 

The statement that he was contemporary with Pappos is almost 

1 «Théon cite une autre ouvrage de cet analyste, ot il étoit question de la 

pratique de l’arithmétique. Je soupconnerois que c’étoit 1a qu’il expliquoit plus 
au long les régles de sa nouvelle arithmétique, sur quoi il ne s’étoit pas assez 
étendu au commencement de ses questions.” Montucla. 

Apparently translated word for word in Rosenthal’s Encyclopédie d. reinen 

Mathem. 11, 195. 
2 1,177, under Arithmetik: “Diophantus hab ausser seinem grossen arith- 

metischen Werke auch ein Werk iiber die praktische Arithmetik geschrieben, 
das aber verloren ist.” 

To begin with, Montucla quotes the passage as occurring in the 5th Book of 

Theon’s Commentary, instead of the first. The work of Diophantos which 
Theon quotes is not another work, but is identically the Arithmetics which we 
possess. 

3 Odwv 6 x rod Moveelov, Alyimrrios, pirdcogos, chyxpovos 5é Mdrry rd proospy 
kat abr@ ’Adetavdpel> érdyxavov 5¢ dupdrepor émt Oeodoctov Bacihéws Too mpecBuré- 
pov* &ypaye Madnuarixd, "ApiOunrixd, K, TA. 
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certainly incorrect and due to a confusion on the part of Suidas, 
for Pappos probably flourished under Diocletian (A.D, 284— 
305); but the date of a certain Commentary of Theon has been 
definitely determined’ as the year 372 A. p. and he undoubtedly 

flourished, as Suidas says, in the reign of Theodosius I. (879— 
395 A. D.). 

(4) The next authority who must be mentioned is the 
Arabian historian Abu’lfaraj, who places Diophantos without 

remark under the emperor Julian. This statement is important 
in that it gives the date which has been the most generally ac- 
cepted. The passage in Abu’lfaraj comes after an enumeration 
of distinguished men who lived in the reign of Julian, and is 

thus translated by Pococke: “Ex iis Diophantes, cuius liber 
A. B. quem Algebram vocat celebris est.” 

It is a difficult question to decide how much weight is to be 
allowed to Abu'lfaraj’s dogmatic statement. Some great autho- 

rities have unequivocally pronounced it to be valueless. Cossali 
attributes it to a confusion by Abu’lfaraj of our author with 
another Diophantos, a rhetorician, who is mentioned in another 

article? of Suidas as having been contemporary with the em- 

peror Julian (861—363); and assumes that Abu’lfaraj made the 

statement solely on the authority of Suidas, and confused two 

persons of the same name. Cossali remarks at the same time 

upon a statement of Abu’lfaraj’s translator, Pococke, to the effect 
that the Arabian historian did not know Greek and Latin. 

Colebrooke too’ (Algebra of the Hindus) takes the same view. 
Now it certainly seems curious that Cossali should remark upon 

Abu 'lfaraj’s ignorance of Greek and yet suppose that he made a 
statement merely upon the authority of Suidas; and the ques- 

tion suggests itself: had Abu’lfaraj no other authority? We 

1 «On the date of Pappus,” &c., by Hermann Usener, Neues Rheinisches 

Museum, 1873, Bd. xxviir. 403. 

2 AiBdvwos, coguoris Avtioxe’s, Trav emt rod “Iovdavod rod IapaBarod xpbvww, 
kal wéxpt Oeodoclov rot mpecBurépov, Pacyaviov warpos, uabnrhs Acopdyrov. 

3 Note M. p. uxm1. ‘The Armenian Abu’lfaraj places the Algebraist Dio- 
phantus under the emperor Julian. But it may be questioned whether he has 

any authority for that date, besides the mention by Greek authors of a learned 
person of the name, the instructor of Libanius, who was contemporary with that 

emperor,” 
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must certainly, as was remarked by Schulz, admit that he must 

have had ; for he gives yet another statement about Diophantos, 
which certainly comes from another source, that his work was 

translated into Arabic, or commented upon, by Mohammed 
Abu’l-Wafa. There would seem however to be but one possibility 

which would make Abu 'lfaraj’s statement trustworthy. Is it 
possible that the two persons, whom he is supposed to have 
confused, are identical? Is it a sufficient objection that Liba- 
nius distinguished himself chiefly as a rhetor and not as a 

mathematician? In fact, in the absence of any evidence to the 
contrary, why should the arithmetician Diophantos not have 

been a rhetorician also? This question has given occasion to 
some jests on the compatibility of the two accomplishments. 
M. Tannery, for example, quotes Férmat, who was “ Conseiller 

de Toulouse”; and Nesselmann mentions Aristotle, arriving 

finally at the conclusion that the two may be identical, and so, 
while Abu’lfaraj’s statement has nothing against it, it has a 
great deal in its favour. But M. Tannery thinks he has made 
the identification impossible by finding Suidas’ authority, namely 
Eunapios in the Lives of the Sophists, who mentions this other 
Diophantos as an Arabian, not an Alexandrian, and professing 
at Athens’. Certainly if this supposition is correct, we cannot 
identify the two persons, and therefore cannot trust the state- 
ment of Abu'lfaraj. There is a further consideration—that the 
reign of Julian (8361—363) could certainly only have been the 
end of Diophantos’ life, as we see by comparing Theon’s date, 
above mentioned, to whom Diophantos is certainly anterior ; 
he may indeed have been much earlier, because (1) Theon 

quotes him as a classic, and (2) the absence of quotations before 
Theon does not necessarily show that the two were nearly 

contemporary, for of previous writers to Theon who would have 
been likely to quote Diophantos ? 

(5) In the preface to his Algebra, published a.p. 1572, 
Rafael Bombelli gives the bare statement that Diophantos lived 

1 “T) nous donne ce Diophante, qu’il a connu et dont il ne fait d’ailleurs 

pas grand cas, comme né, non pas 4 Alexandrie, ainsi que le mathématicien, 
mais en Arabie (Awdavtos 6 “Apdios), et, d’autre part, comme professant a 

Athénes.” 
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in the reign of Antoninus Pius’, giving no proof or evidence of 
it. From the demonstrated incorrectness of certain other state- 

ments of Bombelli concerning Diophantos we may infer that we 
ought not hastily to give credence to this; on the other hand it 
is scarcely conceivable that he would have made the assertion 

‘without any ground whatever. The question accordingly arises, 
whether we can find any statement by an earlier writer, which 

might have been the origin of Bombelli’s assertion. M. Tannery 

thinks he has found the authority while engaged in another 
research into the evidence on which Peter Ramus ascribes to 

Diophantos a treatise on Harmonics’, an assertion repeated by 
Gessner and Fabricius®. As I cannot follow M. Tannery in his 
conjectures—for they are nothing better, but are rather con- 
jectures of the wildest kind,—I will give the substance of his 
remarks without much comment, to be taken for what they are 

worth. According to M. Tannery Ramus’ source of information 
was a Greek manuscript on music; this there is no reason to © 

doubt; and in the edition of Antiquae musicae auctores by 
Meibomius we read, in the treatise by Bacchios 0 yépar, that 

there were five definitions of rhythm, attributed to Phaidros, 

Aristoxenos, Nikomachos, Aeodavtos and Didymos. Now the 
name AeddarTos is not Greek; the form Aewdavros however is, 
but M. Tannery argues that a confusion between Aco and Aew is 
much less likely than a confusion between Aco and Aw. (I may be 

allowed to remark here that I cannot agree with this view. 

Of course A and A are extremely likely to be confounded, but 

that . should have been at the same time changed into « seems 

to me anything but probable. Besides, this involves two changes, 
whereas the change of Aew into Aco involves only one variation, 

This latter change then is the smaller one, and why should it 

1 “‘Questi anni passati, essendosi ritrouato una opera greca di questa dis- 
ciplina nella libraria di Nostro Signore in Vaticano, composta da un certo 
Diofante Alessandrino Autor Greco, il quale fi & tempo di Antonin Pio...” 

[I quote from the edition published in 1579, which is in the British Museum. 
I have not seen the original edition of 1572.] 

2 “Scripserat et Diophantus harmonica,” 
3 “Harmonica Diophanti, guae Gesnerus et alii memorant, intellige de har- 

monicis numeris, non de scripto quodam musici argumenti,” though what is 

meant by ‘‘harmonic numbers,” as Nesselmann remarks, is not quite clear. 
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be less likely than the other? I confess that it seems to me by 
far the more likely of the two; for the long and short vowels o, 
# must have been closely associated, as is proved by the fact 
that in ancient inscriptions’ we find O written for both O and 0 

indiscriminately, and in others 0 used for both sounds.) Then, 

_ according to M. Tannery, Ramus probably took the name for 
Atogavtos, and was followed by other writers. Admitting that 
the identification with the arithmetician Diophantos is hypo- 

thetical enough, M. Tannery goes on to say that it is confirmed 

by finding the name of Nikomachos next to Aeddavtos, and by 
observing that Euclid and Ptolemy also were writers on music, 

which formed part of the waOnpara. Now in enumerations of 
this sort the chronological order is generally followed, and the 

dates of many authors have been decided on grounds no more 

certain than this. (It is an obvious remark to make to M. 

Tannery that “two wrongs do not make aright”: it does not 
follow that, because other dates have been decided on insufficient 

grounds, we should determine Diophantos’ date in the same 
manner; we ought rather to take warning by such unsatisfactory 

determinations. But to proceed with M. Tannery’s remarks)— 

In the present case we know that Aristoxenos was a disciple of 

Aristotle, and that Nikomachos was posterior to Thrasyllos who 
lived in the reign of Tiberius. Thus we can prove the chrono- 
logical order for two of the five names. Again, Nikomachos 

must be anterior to his commentator Apuleius who was con- 
temporary with Ptolemy, and Ptolemy speaks in his Harmonics 
of a tetrachord due to a neo-Pythagorean Didymos. Of Phaidros 
we know nothing. Hence if we admit that the names are given 
in chronological order, and remember that Diophantos lived to 

be 84 years of age, we might say that, coming between Niko- 

machos and Didymos, he lived in the reign of Antoninus Pius, 
as Bombelli states, ic. 138—161 A.D. 

M. Tannery, however, is conscious of certain objections to 
this theory of Diophantos’ date. This determination would, he 

says, have great weight if Bacchios 6 yépwv had been an author 

1 I mean, of course, inscrr. later than the introduction of 2, before which 

time one sign was necessarily used for both letters, Further, I lay no stress 
upon this fact except as an illustration, 
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sufficiently near in point of time to Diophantos and the rest in 
order to know their respective ages. Unfortunately, however, 

that is far from certain, Bacchios’ own date being very doubtful. 

He is generally supposed to have lived in the time of Constantine 

the Great; this is however questioned by M. Tannery who 
thinks that the epigram given by Meibomius, in which Bacchios 
is associated with a certain Dionysios, refers to Constantine 
Porphyrogenetes, who belongs to the sixth century. Next, 
grave doubts may be raised concerning the determination by 

means of the supposed chronological order; for the definitions 

of rhythm given by Nikomachos and Diophantos (?) are very 
nearly alike, that of Diophantos being apparently a development 

of that of Nikomachos: xara 5¢ Nixéuayov, ypdvwv e’taxtos 
avvbecis’ kata 5é Avopavror (2), yxpoveav ctvbeows Kat avadoyiav 
Te Kal ouppetpliav mpds éavtovs. The similarity of the two 

definitions might itself account for their juxta-position, which’ 

might then after all be an inversion of chronological order. 

Again the age of Didymos must be fixed differently. By 
“Didymos” is meant the son of Herakleides Ponticus, gramma- 

rian and musician, whom Suidas places in the reign of Nero. 

Thus, if we assume Bacchios’ order to be chronological, we must 
place Diophantos in the reign of Claudius, and Nikomachos in 
that of Caligula. 

§ 3. Results of the preceding investigation. 

I have now reviewed all the evidence we have respecting the 
time at which Diophantos lived and wrote, and the conclusions 
arrived at, on the basis of this evidence, by the greatest autho- 
rities upon the subject. It must be admitted the result cannot 
be called in any sense satisfactory; indeed the data are not 
sufficient to determine indisputably the question at issue. The 
latest determination of Diophantos’ date is that of M. Tannery, 
and there has been no theory propounded which seems on the 
whole preferable to his, though even it cannot be said to have 
been positively established ; it has, however, the merit that, if it 
cannot be proved, it cannot be impugned; as therefore it seems 
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open to no objection, it would seem best to accept it provisionally, 
as the least unsatisfactory theory. We shall therefore be not 
improbably right in placing Diophantos in the second half of the 
third century of our era, making him thus a contemporary of 
Pappos, and anterior by a century to Theon of Alexandria and 

his daughter Hypatia. 

One thing is quite certain: that Diophantos lived in a 
period when the Greek mathematicians of great original power 
had been succeeded by a number of learned commentators, who 

confined their investigations within the limits already reached, 
without attempting to further the development of the science. 
To this general rule there are two most striking exceptions, in 

different branches of mathematics, Diophantos and Pappos. 
These two mathematicians, who would have been an ornament 

to any age, were destined by fate to live and labour at a time 
when their work could not check the decay of mathematical 
learning. There is scarcely a passage in any Greek writer 
wheré either of the two is so much as mentioned. The neglect 

of their works by their countrymen and contemporaries can be 
explained only by the fact that they were not appreciated or 
understood. The reason why Diophantos was the earliest of the 
Greek mathematicians to be forgotten is also probably the 
reason why he was the last to be re-discovered after the Revival 
of Learning. The oblivion, in fact, into which his writings and 

methods fell is due to the circumstance that they were not 
understood. That being so, we are able to understand why 

there is so much obscurity concerning his personality and the 
time at which he lived. Indeed, when we consider how little 

he was understood, and in consequence how little esteemed, we 

can only congratulate ourselves that so much of his work has 
survived to the present day. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE WORKS OF DIOPHANTOS; THEIR TITLES AND GENERAL 

CONTENTS; THE PORTIONS OF THEM WHICH SURVIVE. 

§ 1. We know of three works of Diophantos, which bear 
the following titles. 

(1) "ApiOuntixdv BiPréa vy. 
(2) epi morvyovev apiOudr. 
(3) opicparta. 

With respect to the first title we may observe that the 
meaning of “apsOuntixa” is slightly different from that assigned 

to it by more ancient writers. The ancients drew a marked 
distinction between apsOunriKy and NoytoTeK7, both of which 
were concerned with numbers. Thus Plato in Gorgias 451 B* 

states that dp.0un7TeK«7 is concerned with the abstract properties 
of numbers, odd even, and so on, whereas Xoyto TLK7 deals with 

the same odd and even, but in relation to one another. Geminos 

also gives us definitions of the two terms. According to him 
aptOuntixyn deals with abstract properties of numbers, while 

AoyioTiKy gives solutions of problems about concrete numbers. 

From Geminos we see that enunciations were in ancient times 
concrete in such problems. But in Diophantos the calculations 

let ris me &porro..°Q2 Ldxpares, ats éorw 4 apiOunrixhn Téxvn; elo’ ay 

air@, dowep od Apri, bre T&v Sid Adyou Tis Td KOpos éxoveGv. Kal el we émavép- 
oro Tév mepl th; elmo’ dv, bre ray wept 7d Apridv Te Kal wepirrov bo’ ay 
éxdrepa riyxaver bvra. el 8 ab eporro, Thy 5 Aoyorixq rlva Kadets réxvyv; 
elrow.” dv 8re xal atrn éorl Tov N6yw 7d Tav Kupoupévwrv. Kal el éravéporro “H 

wept rh; elroiw’ dv worep ol &v TE Snuw cvyypapdpevor, Sr Ta ev GAda Kabdarep 
9 apOunrin 7 NoyuriKn exer" wept Td abrd ydp éor., 76 Te dpriov Kal To mepurrdv* 

diapéper 5 Tocoirov, drt Kal pds abra Kal mpos G\Anda was Exee TAHOouS EricKxowet 
TO meptTTov Kal 70 dpriov } hoyioTiKyH. Gorgias, 451 B,c. 
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take an abstract form, so that the distinction between XAoyotLK 

and apiOuntixyn is lost. We thus have “ApOuntixa given as 
the title of his work, whereas in earlier times the term could 

only properly have been applied to his treatise on Polygonal 

Numbers. This broader use by Diophantos of the term arith- 
metic is not without its importance. 

Having made this preliminary remark it is next necessary to 

observe that of these works which we have mentioned some 
have been lost, while probably the form of parts of others has 

suffered considerably by the ravages of time. The Arithmetics 
should, according to the title and a distinct statement in the 
introduction to it, contain thirteen Books. But all the six 
known Mss.* contain only six books, with the sole variation 

that in the Vatican ms. 200 the same text, which in the rest 

forms six books, is divided into seven. Not only do the mss, 

practically agree in the external division of the work; they 
agree also in an equally remarkable manner—at least all of 

them which have up to the present been collated—in the lacunae 

and the mistakes which occur in the text. So much is this 

the case that Bachet, the sole editor of the Greek text of 

Diophantos, asserts his belief that they are all copied from one 
original*. This can, however, scarcely be said to be established, 

1 The six Mss. are: 

1—38. Vatican mss. No. 191, x11. c., charta bombycina. 
No. 200, xtv. ¢., charta pergamena. 

No. 304, xv. c., charta, 

4. ms. in Nat. Library at Paris, that used by Bachet for his text. 

5. ms. in Palatine Library, collated for Bachet by Claudius Salmasius. 

6. Xylander’s ms. which belonged to Andreas Dudicius. 

Colebrooke considers that 5 and 6 are probably identical. 

2 «Hitenim neque codex Regius, cuius ope hance editionem adornavimus; 
neque is quem prae manibus habuit Xilander; neque Palatinus, vt doctissimo 

viro Claudio Salmasio referente accepimus ; neque Vaticanus, quem vir summus 
Iacobus Sirmondus mihi ex parte transcribendum curauit, quicquam amplius 
continent, quam sex hosce Arithmeticorum libros, et tractatum de numeris 

multangulis imperfectum. Sed et tam infeliciter hi omnes codices inter se 
consentiunt, vt ab vno fonte manasse et ab eodem exemplari descriptos fuisse 

non dubitem. Itaque parum auxilij ab his subministratum nobis esse, veris- 
simé affirmare possum.” Epistola ad Lectorem. 

It will be seen that the learned Bachet spells here, as everywhere, Xylander’s 
name wrongly, giving it as Xilander. 

2—2 
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for Bachet had no knowledge of two of the three Vatican MSs. 

and had only a few readings of the third, furnished to him by 
Jacobus Sirmondus. It is possible therefore that the collation 

of the two remaining Mss. in the Vatican might even now lead 

to important results respecting the settling of the text. The 
evidence of the existence in earlier times of all the thirteen 
books is very doubtful, some of it absolutely incorrect. Bachet 
says’ that Joannes Regiomontanus asserts that he saw the 
thirteen books somewhere, and that Cardinal Perron, who had 
recently died, had often told him that he possessed a MS. 

containing the thirteen books complete, but, having lent it 
to a fellow-citizen, who died before returning it, had never re-— 
covered it. Respecting this latter MS. mentioned by Bachet 
we have not sufficient data to lead us to a definite conclusion 

as to whether it really corresponded to the title, or, like the 

Mss. which we know, only announced thirteen books. If it 

really corresponded to the title, it is remarkable how (in the 
words of Nesselmann) every possible unfortunate circumstance 

and even the “pestis” mentioned by Bachet seem to have 
conspired to rob posterity of at least a part of Diophantos’ 

works. 
Respecting the statement that Regiomontanus asserts that 

he saw a MS. containing the thirteen books, it is clear that 
it is founded on a misunderstanding. Xylander states in two 
passages of his preface” that he found that Regiomontanus 

1 «Toannes tamen Regiomontanus tredecim Diophanti libros se alicubi 

vidisse asseverat, et illustrissimus Cardinalis Perronius, quem nuper ex- 

tinctum magno Christianae et literariae Reipublicae detrimento, conquerimur, 

mihi saepe testatus est, se codicem manuscriptum habuisse, qui tredecim Dio- 

phanti libros integros contineret, quem cim Gulielmo Gosselino conciui suo, 
qui in Diophantum Commentaria meditabatur, perhumaniter more suo exhi- 

buisset, paullo post accidit, ut Gosselinus peste correptus interiret, et Diophanti 
codex eodem fato nobis eriperetur. Cum enim precibus meis motus Cardi- 
nalis amplissimus, nullisque sumptibus parcens, apud heredes Gosselini codicem 
illum diligenter exquiri mandasset, et quouis pretio redimi, nusquam repertus 

est.’’ Ad lectorem. 
2 “Tnueni deinde tanquam exstantis in bibliothecis Italicis, sibique uisi 

mentionem a Regiomontano (cuius etiam nominis memoriam ueneror) factam.” 
Xylander, Epistola nuncupatoria. 

“Sane tredecim libri Arithmeticae Diophanti ab aliis perhibentur exstare in 
bibliotheca Vaticana; quos Regiomontanus ille uiderit.” Ibid. 
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mentioned a Ms. of Diophantos which he had seen in an Italian 
library; and that others said that the thirteen books were 
extant in the Vatican Library, “ which Regiomontanus saw.” 
Now as regards the latter statement, Xylander was obviously 
wrongly informed ; for not one of the Vatican Mss. contains 
the thirteen books. It is necessary therefore to inquire to what 
passage or passages in Regiomontanus’ writings Xylander refers. 
Nesselmann finds only one place which can be meant, an Oratio 
habita Patavii in praelectione Alfragani* in which Regiomon- 
tanus remarks that “no one has yet translated from the Greek 
into Latin the thirteen books of Diophantos*.” Upon this 
Nesselmann observes that, even if Regiomontanus saw a MS., 

it does not follow that it had the thirteen books, except on 

the title-page; and the remarks which Regiomontanus makes 
upon the contents show that he had not studied them thoroughly; 
but it is not usually easy to see, by a superficial examination, 
into how many sections a MS. is divided. However, this passage 

is interesting as being the first mention of Diophantos by a 
European writer; the date of the Speech was probably about 
1462. The only other passage, which Nesselmann was acquaint- 

ed with and might have formed some foundation for Xylander’s 
conclusion, is one in which Regiomontanus (in the same Oratio) 
describes a journey which he made to Italy for the purpose 

of learning Greek, with the particular (though not exclusive) 

1 Printed in the work Rudimenta astronomica Alfragani. ‘Item Alba- 

tegnius astronomus peritissimus de motu stellarum, ex observationibus tum 
propriis tum Ptolemaeci, omnia cum demonstrationibus Geometricis et Addi- 
tionibus Joannis de Regiomonte. Item Oratio introductoria in omnes scientias 

Mathematicas Joannis de Regiomonte, Patavii habita, cum Alfraganum publice 

praelegeret. Ejusdem utilissima introductio in elementa Euclidis, Item Epis- 
tola Philippi Melanthonis nuncupatoria, ad Senatum Noribergensem. Omnia 
jam recens prelis publicata. Norimbergae anno 1537. 4to.” 

2 The passage is: ‘“‘Diofanti autem tredecim libros subtilissimos nemo usque- 
hac ex Graecis Latinos fecit, in quibus flos ipse totius Arithmeticae latet, ars 

videlicet rei et census, quam hodie vocant Algebram Arabico nomine.”’ 

It does not follow from this, as Vossius maintains, that Regiomontanus sup- 

posed Dioph. to be the inventor of algebra. 
The ‘‘ars rei et census,” which is the solution of determinate quadratic 

equations, is not found in our Dioph.; and even supposing that it was given in 
the ms. which Regiomontanus saw, this is not a point which would deserve 
special mention, : 
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object of turning into Latin certain Greek mathematical works’. 
But Diophantos is not mentioned by name, and Nesselmann 
accordingly thinks that it is a mere conjecture on the part 

of Cossali and Xylander, that among the Greek writers mentioned 
in this passage Diophantos was included; and that we have 

no ground for thinking, on the authority of these passages, 
that Regiomontanus saw the thirteen books in a complete form. 

But Nesselmann does not seem to have known of a passage 
in another place, which is later than the Oration at Padua, 

and shows to my mind most clearly that Regiomontanus never 
saw the complete work. It is in a letter to Joannes de Blan- 

chinis’, in which Regiomontanus states that he found at Venice 
“ Diofantus,” a Greek arithmetician who had not yet been 

translated into Latin; that in the proémium he defined the 
several powers up to the sixth, but whether he followed out 
all the combinations of these Regiomontanus does not know; 

“ for not more than six books are found, though in the proémium 

he promises thirteen. If this book, a wonderful and difficult 
work, could be found entire, I should like to translate it into Latin, 
for the knowledge of Greek I have lately acquired would 

suffice for this*,’ &c. The date of this occurrence is stated 

1 After the death of his teacher, Georg von Peurbach, he tells us he went 

to Rome &c. with Cardinal Bessarion. ‘‘Quid igitur reliquum erat nisi ut 

orbitam viri clarissimi sectarer? coeptum felix tuum pro viribus exequerer? 
Duce itaque patrono communi Romam profectus more meo literis exerceor, ubi 

scripta plurima Graecorum clarissimorum ad literas suas discendas me invitant, 
quo Latinitas in studiis praesertim Mathematicis locupletior redderetur.”’ 

Peurbach died 8 April, 1461, so that the journey must have taken place 
between 1461 and 1471, when he permanently took up his residence at Niirn- 

berg. During this time he visited in order Rome, Ferrara, Padua (where he 
delivered the Oration), Venice, Rome (a second time) and Vienna. 

2 Given on p. 135 of Ch. Th. v. Murr’s Memorabilia, Norimbergae, 1786, and 

partly in Doppelmayr, Historische Nachricht von der Niirnbergischen Mathe- 

maticis und Kiinstlern, p. 5. Note y (Nurnberg, et 

3 The whole passage is: 

‘Hoe dico dominationi uestrae me reperisse nunc uenetiis Diofantum arith- 
meticum graecum nondum in latinum traductum. Hic in prohemio diffiniendo 

terminos huius artis ascendit ad cubum cubi, primum enim uocat numerum, 
quem numeri uocant rem, secundum uocat potentiam, ubi numeri dicunt 
censum, deinde cubum, deinde potentiam potentiae, uocant numerum censum 

de censu, item cubum de censu et tandem cubi, Nescio tamen si omnes com- 
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in a note to be 1463. Here then we have a distinct contradiction 
to the statement that Regiomontanus speaks of having seen thir- 
teen books ; so that Xylander’s conclusions must be abandoned. 

No conclusion can be arrived at from the passage in Fermat’s 

letter to Digby (15 August 1657) in which he says: The name 
of this author (Diophantos) “me donne l'occasion de vous faire 
souvenir de la promesse, qu’il vous a pleu me faire de recouvrer 
quelque manuscrit de cét Autheur, qui contienne tous les treize 
livres, et de m’en faire part, s'il vous peut tomber en main.” 

This is clearly no evidence that a complete Diophantos existed 
at the time. 

Bombelli (1572) states the number of books to be seven’, 
showing that the Ms. he used was Vatican No. 200. 

To go farther back still in time, Maximus Planudes, who 
lived in the time of the Byzantine Emperors Andronicus I. and 
II. in the first half of the 14th century, and wrote Scholia to 

the two first books of the Arithmetics, given in Latin in 
Xylander’s translation of Diophantos, knew the work in the 

same form in which we have it, so far as the first two books 

are concerned. From these facts Nesselmann concludes that 

the corruptions and lacunae in the text, as we have it, are due 

to a period anterior to the 14th or even the 13th century. 
There are yet other means by which lost portions of Diophan- 

tos might have been preserved, though not found in the original 
text as it has come down to us. We owe the recovery of some 

Greek mathematical works to the finding of Arabic translations 
of them, as for instance parts of Apollonios. Now we know 

binationes horum prosecutus fuerit. non enim reperiuntur nisi 6 eius libri qui 
nunc apud me sunt, in prohemio autem pollicetur se scripturum tredecim. Si 
liber hic qui reuera pulcerrimus est et difficilimus, integer inueniretur [Doppel- 
mayr, inueniatur] curarem eum latinum facere, ad hoc enim sufficerent mihi 

literae graecae quas in domo domini mei reuerendissimi didici. Curate et uos 

obsecro si apud uestros usquam inueniri possit liber ille integer, sunt enim in 

urbe uestra non nulli graecarum litterarum periti, quibus solent inter caeteros 

tuae facultatis libros huiusmodi occurrere. Interim tamen, si suadebitis, sex 

dictos libros traducere in latinum occipiam, quatenus latinitas hoc nouo et 

pretiosissimo munere non careat.” 
1 «Holi e io, per arrichire il mondo di cosi fatta opera, ci dessimo 4 tradurlo 

e cinque libri (delli sette che sono) tradutti ne abbiamo.” Bombelli, pref. to 
Algebra. 
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that Diophantos was translated into Arabic, or at least studied 
and commented upon in Arabia. Why then should we not 

be as fortunate in respect of Diophantos as with others? In 
the second part of a work by Alkarkhi called the Fakhri* 
(an algebraic treatise) is a collection of problems ix deter- 

minate and indeterminate analysis which not only indicate. 
that their author had deeply studied Diophantos, but are, 

many of them, directly taken from the Arithmetics with the 
change, occasionally, of some of the constants. The obliga- 
tions of Alkarkhi to Diophantos are discussed by Woépcke in 
his Notice sur le Fakhri. In a marginal note to his MS. is a 

remark attributing the problems of section Iv. and of section 
111. in part to Diophantos*. Now section Iv. begins with pro- 

blems corresponding to the last 14 of Diophantos’ Second Book, 

and ends with an exact reproduction of Book 11. Intervening 
between these two parts are twenty-five problems which are not 
found in our Diophantos. We might suppose then that we have 

here a lost Book of our author, and Woépcke says that he was 
so struck by the gloss in the ms. that he hoped he had dis- - 

covered such a Book, but afterwards abandoned the idea for the 

reasons: (1) That the first twelve of the problems depend upon 
equations of the first or second degree which lead, with two 

exceptions, to irrational results, whereas such were not allowed 

by Diophantos. (2) The thirteen other problems which are 

indeterminate problems of the second degree are, some of them, 
quite unlike Diophantos; others have remarks upon methods 

employed, and references to the author’s commentaries, which 
we should not expect to find if the problems were taken from 
Diophantos. 

It does not seem possible, then, to identify any part of 

1 The book which I have made‘use of on this subject is: ‘Extrait du Fakhri, 
traité d’ Algtbre par Abou Bekr Mohammed ben Alhacan Alkarkhi (manuserit 
952, supplément arabe de la bibliothtque Impériale) précédé d’un mémoire sur 
l’Algébre indéterminée chez les Arabes, par F. Woepcke, Paris, 1853.” 

2 Wopcke’s translation of this gloss is: ‘‘J’ai vu en cet endroit une glose de 

l’écriture d’Ibn Alsirfidj en ces termes: Je dis, les problémes de cette section et — 
une partie de ceux de la section précédente, sont pris dans les livres de Dio- 
phante, suivant l’ordre. Ceci fut écrit par Ahmed Ben Abi Beqr Ben Ali Ben 
Alsirfdj Alkelaneci,” 
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the Fakhri as having formed a part of Diophantos’ work now 
lost. Thus it seems probable to suppose that the form in which 
Alkarkhi found and studied Diophantos was not different from 

the present. This view is very strongly supported by the follow- 
ing evidence. Bachet has already noticed that the solution 
of Dioph. 11. 19 is really only another solution of 1. 18, and 

does not agree with its own enunciation. Now in the Fakhri 

we have a problem (Iv. 40) with the same enunciation as 

Dioph. £1. 19, but a solution which is not in Diophantos’ manner. 

It is remarkable to find this followed by a problem (Iv. 41) 

which is the same as Dioph. 11. 20 (choice of constants always 
excepted). It is then sufficiently probable that 11. 19 and 
20 followed each other in the redaction of Diophantos known 
to Alkarkhi; and the fact that he gives a non-Diophantine 
solution of 1. 19 would show that he had observed that the 
enunciation and solution did not correspond, and therefore set 
himself to work out a solution of his own. In view of this 
evidence we may probably assume that Diophantos’ work had 
already taken its present mutilated form when it came into 
the hands of the author of the Fakhri. This work was written 

by Abu Bekr Mohammed ibn Alhasan Alkarkhi near the 
beginning of the 11th century of our era; so that the cor- 
ruption of the text of Diophantos must have taken place before 
the 11th century. 

There is yet another Arabic work even earlier than this 

last, apparently lost, the discovery of which would be of the 
greatest historical interest and importance. It is a work upon 

Diophantos, consisting of a translation or a commentary by Mo- 
hammed Abu'l-Wafa, already mentioned incidentally. But it 
is doubtful whether the discovery of his work entire would 
enable us to restore any of the lost parts of Diophantos. There 

is no evidence to lead us to suppose so, but there is a piece 
of evidence noted by Wépcke’ which may possibly lead to 
an opposite conclusion. Abu’l-Wafa does not satisfactorily deal 
with the possible division of any number whatever into four 
squares. Now the theorem of the possibility of such division 

1 Journal Asiatique, Cinquiéme série, Tome v. p- 234, 
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is assumed by Diophantos in several places, notably in Iv. 31. 

We have then two alternatives. Either (1) the theorem was 
not distinctly enunciated by Diophantos at all, or (2) It was 

enunciated in a proposition of a lost Book.. In either case 
Abu’l-Wafa cannot have seen the statement of the theorem in 

Diophantos, and, if the latter alternative is right, we have an- 

argument in favour of the view that the work had already been 
mutilated before it reached the hands of Abu’l-Wafa. Now 

Abu’l-Wafa’s date is 328—388 of the Hegira, or 940—988 of 
our Era. 

It would seem, therefore, clear that the parts of Diophantos’ 
Arithmetics which are lost were lost at an early date, and 

that the present lacunae and imperfections in the text had 

their origin in all probability before the 10th century. 
It may be said also with the same amount of probability 

that the Porisms were lost before the 10th century A.D. We 

have perhaps an indication of this in the title of another work 
of Abu’l-Wafa, of which Wopcke’s translation is “ Démonstra- 

tions des théorémes employés par Diophante dans son ouvrage, 
et de ceux employés par (Aboul-Wafa) lui-méme dans son com- 
mentaire.” It is not possible to conclude with certainty from 

the title of this work what its contents may have been. Are 

the “theorems ” those which Diophantos assumes, referring for 

proofs of them to his Porisms? This seems a not unlikely sup- 

position ; and, if it is correct, it would follow that the proofs 

of these propositions, which Diophantos must have himself 
given, in fact, the Porisms, were no longer in existence in 

the time of Abu’l-Wafa, or at least were for him as good as lost. 
It must be admitted then that we have no historical evidence 

of the existence at any time subsequent to Diophantos himself 
of the Porisms. 

Of the treatise on Polygonal Numbers we possess only a 
fragment. It breaks off in the middle of the 8th proposition. 

It is not however probable that much is wanting; practically 
the treatise seems to be nearly complete. 

§ 2. The next question which naturally suggests itself is: 

As we have apparently six books only of the Arithmetics out of 
thirteen, where may we suppose the lost matter to have been 
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placed in the treatise? Was it at the beginning, middle, or 
end? This question can only be decided when we have come 
to a conclusion about the probable contents of the lost portion. 
It has, however, been dogmatically asserted by many who have 
written upon Diophantos—often without reading him at all, or 
reading him enough to enable them to form a judgment on the 
subject—-that the Books, which we have, are the first six and 
that the loss has been at the end; and such have accordingly 
wondered what could have been the subject to which Diophantos 

afterwards proceeded. To this view, which has no ground save 

in the bare assertions of incompetent or negligent writers, 
Nesselmann opposes himself very strongly. He maintains on 

the contrary, with much reason, that in the sixth Book 
Diophantos’ resources are at an end. If one reads carefully 

the last four Books, from the third to the sixth, the conclusion 

forces itself upon one that Diophantos moves in a rigidly defined 
and limited circle of methods and artifices, that any attempts 

_ which he makes to free himself are futile. But this fact can 
only be adequately appreciated after a perusal of his entire 
work. It may, however, be further added that the sixth Book 

forms a natural conclusion to the whole, in that it is made up 
of exemplifications of methods explained and used in the pre- 
ceding Books. The subject is the finding of right-angled 
triangles in rational numbers, such that the sides satisfy given 

conditions, Arithmetic being applied to Geometry in the geo- 
metrical notion of the right-angled triangle. As was said 

above, we have now to consider what the contents of the lost 

Books of the Arithmetics may have been. Clearly we must 
first inquire what is actually wanting which we should have 

expected to find there, either as promised by the author 
himself in his own work, or as necessary for the elucidation or 
completion of the whole. We must therefore briefly indicate 
the general contents of the work as we have it. 

The first book contains problems leading to determinate 

equations of the first degree’; the remainder of the work being 

1 As a specimen of the rash way in which even good writers speak of Dio- 
phantos, I may instance here a remark of Vincenzo Riccati, who says: ‘‘De 

problematibus determinatis quae resolutis aequationibus dignoscuntur, nihil 
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a collection of problems which, with scarcely an exception, lead 

to indeterminate equations of the second degree, beginning with 
simpler cases and advancing step by step to more complicated 

questions. These indeterminate or semideterminate problems 
form the main feature of the collection. Now it is a great step 

from determinate equations of the first degree to semideter- — 
minate and indeterminate problems of the second; and we must 

recognise that there is here an enormous gap in the exposition. 

We ought surely to find here (1) determinate equations of the 
second degree and (2) indeterminate equations of the first. 
With regard to (2), it is quite true that we have no definite 

statement in the work itself that they formed part of the 
writer’s plan; but that they were discussed here is an extremely 

probable supposition. With regard to (1) or determinate 

quadratic equations, on the other hand, we have certain 

evidence from the writer’s own words, that the solution of the 

adfected or complete quadratic was given in the treatise as it 
originally stood; for, in the first place, Diophantos promises a 

discussion of them in the introductory definitions (def. 11) 
where he gives rules for the reduction of equations of the 

second degree to their simplest forms; secondly, he uses his 

method for their solution in the later Books, in some cases 

simply giving the result of the solution without working it out, 
in others giving the irrational part of the root in order to find 

an approximate value in integers, without writing down the 

actual root’. We find examples of pure quadratic equations 

omnino Diophantus (!); agit duntaxat de eo problematum semideterminatorum 
genere, quae respiciunt quadrata, aut cubos numerorum, quae problemata ut 
resolvantur, quantitates radicales de industria sunt vitandae.’’ Pref. to ana- 
litiche istituzioni. 

1 These being the indications in the work itself, what are we to think of a 
recent writer of a History of Mathematics, who says: ‘‘Hieraus und aus dem 

Umstand, dass Diophant nirgends die von ihm versprochene Theorie der 
Auflésung der quadratischen Gleichungen gibt, schloss man, er habe dieselbe 
nicht gekannt, und hat desshalb den Arabern stets den Ruhm dieser Erfindung 

zugetheilt,” and goes on to say that ‘‘nevertheless Nesselmann after a thorough 

study of the work is convinced that D. knew the solution of the quadratic”? 
It is almost impossible to imagine that these remarks are serious. The writer 

is Dr Heinrich Suter, Geschichte d. Mathematischen Wissenschaften, Zweite 

Auflage. Ziirich, 1873, 
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even in the first Book: a fact which shows that Diophantos 
regarded them as in reality simple equations, taking, as he does, 

the positive value of the root only. Indeed it would seem that 

Diophantos adopted as his ground for the classification of these 

equations, not the index of the highest power of the unknown 
quantity contained in it, but the number of terms left in it 
when it is reduced to its simplest form. His words are’: “If 
the same powers of the unknown occur on both sides but with 

different coefficients we must take like from like until we have 
one single expression equal to another. If there are on both 
sides, or on either side, terms with negative coefficients, the 

defects must be added on both sides, until there are the same 

powers on both sides with positive coefficients, when we must 
‘take like from like as before. We must contrive always, if 

possible, to reduce our equations so that they may contain one 

single term equated to one other. But afterwards we will 

explain to you also how, when two terms are left equal to a 

2 Diophantos’ actual words (which I have translated freely) are: Mera dé 
Tatra édy dd mpoBAnuaros Twos yévnrar Urapékts eldeor Tots abrois un duordnOF 
6 dird-éxarépwv Tov wepGv, Senoe aarpety TA Suora dd Tv duolwv, ews dy évds(!) 

eldos évl elder toov yévnras édv 5é ws év ororépw évuTapxy(?),  év dudorépas 

évenreliy (?) twa eldn, Sejoec mpocbcivac Tra delrovra elin év adudorépors tots 

pépeow, ews dv éxarépy Tv wepGv Ta edn evuTdpxovra yévyra. Kal wddw ade- 

Rey Ta Guora dro Tov duolwv, ws ay éxarépy T&v pep&v ev eldos KararePO7. 

megirorexvncOw 5¢ TodTo év rails vrocrdcect THY Tpordcewr, Edy evdéxnrar, ews 
av év efdos évi elder icov KaraderpOH. vorepov dé cor SelEouer Kal mas S00 elder low 

évi karadepOévrwv TO ToLovTov NbeTaL. 
I give Bachet’s text exactly, marking those places where it seems obviously 

wrong. Karade.pO7 should of course be caraerpO7. 

It is worth observing that L. Rodet, in Journal Asiatique, Janvier, 1878, on 

“T’Algébre d’Al-Kharizmi et les méthodes indienne et grecque,” quotes this 

passage, not from Bachet’s text, but from the MS. which Bachet used. His 

readings show the following variations: 

Bachet. | L. Rodet. 

yevnrat yevnoerac [?? How about the construc- 

tion with éav?] 

brapkts Twa toa 

évds eldos év eldos 

évedreln év Nelwer. 

[I doubt the latter word very much, 
compounded as the verb is with the 
prep. év twice repeated.] 
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third, such a question is solved.” That is to say, “reduce when 

possible the quadratic to one of the forms x=a, or a =b. I 

will give later a method of solution of the complete equation 
2 +ax=+b.” Now this promised solution of the complete 

quadratic equation is nowhere to be found in the Arithmetics 
' as we have them, though in the second and following Books. 

there are obvious cases of its employment. We have to decide, 
then, where it might naturally have come; and the answer is 

that the suitable place is between the first and second Books. 
But besides the entire loss of an essential portion of Dio- 

phantos’ work there is much confusion in the text even of that 

portion which remains. Thus clearly problems 6, 7, 18, 19 of 

the second Book, which contain determinate problems of the 
first degree, belong in reality to Book 1. Again, as already re- 
marked above, the problem enunciated in 1. 19 is not solved at 

all, but the solution attached to it is a mere “ d\Aws” of Ir. 18. 

Moreover, problems 1—5 of Book 11. recall problems already 

solved ini. Thus 0. 1=1 34: 1. 2=1 37: U. 3 is similar 

to I. 33: I. 4=1 35: 1. 5=1. 36. The problem L 29 seems 
also out of place in its present position. In the second Book a — 
new type of problem is taken up at 11. 20, and examples of it 

are continued through the third Book. There is no sign of a 
marked division between Books 1. and 11. In fact, expressed 

in modern notation, the last two problems of 11. and the first 

of 11. are the solutions of the following sets of equations : 

1. 35. a +(a+yt+z)=a° 
y+ (atytz)=0’ >. 
2+(e+ty+2)=c 

I. 36. a —(a+y+z)=a’ 

y —(e@+tyt+z)=8 >. 
2—(a@+y+z)=C 

ui. 1. (e+y +2) —a=a? 
(e+y+2)-y7Y=0' \, 

(a+y+z2)-2=¢ 

These follow perfectly naturally upon each other; and 

therefore it is quite likely that our division between the two 
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Books was not the original one. In fact the frequent occur- 
rence of more definite divisions in the middle of the Books, 
coupled with the variation in the Vatican Ms. which divides our 
six Books into seven, seems to show that the work may have 
been divided into even a larger number of Books originally. 
Besides the displacements of problems which have probably taken 
place there are many single problems which have been much 
corrupted, notably the fifth Book, which has, as Nesselmann 
expresses it’, been “treated by Mother Time in a very step- 

motherly fashion”. It is probable, for instance, that between 

v. 21 and 22 three problems have been lost. In several other 

cases the solutions are confused or incomplete. How the im- 
perfections of the text were introduced into it we can only con- 
jecture. Nesselmann thinks they cannot be due merely to the 
carelessness of a copyist, but are rather due, at least in part, to 

the ignorance and inexpertness of one who wished to improve 

upon the original. The view, which was put forward by 
Bachet, that our six Books are a redaction or selection made 

from the complete thirteen by a later hand, seems certainly 
untenable. 

The treatise on Polygonal Numbers is in its subject related 
to the Arithmetics, but the mode of treatment is completely 

different. It is not an analytical work, but a synthetic one; 
the author enunciates propositions and then gives their proofs ; 
in fact the treatise is quite in the manner of Books vi1.—x. of 

Euclid’s elements, the method of representing numbers by 

geometrical lines being used, which Cossali has called linear 

- Arithmetic. This method of representation is only once used in 

the Arithmetics proper, namely in the proposition v. 13, where 

it is used to prove that if +y=1, and «a and y have to be so 
determined that «+2, y+ 6 are both squares, we have to divide 

the number 9 into two squares of which one must be > 2 and 
<3. From the use of this linear method in this one case in the 

Arithmetics, and commonly in the treatise on Polygonal Numbers, 
we see that even in the time of Diophantos the geometrical 
representation of numbers was thought to have the advantage 

1 “‘Namentlich ist in dieser Hinsicht das fiinfte Buch stiefmiitterlich von der 

Mutter Zeit behandelt worden.” p. 268. 
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of greater clearness. It need scarcely be remarked how opposed 
this Greek method is to our modern ones, our tendency being 

the reverse, viz., to the representation of lines by numbers. The 
treatise on Polygonal Numbers is often, and probably rightly, 
held to be one of the thirteen original Books of the Aritimetics. 
There is absolutely no reason to doubt its genuineness; which 

remark would have been unnecessary but for a statement by 
Bossut to the effect: “Il avoit écrit treize livres d’ arithmétiques, 
les six premiers (?) sont arrivés jusqu’é nous: tous les autres 

sont perdus, si, néanmoins, un septiéme, qu’on trouve dans 
quelques (!) éditions de Diophante, n’est pas de lui”; upon which 

Reimer has made a note: “This Book on Polygonal Numbers is 

an independent work and cannot possibly belong to the Collection | 
of Diophantos’ Arithmetics’.” This statement is totally un- — 
founded. With respect to Bossut’s own remark, we have seen 

that it is almost certain that the Books we possess are not the 

first siz Books; again, the treatise on Polygonal Numbers does 
not only occur in some, but in all of the editions of Diophantos 
from Xylander to Schulz; and, lastly, Bossut is the only person 
who has ever questioned its genuineness. 

We mentioned above the Porisms of Diophantos. Our 

knowledge of them is derived from his own words; in three 

places in the Arithmetics he refers to them in the words éyouev 
év Tois topicwacw: the places are Vv. 3,5, 19. The references 
made to them are for proofs of propositions in the Theory of 
Numbers, which he assumes in these problems as known.» It is 

probable therefore that the Porisms were a collection of propo- 
sitions concerning the properties of certain numbers, their 

divisibility into a certain number of squares, and so on; and it 
is reasonable to suppose that from them he takes also the many 
other propositions which he assumes, either explicitly enunciating 

them, or implicitly taking them for granted. May we not then 

reasonably suppose the Porisms to have formed an introduction 
to the indeterminate and semi-determinate analysis of the 
second degree which forms the main subject of the Arithmeties? 

And may we not assume this introduction to have formed an 

1 “Dieses Buch de numeris multangulis ist eine fiir sich bestehende Schrift 
und gehért keinesweges in die Sammlung der Arithmeticorum Diophant’s.” 
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integral part, now lost, of the original thirteen books? If this 
supposition is correct the Porisms also must have intervened be- 
tween Books i. and I1., where we have already said that probably 
Diophantos treated of indeterminate problems of the first 

degree and of the solution of the complete quadratic. The 
method of the Porisms was probably synthetic, like the Poly- 

gonal Numbers, not (like the six Books of the Avrithmetics) 
analytical; this however forms no sufficient reason for refusing 
to include all three treatises under the single title of thirteen 
Books of Arithmetics. These suppositions would account easily 

for the contents of the lost Books; they would also, with the 
additional evidence of the division of our text of the Arithmetics 
into seven books by the Vatican Ms., show that the lost portion 

probably does not bear such a large proportion to the whole as 
might be imagined. This view is adopted by Colebrooke’, and 

after him by Nesselmann, who, in support of his hypothesis 

that the Arithmetics, the Porisms and the treatise on Polygonal 
Numbers formed only one complete work under the general 

title of dpwOuntixa, points out the very significant fact that we 
never find mention of more than one work of Diophantos, and 
that the very use of the Plural Neuter term, api@untixa, would 
seem to imply that it was a collection of different treatises on 
arithmetical subjects and of different content. Nesselmann, how- 

ever, does not seem to have noticed an objection previously urged 

l Algebra of the Hindus, Note M. p. uxt. 
‘In truth the division of manuscript books is very uncertain: and it is by 

no means improbable that the remains of Diophantus, as we possess them, may 
be less incomplete and constitute a larger portion of the thirteen books an- 
nounced by him (Def. 11) than is commonly reckoned. His treatise on polygon 
numbers, which is surmised to be one (and that the last of the thirteen), follows, 

as it seems, the six (or seven) books in the exemplars of the work, as if the 
preceding portion were complete. It is itself imperfect: but the manner is 
essentially different from that of the foregoing books: and the solution of 
problems by equations is no longer the object, but rather the demonstration 

of propositions. There appears no ground, beyond bare surmise, to presume, 
that the author, in the rest of the tracts relative to numbers which fulfilled 

his promise of thirteen books, resumed the Algebraic manner: or in short, 
that the Algebraic part of his performance is at all mutilated in the copies 
extant, which are considered to be all transcripts of a single imperfect 

exemplar.” 

H. D. 3 
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against the theory that the three treatises formed only one work, 
by Schulz, to the effect that Diophantos expressly says that his 
work treats of arithmetical problems’. This statement itself 

does not seem to me to be quite accurate, and I cannot think 

that it is at all a valid objection to Nesselmann’s view. The 
passage to which Schulz refers must evidently be the opening 

words of the dedication by the author to Dionysios. Diophantos 
begins thus: “Knowing that you are anxious to become ac- 

quainted with the solution [or ‘ discovery, e¥peors] of problems 

in numbers, I set myself to systematise the method, beginning 
from the foundations on which the science is built, the pre- 

liminary determination of the nature and properties in numbers.” 
Now these “foundations” may surely well mean more than is 

given in the eleven definitions with which the treatise begins, 
and why should not the “properties of numbers” refer to the 

Porisms and the treatise on Polygonal Numbers? But there is 
another passage which might seem to countenance Schulz’s 

objection, where (Def. 11) Diophantos says “let us now proceed 

to the propositions’...which we will deal with in thirteen Books*.” 

The word used here is not problem (rpoBAnua) but proposition 

(3poracts), although Bachet translates both words by the same 
Latin word “quaestio,” inaccurately. Now the word mpotacis 

does not only apply to the analytical solution of a problem: it 
applies equally to the synthetic method. Thus the use of the 
word here might very well imply that the work was to contain 

1 Schulz remarks on the Porisms (pref. xxi.): ‘‘Es ist daher nicht unwahr- 

scheinlich dass diese Porismen eine eigene Schrift unseres Diophantus waren, 

welche vorziiglich die Zusammensetzung der Zahlen aus gewissen Bestand- 

theilen zu ihrem Gegenstande hatte. Kénnte man diese Schrift gar als eine 

Bestandtheil des grossen in dreizehn Biichern abgefassten arithmetischen 
Werkes ansehen, so wiire es sehr erklirbar, dass gerade dieser Theil, der den 

blossen Liebhaber weniger anzog, verloren ging. Da indess Diophantus aus- 
driicklich sagt, sein Werk behandele arithmetische Probleme, so hat wenigstens 

die letztere Annahme nur einen geringen Grad yon Wahrscheinlichkeit.” 

2 Diophantos’ own words are: Ti evpecw Trav év Trois dpiOuots mpoBdnudrwr, 

Tymmraré por Atovicre, yivdboxwv oe crrovdalws €xovra pabeiv, dpyavGoa ry ué0odov 

éreipdOnv, dpiduevos ad’ Gv cuvéornke Ta mpdyuara OeueNwr, Vroorhoa TH év Tos 

apOpots piow re kal Stvamur. 

3 yov dé éml ras rpordcers xwpnowper, K.T. d. 
4 ris mpayuarelas abray ev rpicxaldexa BiBAlors yeyevnuevns. 
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not only problems, but propositions on numbers, ie. might 
include the Porisms and Polygonal Numbers as a part of the 
complete Arithmetics. These objections which I have made: 
to Schulz’s argument are, I think, enough to show that his 
objection to the view adopted by Nesselmann has no weight. 
Schulz’s own view as to the contents of the missing Books of 
Diophantos is that they contained new methods of solution in 
addition to those used in Books I. to vi, and that accordingly 
the lost portion came at the end of the existing six Books. In 

particular he thinks that Diophantos extended in the lost Books 
the method of solution by means of what he calls a double- 

equation (SimrdH icons or in one word dumAoicdrns). By means 
of this double-equation Diophantos shows how to find a value 
of the unknown, which will make two expressions containing it 
(linear or quadratic) simultaneously squares. Schulz accordingly 
thinks that he went on in the lost Books to show how to make 
three such expressions simultaneously squares, i.e. advanced to a 

triple-equation. This view, however, seems to have nothing to 
recommend it, inasmuch as, in the first place, we nowhere find 

the slightest hint in the extant Books of anything different or 

more advanced which is to come; and, secondly, Diophantos’ 

system and ideas seem so self-contained, and his methods to 
move always in the same well-defined circle that it seems 

certain that we come in our six Books to the limits of his art. 
There is yet another view of the probable contents of the 

lost Books, which must be mentioned, though we cannot believe 

that it is the right one. It is that of Bombelli, given by Cossali, 

to the effect that in the lost Books Diophantos went on to solve 
determinate equations of the third and fourth degree; Bombelli’s 

reason for supposing this is that Diophantos gives so many 
problems the object of which is to make the sum of a square 
and any other number to be again a square number by finding 

a suitable value of the first square; these methods, argues 
Bombelli, of Diophantos must have been given for the reason 
that the author intended to use them for the solution of the 
equation «*+px=q’. Now Bombelli had occupied himself 

1 Cossali’s words are (p. 75, 76):...‘‘non tralascierd di notare |’ opinione, di 
cui fu tentato Bombelli, che nelli sei libri cioé dal tempo, di tutto distruggitore, 

3—2 
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much, almost during his whole life, with the then new methods © 
of solution of equations of the third and fourth degree ; and, for 
the solution of the latter, the usual method of his time led to 

the making an expression of the form Aaw’+ Ba +C a square, 
where the coefficients involved a second unknown quantity. 

Nesselmann accordingly thinks it is no matter for surprise that 
in Diophantos’ entirely independent investigations Bombelli 

should have seen, or fancied he saw, his own favourite idea. 

This solution of the equation of the fourth degree presupposes 
that of the cubic with the second term wanting; hence Bombelli 
would naturally, in accordance with his view, imagine Diophantos 

to have given the solution of this cubic. It is possible also that 

he may have been influenced by the actual occurrence in the 

extant Books [vr. 19] of a cubic equation, namely the equation 

2 +a=42°+ 4, of which Diophantos at once writes down the 

solution w=4, without explanation. It is obvious, however, 

that no conclusion can be drawn from this, which is a very 

easy particular case, and which Diophantos probably solved’ by 
simply dividing out by the factor 2*+1. There are strong 

objections to Bombelli’s view. (1) Diophantos himself states 

(Def. x1.) that the solution of the problems is the object in itself 

of the work. (2) If he used the method to. lead up to the 

solution of equations of higher degrees, he certainly has not gone 

to work the shortest way. In support of the view it has been 

asked “ What, on any other assumption, is the object of defining 

in Def. 1. all powers of the unknown quantity up to the sixth ? 

rapitici, si avanzasse egli a sciogliere 1’ equazione «4+pa=q, parendogli, che 
nei libri rimastici, con proporsi di trovar via via numeri quadrati, cammini una 

strada a quell’ intento, LEgli é di fatto procedendo su queste tracce di Diofanto, 

che Vieta deprime |’ esposta equazione di grado quarto ad una di secondo, 
Siccome perd cid non si effettua che mediante una cubica mancante di secondo 
termine; cosi il pensiero sorto in animo a Bombelli importerebbe, che Diofanto 

nei libri perduti costituito avesse la regola di sciogliere questa sorta di equa- 

zione cubiche prima d’ innoltrarsi allo scioglimento di quella equazione di quarto 
grado.” 

1 This is certainly a simpler explanation than Bachet’s, who derives the 
solution from the proportion 2? : #?=2: 1. 

Therefore e+e: pl =e od, 

Therefore w+a: 4e29+4=0: 4, 

But the equation being «* + «= 4a? +4, it follows that c=4. 
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Surely Diophantos must have meant to use them.” The answer 
to which is that he has occasion to use them in the work, but 

reduces all the equations which contain these higher powers by 

his regular and uniform method of analysis. 

In conclusion, I may repeat that the most probable view is 

that adopted by Nesselmann, that the works which we know 
under the three titles formed part of one arithmetical work, 
which was, according to the author’s own words, to consist of 

thirteen Books. The proportion of the lost parts to the whole 
is probably less than it might be supposed to be. The Porisms 
form the part, the loss of which is most to be regretted, for 

from the references to them it is clear that they contained 

propositions in the Theory of Numbers most wonderful for the 

time. 



‘CHAPTER III. 

THE WRITERS UPON DIOPHANTOS. 

§ 1. In this chapter I purpose to give a sketch of what has 

been done directly, and (where it is of sufficient importance) - 

indirectly, for Diophantos, enumerating and describing briefly 
(so far as possible) the works which have been written on the 

subject. We turn first, naturally, to Diophantos’ own country- 

men; and we find that, if we except the doubtful “commentary 

of Hypatia,” spoken of above, there is only one Greek, who has 
written anything at all on Diophantos, namely the monk Maxi- 

mus Planudes, to whom are attributed the scholia attached to 

Books 1. and 11. in some Mss., which are printed in Latin in 

Xylander’s translation of Diophantos. The date of these scholia 
is the first half of the 14th century, and they represent all that 
we know to have been done for Diophantos by his own country- 

men. How different his fate would have been, had he lived a 
little earlier, when the scientific spirit of the Greeks was still 

active, what an enormous impression his work would then have 

created, we may judge by comparing the effect which it had 
with that of a far less important work, that of Nikomachos. 
Considering then that up to the time of Maximus Planudes 
nothing was written about Diophantos (beyond a single quota- 
tion by Theon of Alexandria, before mentioned, and an occa- 

sional mention of the name) by any Greek, one is simply 

astounded at finding in Bossut’s history a remark like the 
following: “L’auteur a eu parmi les anciens wne foule d’inter- 

prétes (!), dont les ouvrages sont la plupart(!) perdus. Nous 

regrettons, dans ce nombre, le commentaire de la célébre 
Hipathia (sic).’ Comment is unnecessary. With respect to 
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the work of Maximus Planudes itself, he has only commented 
upon the first two Books, the least important and most elemen- 
tary, nor can his scholia be said to have any importance. 
Bachet speaks contemptuously of them’, and even the modest 
Xylander has but a low opinion of their value’. 

§ 2. I have, in first mentioning Maximus Planudes, de- 
parted a little from chronological order, for the greater con- 
venience of giving first the Greek writers upon Diophantos. 
But long before the time of Maximus Planudes, the work of 
‘Diophantos had found its way to Arabia, and there met with 
the respect it deserved. Unfortunately the actual works writ- 
ten in Arabia directly upon Diophantos are all lost, or at least 
have not been discovered up to the present time. So far there- 
fore as these are concerned we have to be contented with the 
notices on the subject by Arabian historians or bibliographers. 

It is therefore necessary to collect from the earliest and best 
sources possible the scattered remarks about Diophantos and 
his works. The earliest and therefore presumably the best and 

most trustworthy authority on the subject of Diophantos in 
Arabia is the Kitab Alfihrist of al-Nadim’, the date of which 
is as early as circa 990 A.D. The passages in this work which 

refer to Diophantos are : 
(a) p. 269, “Diophantos [the last vowel, however, being 

i=” in one codex, in the rest undetermined] the Greek of 

1 Bachet says: ‘‘Porro Graeci Scholiastae in duos priores libros adnota- 
tiones edi non curauimus, vt quae nullius sint momenti, easque proinde 

Guilielmus Xilander(!) censura sua meritd perstrinxerit, si cui tamen oleum 

operamque perdere aded leue est, vt miras Graeculi huius ineptias peruidere 

cupiat, adeat Xilandrum.” 

2 Xylander says the Scholia are attributed to Maximus Planudes, and com- 
bats the view that they might be Hypatia’s thus: ‘‘Sed profecto si ea tanta 
fuit, quantam Suidas et alij perhibent, istae annotationes eam autorem non 

agnoscunt, de quibus quid senserim, meo more liber® dixi suis locis.”’ Epistola 

Nuncupatoria. 

8 This work has been edited by Fliigel, 1871. The author himself dates 

it 987, and Woépcke (Journal Asiatique, Février-Mars, 1855, p. 256) states that 
it was finished at that date. This is, however, not correct, for in his preface 

Fliigel shows that the work contains references to events which are certainly 

‘later than 987, so that it seems best to say simply that the date is circa 

990 4,D, 
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Alexandria. He wrote Kitab Sina‘at al-jabr,” i.e. “the book of 
the art of algebra.” 

(6) p. 283, Among the works of Abu’l-Wafa is mentioned 
“ An interpretation’ (tafsir) of the book of Diophantos about 

algebra.” : 
(c) On the same page the title of another work of Abu’l- 

Wafa is given as “ Demonstrations of the theorems employed 

by Diophantos in his work, and of those employed by (Abu’l- 

Wafa) himself in his commentary” (the word is as before 

tafsir). 
(d) p. 295, On Kosta ibn Lika of Ba‘lbek it is mentioned 

that one of his books is tafstr on three-and-a-half divisions - 

(Makalat) of the book of Diophantos on “‘ questions of numbers.” 
We have thus in the /ihrist mentions of three separate 

works upon Diophantos, which must accordingly have been 
written previously to the year 990 of our era. Concerning 
Abu’l-Wafa the evidence of his having studied and commented 

upon Diophantos is conclusive, not only because his other works 

which have survived show unmistakeable signs of the influence 
of Diophantos, but because the proximity of date of the Fihrist 

to that of Abu’l-Wafa makes all mistake impossible. As I have 
said the Fihrist was written circa 990 A.D. and the date of 

Abu’l-Wafa is 328—388 sa.H. or 940—998 aD. He was a 
native of Biizjan, a small town between Herat and Nishapir in 

Khorasan, and was evidently, from what is known of his works 
one of the most celebrated astronomers and geometers of his 
time*. Of later notices on this subject we may mention those 

1 There is a little doubt as to the exact meaning of tafstr—whether it means 

a translation or a commentary. The word is usually applied to the literal exe- 

gesis of the Korin; how much it means in the present case may perhaps be 
ascertainable from the fact that Abu’l-Wafa also wrote a tafsir of the Algebra of 

Mohammed ibn Misa al-Kharizmi. It certainly, according to the usual sense, 

means a commentary not a mere translation—e.g. at p. 249 al-Nadim clearly 
distinguishes translators of Aristotle from the mufassirin or makers of tafsir, i.e. 

commentators. 

For this information I am indebted to the kindness of Professor Robertson 

Smith. 
2 Wopcke, Journal Asiatique, Février-Mars, 1855, p. 244 foll. 

Abu’l-Wafa’s full name is Mohammed ibn Mohammed ibn Yahya ibn Ismail 
ibn Al’abbas Abu’l-Wafa Al-Biazjani, 
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in the Ta’rikh Hokoma (Hajji-Khalifa, No. 2204), by the Imim 
Mohammed ibn. ‘Abd al-Karim al-Shahrastani who died A.H. 548 
or A.D. 1153*. Of course this work is not so trustworthy an 

authority as the Fihrist, which is about 160 years earlier, and 
the author of the Ta rikh Hokoma stands to the Fihrist in the 
relation of a compiler to the original source. In the Ta’rikh 
Hokoma we are told (a) that Abu’l-Wafa “wrote a commen- 

tary on the work of Diophantos concerning Algebra,” (b) that 
“Diophantos, the Greek of Alexandria, conspicuous, perfect, 
famous in his time, wrote a famous work on the art of 

Algebra, which has gone over into Arabic,” i.e. been trans- 

lated. We must obviously connect these two notices. Lastly 
the same work mentions (c) another work of Abu’l-Wafa, 
namely “Proofs for the propositions given in his book by 
Diophantos.” 

A later writer still, the author of the History of the Dynas- 
ties, Abu’lfaraj, mentions, among celebrated men who lived in 
the time of Julian, Diophantos, with the addition that “His 

book’...on Algebra is celebrated,” and again in another place 
he says upon Abu’l-Wafa, “He commented upon the work of 
Diophantos on Algebra.” 

The notices from al-Shahrastani and Abuw'lfaraj are, as I haye 

1 The work Bibliotheca arabico-hispana Escurialensis op. et studio Mich. 
Casiri, Matriti, 1760, gives many important notices about mathematicians 
from the Ta’rikh Hokoma, which Casiri denotes by the title Bibliotheca philo- 
sophorum, 

Cossali mentions the Ta’rikh Hokoma as having been written about A.p. 1198 

by an anonymous person: ‘Il libro pit antico, che ci fornisca tratti relativi 

all’ origine dell’ analisi tra gli arabi é la Biblioteca arabica de’ filosofi, scritta 
circa l anno 1198 da anonimo egiziano” (Cossali, 1. p. 174). There is however 

now apparently no doubt that the author was al-Shahrastani, as I have said in 
the text. 

2 After the word ‘“‘book’’ in the text comes a word Ab-kismet which is un- 

intelligible. Pococke, the Latin translator, simply puts A. B. for it: ‘‘cuius liber 

A. B. quem Algebram vocat, celebris est.” The word or words are apparently 
a corruption of something; Nesselmann conjectures that the original word was 
an Arabic translation of the Greek title, Arithmetics—a supposition which, if 
true, would give admirable sense. The passage would then mark the Arabian 

perception of the discrepancy (according to the accepted meaning of terms) 

between the title and the subject, which is obviously rather algebra than arith- 
metic in the strict sense, 
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said, for obvious reasons not so trustworthy as those in the 
Fihrist. They are, however, interesting as showing that Dio- 
phantos continued to be known and recognised for a consider- 

able period after his work found its way to Arabia, and was 

commented upon, though they add nothing to our information 
as to what was done for Diophantos in Arabia. It is clear that 
the work of Abu’l-Wafa was the most considerable that was 
written in Arabia upon Diophantos directly ; about the obliga- 

tions to Diophantos of other Arabian writers, as indirectly 
shown by similarity of matter or method, without direct refer- 

ence, I shall have to speak later. 
§ 3. I now pass to the writers on Diophantos in Europe. 

From the time of Maximus Planudes to a period as late as 

about 1570 Diophantos remained practically a sealed book, and 

had to be rediscovered even after attention had been invited to 
it by Regiomontanus, who, as was said above, was the first 

European to mention it as extant. We have seen (pp. 21, 22) 
that Regiomontanus referred to Diophantos in the Oration at 
Padua, about 1462, and how in a very interesting letter to 

Joannes de Blanchinis he speaks of finding a Ms. of Diophantos at 
Venice, of the pleasure he would have in translating it if he could 

only find a copy containing the whole of the thirteen books, and 

his readiness to translate even the incomplete work in six books, 

in case it were desired. But it does not appear that he ever 

began the work ; it seems, however, very extraordinary that the 

interest which Regiomontanus took in Diophantos and tried to 
arouse in others should not have incited some of his German 
countrymen to follow his leading, at least as early as 1537, 

when we know that his Oration at Padua was published. Hard 
to account for as the fact may appear, it was left for an Italian, 
Bombelli, to rediscover Diophantos about 1570; though the 
mentions by Regiomontanus may be said at last to have borne 
their fruit, in that about the same time Xylander was en- 
couraged by them to persevere in his intention of investigating 

Diophantos. Nevertheless between the time of Regiomontanus 
and that of Rafael Bombelli Diophantos was once more for- 

gotten, or rather unknown, for in the interval we find two 

mentions of the name, (a) by Joachim Camerarius in a letter 
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published 1556*, in which he mentions that there is a MS, of 
Diophantos in the Vatican, which he is anxious to see, (6) by 
James Peletarius* who merely mentions the name. Of the 
important mathematicians who preceded Bombelli, Fra Luca 
Pacioli towards the end of the 15th century, Cardan and Tar- 
taglia in the 16th, not one so much as mentions Diophantos’. 

The first Italian to whom Diophantos seems to have been 

known, and who was the first to discover a MS. in the Vatican 

‘Library, and to conceive the idea of publishing the work, was 
Rafael Bombelli. Bachet falls into an anachronism when he 
says that Bombelli began his work upon Diophantos after the 

appearance of Xylander’s translation‘, which was published in 
1575. The Algebra of Bombelli appeared in 1572, and in the 

1 De Graecis Latinisque numerorum notis et praeterea Saracenis seu Indicis, 

etc. etc., studio Joachimi Camerarii, Papeberg, 1556. 

In a letter to Zasius: ‘‘ Venit mihi in mentem eorum quae et de hac et aliis 
liberalibus artibus dicta fuere, in eo convivio cujus in tuis aedibus me et Peuce- 

rum nostrum participes esse, suavissima tua invitatio voluit. Cum autem de 
autoribus Logistices verba fierent, et a me Diophantus Graecus nominaretur, qui 

extaret in Bibliotheca Vaticana, ostendebatur tum spes quedam, posse nobis 

copiam libri illius. Ibi ego cupiditate videndi incensus, fortasse audacius non 

tamen infeliciter, te quasi procuratorem constitui negotii gerendi, mandato 
voluntario, cum quidem et tu libenter susciperes quod imponebatur, et fides 

solenni festivitate firmaretur, de illo tuo et poculo elegante et vino optimo. 
Neque tu igitur oblivisceris ejus rei, cujus explicationem tua benignitas tibi 
commisit, neque ego non meminisse potero, non modo excellentis virtutis et 
sapientiae, sed singularis comitatis et incredibilis suavitatis tuae.” 

2 Arithmeticae practicae methodus facilis, per Gemmam Frisium, ete. Huc 

accedunt Jacobi Peletarii annotationes, Coloniae, 1571. (But pref. of Peletarius 
bears date 1558.) P. 72, Nota Peletarii: ‘Algebra autem dicta videtur a Gebro 
Arabe ut vox ipsa sonat; hujus artis si non inventore, saltem excultore. Alii 
tribuunt Diophanto cuidam Graeco.” 

3 Cossali 1. p. 59, ‘‘Cosa pero, che reca la somma maraviglia si é, che largo 
in Italia non si spandesse la cognizione del codice di Diofanto: che in fiore 

essendovi lo studio della greca lingua, non venisse da qualche dotto a comun 
vantaggio tradotta; che per l’ opposto niuna menzione ne faccia Fra Luca verso 

il fine del secolo xv, e niuna Cardano, e Tartaglia intorno la meta del secolo 

xy1; che nelle biblioteche rimanesse sepolto, ed andasse dimenticato per modo, 
che poco prima degli anni 70 del secolo xvz si riguardasse per una scoperta 
l averlo rinvenuto nella Vaticana Biblioteca.” 

4 “Non longo post Xilandrum interuallo Raphaél Bombellius Bononiensis, 
Graecum e Vaticana Bibliotheca Diophanti codicem nactus, omnes priorum 

quattuor librorum quaestiones, et 6 libro quinto nonnullas, problematibus suis 

inseruit, in Algebra sua quam Italico sermone conscripsit,”’ 
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preface to this work ‘the author tells us that he had recently 
discovered a Greek book on Algebra in the Vatican Library, 

written by a certain Diofantes, an Alexandrine Greek author 

who lived in the time of Antoninus Pius; that, thinking highly 
of the contents of this work, he and Antonio Maria Pazzi de- 

termined to translate it; that they actually translated five 
books out of the seven into which the Ms. was divided; but 
that, before the whole was finished, they were called away from 

it by other labours. The date of these occurrences must be a 
few years before 1572. Though Bombelli did not carry out his 

plan of publishing Diophantos in a translation, he has neverthe- 

less taken all the problems of Diophantos’ first four Books and 
some of those of the fifth, and embodied them in his Algebra, 

interspersing them with his own problems. Though he has 

taken no pains to distinguish Diophantos’ problems from his 
own, he has in the case of Diophantos’ work adhered pretty 

closely to the original, so that’ Bachet admits his obligations to 

Bombelli, whose reproduction of the problems of Diophantos he 
maintains that he found in many points better than Xylander’s 

translation’. It may be interesting to mention a few points of 

1 This book Nesselmann tells us that he has never seen, but takes his infor- 

mation about it from Cossali. I was fortunate enough to find a copy of it 

published in 1579 (not the original edition) in the British Museum, the title 
being L’ Algebra, opera di Rafael Bombelli da Bologna diuisa in tre Libri...... In 

Bologna, Per Giovanni Rossi. MDLXXIX. I have thus been able to verify the 
quotations from the preface. The whole passage is: 

‘‘Questi anni passati, essendosi ritrouato una opera greca di questa disciplina 
nella libraria di Nostro Signore in Vaticano, composta da un certo Diofante 
Alessandrino Autor Greco, il quale fi 4 tempo di Antonin Pio, e havendo mela 
fatta vedere Messer Antonio Maria Pazzi Reggiano publico lettore delle Matema- 
tiche in Roma, e giu dicatolo con lui Autore assai intelligente de numeri (an- 
corche non tratti de numeri irrationali, ma solo in lui si vede vn perfetto ordine 
di operare) egli, ed io, per arrichire il mondo di cosi fatta opera, ci dessimo 4 
tradurlo, e cinque libri (delli sette che sono) tradutti ne habbiamo ; lo restante 

non hauendo potuto finire per gli trauagli auenuti all’ uno, e all’ altro, e in detta 

opera habbiamo ritrouato, ch’ egli assai volte cita gli Autori Indiani, col che mi 
ha fatto conoscere, che questa disciplina appo gl’ indiani prima fu, che a gli Arabi.” 

The parts of this quotation which refer to the personality of Diophantos, the 
form Diofante, &c., have already been commented upon; the last clauses we 
shall have occasion to mention again. 

2 Continuation of quotation in note 4, p. 43: 

‘*Sed suas Diophanteis quaestionibus ita immiscuit, ut has ab illis distin- 
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notation in this work of Bombelli. At beginning of Book m1. he 
explains that he uses the word “tanto” to denote the unknown 
quantity, not “cosa” like his predecessors; and his symbol for 

it is L, the square of the unknown (z”) is 2, the cube 3; and so on. 
For plus and minus (pit and meno) he uses the initial letters p. 

and m. Thus corresponding to «+6 we should find in Bom- 
belli 12 p. 6, and for 2 +5a2—4,12 p.51 m. 4. This notation 
shows, as will be seen later, some advance upon that of Dio- 
phantos in one important respect. 

The next writer upon Diophantos was Wilhelm Holzmann 

who published, under the Graecised form of his name X ylander 
by which he is generally known, a work bearing the title: 

Diophanti Alexandrint Rerum Arithmeticarum Labri sex, quo- 
rum primi duo adiecta habent Scholia Maaximi (ut coniectura 
est) Planudis. Item Liber de Numeris Polygonis seu Multan- 
gulis. Opus incomparabile, uerae Arithmeticae Logisticae per- 

fectionem continens, paucis adhuc wsum. A Guil. Xylandro 
Augustano incredibili labore Latine redditum, et Commentariis 
explanatum, inque lucem editum ad Illustriss. Principem Ludo- 
vicum Vuirtembergensem Basileae per Eusebium Episcopium, et 
Nicolai Fr. haeredes. MDLXXvV. Xylander was according to his 
own statement a “ public teacher of Aristotelian philosophy in 
the school at Heidelberg’.”. He was a man of almost universal 

culture *, and was so thoroughly imbued with the classical litera- 

ture, that the extraordinary aptness of his quotations and his 
wealth of expression give exceptional charm to his writing 
whenever he is free from the shackles of mathematical formulae 
and technicalities. The Epistola Nuncupatoria is addressed 

to the Prince Ludwig, and Xylander neatly introduces it by 
the line “Offerimus numeros, numeri sunt principe digni.” This 
preface is very quaint and interesting. He tells us how he 

first saw the name of Diophantos mentioned in Suidas, and 

guere non sit in promptu, neque vero se fidum satis interpretem praebuit, cum 
passim verba Diophanti immutet, hisque pleraque addat, pleraque pro arbitrio 

detrahat. In multis nihilominus interpretationem Bombellii, Xilandriana prae- 

stare, et ad hanc emendandam me adjuvisse ingenue fateor.” Ad lectorem., 

1 “ Publicus philosophiae Aristoteleae in schola Heidelbergensi doctor.” 
2 Even Bachet, who, as we shall see, was no favourable critic, calls him “ Vir 

omnibus disciplinis excultus.” 
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then found that mention had been made of his work by Regio- 
montanus as being extant in an Italian Library and having 
been seen by him. But, as the book had not been edited, he 
tried to reconcile himself to the want of it by making himself 

acquainted with the works on Arithmetic which were actually 
known and in use, and he apologises for what he considers to 

have been a disgrace to him*. With the help of books only he 
studied the subject of Algebra, so far as was possible from what 
men like Cardan had written and by his own reflection, with 
such success that not only did he fall into what Herakleitos 
called oinow, iepav vocov, or the conceit of “ being somebody ” in 

the field of Arithmetic and “ Logistic,” but others too who were 
themselves learned men thought him (as he modestly tells us) 
an arithmetician of exceptional merit. But when he first 
became acquainted with the problems of Diophantos (he con- 

tinues) his pride had a fall so sudden and so humiliating that he 

might reasonably doubt whether he ought previously to have 

1 I cannot refrain from quoting the whole of this passage : 

‘*Sed ciim ederet nemo : cepi desiderium hoe paulatim in animo consopire, et 
eorum quos consequi poteram Arithmeticorum librorum cognitione, et medita- 
tionibus nostris sepelire. Veritatis porrd apud me est autoritas, ut ei con- 
iunctum etiam cum dedecore meo testimonium lubentissimé perhibeam. Quod 

Cossica seu Algebrica (cum his enim reliqua comparata, id sunt quod umbrae 

Homeric? in Necya ad animam Tiresiae) ea ergo quod non assequebar modo, 
quanquam mutis duntaxat usus preceptoribus caetera airodidaxros, sed et augere, 
uariare, adeoque corrigere in loco didicissem, quae summi et fidelissimi in 
docendo uiri Christifer Rodolphus Silesius, Micaelus, Stifelius, Cardanus, No- 

nius, aliique litteris mandauerant: incidi in olnow, iepav vocov, ut scite appel- 
lauit Heraclitus sapientior multis aliis philosophis, hoe est, in Arithmetica, et 
uera Logistica, putaui me esse aliquid: itaque de me passim etiam a multis, 
lisque doctis uiris iudicatum fuit, me non de grege Arithmeticum esse. Verum 
ubi primim in Diophantea incidi: ita me recta ratio circumegit, ut flendtisne 
mihi ipsi anted, an uerd ridendus fuissem, haud iniuria dubitauerim. Operae 

precium est hoc loco et meam inscitiam inuulgare, et Diophantei operis, 
quod mihi nebulosam istam caliginem ab oculis detersit, immd eos in coenum 

barbaricum defossos eleuauit et repurgauit, gustum aliquem exhibere. Surdorum 
ego numerorum tractationem ita tenebam, ut etiam addere aliorum inuentis 
aliquid non poenitendum auderem, atque id quidem in rebus arithmeticis mag- 
num habetur, et difficultas istarum rerum multos a mathematibus deterret, 
Quanto autem hoc est praeclarius, in iis problematis, quae surdis etiam numeris 
uix posse uidentur explicari, rem eo deducere, ut quasi solum arithmeticum 

uertere iussi obsurdescant illi plané, et ne mentio quidem eorum in tractatione 

ingeniosissimarum quaestionum admittatur.” 
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bewailed, or laughed at himself. He considers it therefore 
worth while to confess publicly in how disgraceful a condition 
of ignorance he had previously been content to live, and to do 
something to make known the work of Diophantos, which had 
so opened his eyes. Before this critical time he was so familiar 
with methods of dealing with surds that he actually had ventured 

to add something to the discoveries of others relating to them ; 

these were considered to be of great importance in questions 
of Arithmetic, and their difficulty was of itself sufficient to 
deter many from the study of Mathematics. “ But how much 

more splendid” (says Xylander) “the methods which reduce 

the problems which seem to be hardly capable of solution even 
with the help of surds in such a way that, while the surds, when 

bidden (so to speak) to plough the arithmetic soil, become true 
to their name and deaf to entreaty, they are not so much as 
mentioned in these most ingenious solutions!” He then de- 
scribes the enormous difficulties which beset his work owing 
to thé corruptions in his text. In dealing, however, with the 
mistakes and carelessness of copyists he was, as he says, no 
novice; for proof of which he appeals to his editions of Plutarch, 
Stephanus and Strabo. This passage, which is delightful read- 

ing, but too long to reproduce here, I give in full in the note’. 

1 “Td uerd mihi accidit durum et uix superabile incommodum, qudd mirificé 

deprauata omnia inueni, cim neque problematum expositio interdum integra 

esset, ac passim numeri (in quibus sita omnia esse in hoc argumento, quis 
ignorat?) tam problematum quam solutionum siue explicationum corruptissimi. 
Non pudebit me ingenué fateri, qualem me heic gesserim, Audacter, et summo 

cum feruore potius quam alacritate animi opus ipsum initio sum agegressus, 

laborque mihi omnis uoluptati fuit, tantus est meus rerum arithmeticarum amor. 
quin et gratiam magnam me apud omnes liberalium scientiarum amatores ac 

patronos initurum, et praeclare de rep. litteraria meriturum intelligebam, 
eamque rem mihi laudi (quam 4 bonis profectam nemo prudens aspernatur) 
gloriaeque fortasse etiam emolumento fore sperabam. Progressus aliquantulum, 
in salebras incidi: quae tantum abest ut alacritatem meam retuderint, ut etiam 

animos mihi addiderint, neque enim mihi novum aut insolens est aduersus 

librariorum incuriam certamen, et hac in re militaui, (ut Horatii nostri uerbis 

utar) non sine gloria. quod me non arroganter dicere, Dio, Plutarchus, Strabo, 
Stephanusque nostri testantur. Sed cum mox in ipsum pelagus monstris scatens 

me cursus abripuit: non despondi equidem animum, neque manus dedi, sed 
tamen saepius ad oram unde soluissem respexi, quam portum in quem esset 

euadendum cogitando prospicerem, deprachendique non minus ueré quam ele- 
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Next Xylander tells us how he came to get possession of a manu- 

script of Diophantos. In October of the year 1571 he made 
a journey to Wittenberg; while there he had conversations on 
mathematical subjects with two professors, Sebastian Theodoric 
and Wolfgang Schuler by name, who showed him a few pages 

of a Greek manuscript of Diophantos and informed him that 
it belonged to Andreas Dudicius whom Xylander describes as 
“ Andreas Dudicius Sbardellatus, hoc tempore Imperatoris Ro- 

manorum apud Polonos orator.” On his departure from Witten- 
berg Xylander wrote out and took with him the solution of 

a single problem of Diophantos, to amuse himself with on his 

journey. This he showed at Leipzig to Simon Simonius Lucen- 
sis, a professor at that place, who wrote to Dudicius on his 

behalf. A few months afterwards Dudicius sent the MS. to 
Xylander and encouraged him to persevere in his undertaking 

to translate the Arithmetics into Latin. Accordingly Xylander 
insists that the glory of the whole achievement belongs in 
no less but rather in a greater degree to Dudicius than to 
himself. Finally he commends the work to the favour of the 

Prince Ludwig, extolling the pursuit of arithmetical and alge- 

braical science and dwelling in enthusiastic anticipation on the 
influence which the Prince’s patronage would have in help- 

ing and advancing the study of Arithmetic’. This Hpistola 

ganter ea cecinisse Aleaeum, quae (si possum) Latiné in hac quasi uotiua mea 
tabula scribam. 

Qui uela uentis uult dare, dum licet, 

Cautus futuri praeuideat modum 
Cursus. mare ingressus, marino 
Nauiget arbitrio necesse est. 

Sané quod de Echeneide pisce fertur, eum nauim cui se adplicet remorari, poené 
credibile fecit mihi mea cymba tot mendorum remoris retardata. Expediui 

tamen me ita, ut facilé omnes mediocri de his rebus iudicio praediti, intellecturi 

sint incredibilem me laborem et aerumnas difficilimas superasse: pudore etiam 
stimulatum oneris quod ultro mihi imposuissem, non perferendi. Paucula quae- 
dam non plané explicata, studio et certis de causis in alium locum reiecimus. 
Opus quidem ipsum ita absoluimus ut neque eius nos pudere debeat, et Arith- 

meticae Logisticesque studiosi nobis se plurimum debere sint haud dubie 
professuri.”’ 

1 “Hoc non modd tibi Princeps Illustrissime, honorificum erit, atque glori- 
osum; sed te labores nostros approbante, arithmeticae studium cim alibi, tum 
in tua Academia et Gymnasiis, excitabitur, confirmabitur, prouehetur, et ad 
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Nuncupatoria bears the date 14th August, 15747. Xylander 
died on the 10th of February in the year following that of the 
publication, 1576. Some have stated that Xylander published 
the Greek text of Diophantos as well as the Latin translation. 
There appears to be no foundation for the statement, which 

probably rests on a misunderstanding of certain passages in 

which Xylander refers to the Greek text. It is possible that 
he intended to publish the Greek original but was prevented 
by his death which so soon followed the appearance of his trans- 
lation. It is a sufficient proof, however, that if such was his 
purpose it was never carried out, that Bachet asserts that he 
himself had never seen or found any one who had ever seen 

such an edition of the Greek text”. 

Concerning the merits of Xylander and his translation of 

Diophantos much has been written, and chiefly by authors who 
were not well acquainted with the subject, but whose very 
ignorance seems to have been their chief incitement to startling 
statements. Indeed very few persons at all seem to have 
studied the book itself: a fact which may be partly accounted 
for by its rarity. Nesselmann, whose book appeared in 1842, 
tells us honestly that he has never been able to find a copy, 

but has been obliged to take all information on the subject 

at second hand from Cossali and Bachet*. Even Cossali, so far 

as he gives any opinion at all upon the merits of the book, 
seems to do no more than reproduce what Bachet had said 

before him. Nor does Schulz seem to have studied Xylander’s 
work : at least all his statements about it are vague and may 

very well have been gathered at second hand. Both he and 

perfectam eius scientiam multi tuis auspiciis, nostro labore perducti, magnam 
hac re tuis in remp. beneficiis accessionem factam esse gratissima commemora- 
tione praedicabunt.” 

1 **Heidelberga. postrid. Hidus Sextiles c1o 10 LxxIv.”’ 

2 «An vero et Graecé a Xilandro editus sit Diophantus, nondum certé com- 
perire potui. Videtur sané in multis suorum Commentariorum locis, de Graeco 

Diophanto tanquam a se edito, vel mox edendo, verba facere. Sed hance editi- 
onem, neque mihi vidisse, neque aliquem qui viderit hactenus audivisse contigit.” 

Bachet, Epist. ad Lect. 
® There is not, I believe, a copy even in the British Museum, but I had 

the rare good fortune to find the book in the Library of Trinity College, 

Cambridge. 

H. D. + 
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Nesselmann confine themselves to saying that it was not so 
worthless as many writers had stated it to be (Nesselmann on 

his part confessing his inability to form an opinion for the 
reason that he had never seen the book), and that it was 

well received among savants of the period, while its effect on 
the growth of the study of Algebra was remarkable’, On 

the other hand, the great majority of writers on the subject 
may be said to shout in chorus a very different cry. One 

instance will suffice to show the quality of the statements that 
have been generally made: to enumerate more would be waste 
of space. Dr Heinrich Suter in a History of Mathematical 

Sciences (Ziirich 1873) says*® “This translation is very poor, 
as Xylander was very little versed in Mathematics.” If Dr Hein- 
rich Suter had taken the trouble to read a few words of 

Xylander’s preface, he could hardly have made so astounding 

a statement as that contained in the second clause of this 

sentence. This is only a specimen of the kind of statements 

which have been made about Xylander’s book; indeed I have 

been able to find no one who seems to have adequately studied 
Xylander except Bachet; and Bachet’s statements about the 

work of his predecessor and his own obligations to the same 

have been unhesitatingly accepted by the great majority of 
later writers. The result has been that Bachet has been uni- 
versally considered the only writer who has done anything 
considerable for Diophantos, while the labours of his prede- 
cessor have been ignored or despised. This view of the relative 
merits of the two authors is, in my view, completely erroneous. 

From a careful study and comparison of the two editions I 

have come to the conclusion that honour has not been paid 

where honour was due. It would be tedious to give here in 

1 Schulz. “Wie unvollkommen Xylanders Arbeit auch ausfiel, wie oft er 
auch den rechten Sinn verfehlte, und wie oft auch seine Anmerkungen den 

Leser, der sich Rathes erholen will, im Stiche lassen, so gut war doch die 
Aufnahme, welche sein Buch bei den Gelehrten damaliger Zeit fand; denn in 
der That ging den Mathematikern durch die Erscheinung dieses Werkes ein 

neues Licht auf, und es ist mir sehr wahrscheinlich, dass er viel dazu beigetragen 
hat, die allgemeine Arithmetik zu ihrer nachmaligen Héhe zu erheben.” 

2 «Diese Uebersetzung aber ist sehr schwach, da Xylander in Mathematik 
sehr wenig bewandert war.” 
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detail the particular facts which led me to this conclusion. I 
will only say in this place that my suspicions were first aroused 
by reading Bachet’s work alone, before I had seen the earlier 
one. From perusing Bachet I received the impression that his 
repeated emphatic and almost violent repudiation of obligation 

to Xylander, and his disparagement of that author suggested 
the very thing which he disclaimed, that he was under too 

great obligation to his predecessor to acknowledge it duly. 
I must now pass to Bachet’s work itself. It was the first 

edition published which contained the Greek text, and appeared 

in 1621 bearing the title: Diophanti Alexandrini Arithmetico- 

rum libri sex, et de nwmeris multangulis liber unus. Nune 
primum Graecé et Latine editi, atque absolutissimis Commentaris 
illustrati. Auctore Claudio Gaspare Bacheto Meziriaco Sebusiano, 
V.C. Lutetiae Parisiorum, Sumptibus Hieronymi Drovart*, via 
Jacobaea, sub Scuto Solari. MDCXXI. (I should perhaps 
mention that we have a statement’ that in Carl von Montchall’s 
Library there was a translation of Diophantos which the mathe- 
matician “Joseph Auria of Neapolis” made, but did not ap- 
parently publish, and which was entitled “Diophanti libri sex, 
cum scholiis graecis Maximi Planudae, atque liber de numeris 
polygonis, collati cum Vaticanis codicibus, et latine versi a 

Josepho Auria.” Of this work we know nothing; neither 

Bachet nor Cossali mentions it. The date would presumably 

be about the same as that of Xylander’s translation, or a little 
later.) Bachet’s Greek text is based, as he tells us, upon a MS. 

which he calls “codex Regius”, now in the Bibliotheque Na- 
tionale at Paris; this MS. is his sole authority, except that 
Jacobus Sirmondus had part of a Vatican Ms. transcribed for 
him. He professes to have produced a good Greek text, having 

spent incalculable labour upon its emendation, to have inserted 

1 For “‘sumptibus Hieronymi Drovart” Nesselmann has ‘‘sumptibus Sebas- 
tiani Cramoisy, 1621” which is found in some copies. The former (as given 
above) is taken from the title-page of the copy which I have used (from the 
Library of Trinity College, Cambridge). 

2 Schulz, Vorr. xui.: ‘Noch erwihnen die Litteratoren, dass sich in der 
Bibliothek eines Carl von Montchall eine Bearbeitung des Diophantus von dem 
beriihmten Joseph Auria von Neapel (vermuthlich doch nur handschriftlich) 
befunden habe, welche den Titel fiihrte u. s. w.” (see Text). 

4—2 
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in brackets all additions which he made to it and to have 
given notice of all corrections, except those of an obvious or 
trifling nature; a few passages he has left asterisked, in cases 
where correction could not be safely ventured upon. In spite 

however of Bachet’s assurance I cannot help doubting the 
quality of his text in many places, though I have not seen 

the ms. which he used. He is careful to tell us what pre- 
vious works relating to the subject he had been able to con- 

sult. First he mentions Xylander (whom he invariably quotes 

as Xilander), who had translated the whole of Diophantos, and 

commented upon him throughout, “except that he scarcely 
touched a considerable part of the fifth book, the whole of the 

sixth and the treatise on multangular numbers, and even the 
rest of his work was not very successful, as he himself admits 

that he did not thoroughly understand a number of points.” 
Then he speaks of Bombelli (already mentioned) and the 

Zetetica of Vieta (in which the author treats in his own way a 

large number of Diophantos’ problems: Bachet thinks that he 

so treated them because he despaired of restoring the book 

completely). Neither Bombelli nor Vieta (says Bachet) made 
any attempt to demonstrate the difficult porisms and abstruse 
theorems in numbers which Diophantos assumes as known in 

many places, or sufficiently explained the causes of his opera- 

tions and artifices. All these omissions on the part of his 

predecessors he thinks he has supplied in his notes to the 

various problems and in the three Books of “Porisms” which he 

prefixed to the work’. As regards his Latin translation, he 

says that he gives us Diophantos in Latin from the version of 
Xylander most carefully corrected, in which he would have us 

know that he has done two things in particular, first, corrected 

1 On the nature of some of Bachet’s proofs Nicholas Saunderson (formerly 
Lucasian Professor) remarks in Elements of Algebra, 1740, apropos of Dioph. 
1.17. ‘‘M. Bachet indeed in the 16th and 17th props. of his second book of 
Porisms has given us demonstrations, such as they are, of the theorems in the 

problem: but in the first place he demonstrates but one single case of those 

theorems, and in the next place the demonstrations he gives are only synthetical, 
and so abominably perplexed withal, that in each demonstration he makes use 

of all the letters in the alphabet except I and O, singly to represent the quantities 

he has there occasion for.” 
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what was wrong and supplied the numerous lacunae, secondly, 
explained more clearly what Xylander had given in obscure or 

ambiguous language: “I confess however”, he says “that this 
made so much change necessary, that it is almost more fair 
to attribute the translation to me than to Xilander. But if 
anyone prefers to consider it as his, because I have held fast, 
tooth and nail, to his words when they do not misrepresent 
Diophantus, I do not care”’. Such sentences as these, which 
are no rarity in Bachet’s book, are certainly not calculated to 
increase our respect for the author. According to Montucla’, 
“the historian of the French Academy tells us” that Bachet 

worked at this edition during the course of a quartan fever, and 
that he himself said that, disheartened as he was by the diffi- 

culty of the work, he would never have completed it, had it 

not been for the stubbornness which his malady generated in 
him. 

As the first and only edition of the Greek text of Dio- 

phantos, this work, in spite of any imperfections we may find in 
it, does its author all honour. 

The same edition was reprinted and published with the 
addition of Fermat’s notes in 1670. Diophanti Alexandrini 
Arithmeticorum libri sex, et de numeris multangulis liber unus. 
Cum commentariis C. G. Bacheti V. C. et obseruationibus D. P. 
de Fermat Senatoris Tolosani. Accessit Doctrinae Analyticae 

inuentum nouum, collectum ex variis eiusdem D. de Fermat 

Epistolis. Tolosae, Excudebat Bernardus Bosc, é Regione Collegit 
Societatis Jesu. MDCLXX. This edition was not published 
by Fermat himself, as certain writers imply*®, but by his son 

1 “Deinde Latinum damus tibi Diophantum ex Xilandri versione accura- 
tissimé castigata, in qua duo potissimum nos praestitisse scias velim, nam 

et deprauata correximus, hiantesque passim lacunas repleuimus: et quae sub- 

obscuré, vel ambigué fuerat interpretatus Xilander, dilucidius exposuimus; fateor 
tamen, inde tantam inductam esse mutationem, vt propemodum aequius sit ver- 
sionem istam nobis quam Xilandro:tribuere. Si quis autem potius ad eum per- 

tinere contendat, quod eius verba, quatenus Diophanto fraudi non erant, mordicus 
retinuimus, per me licet.” 

2 1, 323. 

3 So Dr Heinrich Suter: ‘‘ Diese Ausgabe wurde 1670 durch Fermat erneuert, 

der sie mit seinen eigenen algebraischen Untersuchungen und Erfindungen 

ausstattete,” 
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after his death. S. Fermat tells us in the preface that this 
publication of Fermat's notes to Diophantos was part of an 

attempt to collect together from his letters and elsewhere his 

contributions to mathematics. The “Doctrinae Analyticae In- 

uentum nouum” is a collection made by Jacobus de Billy from 

various letters which Fermat sent to him at different times. 

The notes upon Diophantos’ problems, which his son hopes will 
prove of value very much more than commensurate with their 

bulk, were (he says) collected from the margin of his copy of 

Diophantos. From their brevity they were obviously intended 
for the benefit of experts’, or even perhaps solely for Fermat’s 

own, he being a man who preferred the pleasure which he had 

in the work itself to all considerations of the fame which might 
follow therefrom. Fermat never cared to publish his investiga- 

tions, but was always perfectly ready, as we see from his letters, 

to acquaint his friends and contemporaries with his results. Of 
the notes themselves this is not the place to speak in detail. 
This edition of Diophantos is rendered valuable only by the 

additions in it due to Fermat; for the rest it is a mere reprint 

of that of 1621. So far as the Greek text is concerned it is 
very much inferior to the first edition. There is a far greater 
number of misprints, omissions of words, confusions of numerals; 

and, most serious of all, the brackets which Bachet inserted in 

the edition of 1621 to mark the insertion of words in the text 

are in this later edition altogether omitted. These imperfec- 
tions have been already noticed by Nesselmann®. Thus the 
reprinted edition of 1670 is untrustworthy as regards the text. 

1 Lectori Beneuolo, p. iii.: ‘‘Doctis quibus tantum pauca sufficiunt, harum 
obseruationum auctor scribebat, vel potius ipse sibi scribens, his studiis exerceri 

malebat quam gloriari; adeo autem ille ab omni ostentatione alienus erat, vt nec 
lucubrationes suas typis mandari curauerit, et suorum quandoque responsorum 

autographa nullo seruato exemplari petentibus vitro miserit; norunt scilicet ple- 
rique celeberrimorum huius saeculo Geometrarum, quam libenter ille et quanta 
humanitate, sua iis inuenta patefecerit.” 

2 “Was dieser Abdruck an iiusserer Eleganz gewonnen hat (denn die Ba- 

chet’sche Ausgebe ist mit dusserst unangenehmen, namentlich Griechischen 
Lettern gedruckt), das hat sie an innerm Werthe in Bezug auf den Text ver- 
loren. Sie ist nicht bloss voller Druckfehler in einzelnen Worten und Zeichen 
(z. B. durchgehends 7 statt >, 900) sondern auch ganze Zeilen sind ausgelassen 
oder doppelt gedruckt, (z. B, 11, 12 eine Zeile doppelt, rv, 25 eine doppelt und 
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I omit here all mention of works which are not directly 
upon Diophantos (e.g. the so called “Translation” by Stevin and 
Alb, Girard). We have accordingly to pass from 1670 to 1810 
before we find another extant work directly upon Diophantos. 
In 1810 was published an excellent translation (with additions) 
of the fragment upon Polygonal Numbers by Poselger: Dio- 

phantus von Alexandrien tiber die Polygonal-Zahlen. Uebersetzt 
mit Zusdtzen von F. Th. Poselger. Leipzig, 1810. 

Lastly, in 1822 Otto Schulz, professor in Berlin, published a 
very meritorious German translation with notes: Diophantus 

von Alexandria arithmetische Aufgaben nebst dessen Schrift tiber 
die Polygon-Zahlen. Aus dem Griechischen tibersetet und mit 
Anmerkungen begleitet von Otto Schulz, Professor am Berlinisch- 
Célnischen Gymnasium zum grauen Kloster. Berlin, 1822. In 
der Schlesingerschen Buch- und Musikhandlung. The former 
work of Poselger is with the consent of its author incorporated 
in Schulz’s edition along with his own translation and notes 
upon the larger treatise, the Arithmetics. According to Nessel- 
mann Schulz was not a mathematician by profession: he pro- 
duced, however, a most excellent and painstaking edition, with 

notes chiefly upon the matter of Diophantos and not on the 
text (with the exception of a very few emendations): notes 
which, almost invariably correct, help much to understand the 
author, Schulz’s translation is based upon the edition of 

Bachet’s text published in 1670; so that nothing has been done 
for the Greek text since the original edition of Bachet (1621). 

I have now mentioned all the extant books which have been 
written directly upon Diophantos. Of books here omitted 
which are concerned with Diophantos indirectly, i.e. those 
which reproduce the substance of his solutions or solve his 

gleich hinterher eine ausgelassen, tv. 52 eine doppelt, v. 11 eine ausgelassen, 

desgleichen vy. 14, 25, 33, v1. 8, 13 und so weiter), die Zahlen verstiimmelt, was 
aber das Aergste ist, die Bachet’schen kritischen Zeichen sind fast iiberall, die 

Klammer durchgiingig weggefallen, so dass diese Ausgabe als Text des Diophant 
vollig unbrauchbar geworden ist,” p. 283. 

Accordingly Cantor errs when he says ‘Die beste Textausgabe ist die von 
Bachet de Meziriac mit Anmerkungen von Fermat, Toulouse, 1670,” (Gesch, 
p- 396.) 
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problems or the like of them by different methods a list has 
been given at the outset. As I have already mentioned a 
statement that Joseph Auria of Naples wrote circa 1580 a 
translation of Diophantos which was found (presumably in MS. 
form) in the library of one Carl von Montchall, it is necessary 

here to give the indications we have of lost works upon Dio- 
phantos. First, we find it asserted by Vossius (as some have 

understood him) that the Englishman John Pell wrote an un- 
published Commentary upon Diophantos. John Pell was at 

one time a professor of mathematics at Amsterdam and gave 

lectures there on Diophantos, but what Vossius says about his 

commentary may well be only a recommendation to undertake 
a commentary, rather than a historical assertion of its comple- 

tion. Secondly, Schulz states in his preface that he had lately 

found a note in Schmeisser’s Orthodidaktik der Mathematik that 
Hofrath Kausler by command of the Russian Academy pre- 
pared an edition of Diophantos*, Of this nothing whatever is 
known; if ever written, this edition must have been only for 
private use at St Petersburg. 

I find a statement in the New American Cyclopaedia (New 

York, D. Appleton and Company), vol. vi. that “a complete 

translation of his (Diophantos’) works into English was made 
by the late Miss Abigail Lousada, but has not been published.” 

1 The whole passage of Schmeisser is: ‘‘ Die mechanische, geistlose Behand- 
lung der Algebra ist ins besondere von Herrn Hofrath Kausler stark geriigt 
worden. In der Vorrede zu seiner Ausgabe des Uflakerschen Exempelbuchs 

beginnt er so: ‘Seit mehreren Jahren arbeitete ich fiir die Russisch-Kaiserliche 
Akademie der Wissenschaften Diophants unsterbliches Werk iiber die Arithmetik 
aus, und fand darin einen solchen Schatz von den feinsten, scharfsinnigsten 
algebraischen Aufldsungen, dass mir die mechanische, geistlose Methode der 

neuen Algebra mit jedem Tage mehr ekelte u. s. w.’” (p. 33.) 



CHAPTER IV. 

NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS OF DIOPHANTOS. 

§1. As it is my intention, for the sake of brevity and 
perspicuity, to make use of the modern algebraical notation 
in giving my account of Diophantos’ problems and general 

’ methods, it will be necessary to describe once for all the 
machinery which our author uses for working out the solutions 

of his problems, or the notation by which he expresses the 

relations which would be represented in our time by algebraical 
equations, the extent to which he is able to manipulate unknown 

quantities, and so on. Apart, however, from the necessity of 
such a description for the proper and adequate comprehension . 
of Diophantos, the general question of the historical develop- 

ment of algebraical notation possesses great intrinsic interest. 
Into the general history of this subject I cannot enter in this 

essay, my object being the elucidation of Diophantos; I shall 
accordingly in general confine myself to an account of his 
notation solely, except in so far as it is interesting to compare it 
with the corresponding notation of his editors and (in certain 
eases) that of other writers, as for example certain of the early 
Arabian algebraists. 

§ 2. First, as to the representation ofan unknown quantity. 
The unknown quantity, which Diophantos calls 7A7A0s5 wovadav 

adoyor i.e. “a number of units of which no account is given, 
or undefined” is denoted throughout (def. 2) by what is uni- 

versally printed in the editions as the Greek letter s with an 
accent, thus s’, or in the form s*. This symbol in verbal 
description he calls 6 apiOyos, “the number” i.e. by impli- 
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cation, the number par excellence of the problem in question. 
In the cases where the symbol is used to denote inflected 
forms, e.g. accusative singular or dative plural, the terminations 
which would have been added to the stem of the full word 
dpiOuos are printed above the symbol s in the manner of an 
exponent, thus s‘ (for dpsOuov, as r* for tov), 5”, the symbol 
being in addition doubled in the plural cases, thus ss, $99%, ss® 
sss for dpvOuol x.7... When the symbol is used in practice, the 
coefficient is expressed by putting the required Greek numeral 
immediately after it, thus ss“ t@ corresponds to lla, s‘a@ to a 
and so on. 

Respecting the symbol s as printed in the editions it is 
clear that, if s’ represents dpOuos, this sign must be different 

in kind from all the others described in the same definition, for 

they are clearly mere contractions of the corresponding names’. 

The opinion which seems to have been universally held as to 

the nature of the symbol of the text by the best writers 
on Diophantos is that of Nesselmann and Cantor*. Both 

authors tell us that the final sigma is used to denote the 

unknown quantity representing dpv@u0s, the complete word for 
it; and they imply in the passages referred to that this final 

sigma corresponds exactly to the # of modern equations, and 
that we have here the beginning of algebraical notation in the 

strict sense of the term, notation, that is, which is purely 

conventional and shows in itself no necessary connection be- 

tween the symbol and the thing denoted by it. I must observe, 
however, that Nesselmann has in another place*® corrected the 

impression which the reader might have got from the first 

passage referred to, that he regarded the use of the sign for 

ap.Ouos as a step towards genuine algebraical notation. He 
makes the acute observation that, as the symbol occurs in 

many places where it represents apsOu0s used in the ordinary 

untechnical sense, and is therefore not exclusively used to 

designate the unknown quantity, the technical dpOpés, it 

must after all be more of the nature of an abbreviation than 

1 Vide infra 8", x, 58°, &c. contractions for divas, KUBos, duvapodivamis, &e, 
? Nesselmann, pp. 290, 291. Cantor, p. 400, 
3 pp. 300, 301, 
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an algebraical symbol. This view is, I think, undoubtedly 
correct; but the question now arises: how can the final sigma 
of the Greek alphabet be an abbreviation for dpvOuéds? The 
difficulty of answering this question suggests a doubt which, 
so far as I am aware, has been expressed by no writer- upon 
Diophantos up to the present time. Is the sign, which Bachet’s 
text gives as a final sigma, really the final sigma at all ? 
Nesselmann and Cantor seem never to have doubted it, for 

they both assign a reason why the final s was appropriated for the 
designation of the unknown quantity, namely that it was the 
only letter of the Greek alphabet which was not already in 

use as a numeral. The question was suggested to me princi- 
pally by the doubt whether the final sigma, s, was developed 
as distinct from the form o as early as the date of the Ms. of 

Diophantos which Bachet used, or rather as early as the first 
copy of Diophantos, for the explanation of the sign is given 
by the author himself in the text of the second definition. 
This being extremely doubtful, if not absolutely impossible, 
in what way is its representation as a final sigma in Bachet’s 
text to be accounted for? The ms. from which Bachet edited 
his Greek text is in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, and I 
have not yet been able to consult it: but, fortunately, in a paper 

by M. Rodet in the Journal Asiatique (Janvier 1878), I found 
certain passages quoted by the author from Diophantos for 

the purpose of comparison with the algebra of Mohammed 

ibn Misa Al-Kharizmi. These passages M. Rodet tells us that 
he copied accurately from the identical Ms. which Bachet used. 
On examination of these passages I found that in all but two 

cases of the occurrence of the sign for dpiOuds it was given 
as the final sigma. In one of the other cases he writes for 

6 apOuos (in this instance untechnical) the abbreviation 6 4, 
and in the other case we find yy” for dpsOuot. In this last place 
Bachet reads ss*.. But the same symbol yy* which M. Rodet 
gives is actually found in three places in Bachet’s own edition. 

(1) In his note to Iv. 3 he gives a reading from his ms. which 

he has corrected in his own text and in which the signs y@ and 
yy occur. They must here necessarily signify dpvOuds a and 

apiOuoi 7 respectively because, although the sense requires 
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the notation corresponding to =, “ not z, 8”, we know, not 

only from Bachet’s direct statement but also from the trans- 
lation of certain passages by Xylander, that the sign for dpuOués 
is in the Mss, very often carelessly written for dpsOuoordy and 
its sign. (2) In the text of Iv. 14 there is a sentence (marked 
by Bachet as interpolated) which has the expression yy= where 
again the context shows that yy is for apvOuol.. (8) At the 

beginning of v. 12 there is a difficulty in the text; and Bachet 

notes that his Ms. has 6 dv7rAaciwv avrod y...where a Vatican 
ms. reads 6 durdaciwv avtod dapiOuov... Xylander also notes 
that his Ms. had pate 6 durrAaciwv avtod ap.... It is thus clear 
that the Ms. which Bachet used sometimes has the sign for 
dpiOucs in a form which is at least sufficiently like y to 
be taken for it. This last very remarkable variation as com- 
pared with 95% seemed at first sight inexplicable ; but on refe- 
rence to Gardthausen, Griechische Palaeographie, I found under 
the head “ hieroglyphisch-conventionell” an abbreviation G, G4 

for apiOu0s, apiOuoi, which the author gives as occurring in 

the Bodleian ms. of Euclid’. The same statement is made 

by Lehmann® (Die tachygraphischen Abkiirzungen der grie- 

chischen Handschriften, 1880) who names as a sign for adpsOuds, 

found in the Oxford ms. of Euclid, a curved line similar to 

that used as an abbreviation for cai. He adds that the ending 
is placed above it, and the simple sign is doubled for the 

plural. Lehmann’s facsimile of the sign is like the form given 

by Gardthausen, except that the angle in the latter is a little 
more rounded by Lehmann. The form yy* above mentioned 

as given by M. Rodet and Bachet is also given by Lehmann 
with a remark that it seems to be only a modification of the 

other. If we take the form as given by Gardthausen, the change 
necessary is the very slightest possible. Thus by assuming 
this conventional abbreviation for adpsOuds it is easy to see 

1 —P’Orville mss. x. 1 inf, 2, 30. 

2 p. 107: ‘Von Sigeln, welchen ich auch anderwirts begegnet bin, sind zu 
nennen dpi@ués, das in der Oxforder Euclidhandschrift mit einer der Note 

xal tihnlichen Schlangenlinie bezeichnet wird. Die Endung wird dariiber 
gesetzt, zur Bezeichnung des Plurals wird das einfache Zeichen verdoppelt,” 
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how it was thought by Bachet to be a final sigma and how 

also it might be taken for the isolated form given by M. Rodet. 
As I have already implied, I cannot think that the symbol 

used by Diophantos is really a final sigma, s. That the con- 
ventional abbreviation in the Euclid ms. and the sign in 
Diophantos are identical is, I think, certain; and that neither 

of the two is a final sigma must be clear if it can be proved 
that one of them is not. Having consulted the ms. of the first 
ten problems of Diophantos in the Bodleian Library, I conclude 
that the symbol in this work cannot be a final sigma for the 
following reasons. (1) The sign in the Bodleian Ms. is written 

thus, °° for dps@uos; and though the final sigma is used uni- 
versally in this Ms. at the end of words there is, besides 
a slight difference in shape between the two, a very distinct 
difference in size, the sign for apsOucs being always very much 

larger. There are some cases in which the two come close 

together, e.g. in the expression efs ’S° xe, and the difference is 
very strongly marked. (2) As I have shown, the breathing is 

_ prefixed before the sign. This, I think, shows clearly that the 
symbol was regarded as an abbreviation of certain letters be- 

ginning with a the first letter of apvOuds. It is interesting also 
to observe that in the Bodleian Ms. there are certain cases in 

which dps@uos in its untechnical, and dpsOuds in its technical 
sense follow each other as in éraéa 76 Tod Sevrépov "SS apiOpod 

évés, Where (contrary to what might be expected) the sign is 
used for the untechnical dpvOucs and the other is written in 

full. This is a very remarkable piece of evidence to show that 

the sign is an abbreviation and in no sense an algebraical 
symbol. More remarkable still as evidence of this view is the 
fact that in the same Ms. the word dpiOuds in the definition 

6 O€ pndév TovTwv Tdv idiwwpatov KTHnodpevos...éyav 6é... 
aptOuos Kadeirac is itself denoted by the symbol, so that in 
the Ms. there is absolutely no difference between the full name 
and the symbol. 

My conclusion therefore being (1) that the sign given as ¢ 
in Bachet’s text of Diophantos is not really the final sigma, 
(2) that it isan abbreviation of some kind for dpiOuds, the 
question arises, How was this abbreviation arrived at? If it is 
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not a hieroglyph (and I have not yet found any evidence of its 

hieroglyphic origin), I would suggest that it might very well 
be a corruption, after combination, of the two first letters of the 
word, Alpha and Rho. 

Before I go on to state when and how I conceive this 
contraction may have come about, I may observe that, given 

its possibility, my supposition has, it seems to me, every- 

thing in its favour. (1) It would explain, and is countenanced 
by, the solitary occurrence in M. Rodet’s transcription of the 

contraction @. (2) It would also explain the remarkable 

variation in the few words quoted from Xylander’s note on 
v. 12, unte 6 Surdaciwv adtod ap po a... These words are 
important because in no other sentence which he quotes in 

the Greek does any abbreviation of apiOuds occur. As his 
work is a Latin translation he rarely quotes the original Greek 
at all: hence we might have doubted whether the sign for 
aptOucs occurred in his MS. in the same form as in Bachet’s. 
That it did occur in the same form is, however, clear from the 
note to 11.12". That is to say, both ap and © are used in one 
and the same MS. to signify apv@u0s. This circumstance is easily 

explained on my hypothesis; and I do not see how it can be 

explained on any other. But (3) the most important advantage 
that my theory would have is that it would establish uniformity 
between the different abbreviations used by Diophantos. It 

would show him to have proceeded on one invariable principle 

in fixing those abbreviations which we should naturally have 

expected to be parallel. Diophantos, in fact, appears to have 

proceeded thus. He took in all cases the first letter of the 
corresponding words i.e. a, 8, x, w. Then, as these could not be 

used alone for the reason that they all represented numbers, he 

added another letter to each. Now, as it happened, the second 

letter in each of the four words named occurred later in the 

1 In this problem it evidently occurred wrongly instead of the sign for the 
fraction dpOuocrdy (as was commonly the case in the mss.), for after stating 

that the context showed the reading apiOués to be wrong Xylander says: ‘‘Est 
sane in Graeco nota senarii ¢. Sed locum habere non potest.” Nows and = 
are so much alike that what was taken for one might easily be taken for the 
other. 
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alphabet than the respective first letters. Thus a with p added, 
8 with v added, « with v added, and pw with o added gave abbre- 

viations which could not be confounded with particular numbers. 

No doubt, if the two letters in each case were not written in the 

same line by Diophantos, but the second raised above the other, 

the signs might, unless they or the separate letters were dis- 
tinguished by some special marks, have been confused with 
numerical fractions. There would however be little danger of 

this; such confusion would be very unlikely to arise, for (a) the 
context would nearly always render it impossible, as also would 

(b) the constant recurrence of the same sign for a constantly 
recurring term, coupled with the fact that, if on any particular 

occasion it denoted a numerical fraction, it could and would 

naturally be expressed in lower terms. Thus, if 6°, x’, w° were 

numerical fractions, they would be as unlikely to be written thus 

as we should be unlikely to write 74,5, 2%, #9. Indeed the 
only sign of the four which, written with the second letter 
placed as an exponent to the second, could reasonably be supposed 
to represent a numerical fraction is a?, which might mean ;},. 

But, by a curious coincidence, confusion is avoided in this case ; 

and the contraction, which I suppose to have taken place, might 
very well be an expedient adopted for the purpose: thus we 

may have here an explanation why only one of the four signs 

ap, du, Kv, wo is contracted. (4) Again, if we assume © to be a 

contraction of ap, we can explain the addition of terminations to 
mark cases and number in the place where the second letter of 
the other abbreviations is written. The sign ’& having no 

letter superposed originally, this addition of terminations was 

rendered practicable without resulting in any confusion. On 
its convenience it is unnecessary to enlarge, because it is clear 

that the symbol could then be used instead of the full word far 

more frequently than the others. Thus oblique cases of dvvayis 
are written in full where oblique cases of dps@uds would be 
abbreviated. For 85°, «*, w® did not admit of the addition of 

terminations without possible confusion and certain clumsiness. 

A few words will suffice to explain my views concerning the 
evolution of the sign for apsOuds. There are two alternatives 

possible. (1) Diophantos may not himself have made the con- 
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traction at all; he may have written the two letters in full. In 
that case I suppose the sign to be a cursive contraction used by 

scribes. I conceive it would then have come about through a 
tolerably obvious intermediate form, . The change from this 

to either of the two forms of the symbol used in Mss. fer dpiOuds 
is very slight, in one case being the loss of a stroke, in the 

other the loss of the loop of the p. (2) Diophantos may have 
used a sign approximately, if not exactly, like the form which 
we now find in the mss. Now Gardthausen divides cursive 
writing into two kinds, which he calls “ Majuskelcursive ” and 
“ Minuskelcursive.” One or other of these terms would be 

applied to a type of writing according as the uncial or cursive 
element predominates. That in which the uncial element pre- 

dominates is the “ Majuskelcursive,” which is intermediate be- 

tween the uncial and the cursive as commonly understood. 
Gardthausen gives examples of Mss. which show the gradations 

through which writing passed from one to the other. Among 

the specimens of the “Majuskelcursive” writing he mentions 

a Greek papyrus, the date of which is 154 A.D., ¢.e. earlier than 
the time of Diophantos. From this Ms, he quotes a contraction 

for the two letters a and p, namely up. This may very well be 
the way in which Diophantos wrote the symbol; and, after 
being copied by a number of scribes successively, it might very 

easily come into the mss. which we know in the slightly simplified 

form in which we find it’. 

1 Much of what I have written above concerning the symbol for dpiOuds 
appeared in an article ‘‘On a point of notation in the Arithmetics of Dio- 
phantos,” which I contributed to the Journal of Philology (Vol. x1m. No. 25, 
pp. 107—113). Since that was written I have considered the subject more 
thoroughly, and I have been able to profit by a short criticism of my theory, 

as propounded in the article alluded to, by Mr James Gow in his recent History 

of Greek Mathematics (Camb. Univ. Press, 1884). In the Addenda thereto 
Mr Gow states that he does not think my suggestion that the supposed final 

sigma is a contraction of the first two letters of dpvOuds is true, for three reasons. 
It is right that I should answer these objections in this place. I will take them 

in order, 
1. Mr Gow argues:—‘The contraction must be supposed to be as old as 

the time of Diophantus, for he describes the symbol as rd s instead of rd or 

7 ap. Yet Diophantus can hardly (as Mr Heath admits) have used cursive 
characters.” Upon this objection I will remark that I do not think the descrip- 
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In the following pages, as it is impossible to say for certain 
what this sign really is, I shall not hesitate, where it is neces- 

tion of the symbol as ro s proves that the supposed contraction must be as old 
as the time of Diophantos himself. I see no reason, even, why Diophantos 
himself should not have written cal éerw adrod onueiov 76 dp. For (a) it seems 

to me most natural that the article should be in the same number as ocnyeior. 

Mr Gow might, I think, argue with equal force that the Greek should run, xel 

éorw adrov onueia Ta dp. And yet onueciov is not disputed. Supposing, then, 

that we have assumed on other grounds that Diophantos used the first two 

letters, contracted or uncontracted, of dpi0uds as his symbol for it, I do not see 

that the use of the article in the singular constitutes any objection to our 

assumption. ()) Besides the consideration that +d dp is perfectly possible 

grammatically, we have yet other evidence for its possibility in expressions 

which we actually find in the text. The symbol for the fifth power of the 
unknown, or for dvvaudxuBos, is described thus: kal grr adrov onpetov 7d tk 

érionuov éxovra v, 8x’, In this case much more than in the supposed case of 

dp should we have expected the plural article with 6x instead of the singular; but 

- OK émlonuoy éxovra v is in apposition with 6x” and is looked upon as a single 

expression, and therefore preceded by the singular article +6. If we give full 

weight to these considerations, it must, I think, be admitted that Mr Gow's 

conclusion that the contraction must be as old as the time of Diophantos, 

whether true or not, is certainly not established by his argument from the 

description of the symbol as ré s. Hence, as one link in the reasoning em- 
bodied in Mr Gow’s first objection fails, the objeetion itself breaks down. 
Mr Gow appears to have misunderstood me when he attributes to me the 

inconsistency of supposing Diophantos to have used cursive characters, while 
in another place I had disclaimed such a supposition. It will be sufficiently 

clear from the explanation which I have given of the origin of the contraction 
that I am very far from assuming that Diophantos used cursive characters such 
as We now use in writing Greek. At the same time it is possible that Mr Gow’s 
apparent mistake as to my meaning may be due to my own inadvertence in 
saying (in the article above-mentioned) “If it [the symbol] is not a hiero- 
glyph (and I have not found any evidence of its hieroglyphic origin), I would 
suggest that it might very well be a corruption of the two letters dp” (printed 
thus), where, however, I did not mean the cursive letters any more than 
uncials. 

2. I now pass to Mr Gow’s second objection to my theory. 

“The abbreviation s° for dpsOués in its ordinary sense is very rare indeed. 

It is not found in the mss. of Nicomachus or Pappus, where it might most 

readily be expected. It may therefore be due only to a scribe who had some 
reminiscence of Diophantus.’’ The meaning of this last sentence does not seem 
quite clear. I presume Mr Gow to mean ‘“‘In the rare cases where it does occur, 

it may be due, &c.” I do not know that I am concerned to prove that c5° for 
dpiOuds is of very frequent occurrence in mss. other than those of Diophantos. 
Still the form ¢, which I have no hesitation in stating to be the same as uo, 
occurs often enough in the Oxford ms. of Euclid to make Gardthausen and 

H. D. 5 
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sary to designate it, to call it the final sigma for convenience’ 

Lehmann notice it. And, even if its use in that ms, is due to a scribe who had 

some reminiscence of Diophantos, I do not see that this consideration affects 

my theory in the least. In fact, it is not essential for my theory that this sign 
should occur in a single instance elsewhere than in Diophantos. It is really 

quite sufficient for my purpose that <>° occurs in Diophantos for dpiOyds in its 

ordinary sense, which I hold that I have proved. 

3. Mr Gow’s third objection is stated thus: ‘“‘If s is for dp. then, by 

analogy, the full symbol should be s' (like 5¥, x”) and not s°.” (a) I must 
first remark that I consider that arguments from analogy are inapplicable in 
this case. The fact is that there are some points in which all the five signs of 
which I have been speaking are undoubtedly analogous, and others in which 
some are not; therefore to argue from analogy here is futile, because it would 

be equally easy to establish by that means either of two opposite conclusions, 
I might, with the same justice as Mr Gow, argue backwards that, since there 

is undoubtedly one point in which s° and 8 are not analogous, namely the 
superposition in one case of terminations, in the other case of the second letter 
of the word, therefore the signs must be differently explained: a result which, 

so far as it goes, would fayour my view. (b) Besides, even if we admit the 

force of Mr Gow’s argument by analogy, is it true that s‘ (on the supposition 

that s is for dp) is analogous to 6” at all? I think not; for s does not corres- 
pond to 6, but (on my supposition) to dv, and 7 only partially corresponds to v, 
inasmuch as ¢ is the third letter of the complete word in one case, in the other 
v_is the second letter. (c) As a matter of fact, however, I maintain that my 
suggestion does satisfy analogy in one, and (I think) the most important respect, 
namely that (as I have above explained) Diophantos proceeded on one and the 
same system in making his abbreviations, taking in each case the two first letters 
of the word, the only difference being that in one case only are the two letters 
contracted into one sign, 

Let us now enquire whether my theory will remove the difficulties stated by 
Mr Gow on p. 108 of his work. As reasons for doubting whether the symbol for 
dp.Ou0s is really a final sigma, he states the following. ‘‘It must be remembered : 
(1) that it is only cursive Greek which has a final sigma, and that the cursive 

form did not come into use till the 8th or 9th century: (2) that inflexions are 

appended to Diophantus’ symbol s' (e.g. s®, ss, etc.), and that his other symbols 

(except 7) are initial letters or syllables. The objection (1) might be disposed 
of by the fact that the Greeks had two uncial sigmas C and 2, one of which 
might have been used by Diophantus, but I do not see my way to dismissing 
objection (2).’’ First, with regard to objection-(1) Mr Gow rightly says that, 
supposing the sign were really s, it would be possible to dismiss this objection. 
On my theory, however, it is not necessary even to dismiss it: it does not exist. 
Secondly, my theory will dismiss objection (2). ‘‘Diophantus’ other symbols 
(except ) are initial letters or syllables.” I answer ‘‘Sois«.” “Inflexions 

are appended to Diophantus’ symbol s’.” I answer ‘‘True; but the nature of 
the sign itself made this convenient,” as I have above explained. 
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sake, subject to the remarks which I have here made on the 
subject. | 

§3. Next, as regards the notation which Diophantos used 
to express the different powers of the unknown quantity, ie. 

corresponding to 2, #° and soon. The square of the unknown 
is cailed by Diophantos dvvayzs and denoted by the abbrevia- 
tion’ 6°. Now the word dvvapis (“power”) is commonly used in 
Greek to express a square number. The first occurrence of the 
word in its technical sense is probably as early as the second 
half of the fifth century B.c. Eudemos uses it in quoting from 
Hippokrates (no doubt word for word) who lived about that 
time. The difference in use between the words dvvayis and 

TeTpaywvos corresponds, in Cantor’s view’, to the difference 
between our terms “second power” and “square” respectively, 
the first having an arithmetical signification as referring to a 
number, the second a geometrical reference to a plane surface- 
area. The difference which Diophantos makes in their use is, 

however, not of this kind, and dévvayuss in a geometrical sense, 

is not at all uncommon; hence the correctness of Cantor’s 
suggestion is not at all certain. Both terms are used by 
Diophantos, but in very different senses. dvvayus, as we have 
said, or the contraction 6° stands for the second power of the 
unknown quantity. It is the square of the unknown, dpiOyos 
or ’°, only and is never used to express the square of any other, 

i.e. any known number. For the square of any known number 
Diophantos uses terpaywvos. The higher powers of the un- 
known quantity which Diophantos makes use of he calls «vBos, 
duvapodvvapis, SvvauoxvBos, KuSoxvBos, corresponding respec- 
tively to *, a, x, z°. Beyond the sixth power he does not go, 
having no occasion for higher powers in the solutions of his 

1 IT should observe with respect to the mark over the v that it is given in the 

Greek text of Bachet as a circumflex accent printed in the form ~. By writers 

on Diophantos later than Bachet the sign has been variously printed as 3”, 8” or 

6’. I have generally denoted it by 8’, except in a few special cases, when 
quoting or referring to writers who use either of the other forms. The same 

remark applies to p°, the abbreviation for yorddes, as well as to the circumflex 
written above the denominators of Greek numerical fractions given in this 
chapter as examples from the text of Diophantos, 

2 Geschichte der Mathematik, p. 178. 
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problems, For these powers he uses the abbreviations x*, 88°, 
5x”, xx® respectively. There is a difference between Diophantos’ 
use of the complete words for the third and higher powers and 
that of dvvapyis, namely that they are not always restricted like 

évvapis to powers of the wnknown, but may denote powers of 
ordinary known numbers as well, This is probably owing to 

the fact that, while there are two words dvvapis and tetpaywvos 
which both signify “square”, there is only one word for a third 

power, namely «vos. It is important, however, to observe that 

the abbreviations «*, 56°, 5x*, xx® are, like divas and 6°, only 

used to denote powers of the unknown. It is therefore ob- 
viously inaccurate to say that Diophantos “denotes the square 

of a number (duvapmis) by 8°, the cube by «*, and so on”, the 
only number of which this could be said being the s’ (dpv@y0s) 
of the particular problem. The coefficients which the different 
powers of the unknown have are expressed by the addition of 

the Greek letters denoting numerals (as in the case of apsOu0s 
itself), thus d«* x= corresponds to 262°, Thus in Diophantos’ 

system of notation the signs 6° and the rest represent not merely 
the exponent of a power like the 2 in 2’, but the whole ex- 
pression, z*. There is no obvious connection between the symbol 

6° and the symbol ¢’ of which it is the square, as there is be- 
tween x and «, and in this lies the great inconvenience of the 
notation. But upon this notation no advance was made by 
Xylander, or even by Bachet and Fermat. They wrote N 

(abbreviation of Nwmerus) for s' of Diophantos, Q (Quadratus) 
for 6°, C for «* (cubus) so that we find, for example, 1Q+5N=24, 

corresponding to a*+ 5¢=24. Thus these writers do in fact no 
more than copy Diophantos. We do, however, find other symbols 
used even before the publication of Xylander’s Diophantos, e g. 
in 1572, the date of Bombelli’s Algebra. Bombelli denotes the 
unknown and its powers by the symbols 1, 2, 8, and so on. 
But it is certain that up to this time the common symbols had 

been & (Radia or Res), Z (Zensus ie. square), C (Cubus). 
Apparently the first important step towards a’, 2° &c. was 
taken by Vieta, who wrote Ag, Ac, Agg, &c. (abbreviated for 

A quadratus and so on) for the powers of A. This system, 
besides showing in itself the connection between the different 

a ee ts ihe 
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powers, has the infinite advantage that by means of it we can 
use in one and the same solution any number of unknown 
quantities. This is absolutely impossible with the notation 
used by Diophantos and the earlier algebraists. Diophantos 

does in fact never use more than one unknown quantity in the 

solution of a problem, namely the dpsOyuds or s’. 
§ 4. Diophantos has no symbol for the operation of multi- 

plication: it is rendered unnecessary by the fact that his 

coefficients are all definite numerals, and the results are simply 
put down without any preliminary step which would make a 
symbol essential. On the ground that Diophantos uses only 

numerical expressions for coefficients instead of general symbols, 
it would occur to a superficial observer that there must be a 

great want of generality in his methods, and consequently that 
these, being (as might appear) only applicable to the particular 
numbers which the author uses, are necessarily interesting only 
as clever puzzles, but not general enough to be valuable to the 

serious student. To this objection I reply that, in the first 
place, it was absolutely impossible that Diophantos should have 
used any other than numerical coefficients for the reason that 
the available symbols of notation were already employed, the 
letters of the Greek alphabet always doing duty as numerals, 

with the exception of the final s, which Diophantos was supposed 
to have used to represent the unknown quantity. In the second 
place I do not admit that the use of numerical coefficients only 

makes his solutions any the less general. This will be clearly 
seen when I come to give an account of his problems and 
methods. Next as to Diophantos’ symbols for the operations 
of Addition and Subtraction. For the former no symbol at all is 
used: it is expressed by mere juxta-position, thus «* a & ty 3 é 
corresponds to a#* + 132z°+ 5x2. In this expression, however, there 

is no absolute term, and the addition of a simple numeral, as 

for instance £, directly after é, the coefficient of 35, would cause 

confusion. This fact makes it necessary to have some term to 
indicate an absolute term in contradistinction to the variable 
terms. For this purpose Diophantos uses the word povades, or 
units, and denotes them after his usual manner by the abbre- 
viation 4°. The number of monads is expressed as a coefficient. 
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Thus corresponding to the above expression 2° + 132* + 5a+ 2 
we should find in Diophantos «* @ 8 7y ss p® 8. As Bachet 

uses the sign + for addition, he has no occasion for a distinct 
symbol to mark an absolute term. He would accordingly write 

10+13Q+5N+2. It is worth observing, however, that the 

Italians do use a symbol in this case, namely V (Numero), the 

first power of the unknown being with them R (Radice). 
Cossali* makes an interesting comparison between the terms 
used by Diophantos for the successive powers of the unknown 

and those employed by the Italians after their instructors, the 
Arabians. He observes that Fra Luca, Tartaglia, and Cardan 
begin their scale of powers from the power 0, not from the 
power 1, as does Diophantos, and compares the scales thus: 

Scala Diofantea. Scala Araba, 

ore. epee 1. Numero...il Noto. 

« 1, Numero...l’Ignoto. 2. Cosa, Radice, Lato. 

az? 2. Podesta. 3. Censo, 
x3 3. Cubo. 4. Cubo. 

a* 4, Podesta-Podesta. 5, Censo di Censo. 

x 5, Podesta-Cubo. 6. Relato 1°, 

x® 6. Cubo-Cubo. 7. Censo di Cubo, o Cubo di Censo. 

BOR TS eye tisckeet aioe 8. Relato 2°. 

BP Bis Mie BS EE LSA 9. Censo di Censo di Censo. 

De st, oe Sree ai 10. Cubo di Cuyo. 

and so on. So far, however, as this is meant to be a comparison 

between Diophantos and the early Arabian algebraists them- 
selves (as the title Scala Araba would seem to imply), there 

appears to be no reason why Cossali should not have placed 
some term to express Diophantos’ wovades in the same line 

with Numero in the other scale, and moved the numbers 

1, 2, 3, &e. one place upwards in the first scale, or downwards 

1 Upon Wallis’ comparison of the Diophantine with the Arabian scale 
Cossali remarks: ‘‘ma egli non ha riflettuto a due altre differenze tra le scale 
medesime. La prima si 6, che laddove Diofanto denomina con singolarita 
Numero il numero ignoto, denominando Monade il numero dato di compara- 

zione: gli antichi italiani degli arabi seguaci denominano questo il Numero; 

e Radice, o Lato, o Cosa il numero sconosciuto. La seconda é, che Diofanto 

comincia la scala dal numero ignoto; e Fra Luca, Tartaglia, Cardano la in- 
cominciano dal numero noto. Ecco le due scale di rincontro, onde meglio 

risaltino all’ occhio le differenze loro.” 1. p. 198. 
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in the second. As Diophantos does not go beyond the sixth 
power, the last three places in the first scale are left blank. 
An examination of these two scales will show also that the 
generation of the successive powers differs in the two systems. 

The Diophantine terms for them are based on the addition of 

exponents, the Arabic on their multiplication’. Thus the “cube- 
cube” means in Diophantos «*, in the Italian and Arabic system 
x. The first method of generation may (says Cossali) be 
described as the method by which each power is represented 

by the product of the two lesser powers which are nearest 
to it, the method of multiplication; the second the method of 
elevation, i.e. the method which forms by raising to the second 
or third power all powers which can be so formed, or the 4th, 

6th, 8th, 9th, &c. The intermediate powers which cannot be 

- so formed are called in Italian Relati, Thus the fifth power is 
Relato 1°, zis Relato 2°, x is Censo di Relato 1°, 2" is Relato 3°, 

and so on. Wallis calls these powers swpersolida, reproduced by 
Montucla as sursolides. 

For Subtraction Diophantos uses a symbol. His full term 
for Negation is Xei.s, corresponding to bwrap£is, which denotes 
the opposite. Thus Aefyes (i.e. with the want of) stands for 

minus, and the symbol used to denote it in the Mss. is an 

inverted wv or yp (Def. 9 Kal ris Aelews onpuetov  édrurés 
kaTw vevov 4) with the top shortened. As Diophantos uses 
no distinct sign for +, it is clearly necessary, to avoid confusion, 

that all the negative terms in an expression should be placed 
together after all the positive terms. And so in fact he 
does place them*. Thus corresponding to a* — 52° + 8x -—1, 

1 This statement of Cossali’s needs qualification however. There is at least 
one Arabian algebraist, Alkarkhi, the author of the Fakhri referred to above 
(pp. 24, 25), who uses the Diophantine system of powers of the unknown de- 

pending on the addition of exponents, Alkarkhi, namely, expresses all powers 

of the unknown above the third by means of mal, his term for the square, and 

ka‘b, his term for the cube of the unknown, as follows. The fourth power is 

with him mél mdl, the fifth mal ka‘b, the sixth ka‘b ka‘tb, the seventh mal mdl 

ka‘b, the eighth mal ka‘b ka‘b, the ninth ka‘b ka‘b ka‘b, and so on, 

2 Dr Heinrich Suter however has the erroneous statement that Diophantos 

would express 2? - 52°+8xr-1 by wap ie s.F5 h u° a, which is exactly what he 

would not do. . 
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Diophantos would write «* a s* 7 p & € w® a. With respect 
to this curious sign, given in the Mss. as yp and described as an 
inverted truncated yf, I must here observe that I do not believe 

it to be what it is represented as being. I do not believe that 

Diophantos used so fantastic a sign for minus as an inverted 
truncated y. In the first place, an inverted yw seems too 
curious a sign, and too far-fetched. To one who was looking 
for a symbol to express minus many others more natural 

and less fantastic than y~ must have suggested themselves. 
Secondly, given that Diophantos used an inverted >, why 
should he truncate it? Surely that must have been unneces- 

sary; we could hardly have expected it unless, without it, 
confusion was likely to arise; but yp could hardly have been 
confused with anything. It seems to me that this very trunca- 

tion throws doubt on the symbol as we find it in the Ms. 

Hence I believe that the conception of this symbol as an 
inverted truncated y is a mistake, and that the description of 

it as such is not Diophantos’ description ; it appears to me to be 
an explanation by a scribe of a symbol which he did not under- 

stand’. It seems to me probable that the true explanation is 

the following : Diophantos proceeded in this case as in the others 

which we have discussed (the signs for dpsOpuds, dvvapss, etc.). 
As in those cases he took for his abbreviation the first letter of 

the word with such an addition as would make confusion with 
numbers impossible (namely the second letter of the word, 
which in all happens to come later in the alphabet than the 

corresponding first letter), so, in seeking an abbreviation for 

Aeris and cognate inflected forms developed from rz, he 
first took the initial letter of the word. The uncial* form is 
A. Clearly A by itself would not serve his purpose, since it 
denotes a number. Therefore an addition is necessary. The 

second letter is E, but AE is equally a number. The second 

1 I am not even sure that the description can be made to mean all that it is 
intended to mean. éddurés scarcely seems to be sufficiently precise. Might it 
not be applied to A with any part cut off, and not only shortened at the top? 

2 I adhere to the uncial form above for clearness’ sake. If Diophantos used 

the ‘‘Majuskelcursive”’ form, the explanation will equally apply, the difference 

of form being for our purpose negligible. 

ee “all 
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letter of the stem dum is |, but Al is open to objection when 
so written. Hence Diophantos placed the | side the A, thus, 

A. Of the possibility of this I entertain no doubt, because 
there are indubitable cases of combination, even in uncial 

writing, of two letters into one sign. I would refer in par- 

ticular to X, which is an uncial abbreviation for: TAAANTON. 

Now this sign, A, is an inverted and truncated y (written in 

the uncial form, Y); and we can, on this assumption, easily 

account for the explanation of the sign for minus which is given 
in the text. 

For Division it often happens that no symbol is necessary, 
i.e. in the cases where one number is to be divided by another 
which will divide it without a remainder. In other cases the 
division has to be expressed by a fraction, whether the divisor 

be an absolute number or contain the variable. Thus the case 
of Division comes under that of Fractions. ‘To express nume- 
rical fractions Diophantos adopts a uniform system, which is 

also seen in other writers. The numerator he writes in the 
ordinary line like a number; then he places the denominator 
above the line to the right of the numerator, in the same place 

as we should write an exponent, usually placing a circumflex 
arcent over the end of it. Thus }% is represented by 14, 31, 
is &, PhS is (Vv. 12) jer17™ 74, 3882) is (IV. 17) y. yeah, 
Diophantos, however, often expresses fractions by simply putting 
€v popiw or wopiov between the numerator and the denominator, 
i.e. one number divided by another. Cf. Iv, 29 pv. € A778 popiov 

KS. Bppo, i.e. 1897284, and v.25 B.ex év popio pxB.,aKé, i.e. 

733909;. There is a peculiarity in the way in which Diophan- 

1348 It will be 
best understood by giving a typical case. ‘This particular 

fraction Diophantos writes thus, awrd**.a%, that is, it is as if 
he had written with our notation 1834 4. Instances of this 

3894 
; 152 ° 

Bachet reproduces Diophantos’ notation by writing in these 

tos expresses such complex fractions as 

notation occur passim, cf. Vv. 2 TrbP"8 ab is equivalent to 

cases 1834 4 and 383 3 respectively. 
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But there is another kind of fraction, besides the purely 

numerical one, which is continually occurring in the Arith- 
metics, such fractions namely as involve the unknown quantity 
in some form or other in their denominators. The simplest 
case is that in which the denominator is simply a power of the 
unknown, ¢. Concerning fractions of this kind Diophantos 
says (Def. 3) “ As fractions named after numbers have similar 

names to those of the numbers themselves (thus a third is 
named from three, a fourth from four), so the fractions ho- 

monymous with what are called dpvyo/, or unknowns, are 
called after them, thus from apsOwos we name the fraction to 

‘ok Ak 
apiOmoorov [i.e. = from «], To Suvapooroy from Svvapis, TO 

xuBoctov from «vos, To Suvayodvvapootor from duvapyodvva- 
pus, TO SuvapoxuBocrov from dvvaydxuBos, and 76 xuBoKv- 
Boorév from xuBdoxvBos. And every such fraction shall have 
its symbol after the homonymous number with a line to indi- 
cate the species” (i.e. the order or power)’. Thus we find, for 

example, Iv. 3, 7% corresponding to : , or with the genitive 

termination of apsOyooTo, e.g., IV. 16, de7*-* or =, Cf. av*®*-# 

~ 

or =. Side by side with the employment of the symbols to 

; ‘ ee! 
express fractions corresponding to oe &c., we find the terms 

ap.Ouootdv, Svvapooroy x.7.r. used in full: this is regularly 
the case when the numerator of the fraction itself contains a 

numerical fraction. Thus in v. 31 dpiOyootod a a® corre- 

13 
ry 

Diophantos extends his use of fractions still further to more 

complicated cases in which the numerator and denominator 

sponds to —* and Suvapoordv = a to a 

1 The meaning of the last sentence is not quite clear. I am inclined to 
think there is something wrong with the text, which stands in Bachet as follows: 

éfer 5¢ Exacrov avtav émi Tov 6uwvipov apiOuod onuectov ypayunv exov diacré\oveav 

ro eldos. This he translates, ‘‘Habebit autem quaelibet pars 4 sibi cognomine 

numero notam et literam superscriptam quae speciem 4 specie distinguat.” 
Here apparently literam corresponds to ypauunp. 
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may be compound expressions themselves, involving the un- 

known quantity. Thus, Iv. 87, we have p* 6 pp 9% a4, ie, 
J-—«z 

x 
pression Diophantos uses the expedient which he adopts in the 
case of large numbers occurring as numerator or denominator, 
namely, the insertion between the expressions denoting the 

numerator and denominator of the term év popl@ or popilov. 

Thus in vi. 13 we find, & £.u° Bok év popio 88 a w> % Aeives 
8 & ice. 60a* + 2520 

* a + 900 — 60a” 

. When, however, the denominator is a compound ex- 

and in vz. 21 x 8.8.35" 8 pF &. ev 

2a? + 5a? + 4a+1 
ve +2e¢+1 

To connect: the two sides of an equation Diophantos uses 
words ios or ios éore, or the oblique cases of icos when they 
are made necessary by grammatical construction. It would 
appear, at least from Bachet’s edition of Diophantos, that the 
equations were put down in the ordinary course of writing, 
and that they were not placed in separate lines for each step 

in the process of simplification, being in fact written in the 
same way as the propositions of Euclid. We have, however, 
signs of a system by which the steps were tabulated in a 
manner very similar to that of modern algebraical work, so 
that by means of a sort of skeleton of the procedure we get a 
kind of bird’s-eye view of its course, in the manuscript of Dio- 
phantos which Bachet himself used. We have it on the 

authority of M. Rodet, who inan article in the Journal Asia- 

tique* has occasion to quote certain passages from the text of 
Diophantos, that to certain problems is attached a tabular 
view of the whole process, which Bachet has not in his edition 
reproduced at all. M. Rodet gives from the Ms. several in- 

stances. In these we have equations set down in a form very 

like the modern, the two members being connected by the 
letter ¢ (abbreviated for ivov) as the sign of equality*. Besides 

popio 8° ass B u* a& corresponding to 

1 Janvier, 1878. 

2 Here again the abbreviation is explicable on the same principle as those 

which I have previously discussed. « by itself means 10, but a distinguishing 
mark is ready to hand in the breathing placed over it. 
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the equations written in this form there are on the left 
side words signifying the nature of the operation in passing 
from one particular step to the next. To illustrate this I will 

give the table after Rodet for the very simple problem I. 32. 
“To find two numbers whose sum, and the difference of whose 

squares are given.” (The sum is supposed to be 20, the dif- 
ference of squares is 80.) Diophantos assumes the difference 
of the two numbers themselves to be two apiOyol. I will put 
the Greek table on the left side, and on the right the modern 

equivalent. The operations will be easily understood. 

&xdects = s@ pot ? poimsa] Put for the numbers «+10, 10-z. 

rerpdywvos 0G ssotkye.p : S'G.uopmss® | Squaring we have 2?+20zr+100, 
: x? +100 - 202. 

trepoxyn ss uh i po.7 The diff., 407=80. 

pepisuds Sa i pe.8 Dividing, «z=2. 

vropiis =P wouB eA 0.7 Result, greater is 12, less is 8. 

The comparison of these two forms under which the same 
operations appear is most interesting. It is indeed obvious 
that if we take the skeletons of work given in the Ms. the 
similarity is most striking. It is true that the Greek notation 
for the equations is very much inferior to the modern, but on 
the other hand the words indicating the operations make the 

whole very little less concise than the modern work. The 

omission of these tabular skeletons supplied in the MS. is a 
very grave defect in Bachet’s edition, and thanks are due to 

M. Rodet for his interesting quotations from the original 
source. The same writer quotes two other such tables, which, 

however, for brevity’s sake, we omit here. Though in the Ms. 
the sign ¢ is used to denote equality, Bachet makes no use of 
any symbol for the purpose in his Latin translation. He uses 
throughout the full Latin word. It is interesting however to 
observe that in his earlier translation (1575) Xylander does 
use a symbol to denote equality, namely ||, two short vertical 

parallel lines, in his notes to Diophantos. Thus we find, for 

example (p. 76) 10 +12 || 1Q+6N +9, which we should ex- 

press by 2? +12 =2°+6x+9. 

§ 5. Now that we have described in detail Diophantos’ 

method of expressing algebraical quantities and relations, we 
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may remark on the general system which he uses that it is 
essentially different in its character from the modern notation. 
While in modern times signs and symbols have been developed 
which have no intrinsic relationship to the things which they 
symbolise, but depend for their use upon convention, the case is 
quite different with Diophantos, where algebraic notation takes 
the form of mere abbreviation of words which are considered as 
pronounced or implied. This is partly proved by the symbols 
themselves, which in general consist of the first letter or letters 
of words (so written as to avoid confusion), the only possible 
exception being the supposed final sigma, s, for dps@uds or the 

unknown quantity. Partly also it is proved by the fact that 
Diophantos uses the symbol and the complete word very often 
quite indifferently. Thus we find often in the same sentence 
s or ss and dpiOuds, apiOpoi, &” and ddvamis, yp and reer, and 

soon. The strongest proof, however, that Diophantos’ algebraic 
notation was mere abbreviation is found in the fact that the 

abbreviations, which are his algebraical symbols, are used for 
the corresponding words even when those words have a quite 
different signification. So in particular the symbol ¢ is used as 
an abbreviation for apsOu0s, when the word is used, not in its 

technical Diophantine sense for the unknown, but in its ordinary 

meaning of a number, especially in enunciations where dpiOuds 
in its ordinary sense naturally occurs oftenest. Similarly # is 
not used only for Aedes but also for other inflexional forms of 
the stem of this word, e.g. for Xumdv or AelWas in II. 3: Evpetv 
Tpels apiOuovs bTws 6 ATO TOD cuyKEpévou Ex TOY TpLdV 
éxacTov Town tetpaywvov. Other indications are (1) the sepa- 
ration of the symbols and coefficients by particles [ef. 1. 43 

ss” dpa i]; (2) the addition of terminations to the symbol to 
represent the different cases. Nesselmann gives a good instance 
in which many of these peculiarities are combined, ss* dpa 
i p® X icoe eiolv ss“ Ta povacs we. I. ad fin. 

Tn order to determine in what place, in respect of systems 
of algebraic notation, Diophantos stands, Nesselmann observes 
that we can, as regards the form of exposition of algebraic 
operations and equations, distinguish three historical stages of 
development, well marked and easily discernible. 1. The first 
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stage Nesselmann represents by the name Lhetoric Algebra, 
or “reckoning by complete words.” ‘The characteristic of this 

stage is the absolute want of all symbols, the whole of the 
calculation being carried on by means of complete words, and 
forming in fact continuous prose. As representatives of this 

first stage Nesselmann mentions Iamblichos (of whose algebrai- 
cal work he quotes a specimen in his fifth chapter) “and all 
Arabian and Persian algebraists who are at present known.” 
In their works we find no vestige of algebraic symbols; the 
same may be said of the o'dest Italian algebraists and their 

followers, and among them Regiomontanus. 2. The second 
stage Nesselmann proposes to call the Syncopated Algebra. 

This stage is essentially rhetorical and therein like the first in 

its treatment of questions, but we now find for often-recurring 
operations and quantities certain abbreviational symbols. To 

this stage belongs Diophantos and after him all the later 
Europeans until about the middle of the seventeenth century 

(with the exception of the isolated case of Vieta, who, as we 

have seen, initiated certain changes which anticipated later 

notation to some extent; we must make an exception too, 
though Nesselmann does not mention these cases, in favour of 

certain symbols used by Xylander and Bachet, || being used by 

the former to express equality, + and — by both, as also the 
ordinary way of representing a fraction by placing the numera- 

tor above the denominator separated by a line drawn horizon- 

tally’). 3. To the third stage Nesselmann gives the name 

Symbolic Algebra, which uses a complete system of notation 
by signs having no visible connection with the words or things 

which they represent, a complete language of symbols, which 
supplants entirely the rhetorical system, it being possible to 
work out a solution without using a single word of the ordinary 
written language, with the exception (for clearness’ sake) of 

1 These are only a few scattered instances... Nesselmann, though he does 
not mention Xylander’s and Bachet’s symbols, gives other instances of isolated 
or common uses of signs, as showing that the division between the different 
stages is not sharply marked. He instances the use of one operational algebraic 
symbol by Diophantos, namely g, for which Lucas de Burgo uses m (and p for 

plus), Targalia g. Vieta has + and -, also = for ~. Oughtred uses x, and 

Harriot expresses multiplication by juxtaposition. 
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a conjunction here and there, and so on. Neither is it the 

Europeans posterior to the middle of the seventeenth century 
who were the first to use Symbolic forms of Algebra. In this 

they were anticipated many centuries by the Indians, 

As examples of these three stages Nesselmann gives three 
instances quoting word for word the solution of a quadratic 
equation by Mohammed ibn Misa as an example of the first 
stage, and the solution of a problem from Diophantos to illus- 
trate the second. Thus: 

First Stage. Example from Mohammed ibn Misa (ed. 
Rosen, p. 5). “A square and ten of its roots are equal to nine 
and thirty dirhems, that is, if you add ten roots to one square, 

the sum is equal to nine and thirty. The solution is as follows : 
halve the number of roots, that is in this case five; then 
multiply this by itself, and the result is five and twenty. Add 
this to the nine and thirty, which gives sixty-four; take the 
square root, or eight, and subtract from it half the number 
of roots, namely five, and there remain three: this is the root 

of the square which was required and the square itself is 

nine’.” 
Here we observe that not even are symbols used for num- 

bers, so that this example is even more “rhetorical” than the 
work of Iamblichos who does use the Greek symbols for his 
numbers. 

Second stage. As an example of Diophantos I give a trans- 
lation word for word’ of 11 8. So as to make the symbols 
correspond exactly I use S (Square) for 6° (Suvauis), N (Num- 
ber) for ¢, U for Units (wovasdes). 

“To divide the proposed square into two squares. Let it be 
proposed then to divide 16 into two squares. And let the first 

1 Thus Mohammed ibn Misa states in words the solution 

z?+10r%=39, 

z?+ 102+ 25=64, 

therefore x+5=8, 

=o 

2 T have used the full words whenever Diophantos does 50, and to avoid con- 
fusion have written Square and Number in the technical sense with a capital 

letter, and italicised them. 
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be supposed to be One Square. Thus 16 minus One Square 
must be equal to a square. I form the square from any number 
of N’s minus as many U’s as there are in the side of 16 U’s. 
Suppose this to be 2 V’s minus 4 U’s. Thus the square itself 
will be 4 Squares, 16 U. minus 16 N.’s. These are equal to 
16 Units minus One Square. Add to each the negative term 

(Actus, deficiency) and take equals from equals. Thus 

5 Squares are equal to 16 Numbers; and the Number is 
16 fifths. One [square] will be 256 twenty-fifths, and the other 

144 twenty-fifths, and the sum of the two makes up 400 

twenty-fifths, or 16 Units, and each [of the two found] is a 

square. 
Of the third stage any exemplification is unnecessary. 
§ 6. To the form of Diophantos’ notation is due the fact 

that he is unable to introduce into his questions more than one 
unknown quantity. This limitation has made his procedure 
often very different from our modern work. In the first place 
he performs eliminations, which we should leave to be done in 

the course of the work, before he prepares to work out the 
problem, by expressing everything which occurs in such a. way 

as to contain only one unknown. ‘This is the case in the great 

majority of questions of the first Book, which are cases of the 

solution of determinate simultaneous equations of the first order 

with two, three, or four variables; all these Diophantos ex- 
presses in terms of one unknown, and then proceeds to find it 

from a simple equation. In cases where the relations between 
these variables are complicated, Diophantos shows extraordinary 

acuteness in the selection of an unknown quantity. Secondly, 
however, this limitation affects much of Diophantos’ work in- 
juriously, for while he handles problems which are by nature 

indeterminate and would lead with our notation to an inde- 
terminate equation containing two or three unknowns, he is 
compelled by limitation of notation to assign to one or other of 
these arbitrarily-chosen numbers which have the effect of 
making the problem a determinate one. However it is but 
fair to say that Diophantos in assigning an arbitrary value to 

a quantity is careful to tell us so, saying “for such and such 
a quantity we put any number whatever, say such and such 
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aone.” Thus it can hardly be said that there is (in general) 
any loss of universality. We may say, then, that in general 
Diophantos is obliged to express all his unknowns in terms, 
or as functions, of one variable. There is something excessively 

interesting in the clever devices by which he contrives so to 
express them in terms of his single unknown, s, as that by that 
very expression of them all conditions of the problem are 
satisfied except one, which serves to complete the solution by 
determining the value of 5. Another consequence of Diophan- 
tos’ want of other symbols besides ¢ to express more variables 

than one is that, when (as often happens) it is necessary in the 
course of a problem to work out a subsidiary problem in order 
to obtain the coefficients &c. of the functions of ¢ which express 

the quantities to be found, in this case the required unknown 
which is used for the solution of the new subsidiary problem is 
denoted by the same symbols; hence we have often in the 
same problem the same variable s used with two different 

meanings. This is an obvious inconvenience and might lead to 
confusion in the mind of a careless reader. Again we find two 
cases, II. 29 and 30, where for the proper working-out of the 
problem two unknowns are imperatively necessary. We should 
of course use # and y; but Diopbantos calls the first ¢ as usual ; 

the second, for want of a term, he agrees to call “one unit,” 

i.e. 1. Then, later, having completed the part of the solution 

necessary to find s he substitutes its value, and uses ¢ over 
again to denote what he had originally called “1”—the second 
variable—and so finds it. This is the most curious case I have 
met with, and the way in which Diophantos after having 
worked with this “1” along with other numerals is yet able to 

pounce upon the particular place where it has passed to, so as to 
substitute s for it, is very remarkable. This could only be pos- 
sible in particular cases such as those which I have mentioned : 
but, even here, it seems scarcely possible now to work out the 
problem using x and 1 for the variables as originally taken by 
Diophantos without falling into confusion. Perhaps, however, it 
may not be impossible that Diophantos in working out the 
problems before writing them down as we have them may have 
given the “1” which stood for a variable some mark by which 

H. D. 6 
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he could recognise it and distinguish it from other numbers. 

For the problems themselves see Appendix. 

It may be in some measure due to the defects of notation in 
his time that Diophantos will have in his solutions no numbers 
whatever except rational numbers, in which, in addition to 
surds and imaginary quantities, he includes negative quantities. 
Of a negative quantity per se, i.e. without some positive quan- 
tity to subtract it from, Diophantos had apparently no’ con- 
ception. Such equations then as lead to surd, imaginary, or 

negative roots he regards as useless for his purpose: the solu- 

tion is in these cases advvatos, impossible. So we find him 

describing the equation 4=4x + 20 as aroros because it would 
give x=—4, Diophantos makes it throughout his object to 

obtain solutions in rational numbers, and we find him fre- 

quently giving, as a preliminary, conditions which must be 

satisfied, which are the conditions of a result rational in Dio- 

phantos’ sense. In the great majority of cases when Diophan- 

tos arrives in the course of a solution at an equation which 
would give an irrational result he retraces his steps and finds 
out how his equation has arisen, and how he may by altering 

the previous work substitute for it another which shall give 
a rational result. This gives rise, in general, to a subsidiary 

problem the solution of which ensures a rational result for the 
problem itself. Though, however, Diophantos has no notation 

for a surd, and does not admit surd results, it is scarcely true to 

say that he makes no use of quadratic equations which lead to 
such results. Thus, for example, in v. 33 he solves such an 

equation so far as to be able to see to what integers the 
solution would approximate most nearly. 



2 CHAPTER V. 

DIOPHANTOS’ METHODS OF SOLUTION. 

§ 1. Before I give an account in detail of the different 

methods which Diophantos employs for the solution of his pro- 
blems, so far as they can be classified, I must take exception to 

some remarks which Hankel has made in his account of Dio- 
phantos (Zur Geschichte der Mathematik in Alterthum und 
Mittelalter, Leipzig, 1874, pp. 164—5). This account does 
not only possess literary merit: it is the work of a man who 
has read Diophantos. His remarks therefore possess excep- 

tional value as those of a man particularly well qualified to 
speak on matters relating to the history of mathematics, and 
also from the contrast to the mass of writers who have thought 
themselves capable of pronouncing upon Diophantos and his 
merits, while they show unmistakeably that they have not 
studied his work. Hankel, who has read Diophantos with ap- 

preciation, says in the place referred to, ‘‘ The reader will now 

be desirous to become acquainted with the classes of inde- 
terminate problems which Diophantos treats of, and his methods 

of solution. As regards the first point, we must observe that 

in the 130 (or so) indeterminate questions, of which Diophantos 

treats in his great work, there are over 50 different classes of 
questions, which are arranged one after the other without any 
recognisable classification, except that the solution of earlier 

questions facilitates that of the later. The first Book only con- 
tains determinate algebraic equations; Books It. to Vv. contain 
for the most part indeterminate questions, in which expressions 
which involve in the first or second degree two or more variables 
are to be made squares or cubes, Lastly, Book vi. is concerned 

6—-2 
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with right-angled triangles regarded purely arithmetically, in 

which some one linear or quadratic function of the sides is to 
be made a square or acube. That is all that we can pronounce 
about this elegant series of questions without exhibiting singly 

each of the fifty classes. Almost more different in kind than 
the questions are their solutions, and we are completely unable 
to give an even tolerably exhaustive review of the different 

varieties in his procedure. Of more general comprehenswe 

methods there is in our author no trace discoverable ; every ques- 
tion requires an entirely different method, which often, even in 

the problems most nearly related to the former, refuses its aid. 
It is on that account dificult for a more modern mathematician 

even after studying 100 Diophantine solutions to solve the 101st 
question ; and if we have made the attempt and after some vain 
endeavours read Diophantos’ own solution, we shall be astonished 
to see how suddenly Diophantos leaves the bread high-road, 
dashes into a side-path and with a quiet turn reaches the — 

goal: often enough a goal with reaching which we should not 
be content ; we expected to have to climb a difficult path, but 

to be rewarded at the end by an extensive view; instead of 
which our guide leads by narrow, strange, but smooth ways to 
a’small eminence; he has finished! He lacks the calm and 

concentrated energy for a deep plunge into a single important 
problem: and in this way the reader also hurries with inward 

unrest from problem to problem, as in a succession of riddles, 
without being able to enjoy the individual one. Diophantos 
dazzles more than he delights. He is in a wonderful measure 
wise, clever, quick-sighted, indefatigable, but does not penetrate 
thoroughly or deeply into the root of the matter. As his ques- 
tions seem framed in obedience to no obvious scientific necessity, 

often only for the sake of the solution, the solution itself also lacks 
perfection and deeper signification. He is a brilliant performer 
in the art of indeterminate analysis invented by him, but the 

science has nevertheless been indebted, at least directly, to this 
brilliant genius for few methods, because he was deficient in 
speculative thought which sees in the True more than the 

Correct. That is the general impression, which I have gained 

from a thorough and repeated study of Diophantos’ arithmetic.” 
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Now it will be at once obvious that, if Hankel’s representa- 
tion is correct, any hope of giving a general account of Dio- 
phantos’ methods such as I have shown in the heading of this 
chapter would be perfectly illusory. Hankel clearly asserts 

that there are no general methods distinguishable in the Arith- 
metics. On the other hand we find Nesselmann saying (pp. 
308—9) that the use of determinate numerals in Diophantos’ 
problems constitutes no loss of generality, for throughout he 
is continually showing how other numerals than those which 
he takes will satisfy the conditions of the problem, showing 
“that his whole attention is directed to the explanation of the 
method, for which purpose numerical examples only serve as 
means”; this is proved by his frequently stopping short, when 
the method has been made sufficiently clear, and the remainder 

of the work is mere straightforward calculation. Cf. v. 14, 18, 
19, 20 &. It is true that this remark may only apply to the 
isolated “method” employed in one particular problem and in 
no other; but Nesselmann goes on to observe that, though the 

Greeks and Arabians used only numerical examples, yet they 
had general rules and methods for the solution of equations, as 
we have, only expressed in words. “So also Diophantos, whose 
methods have, it is true, in the great majority of cases no such 
universal character, gives us a perfectly general rule for solving 
what he calls a double-equation.” These remarks Nesselmann 

makes in the 7th chapter of his book; the 8th chapter he 
entitles “ Diophantos’ treatment of equations’,’ in which he 
gives an account of Diophantos’ solutions of (1) Determinate, 

(2) Indeterminate equations, classified according to their kind. 
Chapter 9 of his book Nesselmann calls “ Diophantos’ methods 
of solution®.” These “methods” he gives as follows®: (1) “The 

adroit assumption of unknowns.” (2) ‘Method of reckoning 

1 “PDiophant’s Behandlung der Gleichungen.” 

2 «‘Diophant’s Auflésungsmethoden.” 
3 (1) “Die geschickte Annahme der Unbekannten.” (2) ‘*Methode der 

Zuriickrechnung und Nebenaufgabe.” (3) ‘*Gebrauch des Symbols fiir die 

Unbekannte in verschiedenen Bedeutungen.’’ (4) ‘“*Methode der Grenzen.” 

(5) ‘‘Auflésung durch blosse Reflexion.” (6) ‘Auflésung in allgemeinen 
Ausdriicken.” (7) ‘ Willkiihrliche Bestimmungen und Annahmen.” (8) ‘Ge- 
brauch des rechtwinkligen Dreiecks.” 
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backwards and auxiliary questions.” (3) “Use of the symbol 
for the unknown in different significations.% (4) “Method 
of Limits.” (5) “Solution by mere reflection.” (6) “Solution 
in general expressions.” (7) “Arbitrary determinations and 

assumptions.” (8) “Use of the right-angled triangle.” 
At the end of chapter 8 Nesselmann observes that it is not 

the solution of equations that we have to wonder at, but the per- 

fect art which enabled Diophantos to avoid such equations as he 

could not technically solve. We look (says Nesselmann) with 

astonishment at his operations, when he reduces the most 
difficult questions by some surprising turn to a simple equation. 
Then, when in the 9th chapter Nesselmann passes to the 
“methods,” he prefaces it by saying: “To represent perfectly 
Diophantos’ methods in all their completeness would mean 
nothing else than copying his book outright. The individual 

characteristics of almost every question give him occasion to 
try upon it a peculiar procedure or found upon it an artifice 
which cannot be applied to any other question....... Mean- 
while, though it may be impossible to exhibit all his methods in 
any short space, yet I will try to give some operations which 

occur more often or are by their elegance particularly notice- 
able, and (where possible) to make clear their scientific prin- 
ciple by a general exposition from common stand-points.” Now 

the question whether Diophantos’ methods can be exhibited 
briefly, and whether there can be said to be any methods in his 
work, must depend entirely upon the meaning we attach to the 
word “method.” Nesselmann’s arrangement seems to me to be 
faulty inasmuch as (1) he has treated Diophantos’ solution of 
equations—which certainly proceeded on fixed rules, and there- 
fore by “ method”—separately from what he calls “methods of 
solution,” thereby making it appear as though he did not look 
upon the “treatment of equations” as “methods.” Now cer- 
tainly the “treatment of equations” should, if anything, have 

come under the head of “methods of solution” ; and obviously 

the very fact that Diophantos solved equations of various kinds 
by fixed rules itself disproves the assertion that no methods 
are discernible. (2) The classification under the head of 
“Methods of solution” seems unsatisfactory. In the first 
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place, some of the classes can hardly be said to be methods of 
solution at alk; thus the third, “Use of the symbol for the 
unknown in different significations”, might be more justly 

described as a “hindrance to the solution”; it is an cnconve- 

mience to which Diophantos was reduced owing to the want of 
notation. Secondly, on the assumption of the eight “ methods” 

as Nesselmann describes them, it is really not surprising that 
“no complete account of them could be given without copying 
the whole book.” ‘To take the first, “the adroit assumption of 
unknowns.” Supposing that a number of distinct, different 
problems are proposed, the existence of such differences makes 
a different assumption of an unknown in each case absolutely 
necessary. That being so, how could it be possible to give a 
rule for all cases? The best that can be done is an enumera- 
tion of typical instances. The assumption that the methods 
of Diophantos cannot be tabulated, on the evidence of this 
fact, i.e., because no rule can be given for the “adroit assump- 

tion of unknowns” which Nesse]mann classes as a “method,” is 

entirely unwarranted. Precisely the same may be said of 
“methods” (2), (5), (6), (7). For these, by the very nature of 
things, no rule can be given: they bear in their names so much 
of rule as can be assigned to them. The case of (4), “the 
Method of Limits’’, is different; here we have the only class 

which exemplifies a “method” in the true sense of the term, 
i.e. as an wnstrument for solution. And accordingly in this case 
the method can be exhibited, as I hope to show later on: 
(8) also deserves to some extent the name of a “ method.” 

I think, therefore, that neither Nesselmann nor Hankel has 

_ treated satisfactorily the question of Diophantos’ methods, the 
former through a faulty system of classification, the latter by 
denying that general methods are anywhere discernible in 
Diophantos. It is true that we cannot find in Diophantos’ work 
statements of method put generally as book-work to be applied 
to examples. But it was not Diophantos’ object to write a text- 
book of Algebra. For this reason we do not find the separate 
rules and limitations for the solution of different kinds of equa- 
tions systematically arranged, but we have to seek them out 
laboriously from the whole of his work, gathering scattered 
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indications here and there, and so formulate them in the best 

way we can. Such being the case, I shall attempt in the follow- 
ing pages of this chapter to give a detailed account of what may 
be called general methods running through Diophantos. For 

the reasons which I have stated, my arrangement will be different 
from that of Nesselmann, who is the only author who has 
attempted to give a complete account of the methods. I shall 
not endeavour to describe as methods such classes of solutions as 
are some which are, by Nesselmann, called “methods of solution”: 
and, in accordance with his remark that these “methods” can 
only be adequately described by a transcription of the entire 
work, I shall leave them to be gathered from a perusal of 

my reproduction of Diophantos’ book which is given in my 

Appendix. 

§ 2. I shall begin my account with 

DIOPHANTOS’ TREATMENT OF EQUATIONS, 

This subject falls naturally into two divisions: (A) Deter- 
minate equations of different degrees. (B) Indeterminate 

equations, 

(A.) Determinate equations. 

Diophantos was able without difficulty to solve determinate 

equations of the first and second degree ; of a cubic equation we 
find in his Avithmetics only one example, and that is a very 
special case. The solution of simple equations we may pass 
over; hence we must separately consider Diophantos’ method 

of solution of (1) Pure equations, (2) Adfected, or mixed 

quadratics. ; 

(1) Pure determinate equations. 

By pure equations I mean those equations which contain 
only one power of the unknown, whatever the degree, The 
solution is effected in the same way whatever the exponent of 
the term in the unknown; and Diophantos regards pure equations 
of any degree as though they were simple equations of the first 
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degree’, He gives a general rule for this case without regard to 
the degree: “If we arrive at an equation containing on each 
side the same term but with different coefficients, we must take 

equals from equals, until we get one term equal to another 
term. But, if there are on one or on both sides negative terms, 
the deficiencies must be added on both sides until all the terms 
on both sides are positive. Then we must take equals from 

equals until one term is left on each side.” After these opera- 

tions have been performed, the equation is reduced to the form 
Aw” =B and is considered solved. The cases which occur in 
Diophantos are cases in which the value of # is found to be 
a rational number, integral or fractional. Diophantos only 
recognise one value of x which satisfies this equation ; thus if 
m is even, he gives only the positive value, a negative value per 
se being a thing of which he had no conception. In the same 
way, when an equation can be reduced in degree by dividing 

throughout by any power of «, the possible values, #=0, thus 
arising are not taken into account. Thus an equation of the 

form “*=az, which is of common occurrence in the earlier part 
of the book, is taken to be merely equivalent to the simple 

equation x =a. 
It may be observed that the greater proportion of the pro- 

blems in Book 1. are such that more than one unknown quantity 
is sought. Now, when there are two unknowns and two condi- 

tions, both unknowns can be easily expressed in terms of one 
symbol. But when there are three or four quantities to be 
found this reduction is much more difficult, and Diophantos 
manifests peculiar adroitness in effecting it: the result being 
that it is only necessary to solve a simple equation with one 
unknown quantity. With regard to pure equations, some have 
asserted that pure quadratics were the only form of quadratic 

1 Def. 11: Mera dé raira édy awd mpoB8drypardss twos yévnra twapiis eldece 
Tots avrots wh duowhnOA Sé dwd éxarépwy T&v pepdv, Sejoer dpaipetv-T& Guora ad 

Tov dpolwv, Ews dy évds (?) eldos évi elder toov yévnra. dv bé ws év drorépy évv- 
mapxn(?) 7 év auporépos éveddely rid elin, Senoer mpcobetvar Ta elwovra edn 
év duorépos Tots wéperiv, ws av éxarépw Trav mepav Ta elSn evuTapxovta yévyrat, 

kal mddw dedelv Tra duoia ard Tay duolwy Ews dy Exatépy Tay pepsv ev eldos 
karahep0y, Bachet’s text (1621), p. 10. 
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solved in Diophantos’:.a statement entirely without foundation. 
We proceed to consider 

(2) Mixed quadratic equations. 

After the remarks in Def. 11 upon the reduction of pure 
equations until we have one term equal to another term, 

Diophantos adds*: “ But we will show you afterwards how, in 
the case also when two terms are left equal to a single term, 
such an equation can be solved.” That is to say, he promises to 
explain the solution of a mixed quadratic equation. In the 

Arithmetics, as we possess the book, this promise is not fulfilled. 
The first indications we have on the subject are a number of 
cases in which the equation is given, and the solution written 

down, or stated to be rational without any work being shown. 

Thus, Iv. 23, “x? = 4c — 4, therefore x =2”: VI. 7, “84a? —7z =7, 

hence #=4”: VI. 9, “630s? — 73a = 6, therefore «= $,”: and, VI. 
8, “6302 + 73x = 6, and ~ is rational.” These examples, though 
proving that somehow Diophantos had arrived at the result, 

are not a sufficient proof to satisfy us that he necessarily was 
acquainted with a regular method for the solution of quadratics; 

these solutions might (though their variety makes it somewhat 
unlikely) have been obtained by mere trial. That, however, 

Diophantos’ solutions of mixed quadratics were not merely 
empirical, is shown by instances in v. 33. In this problem he 

shows pretty plainly that his method was scientific, in that he 
indicates that he could approximate to the root in cases where 

it is not rational. As this is an important point, I give the 

substance of the passage in question : “x has to be so determined 
; 2_ 60 7_60 . : 

that it must be >~ a and Redes ie. 2” — 60 > 52, and 

a’ — 60 < 8z. 

Therefore «?=5xz+ some number > 60, therefore z must 

be not less than 11, and a? < 8x +60, therefore # must be not 

greater than 12.” 

1 Cf. Reimer, translation of Bossut’s Gesch. d. Math. 1. 55.  Kiliigel’s 
Dictionary. Also Dr Heinrich Suter’s doubts in Gesch. d. Math, Ziirich, 1873. 

2 torepov 5é cor Seitouev kal w&s dbo elduv lown évi KaraherpOévTwy 7d ToLOUTOY 

Avera. 
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Now by examining the roots of these two equations we find 
ww Dux Ss 

ree and a <4+./76, 

or x > 10°6394 and w# < 12°7178. 

It is clear therefore that « may be < 11 or > 12, and there- 
fore Diophantos’ limits are not strictly accurate. As however 
it was doubtless his object to find tntegral limits, the limits 11 
and 12 are those which are obviously adapted for his purpose, 

and are a fortiori right. Later in the same problem he makes 
an auxiliary determination of x, which must be such that 

a* + 60> 22x, 27+ 60 < 24z, 

which give 411 +./61, n< 12 + /84. 

Here Diophantos says « must be >19, <21, which again 
are clearly the nearest integral limits. 

The occurrence of these two examples which we have given 
of equations whose roots are irrational, and therefore could not 
be hit upon by trial, shows that in such cases Diophantos must 
have had a method by which he approximated to these roots. 
Thus it may be taken for granted that Diophantos had a definite 
rule for the solution of mixed quadratic equations. 

We are further able to make out the formula or rule by 
which Diophantos solved such equations. Take, for example, 
the equation az* + be +c¢=0. In our modern method of solution 
we divide by a and write the result originally in the form 

= So Bs — : . It does not appear that Diophantos 

divided throughout by a. Rather he first multiplied by a so as 
to bring the equation into the form a’z*+abe+ac=0; then 

solving he found ae=—4b+/}b?—ac, and regarded the 

4b4/10?—ae aS ore 

L=— 

result in the! form w= Whether the inter- 

mediate procedure was as we have described it is not certain; 
but it is certain that he used the result in the form given. One 
remark however must be made upon the form of the root. 

1 Nesselmann, p 319. Also Rodet, Journal Asiatique, Janvier, 1878. 

NE nee 
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Diophantos takes no account of the existence of two roots, 

according to the sign taken before the radical. Diophantos 
ignores always the negative sign, and takes the positive one as 
giving the value of the root. Though this perhaps might not 
surprise us in cases where one of the roots obtained is nega- 

tive, yet neither does Diophantos use both roots when both are 
positive in sign. In contrast to this Nesselmann points out 
that the Arabians (as typified by Mohammed ibn Miisa) and 
the older Italians do in this latter case recognise both roots. 
M. Rodet, however, remarks upon this comparison between 

Diophantos and the Arabians, so unfavourable to the former, as 
follows. (a) Diophantos did not write a text-book on Algebra, 
and in the cases where the equation arrived at gives two 
positive solutions one of them is excluded a priori, as for ex- 
ample in the case quoted by him, v.13. Here the inequality 

72x > 172°+17 would give « <$% or else <4. But the other 
inequality to be satisfied is 72x<19z* +19, which gives e> $$ 

or #>- As however 3<,, the limits 7<4> are 

impossible. Hence the roots of the equations corresponding 

to the negative sign of the radical must necessarily be rejected. 
(b) Mohammed ibn Misa, although recognising in theory two 
roots of the equation 2° +c= bx, in practice only uses one of 
the two, and, curiously enough, always takes the value cor- 
responding to the negative sign before the radical, whereas 
Diophantos uses the positive sign. But see Chapter VIL 

From the rule given in Def. 11 for compensating by addition 
any negative terms on either side of an equation and taking 

equals from equals (operations called by the Arabs aljabr and 
aulmukabala) it is clear that as a preliminary to solution 
Diophantos so arranged his equation that all the terms were 

positive. Thus of the mixed quadratic equation we have three 
cases of which we may give instances: thus, 

— ip + tp '+mg 
m 

according to Diophantos, An instance is afforded by v1. 6. 
Diophantos arrives namely at the equation 6z*+ 3x2 =7, which, 
if it is to be of any service to his solution, should give a rational 
value of x; whereupon Diophantos says “ the square of half the 

Case 1. Form m2’ + px =q; the root is 
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coefficient’ of « together with the product of the absolute term 
and the coefficient of z* must be a square number; but it is not,” 
Le. }p*+ mq, or in this case (3)? + 42, must be a square in order 

that the root may be rational, which in this case it is not. 

Case 2 Form ma* = px + q.  Diophantos takes 

L= p+ Va Asli Soy 6 example is Iv. 45, where 2x” > 6x+ 18. 

Diophantos says: “To solve this take the square of half the co- 

efficient of x, i.e. 9, and the product of the absolute term and 
the coefficient of 2, i.e. 36. Adding, we have 45, the square 

root* of which is not® <7. Add half the coefficient of # and 

divide by the coefficient of 2; whence.# <5.” Here the form 
of the root is given completely; and the whole operation by 

which Diophantos found it is revealed. 

Case 3. Form mz* + q = px: Diophantos’ root is 

tp +J4p*— mg ar — "7. Cf. in v. 13 the equation already mentioned, 

172° + 17 <72z. Diophantos says: “Multiply half the coeffi- 
cient of x into itself and we have 1296: subtract the product 
of the coefficient of a and the absolute term, or 289. The 

remainder is 1007, the square root of which is not* > 31. Add 
half the coefficient of z, and the result is not >67. Divide 

by the coefficient of xz’, and z is not > $4.” Here again we have 
the complete solution given, 

(3) _ Cubic equation. 

There is no ground for supposing that Diophantos was 
acquainted with the solution of a cubic equation, It is true 

there is one cubic equation which occurs in the Arithmetics, 
but it is only a very particular case. In vi. 19 the equation 
arises, a” + 2a¢+3=a°+3a—-—32*°—1, and Diophantos says 
simply, “whence # is found to be 4,” All that can be said of 

1 For “coefficient”? Diophantos uses simply 7\j#os, number: thus ‘‘number 

of dpcOuot” = coeff. of x, 

2 Diophantos calls the ‘square root” wdevupd or side. 

3 7, though not accurate, is clearly the nearest integral limit which will serve* 
the purpose. 

4 As before, the nearest integral limit. 
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this is that if we write the equation in true Diophantine fashion, 

so that all terms are positive, 

x + x2 = 40° + 4, 

This equation being clearly equivalent to x(a*+1) = 4(2*+1), 

Diophantos probably detected the presence on both sides of the 

equation of a common factor. The result of dividing by it is 
x=4, which is Diophantos’ solution. Of the two other roots 

z=+,/—1 no account is taken, for reasons stated above. 

From this single example we have no means of judging how 
far Diophantos was acquainted with the solutions of equations 
of a degree higher than the second. 

I pass now to the second general division of equations. 

(B.) Indeterminate equations. 

As has been already stated, Diophantos does not in his 
Arithmetics, as we possess them, treat of indeterminate equa- 
tions of the first degree. Those examples in the First Book 
which would lead to such equations are, by the arbitrary 

assumption of one of the required numbers as if known, con- - 
verted into determinate equations. It is possible that the 
treatment of indeterminate equations belonged to the missing 

portion which (we have reason to believe) has been lost between 
Books 1. and 1. But we cannot with certainty dispute the 

view that Diophantos never gave them at all. For (as Nessel- 
mann observes) as with indeterminate quadratic equations our 

object is to obtain a rational result, so in indeterminate simple 

equations we seek to find a result in whole numbers. But the 
exclusion of fractions as inadmissible results is entirely foreign 

to our author; indeed we do not find the slightest trace that he. 

ever insisted on such a condition. We take therefore as our 
first division indeterminate equations of the second degree. 

I. Indeterminate equations of the second degree. 

The form in which these equations occur in Diophantos is 
universally this: one or two (and never more) functions of the 
unknown quantity of the form Aa’+Bxe+C are to be made 

rational square numbers by finding a suitable value for 2. 
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Thus we have to deal with one or two equations of the form 
Aw’ + Be+ C=y’. 

(1) Single equation. 

The single equation of the form Aa’ + Bu+ C=y’ takes 
special forms when one or more of the coefficients vanish, or 
are subject to particular conditions. It will be well to give in 
order the different forms as they can be identified in Dio- 
phantos, and to premise that for “=y’” Diophantos simply 
uses the formula icov rerpayove. 

1. Equations which can always be solved rationally. This 
is the case when A or C or both vanish. 

Form Ba=y". Diophantus puts y’=any arbitrary square 
m 
B . ‘number = m’, say therefore 2 = Cf 11. 5: 2e=77, y*? = 16, 

x= 8, 

Form Be+C=y’. Diophantos puts for y’? any value m’, 
m —C 
7 

care that they are “rational,” i.e. rational and positive. Ex, 
II. 7. 

and «= He admits fractional values of x, only taking 

Form Av’*+Bre=y*. For y Diophantos puts any multiple 
2 

m nm : . 
of z,—2x; whence Av+ B= a the factor a disappearing 

n D 
and the root «=0 being neglected as usual. Therefore 

wh Exx. II. 22, 34. £@“= — . 

m' — An? 

2. Equations whose rational solution is only possible under 
certain conditions. ‘I'he cases occurring in Diophantos are 

Form Aa’+C=7?. This can be rationally solved accord- 

ing to Diophantos 

(a) When 4A is positive and a square, say a’. 

Thus a’2*+ C=y’. In this case y’ is put =(ax + m)’; 

therefore ax’? +C=(ar+m)’, 

C—m 
a = + 

2ma 



*) ba 

=~ —_--~ a . ee ee 
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(m and the doubtful sign being always assumed so as to give 

x a positive value). 

(8) When C is positive and a square number, say c’. 

Thus 4a’*+c?=y*. Here Diophantos puts y=(ma+e); - 

therefore Ax? +e =(mx+tc)’, 

2me 
z=+ aioe 

(y) When one solution is known, any number of other 

solutions can be found. .This is enunciated in vi. 16 thus, 

though only for the case in which C@ is negative: “when 
two numbers are given such that when one is multiplied 

by some square, and the other is subtracted from the product, 
the result is a square number; another square also can be 
found, greater than the first taken square, which will have the 

same effect.” It is curious that Diophantos does not give a 
general enunciation of this proposition, inasmuch as not only 
is it applicable to the cases + Aa’? + C?=y’, but to the general 

form Aa’? + Ba+C=y’. 

In the Lemma at vi. 12 Diophantos does prove that the 
equation Az*+ C= 7’ can be solved when A+C is a square, 

i.e. in the particular case when the value «=1 satisfies the 
equation. But he does not always bear this in mind, for in 
1. 12 the equation 522°+12=y" is pronounced to be impos- 
sible of solution, although 52 + 12 = 64, a square, and a rational 

solution is therefore possible. So, 111. 13, 2662* — 10 =? is said 
to be impossible, though # = 1 satisfies it. 

It is clear that, if 2=0 satisfies the equation, C is a 
square, and therefore this case (y) includes the previous case (8). 

It is interesting to observe that in vi, 15 Diophantos 
states that a rational solution of the equation 

Axv’*—C=y 

is impossible wnless A is the sum of two squares’. 

1 Nesselmann compares Legendre, T'héorie des Nombres, p. 60. 
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Lastly, we must consider the 

Form Agv’+ Be+C=y’. 

This equation can be reduced by means of a change of 

variable to the previous form, wanting the second term. Thus 

if we put #=2— - , the transformation gives 

4A0— B _ 

Diophantos, however, treats this form of the equation quite 

separately from the other and less fully. According to him the 
rational solution is only possible in the following cases. 

(2) When A is positive and a square, or the equation is 
va? + Ba+ C=y'; and Diophantos puts y’= (ax +m)’, whence 

C-—m 
= Sin Exx. ae 20, 21 &e. 

(8) When C is positive and a square, or the equation is 

Az? + Bu +c? =y’; and Diophantos writes y’ = (mz + c)*, whence 

2mc— B 
ie sere Exx. Iv. 9, 10 &e, 

(y) When {B’— AC is positive and a square number. 

Diophantos never expressly enunciates the possibility of this 

case: but it occurs, as it were unawares, in IV. 33. In this 

problem 3x + 18 — x’ is to be made a square, and the equation 

32+18-—2?=y" comes under the present form. 

To solve this Diophantos assumes 3a +18 — a = 4a" which 

leads to the quadratic 37+ 18 —5z*=0, and “the equation is 
not rational”. Hence the assumption 4a will not do: “and we 
must seek a square [to replace 4] such that 18 times (this 
square + 1) + (3)” may be a square”. Diophantos then solves 
this auxiliary equation 18 (2*+1)+2=y/’, finding ¢=18,. Then 
he assumes 

3x2 +18 — 2 = (18)*e", 

which gives 325a° — 3a —18 = 0, whence « = 4. 

H. D. 7 
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It is interesting to observe that from this example of Dio- 
phantos we can obtain the reduction of this general case to the 

form Az’*+ C?=y’, wanting the middle term. 

Thus, assume with Diophantos that Aaw’+ Be + C=m'a?, 

therefore by solution we have 

BL IB ~ 2a n/Z-A04 Om 
A-—-m 

> 

and w# is rational provided 2 —AC+ Cm’ is a square, This 

condition can be fulfilled if “2 — AC be a square by a previous 

case. Even if that is not the case, we have to solve (putting, 

for brevity, D for 7 — AC) the equation 

D+ Cn’? = 7’. 

Hence the reduction is effected, by the aid of Diophantos alone. 

(2) Double-equation. 

By the name “ double-equation” Diophantos designates the 
problem of finding one value of the unknown quantity « which 

will make two functions of it simultaneously rational square 

numbers. The Greek term for the “double-equation” occurs 

variously as dumdoicdrns or Sumy icotns. We have then to 
solve the equations 

ma +on+a=uU" 
nx’ + Ba+b= et 

in rational numbers. The necessary preliminary condition is 

that each of the two expressions can severally be made squares. 
This is always possible when the first term (in 2*) is wanting. 

This is the simplest case, and we shall accordingly take it first. 
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1. Double equation of the first degree. 

Diophantos has one distinct method of solving the equations 

az+a=uv 

Be+b=w’)’ 

taking slightly different forms according to the nature of the 
coefficients. 

(a) First method of solution of 

act+a=u 

Ba+b=w’*)-* 

This method depends upon the equation 

9 + 2 a 2 

ee 2 - (P54) = 20 
If the difference between the two functions can be separated 
into two factors p, g, the functions themselves are equated to 

2 

(P54 a) Diophantos himself states his rule thus, in m1. 12: 

“Observing the difference between the two expressions, seek 
two numbers whose product is equal to this difference; then 
either equate the square of half the difference of the factors to 
the smaller of the expressions, or the square of half the sum to 
the greater.” We will take the general case, and investigate 
what particular cases the method is applicable to, from Dio- 
phantos’ point of view, remembering that his cases are such 

that the final quadratic equation for w arising reduces always to 
a simple one. 

Take the equations 

ae +a= vu’, 

Be+b=w’, 

and subtracting we have (a— 8) «+ (a—b)=w?—w". 

Let a—S=6, a—b=e for brevity, then dut+e=w—w*. 

7—2 
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We have then to separate 5+ ¢ into two factors; let these 

factors be p, a+s , and we accordingly write 

utv=—+-, 
P Pp 

U+UVU=Pp 

6a og 
—+-+p 

Thus Peers Cr 

Oa?  2da /e € . 
therefore — +—|(-+ +(E+ ) =4(ax+a). ras 6 p) te ( ) 

Now in order that this equation may reduce to a simple one, 

either 

(1) the coefficient of w must vanish or 6=0, therefore 
a=8, or 

(2) the absolute term must vanish. 

2 

Therefore & + p) = 4a, 
P 

or 7 p + 2ep’ + & = Aap’, 

i.e. p+ 2(a—b— 2a) p? + (a—b)’=0. 

Therefore (p? —a+b)’= 4ab, 

whence ab must be a square number. 

Therefore either both a and b are squares, in which case we 

may substitute for them c* and d’, p being then equal toe +d, 
or the ratio a:b is the ratio of a square to a square. 

With respect to (1) we observe that on one condition it is 
not necessary that 6 should vanish, i.e. provided we can, before 
solving the equations, make the coefficients of a’ in both equal 
by multiplying either equation or both by a square number, an 

operation which does not affect the problem, for a square multi- 
plied by a square is still a square. 
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2 

Thus if ~ =5 or an? =m, the condition 8=0 will be 
B 

satisfied by multiplying the equations respectively by n? and 
m*; and thus we can also solve the equations 

ama +a=u 
ane +b=w* 

like the equations 
an +a= vt 

az +b=w!' 

in an infinite number of ways. 

Again the equations under (2), 

az+e= U7, 
Bbe+d =w’", 

can be solved in two different ways, according as we write them 

in this form or in the form 

ada + cd? = u? 
Bea + ed’ =w")’ 

obtained by multiplying them respectively by a’, c in order 
that the absolute terms may be equal. 

We now give those of the possible cases which are found 
solved in Diophantos’ own work. These are equations 

(1) of the form 

8 le 

am@at+a=uv 

anra +b=w 

a case which includes the more common one, when the co- 

efficients of # in both are equal. 

(2) of the form 

Ba+0=w 

solved in two different ways according as they are thus written, 

or in the alternative form, 

ada + ed? = wu? 

Berx + ¢d?=w")* 

peta 
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General solution of Form (1), or, 

ane +a=u* 

an'a +b=w")\* 

Multiplying respectively by n’, m’, we have to solve the 

equations, 
am'n*a + an? =u 
am'nia + bin? = a ; 

The difference = an’—bm*. Suppose this separated into 

two factors p, q. 

Put utw =p, 

u Fw =4q, 

— ped) a (P54) 
whence ur = (PS “eaten 3)? 

y 3 

therefore ' am*n*e + an® = (PS) ; 

ne 2 

or | am’n*a + bm? = (P=) : 

Either equation will give the same value of a, and 

c= 

since pg = an’ — bm’. 

Any factors p, gq may be chosen provided the value of « 

obtained is positive. 

Ex. from Diophantos. 

65— 6a=~v 

65 — 24a =w?)’ 

260 — 24a = af 
therefore 65 —Qde = wh’ 

: 

The difference = 195 = 15. 13 say, 

(= 5 13 
therefore 

2 

) = 65 — 24, 240 = 64, or w= §. 
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General solution (first method) of Form (2), or, 

anw+C= a 
Ba+2=w")* 

In order to solve by this method, we multiply by d’, ¢ 

respectively and write 
Pa + oP? = oh 
Bea + Fd? = w")’ 

u being the greater. 

The diff. = (ad’— Bc’) z. Let the factors of this be pa, q, 

_ (Petar therefore w= eH) , 

2 (PUu—-Y r 
Be ( 2 

Hence # is found from the equation 

adat+ced = (ara) 

This equation gives 

pa + 2x (pg — 2ad?) + q* — 4c°d? = 0, 

or, since pg = ad’ — Be’, 

pra® — 2a (ad” + Bc’) + g? — 4c'd*? = 0. 

In order that this may reduce to a simple equation, as 
Diophantos requires, the absolute term must vanish. 

Therefore g —4cd = 0, 

whence q = 2cd. 

Thus our method in this case furnishes us with only one 
solution of the double-equation, g being restricted to the value 
2cd, and this solution is 

_ 2 (ad?+ Bo*) _ 8c*d* (ad? + Bc’) 

re pe SR Bee 
Ex. from Diophantos. This method is only used in one 

particular case, Iv. 45, where c’ = d” as the equations originally 

stand, namely 
8a#+4=u? 

6a+4=w")’ 
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the difference is 2x and q is necessarily taken = 2/4 = 4, and 

the factors are =, 4 2 > ? 

ag 
therefore 8a +4= (7 + 2) and «= 112. 

General solution (second method) of Form (2), or 

aa+e=u? 
Ba+d’=w")* 

Here the difference = (a — 8) x + (? — d’)=8$x2+€ say, for 

brevity. 

Let the factors of dx + ¢ be p, : + . Then, as before proved 

(p. 100), p must be equal to (¢ + d). 

Therefore the factors are 

t—F ptotdetd, 

and we have finally 

“H(0)+ 
therefore ( rm a) x + dee ‘a oo - - a} = 0, 

which equation gives two possible values for x. Thus in this 

case we can find by our method two values of «, since one of the 
factors, p, may be c + d. 

Ex. from Diophantos, 11. 17: to solve the equations 

102+9= “t 
5a+4=w") - 

The difference is here 5a+5, and Diophantos chooses as 
the factors 5, #+1. This case therefore corresponds to the 
value c+d ofp. The solution is given by 

2 

(5 + 3) = 10x +9, whence «= 28. 
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The other value c—d of p is in this case excluded, because 
it would lead to a negative value of a. 

The possibility of deriving any number of solutions of a 
double-equation when one solution is known does not seem 
to have been noticed by Diophantos, though he uses the prin- 
ciple in certain special cases of the single equation. Fermat 
was the first, apparently, to discover that this might always 
be done, if one value a of # were known, by substituting in 
the equations «+a for x. By this means it is possible to find 
a positive solution even if a is negative, by successive appli- 

_ cations of the principle. 

But nevertheless Diophantos had certain peculiar artifices 

by which he could arrive at a second value. One of these 

artifices (which is made necessary in one case by the unsuit- 
ableness of the value found for x by the ordinary method), 
employed in Iv. 45, gives a different way of solving a double- 
equation from that which has been explained, used only in 
a special case. 

(8) Second method of solution of a double-equation of the 
first degree. 

Consider only the special case 

he+n?=?, 

(h+f)cot+vV=w*. 

Take these expressions, and n’, and write them in order of 

magnitude, denoting them for convenience by 4, B, C. 

Az=(h+f)c+n, B=he+n’, C=n', 

A-B f A—B=fx 
therefore Book and B-O= as : 

Suppose now he+n* = (y+ ny, 
therefore he = y? + 2ny, 

therefore A-B= £ (y’ + 2ny), 

or Aa(ytny+Fiy'+ 2ny), 

thus it is only necessary to make this expression a square. 
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Write therefore 

(1 +f) y+ 2n (F + l)y+n= (py —n)’, 

whence any number of values for y, and therefore for #, can be 

found, by varying p. 

Ex. The only example in the Arithmetics is in Iv. 45. 
There is the additional condition in this case of a limit to the 
value of x. The double-equation 

8a+4=u? 

62+4=w’ 

has to be solved in such a manner that 2 < 2. 

Heres = 4, and B is taken’ to be (y + 2)’, 

therefore © 4 —-B= yi + 4y 3 a 

2 2 

therefore AaT EY 4 typ 44 Yeh 

which must be made a square, or, multiplying by 3, 

3y’ + 12y + 9 =a square, 

where y must be <2. 

Diophantos assumes 

3y°+ 12y + 9 =(my — 3)’, 

_6m+12 
m* — 3.” 

and the value of m is then determined so that y < 2. 

whence 

As we find only a special case in Diophantos solved by 
this method, it would be out of place to investigate the con- 

1 Of course Diophantos uses the same variable x where I have for clearness 

used y. 
Then, to express what I have called m aioe he says: 
“T form a square from 3 minus some number of x’s and x becomes some 

number multiplied by 6 together with 12 and divided by the difference by which 

the square of the number exceeds three,” 
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ditions under which more general cases might be solved in this 
manner’. 

2. Double equation of the second degree, 

or the general form 
Ax’? + Ba +C=v’, 

A’¢?+Ba+C=w’. 

These equations are much less thoroughly treated in Diophan- 
tos than those of the first degree. Only such special instances 

occur as can be easily solved by the methods which we have 
described for those of the first degree. 

One separate case must be mentioned, which cannot be 
solved, from Diophantos’ standpoint, by the preceding method, 

but which sometimes occurs and is solved bya peculiar method. 

The form of double-equation being 

OB POP AU) cc osescescesrsesaees (1), 

B00* + Dar = ww) cocrerccesssccccceces (2), 

Diophantos assumes uw = m2", 

whence from (1) 

eae, te 
ma’ 

and by substitution in (2) 
2 

B( = ) + » “_ must be a square, 
m—a)  m'—a 

a’B + ba (m?— a). 
or (mn — a)? is a square. 

Therefore we have to solve the equation 

abm? + a (Ba —ab) =’, 

and this form can or cannot be solved by processes already 

given according to the nature of the coefficients’. 

1 Bachet and after him Cossali proved the possibility of solving sod 
cx+d 

this method under two conditions. 

* Diophantos did not apparently observe that this form of equation could be 
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Il. Indeterminate equations of a degree higher than the second. 

(1) Single Equations. 

These are properly divided by Nesselmann into two classes ; 

the first of which comprises those questions in which it is re- 
quired to make a function of x of a higher degree than the 
second a square; the second comprises those in which a rational 
value of x has to be found which will make any function of 2, 

not a square, but a higher power of some number.. The first 
class of problems is the solution in rational numbers of 

Aa” + Ba" + 2... + Ke+L=y’, 

the second the solution of 

Ag” + Ba" + ...... + Ka+L=y’, 

for Diophantos does not go beyond making a function of x a 
cube. Also in no instance of the first class does the index n 

exceed 6, nor in the second class (except in a special case or two) 

exceed 3. 

First class. Equation 

Az” + Ba" + ...... + Kvn+L=y’. 

We give now the forms found in Diophantos. 

1. Equation Aa’ + Ba’? +0xr+@=y’. 

Here we might (the absolute term being a square) put for 

y the expression ma +d, and determine m so that the coefficient 
of x in the resulting equation vanishes, in which case 

C 
2md = C, mn = oq’ 

and we obtain in Diophantos’ manner a simple equation for 2, 

giving 
_ @-40°B 

On RPA ie 

reduced to one of the first degree by dividing by x? and putting y for = in 

which case it becomes 
a+ay=u™ 

B+by=w?)° 
This reduction was given by Lagrange. 
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Or we might put for y an expression m*a* + nx +d, and deter- 

mine m, n so that the coefficients of z, # in the resulting 
equation both vanish, whence we should again have a simple 
equation for x. Diophantos, in the only example of this form of 
equation which occurs, makes the first supposition. Thus in 
vi. 20 the equation occurs, 

oe —32°+3e4+1=y7’, 

and Diophantos assumes y = 3 2 +1, whence #= 2, 

2. Equation Aa*+ Ba’+ 02? + Da+ H=y’. 

In order that this equation may be solved by Diophantos’ 

method, either A or H must be a square. If A is a square and 
B Fe 

equal to a? we may assume y= aa" + mq 2t™ determining n so 

that the term in a vanishes. If His a square (e”) we may write 

y = max? +at e, determining m so that the term in 2 may 

vanish in the resulting equation. We shall then in either case 
obtain a simple equation for w, in Diophantos’ manner. 

The examples of this form in Diophantos are of the kind, 

aa + Ba + C2? + Da +e =y’, 

where we can assume y = + aw*+ka + e, determining & so that 
in the resulting equation (in addition to the coefficient of «*, 

and the absolute term) the coefficient of 2*, or that of #, may 
vanish, after which we again have a simple equation. 

Ex. iv. 29: 9x — 40° + 62? -122+1=y". Here Diophantos . 
assumes y = 32° — 62 + 1, and the equation reduces to 

322° — 3627 = 0 and «=, 

Diophantos is guided in his choice of signs in the ex- 

pression + ax*+kx +e by the necessity for obtaining a “rational” 
result. 

But far more difficult to solve are those equations in which 

(the left expression being bi-quadratic) the odd powers of x are 

wanting, i.e. the equations Aa* + Ca*+ H=y’, and Aa*+ H=y’, 
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even when A or F is a square, or both are so. These cases 
Diophantos treats more imperfectly. 

3. Equation Aa + Ce? + H=y’. 

Of this form we find only very special cases. The type is 

wat —Ca+e=y’, 
which is written 

2 2 é 
ae —c¢ + aay. 

. é ° ° 
Here y is assumed to be a# or Pe and in either case we 

have a rational value of z. 

Exx. v. 30: 250-9+7,=y. This is assumed to be 
equal to 252". 

25 5 _ 26 v. 31: Gv tay. y assumed to be = 73. 

4. Equation Ax +H=y’. 

The case occurring in Diophantos is 2*+97 =y*. Diophantos 
tries one assumption, y=az*—10, and finds that this gives 
a* =, which leads to no rational result. Instead- however 
of investigating in what cases this equation can be solved, he 

simply shirks the equation and seeks by altering his original 

assumptions to obtain an equation in the place of the one first 
found, which can be solved in rational numbers. The result is 

that by altering his assumptions and working out the question 

by their aid he replaces the refractory equation, «+97 =’, by 
the equation 2*+ 337 =y’, and is able to find a suitable sub- 

stitution for y, namely #—25. This gives as the required 

solution «= 4%. For this case of Diophantos’ characteristic 

artifice of retracing his steps '—“ back-reckoning,”’ as Nessel- 
mann calls it, see Appendix v. 32. 

5. Equation of sixth degree in the special form 

a — Ar’ + Ba+er=y’. 

1 “Methode der Zuriickrechnung und Nebenaufgabe,”’ 
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It is only necessary to put y= a* +c, whence — Ax’ + B= 2ca?* 

and 2”? = This gives Diophantos a rational solution 
B 

A+2c° 

if al is a square 
A +2¢ 

6. If however this last condition does not hold, as in the 

case occurring Iv. 19, «°—16a°+ 2+64=y', Diophantos 
employs his usual artifice of “back-reckoning,” by which he is 
enabled to replace this equation by 2° —1282° + # + 4096 = 7/, 
which satisfies the condition, and (assuming y= a’ + 64) w is 
found to be 5. 

Second Class. Equation of the form 

Ag" + Ba" +.....4. + Ke+L=y’. 

Except for such simple cases as Av’=y’, Ax*=y’, where it is 
only necessary to assume y = ma, the only cases which occur in 

Diophantos are Aa’? + Ba+ C= y', Ax’ + Ba’? + Cr+ D=y’. 

-1. Equation Az’ + Ba+ C=y’. 

There are of this form only. two examples. First, in vi. 1 
x* — 42+ 4 is to be made a cube, being at the same time already 
a square. Diophantos therefore naturally assumes —2=a 
cube number, say 8, whence «= 10. 

Secondly, in vi. 19 a peculiar case occurs. A cube is to be 
found which exceeds a square by 2. Diophantos assumes 

(«—1)® for the cube, and (w+1)? for the square, obtaining 
& —32°+3x2—1=2°+ 27+ 3, or the equation 

e+a=4a'+4, 

previously mentioned (pp. 36, 93), which is satisfied by # = 4. 

The question here arises: Was it accidentally or not that this 
cubic took so special and easy a form? Were w—1,2+1 

assumed with the knowledge and intention of finding such an 
equation? Since 27 and 25 are so near each other and are, as 
Fermat observes’, the only integral numbers which satisfy the 

1 Note to v1.19. Fermatii Opera Math. p. 192. 
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conditions, it seems most likely that it was in view of these 
numbers that Diophantos hit upon the assumptions +1, «—1, 

and employed them to lead back to a known result with all the 
air of a general proof. Had this not been so, we should probably 
have found, as elsewhere in the work, Diophantos first leading 
us on a false tack and then showing us how we can in all cases 

correct our assumptions. The very fact that he takes the right 

assumptions to begin with makes us suspect that the solution is 
not based upon a general principle, but is empirical merely. 

2. The equation 

Aa’ + Ba’? + Cr+ D=y. 

If A or D is a cube number this equation is easy of solution, 

For, first, if A =a* we have only to write y=ax+ ae , and we 

arrive in Diophantos’ manner at a simple equation. 

Secondly, if D=d’, we put y= ue “+d. 

If the equation is a°2° + Ba’ + Cx+d’=y’, we can use either 
assumption, or put y=ax+d, obtaining as before a simple 
equation. 

Apparently Diophantos only used the last assumption ; for 
he rejects as impossible the equation y*°=8z*—a*+8zr-1 

because y= 2a—1 gives a negative value «=—, whereas 

either of the other assumptions give rational values’. 

(2) Double-equation. 

There are a few examples in which of two functions of # one 

is to be made a square, the other a cube, by one and the same 

rational value of a. The cases are for the most part very 
simple, e.g. in VI. 21 we have to solve 

40 +2= v 
2¢+1=2*)’ 

therefore y’ = 22’, and z is assumed to be 2. 

1 There is a special case in which C and D vanish, 42*+Ba?=y, Here y 

is put =mz and z= Cf. rv. 6, 30. 
B 

m* — A 
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A rather more complicated case is vi. 23, where we have 
the double equation 

22° + 22 = y? 

v+27+a=2)" 

and we have 
. 2 

Diophantos assumes y = ma, whence «= Pa? 

to solve the single equation 

> aoe , 2 

ba ) +2(——3) hier s ae 

, Qm* 
(m? — 2° 

To make 2m* a cube, we need only make 2m a cube, or put 

m=4, This gives for x the value 4. 

= 2°, 
or 

The general case 

Ax’ + Bx+ Cx= 
ba* + cx =y’s 

would, of course, be much more difficult; for, putting y= mz, 

c 
we find sare. weg 

and we have to solve 

A( 25) + Bla oy +0(ah 4) = 2, 

or Com* + c (Be — 2bC) m? + be (6C— Be) + A? =v’, 

of which equation the above corresponding one is a very parti- 

cular case. 

§ 3. Summary of the preceding investigation. 

We may sum up briefly the results of our investigation of 

Diophantos’ methods of dealing with equations thus, 

1. Diophantos solves completely equations of the first 
degree, but takes pains beforehand to secure that the solution 
shall be positive. He shows remarkable address in reducing a 
number of simultaneous equations of the first degree to a single 
equation in one variable. 

H. D. 8 
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2. For determinate equations of the second degree Dio- 
phantos has a general method or rule of solution. He takes 
however in the Arithmetics no account of more than one root, 

even when both roots are positive rational numbers. But his 
object is always to secure @ solution in rational numbers, and 

therefore we need not be surprised at his ignoring one root of a 

quadratic, even though he knew of its existence. 

3. No equations of a higher degree than the second are 
found in the book except a particular case of a cubic. 

4. Indeterminate equations of the first degree are not 

treated in the work as we. have it, and indeterminate equations 

of the second degree, e.g. Az’ + Bu+C=y’, are only fully treated 

in the case where A or C vanishes, in the more general cases 

more imperfectly. | 

5. For “double-equations” of the second degree he has a 
definite method when the coefficient of z* in both expressions 

vanishes ; this however is not of quite general application, and is 
supplemented in one or two cases by another artifice of particular 
application. Of more complicated cases we have only a few 

examples under conditions favourable for solution by his 
method. 

6. Diophantos’ treatment of indeterminate equations of 
higher degrees than the second depends upon the particular 

conditions of the problems, and his methods lack generality. 

7. After all, more wonderful than his actual treatment of 

equations are the extraordinary artifices by which he contrives 

to avoid such equations as he cannot theoretically solve, e.g. by 

his device of “ Back-reckoning,”’ instances of which, however, 

would have been out of place in this chapter, and can only 

be studied in the problems themselves. 

§ 4. I shall, as I said before, not attempt to class as methods 
what Nesselmann has tried so to describe, e.g. “Solution by mere 

reflection,” “solution in general expressions,” of which there 
are few instances definitely described as such by Diophantos, 
and “arbitrary determinations and assumptions.” It is clear that 
the most that can be done to formulate these “ methods” is the 
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enumeration of a few instances. This is what Nesselmann 
has done, and he himself regrets at the end of his chapter on 
“Methods of solution” that it must of necessity be so incomplete. 
To understand and appreciate these artifices of Diophantos it is 

necessary to read the problems themselves singly, and for these 
I refer to the abstract of them in the Appendix. As for the 

“Use of the right-angled triangle,” all that can be said of a 
general character is that rational right-angled triangles (whose 

sides are all rational numbers) are alone used in Diophantos, 
and that accordingly the introduction of such a right-angled 
triangle is merely a convenient device to express the problem of 
finding two square numbers whose sum is also a square number. 

The general forms for the sides of a right-angled triangle are 

a +0’, a? —b’, 2ab, which clearly satisfy the condition 

(a? + 6°)? = (a? — 6°)? + (2ab)’. 

The expression of the sides in this form Diophantos calls “‘form- 
ing a right-angled triangle from the numbers a and 0.” It is 

by this time unnecessary to observe that Diophantos does not 
use general numbers such as a, b but particular ones. “ Forming 

a right-angled triangle from 7, 2” means taking a right-angled 
triangle whose sides are 7° + 2’, 7° — 2, 2.7. 2, or 53, 45, 28. 

§ 5. Meruop or Limits. 

As Diophantos often has to find a series of numbers in 

ascending or descending order of magnitude: as also he does 
not admit negative solutions, it is often necessary for him to 

reject a solution which he has found by a straightforward method, 
in order to satisfy such conditions; he is then very frequently 
obliged to find solutions of problems which lie within certain 
limits in order to replace the ones rejected. 

1. A very simple case is the following: Required to find a 
value of « such that some power of it, ~", shall lie between two 

assigned limits, given numbers. Let the given numbers be a, b. 

Then Diophantos’ method is: Multiply a and b both successively 

by 2”, 3", and so on until some (n)™ power is seen which lies be- 

tween the two products. Thus suppose c" lies between ap" and bp"; 

8—2 
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then we can put a a , in which case the condition is satisfied, 

for C} lies between a and b, 

Exx. In 1v. 34 Diophantos finds a square between § and 2 

thus: he multiplies by a square, 64; thus we have the limits 80 

and 128; 100 is clearly a square lying between these limits ; 

hence (49)” or 28 satisfies the condition of lying between § and 2. 

Here of course Diophantos might have multiplied by any 

other square, as 16, and the limits would then have become 20 
and 32, between which there lies the square 25, and so we 
should have 25 again as the square required. 

In vi. 23 a sixth power (a “cube-cube”) is required which 
lies between 8 and 16. Now the sixth powers of the first 
natural numbers are 1, 64, 729, 4096...Multiply 8 and 16 (as 
in rule) by 2° or 64 and we have as limits 512 and 1024, and 

729 lies between them; therefore %29 is a sixth power such as 
was required. To multiply by 729 in this case would not give 

us a result. 
2. Other problems of finding values of # agreeably to 

certain limits cannot be reduced to a general rule. By giving, 
however, a few instances, we may give an idea of Diophantos’ 

methods in general. 

Ex. 1. In Iv. 26 it is necessary to find z so that =aa 
e+e 

lies between # andw#+1. The first condition gives 8 > a* + a”, 
Diophantos accordingly assumes 

S= (e+ {=o te+ etd, 

which is >a*+a*. Thus « =& satisfies one condition. It also 

is seen to satisfy the second, or y— <2+1; but Diophantos 
w+ a 

practically neglects this condition, though it turns out to be 

satisfied. The method is, therefore, here imperfect. 

Ex. 2. Find a value of a such that 

x >t (x — 60) <1 (a — 60), 
or 2 — 60> 52, 2 — 60 < 82. 
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Hence, says Diophantos, x is ¢ 11 nor > 12. We have 

already spoken (pp. 90, 91) of the reasoning by which he 

arrives at this result (by taking only one root of the quadratic, 
and taking the nearest integral limits). It is also required 
that x’—60 shall be a square. Assuming then 

ae ge tee sl ge 
x’ —60=(%¢—m)’, «= er ’ 

which must be > 11 <12, whence 

m? + 60> 22m, m?+ 60 < 24m, 

and (says Diophantos) m must therefore lie between 19 and 21. 
Accordingly he writes «— 60 =(#— 20)’, and # = 114, which is 
a value of x satisfying the conditions. 

§ 6. METHOD oF APPROXIMATION TO LIMITS. 

We come now to a very distinctive method called by Dio- 

phantos trapicérns or tapicdtntos aywyn. The object of this 
is to find two or three square numbers whose sum is a given 

number, and each of which approximates as closely as possible 
to one and the same number and therefore to each other. 

This method can be best explained by giving Diophantos’ 
two instances, in the first of which two such squares, and in the 

second three are required. In cases like this the principles 
cannot be so well described with general symbols as with con- 
crete numbers, whose properties are immediately obvious, and 

render separate expression of conditions unnecessary. 

Ex. 1. Divide 13 into two squares each of which > 6. 

1 : 
2 added to it 

makes it a square: thus 64 fas must be a square, or 26+ a q Z q ¥ 

Take 42 or 64 and find what small fraction 

isa square. Diophantos puts 
2 

26 + z (5 +) , or 26y* + 1=(5y+ 1)’, 

whence y = 10 and goth or = ato and 63 + qi = 4 
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square = (51), [The assumption of (5y+1) is not arbitrary, 

= = and, since for assume 267" + 1 = (py +1)’, therefore y = 26 —p 

5; should be a small proper fraction, therefore 5 is the most 

suitable and the smallest possible value for p, 26 — p* being < 2p 

or p’ +2p+1>27.] It is now necessary (says Diophantos) 
to divide 13 into two squares whose sides are each as near 
as possible to $4. 

Now the sides of the two squares of which 13 is by nature ~ 
_ compounded are 3 and 2, and 

3 is > $1 by a 
2 is < $i by 44) 

Now if 3—3, 2+ 44 were taken as the sides of two squares 

their sum would be 

, 2.2601 
2) = ~“Z00 

which is > 13. 

Accordingly Diophantos puts 

3-92, 2+112, 

for the sides of the required squares, where @ is therefore not 
exactly 4, but near it. 

Thus, assuming 

(3 — 9x)? + (2+112) =13, 

Diophantos obtains & = 7B. 

Thus the sides of the required squares are 257, 258, 

Ex. 2. Divide 10 into three squares such that each square 
is > 3. 

1 

a 

to it will make it a square, i.e. make 30 ye a square or 307° + 1, 

Take 49 or 34 and find what fraction of the form ~; added 

where seg 
“oy 
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Diophantos writes 30y’+1=(5y +1), whence y =2 and 

aa 
And 34+ 3,=a square = 12). 

[As before, if we assume 307°+1=(py +1), y= are ? 

and since ; must be a small proper fraction, 30 — p’ should < 2p 

or p*+2p+1> 31, and 5 is the smallest possible value of p. 
For this reason Diophantos chooses it.] 

We have now (says Diophantos) to make the sides of the 
required squares as near as may be to 3. 

Now 10 =9+1=3 + (2+ (93 
and 3, 3, 4 are the sides of three squares whose sum = 10. 
Bringing (3, 3, 4) and 4} to a common denominator, we have 

($d, 30 $4) and $5. 
Now 3 is>$5 by 35, 

2 is<$5 by 3, 

4 is<$5 by 3. 

If then we took 3 — 35, 34 37, 4+ 31 for the sides, the sum 
of their squares would be 3 (4*)’ or 883, which is> 10. Diophantos 

accordingly assumes as the sides of the three required squares 

3—354, 24372, ++ 31a, 

where x must therefore be not exactly #5, but near it. 

Solving (3—35x)’+ (2+ 37a)’+ (4+ 31z)’ = 10, 

or 10 — 116% + 35552" = 10, 

we have v= ALS. ; 

the required sides are therefore found to be 

and the squares ASO}, WARAARS, WaAaats, 
The two instances here given, though only instances, serve 

perfectly to illustrate the method of Diophantos. To have put 

them generally with the use of algebraical symbols, instead of 
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concrete numbers, would have rendered necessary the intro- 
duction of a large number of such symbols, and the number of 

conditions (e.g. that such and such an expression shall be a 

square) which it would have been necessary to express would 
have nullified all the advantages of this general treatment. 

As it only lies within my scope to explain what we actually 

find in Diophantos’ work, I shall not here introduce certain 
investigations embodied by Poselger in his article “ Beitriige zur 

Unbestimmten Analysis,” published in the <Abhandlungen 
der Kéniglichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin Aus dem 
Jahre 1832, Berlin, 1834. One section of this paper Poselger 
entitles “Annaherungs-methoden nach Diophantus,” and obtains 

in it, upon Diophantos’ principles *, a method of approximation 

to the value of a surd which will furnish the same results as the 
method by means of continued fractions, except that the approxi- 
mation by what he calls the “ Diophantine method” is quicker 
than the method of continued fractions, so that it may serve to 
expedite the latter ®. 

1 “Wenn wir den Weg des Diophantos verfolgen.” 

2 “Die Diophantische Methode kann also dazu dienen, die Convergenz der 

Partialbriiche des Kettenbruchs zu beschleunigen.” 



CHAPTER VI. 

§1. THE PORISMS OF DIOPHANTOS. 

WE have already spoken (in the Historical Introduction) 
of the Porisms of Diophantos as having probably formed a 
distinct part of the work of our author. We also discussed the 
question as to whether the Porisms now lost formed an 
integral portion of the Arithmetics or whether it was a com- 

pletely separate treatise. What remains for us to do under the 
head of Diophantos’ Porisms is to collect such references to 
them and such enunciations of definite porisms as are directly 
given by Diophantos. If we confine our list of Porisms to those 
given under that name by Diophantos, it does not therefore 
follow that many other theorems enunciated, assumed or implied 
in the extant work, but not distinctly called Porisms, may not 
with equal propriety be supposed to have been actually pro- 
pounded in the Porisms. For distinctness, however, and in 

order to make our assumptions perfectly safe, it will be better 

to separate what are actually called porisms from other theorems 
implied and assumed in Diophantos’ problems. 

First then with regard to the actual Porisms. I shall not 
attempt to discuss here the nature of the proposition which was 

called a porism, for such a discussion would be irrelevant to 
my purpose. The Porisms themselves too have been well 
enumerated and explained by Nesselmann in his tenth chapter; 
he has also given, with few omissions, the chief of the other 
theorems assumed by Diophantos as known. Of necessity, 
therefore, in this section and the next I shall have to cover 

very much the same ground, and shall accordingly be as brief as 

may be. 
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Porism 1. The first porism enunciated by Diophantos 
occurs in v. 3. He says “We have from the Porisms that if 

each of two numbers and their product when severally added to 

the same number produce squares, the numbers are the squares 
1% of two consecutive numbers’.” This theorem is not correctly 

enunciated, for two consecutive squares are not the only two 
numbers which will satisfy the condition. For suppose 

e£ta=m, yta=n, syt+a=p*. 

Now by help of the first two equations we find 

syta=m'n* —a(m’?+n?—1) +20’, 

and this is equal to p*. In order that 

mn? —a (m+n? —1)+a7 

may be a square certain conditions must be satisfied. One 
sufficient condition is 

m +n? —1 =2mn, 

or m—-n=+1, 

and this is Diophantos’ condition. 

But we may also regard 

mn? —a(m +n? —-1)+a =p" 

as an indeterminate equation in m of which we know one 
solution, namely m=n+1, 

Other solutions are then found by substituting z+ (n + 1) 
_ for m, whence we have the equation 

(n? — a) 2° +2 {n?(n +1)—a (n+ 1)} 24+ (n’—a) (n $1) 

—a(r’?—-1)+0=p', 

or (n’—a)2+2(n?—a) (nt1)24+{n(n+1)—apP=p’, 

which is easy to solve in Diophantos’ manner, the absolute term 
being a square. 

But in the problem v. 3 three numbers are required such 

that each of them, and the product of each pair, severally added 

1 kal éret Exouev év rots ropleuacw, dri édy dbo dpiOuol éxdrepds re Kal 6 Um’ 
airay pera TOD adrod dobévros wag TeTpdywvor, yeysvaow ard dbo TeTpaydvew Tar 
Kara TO é&fs, 
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to a given number produce squares. Thus, if the third number 

be z, three more conditions must be added, namely, z+ a, za+a, 

yz+a should be squares. The two last conditions are satisfied, 
if m+1 =n, by putting 

z=2(e@+y)—1= 4m’? +4m+1 —4a, 

when xz +a={m(2m+1) —2a}’, 

yz +a ={m (2m+8) — (2a—1)¥, 

and this means of satisfying the conditions may have affected the 
formulating of the Porism. 

v. 4 gives another case of the Porism with — a for + a. 

Porism 2. In v. 5 Diophantos says’, “We have in the 
Porisms that in addition to any two consecutive squares we can 
find another number which, being double of the sum of both 

and increased by 2, makes up three numbers, the product of 
any -pair of which plus the sum of that pair or the third 

number produces a square,” i.e. 

m, m+2m+1, 4(m?+m+1), 

are three numbers which satisfy the conditions. 

The same porism is assumed and made use of in the follow- 
ing problem, V. 6. 

Porism 3 occurs in v.19. Unfortunately the text of the 
enunciation is corrupt, but there can be no doubt that the 
correct statement of the porism is ‘‘ The difference of two cubes 
can be transformed into the sum of two cubes.” Diophantos 
contents himself with the mere enunciation and does not pro- 
ceed to effect the actual transformation. Thus we do not know 

his method, or how far he was able to prove the porism as 
a perfectly general theorem. The theorems upon the trans- 
formation of sums and differences of cubes were investigated by 

Vieta, Bachet and Fermat. 

1 kal éxowev wadw év rots woplowacw Ste mao dbo Terparywvos Tors Kara Td EFhs 
mpoceuploxerat erepos dpiOuds ds dy Surdaclwy cuvauorépov Kal Sudd. pelfwv, Tpels 

dpwpods moet Sv 6 vwrd drowwvody édvre rpocddByn cvvaupésrepov, éavre Novmdv Tovet 

TeTparywvor, 
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Vieta gives three problems on the subject’ (Zetetica Iv.). 

1. Given two cubes, to find in rational numbers two others 

whose sum equals the difference of the two given ones. As 
a solution of a’ —b*= a’ +’, he finds 

p= oo — 26%) _ 5 (2a* — b*) 
TP RO IN a gaye 

2. Given two cubes, to find in rational numbers two others, 

whose difference equals the sum of the given ones; 

_ a(a’ + 26°) Mies b (2a? + b*) 
Bose ef Sats) sie negation nie 

Ca ees e a’—b® ’ a’ —b° 

3. Given two cubes, to find in rational numbers two 

others, whose difference equals the difference of the given ones; — 

b (2a’ — b*) a, (2b° — a*) SSE | RF ihe oe Nees ner PPR oh age 

Oe es a a ps od eae 
In 1 clearly x is negative if 2b°>a°*; therefore, to secure a 

3 

“rational” result, (5) > 2. But for a “rational” result in 8 we 

3 

must have exactly the opposite condition, _ <2. Fermat, who 

apparently was the first to notice this, remarked that in con- 
sequence the processes 1 and 3 exactly supplement each other, 

1 Poselger (Berlin Abhandlungen, 1832) has obtained these results. He gets, 
e.g. the first as follows: 

Assume two cubes (a—-2)*, (mx-—)°, which are to be taken so that their 
sum =a? — pf, 

Now (a—2x)?=a3 — 30% + 3ax? — 23, 

(ma — B)?= — B* + 3mB*a — 3m? Ba? + mex, 
2 

If then = (5) ’ aie 8 
_38(m’B-a)  3ap? 

Oe aad ~ a3 + 88” 

(a—2)°+ (ma )S=a — 6% 
a(a?—2 

and a-2=t(G 

me pO 
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so that by employing them successively we can effect the trans- 
formation of 1, even when 

iy 
Process 2 is always possible, therefore by the suitable com- 

bination of processes the transformation of a sum of two cubes 
into a difference, or a difference of two cubes into a sum of two 

others, is always practicable. 
Besides the Porisms, there are many other propositions 

assumed or implied by Diophantos which are not definitely 
called porisms, though some of them are very similar to the 

porisms just described. 

§ 2. THEOREMS ASSUMED OR IMPLIED BY DIOPHANTOS. 

Of these Nesselmann rightly distinguishes two classes, the 
first. being of the nature of identical formulae, the second 
theorems relating to the sums of two or more square num- 

bers, &c. 

1. The first class do not require enumeration in detail. We 

may mention one or two examples, e.g. that the expressions 

(3°) —ab and a’? (a+1)’+a’>+(a+1) are squares, and that 

a (a —a)+a+ (a’—a) is always a cube. 

Again, Nesselmann thinks that Diophantos made use of the 
separation of a®—b* into factors in the solution of v. 8, in 
which he gives the result without clearly showing his mode 

of procedure in obtaining it; though its separability into 
factors is nowhere expressly mentioned, and is not made use of 
in certain places where we should most naturally expect to find 
it, e.g. in Iv. 12, 

2. But far more important than these identical formulae 
are the numerous propositions in the Theory of Numbers which 
we find stated or assumed as known in the Arithmetics. It is, 

in general, in explanation or extension of these that Fermat 
wrote his famous notes. So far as Diophantos is concerned it 
is extremely difficult, or rather impossible, to say how far these 
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propositions rested for him upon rigorous mathematical demon- 

stration, and how far, on the other hand, his knowledge of them 

was merely empirical and derived only from trial in particular 

cases, whereas he enunciates them or assumes them to hold 

in all possible cases. But the objection to assuming that 
Diophantos had a completely scientific system of investigating 
these propositions, as opposed to a merely empirical knowledge 
of them, on the ground that he does not prove them in the 

present treatise, would seem to apply equally to Fermat’s own 
theorems set forth in these notes, except in so far as we might 

be inclined to argue that Diophantos could not, in the period 

to which he belongs, have possessed such machinery of demon- 
stration as Fermat. Even supposing this to be true, we should 
be very careful in making assertions as to what the ancients | 

could or could not prove, when we consider how much they 
did actually accomplish. And, secondly, as regards machinery 

of proof, we have seen that up to Fermat’s time there had 
been very little advance upon Diophantos in the matter of 
notation. 

It will be best to enumerate here in order the principal 
propositions of this kind which we find in Diophantos, observing 

in each case any indication, which is perceptible, of the extent 

which we may suppose Diophantos’ knowledge of the Theory of 

Numbers to have reached. It will be necessary and useful 
to refer to Fermat’s notes occasionally. 

The question of the merits of Fermat’s notes themselves 
this is not the place to inquire into. It is well known 

that he almost universally enunciates the theorems contained 
in these notes without proof, and gives as his reason for not 
inserting the proofs that his margin was too small, and so on. 

It is considered, however, that as his theorems are always true, 

he must necessarily have proved them rigorously. Concerning 

this statement I will only remark that in the note to y. 25 
Fermat addresses himself to the solution of a problem which 
was “most difficult and had troubled him a long time,” and 

says that he has at last found a general solution. Of this 
he gives a demonstration which is hopelessly wrong, and which 
vitiates the solution completely. 
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(a) Theorems in Diophantos respecting the composition of 
numbers as the sum of two squares. 

1. Any square number can be resolved “into two squares in 
any number of ways, Il. 8, 9. 

2. Any number which is the sum of two squares can be 
resolved into two other squares in any number of ways, U1. 10. 

N.B. It is implied throughout that the squares may be 

fractional, as well as integral. 

3. If there are two whole numbers each of which is the 

sum of two squares, their product can be resolved into the sum of 
two squares im two ways, Il. 22. 

The object of I. 22 is to find four rational right-angled 

triangles having the same hypotenuse. The method is this. 
Form two right-angled triangles from (a, b), (c, d) respectively, 

viz. 
a+b’, a’—0*, 2ab, 

e+d, &—d, 2d. 

Multiplying all the sides of each by the hypotenuse of the 

other, we have two triangles having the same hypotenuse, 

(a? +6*)(?+d*), (v’—b*) (e+), 2ab (+a), 

(a? +b*) (?+d’), (a°+0*) (?-d’), 2cd (a+ 6’). 

Two other triangles having the same hypotenuse are got by 
using the theorem enunciated, viz. 

: (a? + b*) (¢? +d’) =(ac + bd)’ + (ad F bc)’, 

and the triangles are formed from ac + bd, ad F be, being 

(a? + b*) (c? +d’), 4abed + (a’ — b°) (c? —d*), 2 (ac + bd) (ad — bc), 

(a? + b*) (? +d’), 4abed — (a? — 6’) (c? —d*), 2 (ac — bd) (ad + be). 

In Diophantos’ case 

+P =1°+2?=5, 

C+0°=27+37=13; 

and the triangles are 

(65, 52, 39), (65, 60, 25), (65, 63, 16), (65, 56, 38). 
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[If certain relations hold between a, b, c, d this method 

fails. Diophantos has provided against them by taking two right- 
angled triangles ie édkaylotav apiOudr (3, 4, 5), (5, 12, 13)]. 

Upon this problem Fermat remarks that (1) a prime number 
of the form 4n +1 can only be the hypotenuse of a right-angled 

triangle in one way, the square of it in two ways, &c. 
(2) Ifa prime number made up of two squares be multiplied 

by another prime also made up of two squares, the product can 

be divided into two squares in two ways; if the first is mul- 
tiplied by the square of the second, in three ways, &c. 

Now we observe that Diophantos has taken for the hypotenuse 
of the first two right-angled triangles the first two prime numbers 
of the form 4n +1, viz. 5 and 13, both of which numbers are the 
sum of two squares, and, in accordance with Fermat’s remark, 

they can each be the hypotenuse of one single right-angled 
triangle only. It does not, of course, follow from this selection 
of 5 and 13 that Diophantos was acquainted with the theorem 

that every prime number of the form 4n+1 is the sum of two 

squares. But, when we remark that he multiplies 5 and 13 

together and observes that the product can form the hypotenuse 
of a right-angled triangle in four ways, it is very hard to resist 
the conclusion that he was acquainted with the mathematical 
facts stated in Fermat’s second remark on this problem. For 

clearly 65 is the smallest number which can be the hypotenuse 

of four rational right-angled triangles; also Diophantos did not 

find out this fact simply by trying all numbers up to 65; on 
the contrary he obtained it by multiplying together the first 

two prime numbers of the form 4n + 1, in a perfectly scientific 
manner. 

This remarkable problem, then, serves to show pretty con- 

clusively that Diophantos had considerable knowledge of the 
properties of numbers which are the sum of two squares. 

4. Still more remarkable is a condition of possibility of 

solution prefixed to the problem v. 12. The object of this 
problem is “to divide 1 into two parts such that, if a given 
number is added to either part, the result will be a square.” 
Unfortunately the text of the added condition is very much 
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corrupted. There is no doubt, however, about the first few 

words, “ The given number must not be odd.” 

i.e. No number of the form 4n+ 3 [or 4n—1] can be the sum 
0} two squares. 

The text, however, of the latter half of the condition is, in 

Bachet’s edition, in a hopeless state, and the point cannot be 
settled without a fresh consultation of the Mss.* The true con- 

dition is given by Fermat thus. “The given number must not 
be odd, and the double of it increased by one, when divided by the 
greatest square which measures it, must not be divisible by a 

prime number of the form 4n—1.” (Note upon v. 12; also in a 
letter to Roberval). There is, of course, room for any number 

of conjectures as to what may have been Diophantos’ words’. 
There would seem to be no doubt that in Diophantos’ condition 
there was something about “double the number” (i.e. a number 
of the form 4n), also about “greater by unity” and “a prime 
number.” From our data, then, it would appear that, if Dio- 
phantos did not succeed in giving the complete sufficient and 

necessary condition stated by Fermat, he must at all events have 
made a close approximation to it. 

1 Bachet’s text has de? 54 Tov didduevoy pire wepiooov elvat, ujre oO Surdaclwy 

adrod | pea. peltova exn wépos 5.4) werpetrat Ure rot a? 07, 

He also says that a Vatican ms. reads pire 6 Surdaclwy adrov dpiOudvy povdda 

a. pelfova éxn pépos réraprov, 7) merpetrar Ud ToU mpwrov apiOuov. 
Neither does Xylander help us much. He frankly tells us that he cannot 

understand the passage, ‘‘Imitari statueram bonos grammaticos hoc loco, quorum 
(ut aiunt) est multa nescire. Ego verd nescio heic non multa, sed paene omnia, 

Quid enim (ut reliqua taceam) est mire 6 Surdaclwy avrod ap wo a, &c. quae 

causae huius mpocdiopicpov, quae processus? immo qui processus, quae operatio, 
quae solutio?” 

2 Nesselmann discusses an attempt made by Schulz to correct the text, and 

himself suggests wyre Tov Sirdaclova adrov dpiOudy povdds pelfova exeuv, Os me- 
Tpeirar vrs Twos Tpérov dpiOuov. But this ignores wépos réraprov and is not 
satisfactory. 

Hankel, however (Gesch. d. Math. p. 169), says: ‘Ich zweifele nicht, dass die 
von den Msser. arg entstellte Determination so zu lesen ist: Ae? 67) Tov diddpevov 

pare twepicody elya, unre Tov Serdaclova adrov apiOudy wovdd: a pelfova perpeio Bac 

Umd Tov mpwrov apiOuoi, ds dv povdd: d welSwv Exn uépos réraprov.”” Now this cor- 
rection, which exactly gives Fermat’s condition, seems a decidedly probable one. 

Here the words pépos réraproy find a place; and, secondly, the repetition of 

povads & wetfwv might well confuse a copyist. tov for rov is of course natural 

enough; Nesselmann reads rwvos for rov. 

H. D. 9 
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We thus see (a) that Diophantos certainly knew that. no 
number of the form 4n+3 could be the sum of two squares, 

and (6) that he had, at least, advanced a considerable way to- 
wards the discovery of the true condition of this problem, as 
quoted above from Fermat. 

(b) On numbers which are the sum of three squares. 

In the problem v. 14 a condition is stated by Diophantos 
respecting the form of a number which added to three parts of 
unity makes each of them a square. If a be this number, 

clearly 3a + 1 must be divisible into three squares, 
Respecting the number a Diophantos says “It must not be ~ 

2 or any multiple of 8 increased by 2.” 

Le. a number of the form 24n + 7 cannot be the sum of three 
squares. Now the factor 3 of 24 is irrelevant here, for with 
respect to three this number is of the form 3m+1, and this so 

far as 3 is concerned might be a square or the sum of two or 

three squares. Hence we may neglect the factor 3 in 24n. 
We must therefore credit Diophantos with the knowledge of 

the fact that no number of the form 8n+7 can be the sum of 
three squares. 

This condition is true, but does not include all the numbers 

which cannot be the sum of three squares, for it is not true 
that all numbers which are not of the form 8n+7 are made up 

of three squares. Even Bachet remarked that the number a 
might not be of the form 32n+9, or a number of the form 

Y96n + 28 cannot be the sum of three squares. 
Fermat gives the conditions to which a must be subject 

thus: 
Write down two geometrical series (common ratio of each 4), 

the first and second series beginning respectively with 1, 8, 

1 4 16 64 256 1024 4096 
8 32 128 512 2048 8192 32768 

then a must not be (1) any number obtained by taking twice - 
any term of the upper series and adding all the preceding terms, 
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or (2) the number found by adding to the numbers so obtained 
any multiple of the corresponding term of the second series. 

Thus (a) must not be, 

8n + 2.1 = 8n+2, 

32n + 2.441 = 32n+9, 

128” + 2.16+4+1 = 128n + 37, 

512n + 2.6444 16+4+4+1=512n + 149, 

&e. 

Again there are other problems, e.g. v. 22, in which, though 
conditions are necessary for the possibility of solution, none are 
mentioned; but suitable assumptions are tacitly made, without 
rules by which they must be guided. It does not follow from 
the omission to state such rules that Diophantos was ignorant 
of even the minutest points connected with them; as however 

we have no definite statements, it is best to desist from specula- 
tion in cases of doubt. 

(c) Composition of numbers as the sum of four squares. 

~ Every number is either a square or the sum of two, three or 

four squares. This well-known theorem, enunciated by Fermat 
in his note to Diophantos Iv. 31, shows at once that any number 

can be divided into four squares either integral or fractional, 
since any square number can be divided into two other squares, 
integral or fractional. We have now to look for indications in 
the Arithmetics as to how far Diophantos was acquainted with 
the properties of numbers as the sum of four squares. Un- 

fortunately it is impossible to decide this question with any- 

thing like certainty. There are three problems [Iv. 31, 32 and 
v.17] in which it is required to divide a number into four 
squares, and from the absence of mention of any condition to 
which the number must conform, considering that in both cases 
where a number is to be divided into three or two squares [Vv. 14 
and 12] he does state a condition, we should probably be right 
in inferring that Diophantos was aware, at least empirically, if 
not scientifically, that any number could be divided into four 

squares. That he was able to prove the theorem scientifically 
it would be rash to assert, though it is not impossible. But we 

9—2 
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may at least be certain that Diophantos came as near to the 
proof of it as did Bachet, who takes all the natural numbers up 

to 120 and finds by trial that all of them can actually be ex- 

pressed as squares, or as the sum of two, three or four squares 
in whole numbers. So much we may be sure that Diophantos 
could do, and hence he might have empirically satisfied himself 

that in any case occurring in practice it is possible to divide 
any number into four squares, integral or fractional, even if he 
could not give a rigorous mathematical demonstration of the 
general theorem. Here again we must be content, at least in 

our present state of knowledge of Greek mathematics, to remain 
in doubt. 



CHAPTER VII. 

HOW FAR WAS DIOPHANTOS ORIGINAL ? 

§1. Of the many vexed questions relating to Diophantos 
none is more difficult to pronounce upon than that which we 
propose to discuss in the present chapter. Here, as in so many 
other cases, diametrically opposite views have been taken by au- 
thorities equally capable of judging as to the merits of the case. 
Thus Bachet calls Diophantos “optimum praeclarissimumque Lo- 
gisticae parentem,” though possibly he means no more by this 
than what he afterwards says, “that he was the first algebraist of 

whom we know.” Cossali quotes “1’ abate Andres” as the most 

thoroughgoing upholder of the originality of Diophantos. M. 
Tannery, however, whom we have before had occasion to men- 

tion, takes a completely opposite view, being entirely unwilling 
to credit Diophantos with being anything more than a learned 

compiler. Views intermediate between these extremes are 
those of Nicholas Saunderson, Cossali, Colebrooke and Nessel- 

mann; and we shall find that, so far as we are able to judge 
from the data before us, Saunderson’s estimate is singularly 

good. He says in his Elements of Algebra (1740), “Diophantos 
is the first writer on Algebra we meet with among the ancients; 
not that the invention of the art is particularly to be ascribed 

to him, for he has nowhere taught the fundamental rules and 
principles of Algebra; he treats it everywhere as an art already 
known, and seems to intend, not so much to teach, as to culti- 

vate and improve it, by applying it to certain indeterminate 
problems concerning square and cube numbers, right-angled 
triangles, &c., which till that time seemed to have been either 

not at all considered, or at least not regularly treated of. These 
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problems are very curious and entertaining; but yet in the 
resolution of them there frequently occur difficulties, which 
nothing less than the nicest and most refined Algebra, applied 
with the utmost skill and judgment, could ever surmount: and 
most certain it is that, in this way, no man ever extended the 
limits of analytic art further than Diophantos has done, or dis- 
covered greater penetration and judgment; whether we consider 
his wonderful sagacity and peculiar artifice in forming such 

proper positions as the nature of the questions under considera- 
tion required, or the more than ordinary subtilty of his reason- 
ing upon them. Every particular problem puts us upon a new 

way of thinking, and furnishes a fresh vein of analytical treasure, 
which, considering the vast variety there is of them, cannot but 
be very instructive to the mind in conducting itself through 
almost all difficulties of this kind, wherever they occur.” 

§ 2. We will now, without anticipating our results further, 

proceed to consider the arguments for and against Diophantos’ 
originality, But first we may dispose of the supposition that 
Greek algebra may have been derived from Arabia. This is 
rendered inconceivable by what we know of the state of learning 
in Arabia at different periods. Algebra cannot have been 

developed in Arabia at the time when Diophantos wrote; 
the claim of Mohammed ibn Misa to be considered the first 
important Arabian algebraist, if not actually the first, is ap- 
parently not disputed. On the other hand Rodet has shown 

that Mohammed ibn Misa was largely indebted to Greece. 
There is moreover great dissimilarity between Greek and Indian 
algebra ; this would seem to indicate that the two were evolved 
independently. We may also here dispose of Bombelli’s strange 
statement that he found that Diophantos very often quoted 
Indian authors’. We do not find in Diophantos, as we have 
him, a single reference to any Indian author whatever. There 
is therefore some difficulty in understanding Bombelli’s positive 
statement. It is at first sight a tempting hypothesis to suppose 
that the “frequent quotations” occurred in parts of Diophantos’ 

1 «Ed in detta opera abbiamo ritrovato, ch’ egli assai volte cita gli autori 
indiani, col che mi ha fatto conoscere, che questa disciplina appo gl’ indiani 

prima fu che agli arabi.” 
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work contained only in the Ms. which Bombelli used. But we 
know that not a single Indian author is mentioned in that Ms. 
We can only explain the remark by supposing that Bombelli 
confused the text and the scholia of Maximus Planudes; for in 
the latter mention is made of an “ Indian method of multiplica- 
tion.” Such must be considered the meagre foundation for 
Bombelli’s statement. 

There is not, then, much doubt that, if we are to find any 

writers on algebra earlier than Diophantos to whom he was © 
indebted, we must seek for them among his own countrymen. 

§ 3. Let us now consider the indications bearing upon the 
present question which are to be found in Diophantos’ own work. 
Distinct allusions to previous writers there are none with the 
sole exception of the two references to Hypsikles which occur 
in the fragment on Polygonal Numbers... These references, how- 

ever, are of little or no importance as affecting the question of 
Diophantos’ originality; for, so far as they show anything, they 
show that Diophantos was far in advance of Hypsikles in his 
treatment of polygonal numbers. And, so far as we can judge 
of the progress which had been made in their theoretical treat- 
ment by writers anterior to Diophantos from what we know of 
such arithmeticians as Nikomachos and Theon of Smyrna, we 
must conclude that (even if we assume that the missing part of 
Diophantos’ tract on this subject was insignificant as compared 
with the portion which has survived) Diophantos made a great 
step in advance of his predecessors. His method of dealing 
with polygonal numbers is new; and we look in vain among 
his precursors for equally general propositions with regard to 
such numbers or for equally scientific proofs of known pro- 
perties. Not that previous arithmeticians were unacquainted 
with Diophantos’ propositions as applied to particular polygonal 
numbers, and even as applicable generally ; but of their general 
application they convinced themselves only empirically, and by 
the successive evolution of higher and higher orders of such 
numbers. 

We may here remark, with respect to the term “arithmetic” 
which Diophantos applies to his whole work, that he is making 
a new use of the term, According to the previously accepted 
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distinction of apvOunrtixn and Aoyorvxn the former treats of the 

abstract properties of numbers, considered apart from their 
mutual relations, Xeyiottxy of problems involving the relations 
of concrete numbers. AoyoTi«y, then, includes algebra. Ac- 
cording to the distinction previously in vogue the term dpu6- 
pntixn would properly apply only to Diophantos’ tract on 
Polygonal Numbers; but, as in the six books of Diophantos the 
numbers are treated as abstract, he drops the distinction. 

§ 4. Next to direct references to the names of predecessors, 

we must look to the language of Diophantos, in order to see 
whether there is any implication that anything which he teaches 
is new. And in this regard we might naturally expect that 
the preface or dedication to Dionysios would be important. It 
is as follows: Try e¥pecw tdv ev Tois aptOuois mpoBdAnpaTar, 
Tywotaté por Avovicte, ywodoKav oe oTrovoaiws éxovta padeiv, 

dpyavacat THv wéOodov éreipabnv, dpEdpevos ad’ dv cuvérTnKE 

Ta Tpdypata Oeperiwv, VTocTHca: THY év Tos apiOpois pvow 
Te kal Svvapw. icas pév ody Soxet TO Tpaypa dvaxyepéoTepor, 
érrecd) untra yvopysov éot, SuvcéAmicTOL yap eis KaTopbaciv 

ciow ai Ta dpxYopévarv wuyal, buws 8 evKaTadnTTov cot yevy- 

cetat Sia THY onv TpoOvulav Kal THY euny amddeaEw Tayeia 
yap eis waOnow ériOvpia mpocrdaBovoa didaynv. The first 
expression which would seem to carry with it an indication of 
the nature of the work as conceived by Diophantos himself is 
épyavadcat THv peOodov. The word épyavdca: has of itself been 
enough to convince some that the whole matter and method of 
the Arithmetics were original’. Cossali and Colebrooke are of 
opinion that the language of the preface implies that some part 
of what Diophantos is about to teach is new*. But Montucla 

1 Cf. the view of ‘‘l’ abate Andres’’ as stated by Cossali: ‘‘Diofanto stesso 
parla in guisa, che sembra mostrare assai chiaramente d’ essere stata sua inyen- 
zione la dottrina da lui proposta, e spiegata nella sua opera.” : 

2 «A me par troppo il dire, che da quelle espressioni non ne esca aleun 
lume; mi pare troppo il restingere la novita, che annunziano, al metodo, che nell’ 
opera di Diofanto regnas si mira; ma parmi anche troppo il dedurne essere stato 
Diofanto in assoluto senso inventor dell’ analisi.” Cossali. 

‘*He certainly intimates that some part of what he proposes to teach is new: 
lows pev ov Soxet 7d mpayua Svoxepéctepov ered pjrw yrdpidy éoret: while in 

other places (Def. 10) he expects the student to be previously exercised in the 
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does not go too far when he says that the preface does not give 
us anyclue. The word dpyavéca is translated by Bachet as 
“fabricari,” but this can hardly be right. It means “ to set forth 

in order”, to “systematise”; and such an expression may per- 
fectly well apply if there were absolutely nothing new in the 
work, and Diophantos were merely writing a text-book simply 

giving in a compact and systematic form the sum and substance 
of previous labours. The words ézrevd) pmo yvdpimov éotuv 
have also been made use of by advocates of Diophantos’ claim 
to originality; but, looked at closely, they clearly imply no 
more than that the methods were unknown to Dionysios. The 

phrase is subjective, as is shown by the following words, duvcé\- 
moto. yap eis KaTopbaciy ciow ai TOV Gpyopévav puyal. 

The language of the definitions also has been variously 
understood. “L’ abate Andres” concluded from their very 
presence at the beginning of the book that Diophantos is 
minutely explaining preliminary matter as if he were speaking 
of a new science as yet unknown to others. But the fact is 
that he does not minutely explain preliminary matter; he gives 

an extremely curt summary of the necessary preliminaries. 
Moreover he makes no stipulations as to what he will choose to 
call by a certain name. Thus a square cadeitas dvvayis: 

the unknown quantity is called dpi@yos, and its sign 2s 9°. 
Again, he says Aeius és Acipw ToddaTAacLacOeioa Tote 
trapéw, Minus multiplied by minus gives plus’. In the 10th 

algorithm of Algebra. The seeming contradiction is reconciled by conceiving the 

principles to have been known, but the application of them to a certain class of 

problems concerning numbers to have been new.” Colebrooke. 
1 T adhere to this translation of the Greek because, though not quite literal, 

it serves to convey the meaning intended better than any other version. It is 

not easy to translate it literally. Mr James Gow (History of Greek Mathematics, 

p. 108), says that it should properly be translated ‘‘A difference multiplied by 

a difference makes an addition.” This translation seems unfortunate, because 

(1) it is difficult, if not impossible, to attach any meaning to it, (2) Ae?Yus and 
vmapéis are correlatives, whereas “difference” and ‘‘addition” are not. If 
either of these words are used at all, we should surely say either ‘‘A difference 

multiplied by a difference makes a sum”’, or “A subtraction multiplied by a 
subtraction makes an addition.” The true meaning of de?yxs must be “a falling- 
short” or ‘‘a wanting’’, and that of taps ‘‘a presence” or “a forthcoming ”’. 

If, therefore, a literal translation is desired, I would suggest “A wanting multi- 
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Definition he says how important it is that the beginner should 
be familiar with the operations of Addition, Subtraction, &c.; 
and in the 11th Definition the rules for reducing a quadratic to 
its simplest form are given in a dogmatic authoritative manner 
which would only be appropriate if the operation were generally 
known : in fine, the definitions, in so far as they have any bear- 
ing on the present question, seem to show that Diophantos does 

not wish it to be understood that they contain anything new. 
He gives them as a short but necessary resumé of known prin- 
ciples, more for the purpose of a reminder than as laying any 

new foundation. 
To assert, then, that Diophantos invented algebra is, to say 

the least, an exaggeration, as we can even now see from the 

indications above mentioned. His notation, so far as it is a nota- 
tion, is apparently new; but, as it is merely in the nature of 

abbreviations for complete words, it cannot be said to constitute 

any great advance in algebra. 
§5. I may here mention a curious theory propounded by 

Wallis, that algebra was not a late invention at all, but that it 
was in common use by the Greeks from the time of their earliest 
discoveries in the field of geometry, that in fact they disco- 
vered their geometrical theorems by algebra, but were extremely 
careful to conceal the fact. But to believe that the great Greek 
geometers were capable of this systematic imposition is scarcely 

possible’. 

plied by a wanting makes a forthcoming”, But, though this would be correct, 

it loses by obscurity more than it gains by accuracy. 

1 «De Algebra, prout apud Eucliden Pappum Diophantum et scriptores 

habetur. Mihi quidem extra omne dubium est, veteribus cognitam fuisse et 

usu comprobatam istiusmodi artem aliquam Investigandi, qualis est ea quam 

nos Algebram dicimus: Indeque derivatas esse quae apud eos conspiciuntur 
prolixiores et intricatae Demonstrationes, Aliosque ex recentioribus mecum 

hae in re sentire comperio....Hanc autem artem Investigandi Veteres occu- 

luerunt sedulo: contenti,“ per demonstrationes Apagogicas (ad absurdum seu 

impossibile ducentes si quod asserunt negetur) assensum cogere; potius quam 
directum methodum indicare, qua fuerint inventae propositiones illae quas ipsi 
aliter et per ambages demonstrant.” (Wallis, Opera, Vol. 11.) 

Bossut is certainly right in his criticism of this theory. ‘Si cette opinion 
était vraie, elle inculperait ces grands hommes d’une charlatanerie systématique 

et traditionelle, ce qui est invraisemblable en soi-méme et ne pourrait étre admis 

sans les preuves les plus évidentes. Or, sur quoi une telle opinion est-elle 
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§ 6. What remains to be said may, perhaps, be best arranged 
under the principal of Diophantos’ methods as headings; and it 

will be advisable to take them in order, and consider in each 

case whether anything is anticipated by Greek authors whose 
works we know. For it would seem useless to speculate on 
what they might have written. If we once leave the safe 

ground of positive proveable fact, such an investigation as the 
present could lead to no useful result. It is this fact which 

makes so much of what M. Tannery has written on this subject 
seem unsatisfactory. He states that Diophantos was no more 
than a learned compiler, like Pappos: though it may be ob- 
served that this is a comparison by no means discreditable to 
the former; he does not think it necessary to explain the com- 
plete want of any other works on the same subject previous to 
Diophantos. The scarcity of information respecting similar 
previous labours, says M. Tannery, is easily explicable on other 
grounds which do not concern us here’, The nature of the 
work joined to what we know of Diophantos would seem to 
prove his statement, thinks M. Tannery; thus the work is very 
unequal, some operations being even clumsy*. But we are not 

likely to admit that inequality in a work is any evidence against 
originality; for what great genius always equalled himself? 
Certainly, if we cannot find any certain traces of anticipation of 
Diophantos by his predecessors, he is entitled to the benefit of 
any doubt. Besides, given that Diophantos was not the in- 
ventor of any considerable portion of his science, the merit of 

having made it known and arranged it scientifically is little less 
than that of the discoverer of the whole, and very much greater 
than that of the discoverer of a small fraction of it. 

First with regard to the use of the unknown quantity by 

fondée? Sur quelques anciennes propositions, tirées principalement du trei- 

ziéme livre d’Euclide, ot l’on a cru reconnaitre Valgébre, mais qui ne supposent 
réellement que analyse géométrique, dans laquelle les anciens étaient fort exer- 

cés, comme je l’ai déja marqué. II parait certain que les Grecs n’ont commencé 
4 connaitre l’algébre qu’au temps de Diophante.” (Histoire Générale des Mathé- 

matiques par Charles Bossut, Paris, 1810.) The truth of the last sentence is not 

so clear, 

1 Bulletin des Sciences mathématiques et astronomiques, 1879, p. 261. 

2 Ibid. 
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Diophantos. There is apparently no indication that apsOuds, in 
the restricted sense appropriated to it by Diophantos, was em- 
ployed by any other extant writer without an epithet to mark 
the use, and certainly dvvapus as restricted to the square of the 

_ unknown is Diophantine. But the employment of an unknown 
quantity and calculations in terms of it are found before Dio- 
phantos’ time. To find a thing in general expressions is, with 

Diophantos, to find it év dopict». Cf. the problem tv. 20. 

But the same word is used in the same sense by Thymaridas in 
his Epanthema. We know of him only through Iamblichos, 
but he probably belongs to the same period as Theon of Smyrna. 
Not only does Thymaridas distinguish between numbers which 
are Hpicpévot (known) and adpiotos (unknown), but the Epan- 
thema gives a rule for solving a particular set of simultaneous 
equations of the first degree with any number of variables. 

The artifice employed is the same as in I. 16, 17, of Diophantos, 
This account which Iamblichos gives of the Epanthema of Thy- 
maridas is important for the history of algebra. For the essence 
of algebra is present here as much as in Diophantos, the “ nota- 

tion” employed by him showing only a very slight advance. 
Thus we have here another proof, if one were needed, that 

Diophantos did not invent algebra. 

Diophantos was acquainted with the solution of a mixed or 

complete quadratic. This solution he promises in the 11th 
Definition to explain later on. But, as we have before remarked, 

the promised exposition never comes, at least in the part of his 
work which we possess. He shows, however, sufficiently plainly - 
in a number of problems the exact rule which he followed in 

the solution of such equations. The question therefore arises: 
Did Diophantos himself discover and formulate his purely 
arithmetical rule for solving complete determinate quadratics, 

or was the method in use before his time? Cossali points out 

that the propositions 58, 59, 84 and 85 of Euclid’s dedouéva 
give in a geometrical form the solution of the equations 

az—x’=b, ax+a?=b, and eee 
ay =b 

It was only necessary to transform the geometry into algebra, in 
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order to obtain Diophantos’ rule; and this might have been 
done by some mathematician intermediate between Euclid and 
Diophantos, or by Diophantos himself. It is quite possible that 
it may have been in this manner that the rule arose; and, if 
that is the case, it is probable that the transformation referred 
to was accomplished by some mathematician not much later than 
Euclid himself; for Heron of Alexandria (circa 100 B.c.) already 
used a similar rule’. We hear moreover of a work on quadratic 
equations by Hipparchos (probably virca 161—126 B.c.)*. Thus 
we may conclude that Diophantos’ rule for solving complete 

quadratics was not his discovery. 

§7. But it is not upon Diophantos’ solution of determinate 
equations that the supporters of his claim to originality rely ; 
it is rather that part of his work which forms its main subject, 
namely, Indeterminate or Semi-determinate Analysis. Accord- 

ingly it is to that that the term Diophantine analysis is applied. 
We should therefore look more especially for anticipations of 
Diophantine analysis, if we would be in a position to judge as to 
Diophantos’ originality. 

_ The foundation of semi-determinate analysis was laid by 

Pythagoras. Not only did he propound the geometrical theorem 
that in a right-angled triangle the square on the hypotenuse is 
equal to the sum of the squares on the other two sides, but he 
applied it to numbers and gave a rule—of somewhat narrow 
application, it is true—for finding an infinite number of right- 
angled triangles whose sides are all rational numbers. His 

rule, expressed in algebraical form, asserts that if there are 

three numbers of the form 2m? — 2m+1, 2m?—2m, and 2m—1, 
they form a right-angled triangle. This rule applies clearly to 
that particular case only in which two of the numbers differ by 
unity, ie. that particular case of Diophantos’ general form for 
a right-angled triangle (m? +n’, m?—n’*, 2mn) in which m—n=1. 

But Pythagoras’ rule is an attempt to deal with the general 
problem of Diophantos, 1. 8,9. Plato gives another form for a 

1 Cf. Cantor, pp. 341, 342. The solution of a quadratic was for Heron no 
more than a matter of arithmetical calculation. He solved such equations by 

making both sides complete squares. ; 

"Cf. Cantor, p. 313. e 
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rational right-angled triangle, namely (m’+1, m’—1, 2m), which 
is that particular case of the form used by Diophantos in which 
n=1. Euclid, Book x. prop. 29 is the same problem as Dioph. 

11. 8, 9, Diophantos improving upon Euclid’s solution. In compar- 
ing, however, Euclid’s arithmetic with that of Diophantos we 

should remember that with Euclid arithmetic is still geometry: 
a fact which accounts for his marvellously-developed doctrine of 
irrational and incommensurable numbers. In Diophantos the 
connection with arithmetic and geometry is severed, and irrational 
numbers are studiously avoided throughout his work. 

There is another certain case of the solution of an indeter- 
minate equation of the second degree in rational numbers before 
Diophantos. Theon of Smyrna, in his work Téyv card pabnya- 

TiunY xpnoipwev eis THY TOD IINaTwvos avayvwow [sc. expositio, 
say the editors], givesa theorem zrept wXeupixdy Kai SvapeTpLK@v 
ap.Ouev. From this theorem we derive immediately any number 

of solutions of the equations 

2? +1=7 
2a? -1= a , 

provided that we can find, by trial or otherwise, one solution of 

either. Theon does not make this application of his theorem : 
he solved a somewhat important problem of the second degree 
in indeterminate analysis without knowing it. There is an 

allusion to the doctrine of Side- and Diagonal-numbers in 
Proclus, Comment. on Euclid tv. p. 111. 

§ 8. Such are the data upon which Nesselmann founded his 

view as to the originality of our author. But M. Tannery has 
tried to show, by reference to a famous problem, that still more 
difficult questions in indeterminate analysis had been propounded 
before the time of Diophantos. This problem is known by the 

name of the “Cattle-problem”; it is an epigram, and is com- 
monly attributed to Archimedes. It was discovered by Lessing, 

and his discussion of it may be found in Zur Geschichte und 
Intteratur (Braunschweig, 1773), p. 421 seqq. I have quoted it 

below according to the text given by Lessing’. The title does 

1 T have unfortunately not been able to consult the critical work on this 

epigram by Dr J. Struve and Dr K. L. Struve, father and son (Altona, 1821), 
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not actually imply that Archimedes was the author. Of the 
two divisions into which it falls the second leads to an indeter- 

My information about it is derived at second-hand from Nesselmann. Lessing’s 
text can hardly be perfect, but it seems better to give it as it-is without emen- 

dation. 
IIPOBAHMA 

orep "APXIMHAH® éy émvypdupacw evpov 
tois év ’Adekavdpela wept radra mpayuarouuévos fnretv dméorethev 

év TH mpos "Eparocbévny tov Kupnvatov 
érioTON. 

TI\7Odv jerlovo Body, & seive, wérpynoov, 

ppovTlS’ émicrjoas, el peréxers codlns, 

micon ap’ év medlois Luxedfs wor’ éBboKxeTo vijcouv 

Opwaxins, Terpax} otidea Saccapévyn 

Xpoyv adAdooovra’ Td mev evKoto yddaxkTos, 

kvavéw 5 Erepov xpmpyart Aaumduevor, 
G@doye pev EavOdv, 7d S5é torktdov. “Ev 5é éxdorw 
otiper oav Tatpor rAjBecr BpiOduevor, 
cupperplns Townode Terevxdres* dpydrpixas pev 

kvavéwy Tavpwv quloe H5é TplTy, 

kal gavOots cUuaracw icous, © éeive, voqoor. 

Adrap xvavéous T@ Tetpdtw pépet 
puxtoxpbwv kal méumrrw, ere EavOotct Te Tact. 

Tods 5° varodevromévous tmorkixpwras dpe 

dpyevvav Tavpwv exrwm péper, EBdoudry Te 

kal EavOots abrods macw loagouévous. 

Onrelaor 5 Bovol 74d’ rdero* evkdrpixes pev 

joav cuumdons xvavéns dayédns 

T@ Tpirdtw Te wéper Kal rerpdtw arpexés Toa. 

Adrap xudvear T@ Terpdrw Te madw 

puxroxpowy Kal méumrrw 6400 wépe leafovro 

obv Ttavpos maons els vouwov épxouévns. 

RavOorpixwv ayédAns wéumT@m péper Oe Kal Exrp 

motkiiat icdprOuov mAnOos éxov. Terpaxn 
EavOal 5 jpiOuetvro pépous rplrov hulce toa 

dpyevyns ayédns EBdouarw Te wépet. 
ewe, od & hedlovo Boes mooa drpexes elmav* 
xwpls pev tatipwv farpepéwy dpiOudr, 

xwpls & ad Onretar Soar Kard xpotdy Exacrat, 

ovK didpis Ke Aéyo, ob5 apiOuady ddajs, 

od puny wuye codots év apiOpuots* adr’ Oc ppagev 
kal rade mdvra Bowy hedlovo waOy. 

"Apyérpixes Tabpor wev érel piéalaro mdnOdv 
xvavéots toravr’ eumedov icduerpor 
els BdOos eis edpos Te’ TH 5 ad Tepiyunkea TwavTy 
wiumdavrto mrivOov Opwaxins media. 

RavOol 5 ad 7’ els &v Kal morxlror aOpoabévres 
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minate equation of the second degree. In view of this fact it is 
important for us to discuss briefly the matter and probable date 

of this epigram. Struve does not admit that it can pretend to 
that antiquity which is claimed for it in the title. This we 
may allow without going so far as Kliigel, who makes it as late 

as the introduction of the present decimal system of numeration. 
Nesselmann’s view is that the heterogeneous conditions, which 
are thrown together to render the problem difficult, show that 

the author (if the whole is due to one author) could have had 
no idea how to solve it. Nesselmann is of opinion that the 
editors of the anthology were justified in refusing a place to this 
epigram, that the most one could do would be to admit the 

first part and condemn the latter part as corrupt, and that we 
might fairly regard the whole as unauthentic because even the 
first part could not belong to the age of Archimedes, The first 

part, which falls into two divisions, gives seven equations of the 

first degree for determining eight unknown quantities, namely 
the number of bulls and cows of each of four colours. The 
solution of the first part gives, if (X YZW) are the numbers of the 

bulls, (zyzw) the corresponding numbers of cows, 

X = 10366482 n, x = 7206360 n, 

Y= 7460514 n, y = 4893246 n, 
Z= 7358060 n, 2 = 3515820 n, 

W= 4149387 n, w = 5439213 n, 

where n is an integer. If we take the smallest possible value 

the number of cattle is sufficiently enormous. The Scholiast’s 
solution corresponds to the value 80 of n, the result being 

“truly,” as Lessing observes, “a tolerably large herd for Sicily.” 
The same might be said of the solution arising from putting 
n=1 above. This is surely a curious commentary on M. 
Tannery's theory above alluded to (pp. 6, 7), that the price of 
the wine in VI. 33 of Diophantos is a sufficient evidence of the 

tcravr’ auBoradnv é& évds dpxduevor 
oXHua Tehecobyres Td TpLKpdomedov’ ore mpocdyTwY 

Gdoxpbwv Tatpwr, obr’ émdevropéevwv. 
Taira cuvetevpay kal évi rpamldecow dOpoloas 
kal mAnGéwv dmrodols, & téve, mavra pérpa 

&pxeo Kvdiuwv wKnpopos' tof Te wavTws 
kexpiuévos Tavry dummos év godin. 
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date of the epigram. If the “Cattle-problem” of which we are 
now speaking were really due to Archimedes, we should, sup- 
posing M. Tannery’s theory to hold good, scarcely have found 

the result in such glaring contradiction to what cannot but 
have been the facts of the case. Nesselmann further argues in 
favour of his view by pointing out (1) that the problem is 
clearly at an end, when it is said that he who solves the 
problem must be not unskilled in numbers, i.e. where I have 
shown the division; and the addition of two new conditions 
with the preface “And yet he could not pretend to proficiency 

in wise calculations” unless he could solve the rest, shows 

the marks of the interpolator on the face of it, and, moreover, 

of a clumsy interpolator who could neither solve the complete 
problem itself, nor even conceal his patchwork. (2) The lan- 
guage and versification are against the authenticity. (3) The 

Scholiast’s solution does not, as it claims, satisfy the whole 

problem, but only the first part. (4) The impossibility of 

solution with the Greek numeral notation and the absurdly 

large numbers show that the author, or authors, could not 
have seen what the effect of the many heterogeneous conditions 

would be. Nesselmann draws the conclusion above stated; and 

we may safely assume, as he says, that this epigram is from the 
historical point of view worthless, and could not, even if it 

were shown to be earlier than the date of Diophantos, be held 
to prove anything against his originality. 

M. Tannery takes the opposite view and uses the epigram 
for the express purpose of proving his assumption that Dio- 

phantos was not an original writer. M. Tannery takes a passage 
attributed to Geminos in which he is describing the distinction 

between AoyoTixn and apiOuntixyn. Roy.oTiKyH according to 
Geminos Gewpe? TO pev KAnOev vr’ ‘Apxiundovs Boixov mpo- 
BrAnpa, TodTO' Sé pnAltas Kai diaditas dpiOuovs. Of the two 

1 TI do not read ro’s as M. Tannery does. He alters rofro, the original 
reading, into rods, simply remarking that rofro is an ‘‘inadmissible reading.” 
rovro dé is certainly a reading which needs no defence, being exactly what we 
should expect to have. The passage appears to be taken from the Scholia to 

Plato’s Charmides, where, however, Stallbaum and Heiberg read Oewpe? ofv roiro 

bev Td KdAynOev bm’ ApxyunjSouvs Boeukdv mpdBrAnua, Todro 5é pydlras kal guaniras 

H. D. 10 
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kinds of problems which are here distinguished as falling 
within the province of Aoyorv«y M. Tannery understands 
the first to be indeterminate problems, the type taken («An@év 
tm ’Apyiuydovs Boixdv mpo8dnpwa) being nothing more or less 
than the very problem we have been speaking of. He states 

that Nesselmann has not appreciated the problem properly, 

and finally that we have here an indubitable reference to an 
indeterminate problem of the second degree (viz. the equation 
8Aa*+1=y", where A is a very large number) more difficult 

than those of Diophantos. But this statement would seem 
simply to beg the question. For, if the expression of Geminos 

refers to the problem which we are speaking of, it may even 

then only refer to the first part, that is, an indeterminate 

problem of the first degree: M. Tannery has still to show that 
the whole problem is one, and a genuine product of antiquity. 
But I have not found that M. Tannery makes any attempt 
to answer Nesselmann’s arguments; and, unless they are an- 

swered, the conclusion which the latter draws from them cannot 
be said to be invalidated. 

But Nesselmann’s view is also opposed by Heiberg (Quae- 
stiones Archimedeae, 1879). Ido not think, however, that his 

arguments in favour of the authenticity are conclusive; and, 
though answering some, he does not answer all of Nesselmann’s 

objections. With regard to the language Heiberg observes that 
the dialect need not surprise us, for the use by Archimedes of 
the Ionic instead of the Doric dialect for this epigram would 

easily be explained by the common use of the Ionic dialect for 
epic and elegiac poetry’. And he further suggests that, even if 

dpiOuovs, which seems better than the reading quoted by M. Tannery from 
Hultsch, Heronis Reliquiae, and given above. 

+ Heiberg admits that the language of the title is not satisfactory. He 
points out that év émvypdupacw should go, not with eipdv, but with dwéorete, 
though so far separated from it, and that the use of the plural ércypdypyacw is 

unsatisfactory. Upon the reading ocktdas icapiOuov wdH00s Exov rerpax7 (1. 24) 

he observes that by symmetry z should not be equal to four times (+4)(W+w), 
but to (+4) (W+w) itself, and, even if that were the case, we should require 
rerpdxis. Hence he suggests for this line zrouxiha lodpiO pov rdFO0s exovc’ épdvn. 

(Apparently, to judge from his punctuation, Lessing understood rerpaxg in 
the sense of ‘‘fourthly.”) Heiberg explains wXivOov (1. 36) as “quadrangulum 

solidum,” by which is meant simply ‘‘a square,” as is clearly indicated by 1. 34. 
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the difficulties as to the language are considered too great, we 
may suppose the problem itself to have been the work of 
Archimedes, the language of it that of some later author. But, 

if Heiberg will go so far as to admit that the language may be 
the work of a later author than Archimedes, it would be no 

more unnatural to suppose that the matter itself of the latter 

part of the problem was also of later date. The suggestion that 

_ Archimedes could not have solved the whole problem (as com- 
pleted by the two last conditions) Heiberg meets with argu- 
ments which appear to be extremely unsafe. He says that 

Archimedes’ approximations to the value of /3, although we 

cannot see by what process he arrived at them, show plainly 
that his arithmetic was little behind our modern arithmetic, 
and that, e.g., he possessed means of approximation little in- 

ferior to the modern method by continued fractions. Heiberg 
further observes that Archimedes possessed machinery for deal- 
ing with very large numbers. But we are not justified in 
assuming on these two grounds that Archimedes could solve 
the indeterminate equation 84z*+1=y", where (Nesselmann, 

p- 488) A =51285802909803, for the solution of which we 
should use continued fractions. I do not think, therefore, that 

Heiberg has made out his case. Hence I should hesitate to 
assume that the problem before us is an indubitable case, 

previous to Diophantos, of an indeterminate equation of the 
second degree more difficult than those treated by him. 

The discussion of the “ Cattle-problem” as possibly throwing 
some light on the present question would seem to have added 

nothing to the arguments previously stated ; and the question 

of Diophantos’ originality may be considered to be unaffected by 
anything that has been said about the epigram. 

We may therefore adopt, with little or no variation, Nessel- 

manun’s final result, that he is far from believing that Diophantos 
merely worked up the materials of others. On the contrary he 
is convinced that the greater part of his propositions and his 
ingenious methods are his own. There is moreover an “ Indivi- 
duum” running through the whole work which strongly confirms 

this conclusion. 

10—2 



CHAPTER VIII. 

DIOPHANTOS AND THE EARLY ARABIAN ALGEBRAISTS. 

§1. I propose in this chapter to examine briefly the indica- 
tions which are to be found in certain Arabian algebraists of in- 

debtedness to, or points of contact with, Diophantos. And in 
doing so I shall leave out of consideration the Arabic translations 

of his work or commentaries thereupon. These are, so far as 
we know, all lost, and such notices of them as we have I have 

given in Chapter Il. of this Essay (pp. 39—42). Our histori- 
cal knowledge of the time and manner in which Diophantos 
became known to the Arabs is so very scanty as to amount 

almost to nothing: hence the importance of careful comparison 

of the matter, methods, and mode of expression of Diophantos 
with those of the important representatives of early Arabian 
algebra. Now it has been argued that, since the first transla- 

tion of Diophantos into Arabic that we know of was made by 
Abu’l-Wafa, who lived a.D. 940—998, while Mohammed ibn 

- Misa’s algebraical work belongs to the beginning of the 9th 
century, Arabian algebra must have been developed inde- 
pendently of that of the Greeks, This conclusion, however, is 

not warranted by this evidence. It does not follow from the 
want of historical proof of connection between Greek and 
Arabian algebra that there was no such connection; and it is to 
internal evidence that we must look for the correction of this 
misconception. I shall accordingly enumerate a number of 

points of similarity between the Arabian algebraists and Dio- 
phantos which would seem to indicate that the Arabs were 
acquainted with Diophantos and Greek algebra before the time 

of Mohammed ibn Musa, and that in Arabian algebra generally, 

a, 
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at least in its beginnings, the Greek element greatly predomi- 
nated, though other elements were not wanting. 

_  §2. The first Arabian who concerns us here is Mohammed 
ibn Musa Al-Kharizmi. He wrote a work which he called 

Aljabr walmukabala, and which is, so far as we know, not only the 

first book which bore such a title, but (if we can trust Arabian 

notices) was the first book which dealt with the subject indi- 
cated thereby. Mohammed ibn Misa uses the words aljabr and 
almukabala without explanation, and, curiously enough, there 
is no application of the processes indicated by the words in the 
theoretical part of the treatise: facts which must be held to 
show that these processes were known, to some extent at least, 
even before his time, and were known by those names, A mere 

translation of the two terms jabr and mukdbala does not of itself 
give us any light as to their significance. Jabr has been trans- 
lated in Latin by the words restauratio and restitutio, and in 

German by “Wiederherstellung”; mukabala by oppositio, or 

“comparison,” and in German by “Gegeniiberstellung.” Fortu- 
nately, however, we have explanations of the two terms given 

by later Arabians, who all agree as to the meaning conveyed by 
them*. When we have an algebraical equation in which terms 
affected with a negative sign occur on either side or on both 
sides, the process by which we make all the terms positive, Le. 
adding to both sides of the equation such positive terms as will 

make up the deficiencies, or absorb the negative ones, is abr or 

restauratio. When, again, we have by jabr transformed our 
equation into one in which all the terms are positive, the 
process by which we strike out such terms as occur on both 
sides, with the result that there is, finally, only one term con- 

1 Rosen gives, in his edition of The Algebra of Mohammed ben Musa, a 

number of passages from various authors explaining aljabr and almukdabala. 

I shall give only one, as an example. Rosen says “ In the Kholaset al Hisab, a 
compendium of arithmetic and geometry by Baha-Eddin Mohammed ben Al 

Hosain, who died a.H. 1031, i.e. 1575 a.p., the Arabic text of which, together 

with a Persian commentary by Roshan Ali, was printed at Calcutta (1812, 8vo), 
the following explanation is given: ‘ The side (of the equation) on which some- 
thing is to be subtracted, is made complete, and as much is to be added to the 

other side; this is jebr'; again those cognate quantities which are equal on both 

sides are removed, and this is mokaébalah’.” 
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taining each power of the unknown, i.e. subtracting equals from 

equals, is mukabala, oppositio or “comparison.” Such was the 

meaning of the terms jabr and mukabala; and the use of these | 
words together as the title of Mohammed ibn Miisa’s treatise is 

. due to the continual occurrence in the science there expounded 
of the processes so named. It is true that in the theoretical 
part of it he assumes that the operations have been already 

completed, and accordingly divides quadratic equations at once 
into six classes, viz. 

ax’=bx, ax*=c, ba=c, 

2+be=c, z7+c=bz2, 2*=be+e, 

but the operations are nevertheless an essential preliminary. 

Now what does Diophantos say of the necessary preliminaries 

in dealing with an equation? “If the same powers of the un- 
known with positive but different coefficients occur on both 

sides, we must take like from like until we have one single ex- 
pression equal to another. If there are on both sides, or on 
either side, negative terms, the defects must be added on both 

sides, until the different powers occur on both sides with posi- 
tive coefficients, when we must take like from like as before, 

We must contrive always, if possible, to reduce our equations so 

that they may contain one single term equated to one other. 

But afterwards we will explain to you how, when two terms are 
left equal to a third, such an equation is solved.” (Def. 11.) 
Here we have an exact description of the operations called by 

the Arabian algebraists aljabr and almukabala. And, as we 
said, these operations must have been familiar in Arabia before 
the date of Mohammed ibn Misa’s treatise. This comparison 
would, therefore, seem to suggest that Diophantos was well 

known in Arabia at an early date. 
Next, with regard to the names used by Mohammed ibn 

Misa for the unknown quantity and its powers, we observe that 

the known quantity is called the “Number”; hence it is no 
matter for surprise that he has not used the word corresponding 

to dpiOuds for his unknown quantity. He uses shai (“thing”) 
for this purpose or jidr (“root”). This last word may be a 

translation of the Indian mila, or it may be a recollection of the 
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pl of Nikomachos. But we can say nothing with certainty 
as to the connection of the three words. For the square of the 
unknown he uses mal (translated by Cantor as “ Vermégen,” 

“ Besitz,” equivalent to “power”), which may very well be a 

translation of the dvvapuis of Diophantos. 
M. Rodet comments in his article L’algébre d’Al-Khdrizmi 

(Journal Asiatique, 1878) upon the expression used by Moham- 
med ibn Misa for minus, with the view of proving that it is as 
likely to be a reminiscence of Diophantos as a term derived 
from India’. 

The most important point, however, for us to examine here 
is the solution of the complete quadratic equation as given by 
Diophantos and as given by Mohammed ibn Misa. The latter 
gives rules for the solution of each of the forms of the quadratic 

according to his distinction ; and each of these forms we find in 

Diophantos. After the rules for the three forms of the complete 
quadratic Mohammed ibn Misa gives geometrical proofs of 

them. Now in Greece it was the practice to work out theorems 

’ 1 He says (pp. 31, 32) ‘Le mot dont il se sert pour désigner les termes d’une 
équation affectés du signe — est ndéqgis, qui signifie, comme on le sait, ‘ manquant 
de, privé de’: un amputé, par exemple, est négis de son bras ou de sa jambe; 
c’est done trés-improprement qu’Al-Khaérizmi emploie cette expression pour 
désigner ‘la partie enlevée’...Aussile mot en question n’a-t-il plus été employé 

par ses successeurs, et Beha ed-Din qui, au moment d’exposer la régle des signes 

dans la multiplication algébrique, avait dit: ‘s’il y a soustraction, on appelle 

ce dont on soustrait z@’id (additif), et ce que l’on soustrait ndgis (manquant 
de), ne nomme plus dans la suite les termes négatifs que ‘les séparés, mis A 

part, retranchés.’ 

D’ot vient ce mot négis? Irépond, si l’on veut, au sanscrit dnas ou au 
préfixe vi- au moyen desquels on indique la soustraction: vyékas ou ékénas veut 

dire ‘dont on a retranché,’ mais l’adjectif tmas se rapporte ici au ‘ce dont on 

a retranché’ de Beha ed-Din, et non A la quantité retranchée. Or, le grec 

posséde et emploie en langage algébrique une expression tout A fait ana- 
logue, c’est l’adjectif éddcr7js, dont Diophant se sert, par exemple, pour 
définir le signe de la soustraction ~: w €Ad\uwés kdrw vedov, ‘un W incomplet 
incliné vers le bas.’ L’arabe, j’en prends 4 témoin tous les arabisants, tra- 
duirait é\\urys par en-ndqis. Dans Vindication des opérations algébriques 
Diophant lit, & la place de son signe @, év ele: povddes B év NelWer dp.Ouob 

évés, dit-il; mot-d-mot: ‘2 unités manquant d’une inconnue,’ pour exprimer 
2-a. Done, sil est possible qu’Al-Kharizmi ait emprunté, sauf ’emploi qu'il 

en fait, son ndyis au sanscrit dinas, il pourrait tout aussi bien se faire qu’il 
Veit pris au grec év Nel er.” 
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concerned with numbers by the aid of geometry; even in Dio- 

phantos we find the geometrical method employed for the 

treatise on Polygonal Numbers and a trace of it even in the Arith- 
metics, although the separation between geometry and algebra 

is there complete. On the other hand, the Indian method was 
to employ algebra for working out geometrical propositions, and 
algebra reached a far higher degree of development in India 
than in Greece, though it is probable that even India was in- 
debted to Greece for the first principles. Hence we should 

naturally consider the geometrical basis of early Arabian algebra 

as a sign of obligation to Greece. This supposition is supported 
by a very remarkable piece of evidence adduced by Cantor. It 
is based on the letters used by Mohammed ibn Misa to mark 

the points in the geometrical figures used to prove his rules. 
The very use of letters in a geometrical figure is Greek, not 
Indian; and the letters which are used are chosen in what 

appears to be, at first sight, a strange manner. The Arabic 
letters here used do not follow the order of the later Arabian 

alphabet, an order depending on the form of the letters and the 

mode of writing them, nor is their order quite explained by the 
original arrangement of the Arabian alphabet which corresponds 

to the order in the other Semitic languages. If however we 

take the Arabic letters used in the figures and change them 
respectively into those Greek letters which have the same nu- 
merical value, the series follows the Greek order exactly, and 

not only so, but agrees with it in excluding s ands. But what 
reason could an Arab have had for refusing to use the particular 

letters which denoted 6 and 10 for geometrical figures? None, 
so far as we can see. The Greek, however, had a reason for 

omitting the two letters = and «, the former because it was 
really no longer regarded as a letter, the latter because it was a 
mere stroke, I, which might have led to confusion. We can 
hardly refuse to admit Cantor’s conclusion from this evidence 
that Mohammed ibn Miisa’s geometrical proofs of his rules for 
solving the different forms of the complete quadratic are Greek. 

And it is, moreover, a reasonable inference that the Greeks 

themselves discovered the rules for the solution of a complete 
quadratic by means of geometry. We thus have a confirmation 

—. 
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of the supposition as to the origin of the rules used by Diophan- 
tos, which was mentioned above (pp. 140, 141), and we may pro- 
perly conclude that algebra, as we find it in Diophantos, was the 
result of a continuous development which extended from the 
time of Euclid to that of Heron and of Diophantos, and was 

independent of external influences. 
I now pass to the consideration of the actual rules which 

Mohammed ibn Misa gives for the solution of the complete 

quadratic, as compared with those of Diophantos. We remarked 
above (p. 91) that Diophantos would appear, when solving the 
equation az” + bx =c, to have first multiplied by a throughout, 
so as to make the first term a square, and that he would, with 

>? b 

fF + 00-8 ~ 
Mohammed ibn Misa, however, first divides by a throughout: 

“The solution is the same when two squares or three, or more 
or less, be specified ; you reduce them to one single square and 

in the same proportion you reduce also the roots and simple 
numbers which are connected therewith*.” This discrepancy 
between the Greek and the Arabian algebraist is not a very 
striking or important one; but it is worth while to observe that 
Mohammed ibn Misa’s rule is not the early Indian one; for 
Brahmagupta (born 598) sometimes multiplies throughout by a 
like Diophantos, sometimes by 4a, which was also the regular 
practice of ee who thus obtained the root in the form 

Jb? as 

by Bhackara, Another apparent discrepancy between Moham- 
med ibn Miisa and Diophantos lies in the fact that Diophantos 
never shows any sign, in his book as we have it, of recognising 

two roots of a quadratic, even where both roots are positive and 
real, and not only when one of them is negative: a negative or 
irrational value he would, of course, not recognise; unless an 

equation has a real positive root it is for Diophantos “impossible.” 
Negative and irrational roots appear to be tacitly put aside by 

our notation, have given the root in the form 

This rule of Cridhara’s is quoted and followed 

1 Rosen, The Algebra of Mohammed ben Musa, p. 9. 
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Mohammed ibn Misa and the earliest Indian algebraists, though 
both Mohammed ibn Misa and the Indians recognise the exist- 
ence of two roots. The former undoubtedly recognises two roots, 

at least in the case where both are real and positive. His most 
definite statement on this subject is given in his rule for the 
solution of the equation a + c=bz, or the case of the quadratic 

in which we have “Squares and Numbers equal to Roots; for 

instance, ‘a square and twenty-one in numbers are equal to ten 

roots of the same square. That is to say, what must be the 
amount of a square, which when twenty-one dirhems are added 
to it, becomes equal to the equivalent of ten roots of that square? 

Solution: Halve the number of the roots; the moiety is five. 
Multiply this by itself; the product is twenty-five. Subtract 
from this the twenty-one which are connected with the square; 

the remainder is four. Extract its root; it istwo. Subtract this 
from the moiety of the roots, which is five; the remainder is 

three. This is the root of the square which you required, and 
the square is nine. Or you may add the root to the moiety of 

the roots; the sum is seven; this is the root of the square which 

you sought for, and the square itself is forty-nine. When you 
meet with an instance which refers you to this case, try its solu- 

tion by addition, and if that do not serve, then subtraction cer- 

tainly will. For in this case both addition and subtraction may 

be employed, which will not answer in any other of the three 
cases in which the number of the roots must be halved. And 

know that, when in a question belonging to this case you have 
halved the number of roots and multiplied the moiety by itself, 

if the product be less than the number of dirhems connected 

with the square, then the instance is impossible; but if the pro- . 

duct be equal to the dirhems by themselves, then the root of 

the square is equal to the moiety of the roots alone, without 
either addition or subtraction. In every instance where you 
have two squares, or more or less, reduce them to one entire 

square, as I have explained under the first case’.” This defi- 
nite recognition of the existence of two roots, if Diophantos 
could be proved not to have known of it, would seem to show 

1 Quoted from The Algebra of Mohammed ben Musa (ed. Rosen), pp. 11, 12. 
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that Mohammed ibn Misa could here have been indebted to 
India only. Rodet, however, remarks that we are not justified 
in concluding from the evidence that Diophantos did not know 

of the existence of two roots: in the cases where one is negative 

we should not expect him to mention it, for a negative root is 
for him “impossible,” and in certain cases mentioned above (p. 
92) one of the positive roots is irrelevant. Rodet further ob- 
serves that Mohammed ibn Misa, while recognising in theory 

two roots of the equation «+ c= bz, uses in practice only one, 
and that (curiously enough) in all instances the root correspond- 
ing to the sign minus of the radical. This statement however 
is not quite accurate, for in some examples of the rule which 
we quoted above he gives two possible values’. 

Mohammed ibn Misa, being the first writer of a treatise 
on algebra, so far as we know, is for obvious reasons the most 
important for the purposes of this chapter. If the influence of 
Diophantos and Greek algebra upon the earliest Arabian algebra 
is once established, it is clearly unnecessary to search so carefully 
in the works of later Arabians for points of connection with our 
author. For, his ‘influence having once for all exerted itself, 

the later developments would naturally be the result of other 
and later influences, and direct reminiscences of Diophantos 
would disappear or be obscured. I shall, therefore, mention 
only a few other Arabian authors, and those with greater 

brevity. 
§3. Abu’l-Wafa Al-Buzjani we have already had occasion 

to mention (pp. 40, 41) as a translator of Diophantos and a 
commentator on his work. As then he studied our author so 
thoroughly it would be only natural to expect that his works 

would abound in reminiscences of Diophantos. On Abu’l-Wafa 
perhaps the most important authority is Wépcke. It must suffice 

to refer for details to his articles’. 
§4. An Arabic Ms. bearing the date 972 is concerned with 

the theory of numbers throughout and particularly with the 
formation of rational right-angled triangles. Unfortunately the 

1 Cf. Rosen’s edition, p. 42. 

2 Of. in particular the articles on Mathématiques chez les Arabes (Journal 

Asiatique for 1855). 
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beginning of it is lost, and with the beginning the name of the 
author. In the fragment we find the problem To find a square 
which, when increased or diminished by a given number, is agam 

a@ square proposed and solved. The author of the fragment 
was undoubtedly an Arabian, and it would probably not be rash 
to say that much of it was based on Diophantos. 

§5. Again, Abu Ja‘far Mohammed ibn Alhusain wrote 
a treatise on rational right-angled triangles at a date probably 
not much later than 992. He gives as the object of the whole 

the investigation of the problem just mentioned. It is note- 
worthy (says Cantor) that a geometrical explanation of the 
solution of this problem makes use of similar principles to those 
which we could trace in Mohammed ibn Misa’s geometrical 

proofs of the solution of the complete quadratic, and he further 

definitely alludes to Euclid 1. 7. If we consider the use of © 

right-angled triangles as a means of finding solutions of this 
problem, and ¢,, c, be the two sides of a right-angled triangle 
which contain the right angle, then c,’ +, is the square of the 

hypotenuse, and ¢,”+c,” + 2c,¢, is a square. Hence, says Ibn Al- 

husain, c,” + c,” is a square which, when increased or diminished 

by the same number 2¢,c,, is still a square. Diophantos says 
similarly that “in every right-angled triangle the square of the 
hypotenuse remains a square when double the product of the 
other two sides is added to, or subtracted from, it.” (1. 22.) 

§ 6. Lastly, we must consider in this connection the work of 

Alkarkhi, already mentioned (pp. 24, 25). We possess two 
treatises of his, of which the second is a continuation of the 

first. The first is called Al-Kafi fil hisab and is arithmetical, 

the second is the Fakhri, an algebraic treatise. Cantor points 

out that, when we compare Alkarkhi’s arithmetic with that of 
certain Arabian contemporaries and predecessors of his, we see 

a marked contrast, in that, while others used Indian numeral 

signs and methods of calculation, Alkarkhi writes out all his 
numbers as words, and draws generally from Greek sources — 

rather than Indian. The advantages of the Indian notation as 
compared with Greek in securing clearness and compactness of 
work were so great that we might naturally be surprised to see 
Alkarkhi ignoring them, and might wonder that he could have 
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been unaware of them or have undervalued them so much. 
Cantor, however, thinks that the true explanation is, not that he 

was ignorant of the Indian arithmetical methods and notation or 
underestimated their advantages, but that Alkarkhi was a repre- 
sentative of one of two mathematical schools in Arabia, the 

Greek and the Indian. Alkarkhi was not the solitary repre- 
sentative of the Greek arithmetic; he was not merely an excep- 
tion to an otherwise universal acceptation of the Indian method. 
He was rather, as we said, a representative of one of two schools 
standing in contrast to each other. Another representative of 

the Greek school was Abu’l-Wafa, who also makes no use of 

ciphers in his arithmetic. Even in Alkarkhi’s arithmetical 
treatise, as in the works of Abu’l-Wafa, there are not wanting 

certain Indian elements. These could hardly by any means 
have been avoided, at any rate as regards the matter of their 
treatises; but the Greek element was so predominant that, prac- 

tically, the other may be neglected. 
But the real importance of Alkarkhi in this connection centres 

in his second treatise, the Fakhri. Here again he appears as 

an admiring pupil of the Greeks, and especially of Diophantos, 

whom he often mentions by name in his book. The Fakhri 
consists of two parts, the first of which may be said to contain 
the theory of algebra, the second the practice of it, or the 
application to particular problems. In both parts we find 
Diophantos largely made use of. Alkarkhi solves in this treatise 
not only determinate but indeterminate equations, so that he 
may be taken as the representative of the Arabian indeter- 

minate analysis. In his solutions of indeterminate equations 
of the first and second degrees we find no trace of Indian methods. 
Diophantos is the basis upon which he builds, but he has also 

extended the Greek algebraist. If we refer to the account 

which the Italian algebraists give of the evolution of the 
successive powers of the unknown quantity in the Arabian 

system, we shall see (as already remarked, p. 71, n. 1) that 
Alkarkhi is an exception to the adoption of the Indian system 
of generation of powers by the multiplication of indices. He 

uses the additive system, like Diophantos. The square of the un- 
known being mdi, and the cube ka‘b, the succeeding powers are 
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mal mal, mal kab, kab ka‘b, mal mal ka‘b, mal kab ka‘b, ka‘ ka 
ka‘b, &e. Alkarkhi speaks of the six forms of the quadratic which 

Mohammed ibn Misa distinguished and explains at the same 

time what he understands by jabr and mukdbala. He appears 
to include both processes under jabr, understanding rather by 

mukdabala the resulting equation written in one of the six 
forms. Among the examples given by Alkarkhi are z*+107%=39, 
and 2? + 21 =10z, both of which occur in Mohammed ibn Misa. 
Alkarkhi has two solutions of both, the first geometrical, the 

second (as he expresses it) “after Diophantos’ manner.” The 
second of the two equations which we have mentioned he 
reduces to #”—10x# + 25 =4, and then, remarking that the first 

member may be either (w—5)’ or (5—a)’, he gives the two 
solutions «=7, and «=3. The remarkable point about his 
treatment of this equation is his use of the expression “after 
Diophantos’ manner” applied to it. We spoke above (p. 92) 

of the doubt as to whether Diophantos knew or did not know 
of the existence of two roots of a quadratic. But Alkarkhi’s 

expression “after Diophantos’ manner” would seem to settle 
this question beyond the possibility of a doubt; and perhaps 

it would not be going too far to take his words quite literally 
and to suppose that the two examples of the quadratic of which 

we are speaking were taken directly from Diophantos. If so, 
we should have still more direct proof of the Greek origin of 

Mohammed ibn Misia’s algebra. On the other hand, however, 
it must be mentioned that of two geometrical explanations of 
the equation z7+10x=39 which Alkarkhi gives one cannot 
be Greek. In the first of the two he derives the solution directly 
from Euclid, 11.6; and this method is therefore solely Greek. 

But in the second geometrical solution he employs one line to 

represent «”, another to represent 10x, and a third to represent 
100. This confusion of dimensions is alien from the Greek 
manner; we must therefore suppose that this geometrical 
solution is an Arabian product, and probably a discovery of 
Alkarkhi himself. 

As an instance of an indeterminate equation treated by 
Alkarkhi we may give the equation ma*+nza+p=y'. He 

gives as a condition for the solution that either m or p must be — 
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asquare. He then puts for y a binomial expression, of which 

one term is either /mz* or ./p. This is, as we have seen, 

exactly Diophantos’ procedure. 
With regard to the collection of problems, which forms the 

second part of the Fakhri, we observe that Alkarkhi only 

admits rational and positive solutions, excluding even the value 
0. In other cases the solution is for Alkarkhias for Diophantos 
“impossible.” Many of the problems in indeterminate analysis 
are taken directly from Diophantos, and are placed in the order 
in which they are there found. Of a marginal note by Alsiraj 

at the end of the fourth section of the second part of the treatise 
we have already spoken (p. 25). 



ADDENDUM. 

In the note beginning on p. 64 I discussed three objections urged by 
Mr James Gow in his History of Greek Mathematics against my suggestion 
as to the origin of the symbol ~ for dpiOués. The second of these objections 
asserted that it is of very rare occurrence, and is not found in the mss. of 
Nikomachos and Pappos, where it might most naturally be expected. In reply 

to this, I pointed out that it was not in the least necessary for my theory that 
it should occur anywhere except in Diophantos ; and accordingly I did not 
raise the question whether the symbol was found in mss. so rarely as Mr Gow 

appears to suppose. Since then I have thought that it would be interesting to 
inquire into this point a little further, without, however, going too far afield. 
While reading Heiberg’s Quaestiones Archimedeae in connection with the Cattle- 

problem discussed in chapter viii. it occurred to me that the symbol for dpiOpds - 
would be likely to be found, if anywhere, in the mss. of the De arenae numero 

libellus of Archimedes, which Heiberg gives at the end of the book, and that, if 

it did so occur, Heiberg’s textual criticisms would place the matter beyond 
doubt, without the necessity of actually collating the mss. My expectation 
proved to be fully justified ; for it is quite clear that the symbol occurred in the 
uss. of this work of Archimedes rather frequently, and that its form had given 
rise to exactly the same confusion and doubt as in the case of Diophantos. I 
will here give references to the places where it undoubtedly occurred. See the 
following pages in Heiberg’s book. 

p. 172. 

p. 174. Heiberg reads dpiOudv, with the remark “xal omnes.” But the 
similarity of the signs for dapi0ués and xat is well known, and it 
could hardly be anything else than this similarity which could 

cause such a difference of readings. 

p. 187. Heiberg’s remark ‘‘ apiOudv om. codd. Bas. R; excidit ante s (xal)” 

speaks for itself. Also on the same page “‘dpiOudv] $s FBC.” 

p. 188. ss three times for dpiOuar. 

p. 191. Here there is a confusion between S$ (six) and dpiués, where 
Heiberg remarks, ‘‘Error ortus est ex compendio illo uerbi dp:dyos, 
de quo dixi ad I, 3.” 

p. 192. éddrrwy and dpOuds given as alternative readings, with the obser- 
vation, ‘* Confusa sunt compendia.” 

Thus it is clear that the symbol in question occurs tolerably often in the mss. 
of another arithmetical treatise, and that the only one which I have investigated 

- in this connection: a fact which certainly does not support Mr Gow’s statement 
that it is very rarely found. 
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DIOPHANTOS. ARITHMETICS. 

BOOK I. 

Introduction addressed to Dionysios. 

Definitions. 

1. “Square” and “side,” “ cube,” “square-square,” &c. 

2. “Power.” Notation 8%, x®, 88%, dx, Kx®, p®, o. 

3. Corresponding fractions, the reciprocals of the former ; names 

used corresponding to the “ numbers.” 
4, “Number”x“Number”=square, Square x square = “square- 

square,” &c. 

5, “Number” x corresponding fraction = unit (jovas). 
6. ‘*Species” not changed by multiplication with monads. 

+. 
8. 
9. Minus multiplied by minus gives plus. Notation for minus, m. 

10.. Division. Remark on familiarity with processes. | 

11. Simplification of equations, 

: 

| 

} Reciprocal x reciprocal = reciprocal square, cc. 

Problems. 

1. Divide a given number into two having a given difference. 

Given number 100, given difference 40. 
Lesser number required x Therefore 

2x + 40= 100, 
xv = 30. 

The required numbers are 70, 30. 

2. To divide a given number into two having a given ratio. 

Given number 60, given ratio 3 : 1. 

Two numbers x, 3x, Therefore x= 15. 

The numbers are 45, 15. 

11—2 
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3. To divide a given number into two having a given ratio and 
difference *, 

Given number 80; ratio 3 : 1; difference 4. 

Smaller number w Therefore the larger is 3a+4, «=19. 
The numbers are 61, 19. 

4. Find two numbers in a given ratio, their difference also being 

given, 
Given ratio5 : 1. Difference 20. 

Numbers 5a, x Therefore «= 5, and the numbers are 25, 5. 

5. To divide a given number into two such that the sum of 

given fractions (not the same) of each is a given number. 

Necessary condition. The latter given number must lie between 

the numbers arising when the given fractions are taken of the first 

given number. 

First given number 100, given fractions : and % given 
. 3 
sum 30. 

Second part 5a. Therefore first part = 3 (30 — 2), 

Therefore 90+2x%=100, w=5. 

The required parts are 75, 25. 

6. To divide a given number into two parts, such that a given 

fraction of one exceeds a given fraction of the other by a given 

difference. 

Necessary condition. The latter number must be less than that 

which arises when that fraction of the first number is taken which 

exceeds the other fraction. 

Given number 100 ; fractions : and * respectively ; excess 20, 

Second part 6x. Therefore 102+ 80=100, «= 2, and the 
parts are 88, 12. 

7. From the same (required) number to take away two given 

numbers, so that the remainders are in a given ratio. 

Given numbers 100, 20; ratio 3 : 1. 

x required number. Therefore 

*x—100 : #-20=1: 3, w=140. 

8. To two given numbers to add the same (required) number, so 
that the sums are in a given ratio. 

1 By this Diophantos means “ such that one is so many times the other plus 

@ given number.” 
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Condition. This ratio must be less than that of the greater given 

number to the smaller. 

Given numbers 100, 20, given ratio 3 : 1. 

x required number. Therefore 

32+60=a24+100, and x= 20. 

9. From two given numbers to subtract the same (required) one 

so that the two remainders are in a given ratio. 

Condition. This ratio must be greater than that of the greater 
given number to the smaller. 

Given numbers 20, 100, ratio 6 : 1. 

x required number. Therefore 

120 —6a=100-—2, and w=4, 

10. Given two numbers, to add the same (required) number to 

the smaller, and subtract it from the larger, so that the sum in 

the first case may have to the difference in the second a given 

ratio. 

Given numbers 20, 100, given ratio 4 : 1, 

x required number. Therefore 

20+a” : 100-—x%=4: 1, and #=76. 

11. Of two given numbers to add the first to, and subtract the 

second from, the same (required) number, so that the numbers which 
arise may have a given ratio, 

Given numbers 20, 100 respectively, ratio 3 ; 1. 

x required number. Therefore 

3x2 — 300=a%+ 20, and x= 160, 

12. To divide a given number twice into two parts, such that 

the first of the first pair may have to the first of the second a given 

ratio, and also the second of the first pair to the second of the second 

another given ratio. 

Given number 100, ratio of greater of first parts to less of 
second 2 : 1, ratio of greater of second parts to less of 

first 3: 1. ba 

x smaller of second parts. The parts then are 

2x 300 — 6x) 
100 — “i an ‘. j . Therefore 300—5xc=100, w= 40, 

and the parts are (80, 20), (60, 40). 

13. To divide a given number thrice into two parts, such that one 

of the first parts and one of the second parts, the other of the second 
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parts and one of the third parts, the other of the third parts and the 
remaining one of the first parts, are respectively in given ratios. 

Given number 100, ratio of greater of first parts to less of 

second 3 : 1, of greater of second to less of third 2 : 1, 

and of greater of third to less of first 4 : 1. 

x smaller of third parts. Therefore greater of second = 2a, 
less of second= 100-2, greater of first = 300-6z., 

Therefore less of first = 6” — 200. 

Hence greater of third = 24x — 800. 

Therefore 25xz-—800=100, x=36, 

and the respective divisions are (84, 16), (72, 28), (64, 36). 

14. To find two numbers such that their product has to their 

sum a given ratio. [One is arbitrarily assumed subject to the] 

Condition. The assumed value of one of the two must be greater 
than the numerator of the ratio [the denominator being 1]. 

Ratio 3: 1. « one number, the other 12 (>3). Therefore 
124 = 34+ 36, x«=4, 

and the numbers are 4, 12. 

15, To find two numbers such that each after receiving from the 
other a given number may bear to the remainder a given ratio. 

Let the first receive 30 from the second, ratio being then 2 : 1, - 

and the second 50 from the first, ratio being then 3 : 1. 
x+30 the second. Therefore the first = 2% — 30, 

and «+80 : 2x-80=3: 1. 

Therefore « = 64, and the numbers are 98, 94. 

16. ‘To find three numbers such that the sums of each pair are 
given numbers. 

Condition. Half the sum of all must be greater than any one singly. 
Let (1) +(2) = 20, (2)+(3)=30, (3) + (1) = 40. 
x the sum of the three. Therefore the numbers are 

a— 30, «- 40, «- 20. 

Hence the sum z= 32-90. Therefore a= 45, 

and the numbers are 15, 5,25. 

17. To find four numbers such that the sums of all sets of three 

are given. 

Condition. One third of the sum of all must be greater than 

any one singly. 

Sums of threes 22, 24, 27, 20. 
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x the sum of all four. Therefore the numbers are 

2-22, «-24, «-27, w—20. 

Therefore 4¢-—93=a, x= 31, 

and the numbers are 9, 7, 4, 11. 

18. To find three numbers. such that the sum of any pair 
exceeds the third by a given number. 

Given excesses 20, 30, 40. 

2x sum of all, «=45. The numbers are 25, 35, 30. 

19. [A different solution of the foregoing problem. | 

20. ‘To find four numbers such that the sum of any three exceeds 

the fourth by a given number. 

Condition. Half the sum of the four given differences must be 

greater than any one of them, 

Given differences 20, 30, 40, 50. 

2x the sum of the four required numbers. Therefore the 

numbers are 

x—-10, «-—15, «-—20, w-—25. 

Therefore 4x —70 = 2x, and x= 35, 

Therefore the numbers are 25, 20, 15, 10. 

21. [Another solution of the foregoing. ] 

22. To divide a given number into three, such that the sum 

of each extreme and the mean has to the remaining extreme a given 

ratio. / 

' Given number 100 ; (1)+(2)=3. (3), (2)+(3)=4. (1). 
x the third. Hence the sum of first and second =3a, There- 

fore 4x = 100. 

«x = 25, and the sum of the first two = 75. 

y the first’. Therefore (2)+(3)=4y. Therefore 5y=100, 
y=20. The required parts are 20, 55, 25. 

23. To find three numbers such that the greatest exceeds the 

middle number by a given fraction of the least, the middle exceeds 

the least by the same given fraction of the greatest, but the least 

exceeds the same given fraction of the middle number by a given 

number, 

1 As already remarked on pp. 80, 81, Diophantos does not use a second 

syllable for the unknown, but uses dpiOuds for the second operation as well as 
for the first. . 
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- Condition. The middle number must exceed the least by such a 

fraction of the greatest, that if its denominator be multiplied into 

the excess of the middle number over the least, the result is greater 

than the middle number. 

Greatest exceeds middle by ; of least, middle exceeds least by 

: of greatest, least exceeds : of middle by 10. 

% +10 the least. Therefore middle = 32, greatest = 6a —30. 
Therefore x = 123, 

and the numbers are 45, 374, 224. 

24, [Another solution of the foregoing. ] 

25. To find three numbers such that, if each give to the next 

following a given fraction of itself, in order, the results after each has 

given and taken may be equal. 

Let first give 3 of itself to second, second 5 of itself to third, 

third : of itself to first. = 

Assume the second to be a number divisible by 4, say 4. ie 

3x the first, and «=2. The numbers are 6,4, 5. ~ - , 

next 26. Find four numbers such that, if each give to the 

following a given fraction of itself, the results may all be equal. 

ats Wee se ee! 
Let first give 3 of itself to second, VB°G being the other 

fractions. 

Assume the second to be a multiple of 4, say 4. 

3a the first. The second after giving and taking becomes x +3. 

Therefore first after giving x to second and receiving : of 
6 

fourth =a + 3. 

Therefore fourth =18—6z. And fourth after giving 3-—a 

to first and receiving 1 of third=xz+3. Therefore third 
a 

= 30x — 60. 

Lastly the third after giving 6a ~ 12 to fourth and receiving 

1 from second = «+3. Therefore l 

50 ee 
24a —47 = x43, @ = 55° 
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150 , 120 114 
93% -* 598 % 932 

or, multiplying by the common denominator, 150, 92, 120, 114. 

27. To find three numbers such that, if each receives a given 

Therefore the numbers are 

_ fraction of the sum of the other two, the results are all equal. 

The fractions being : ; s = the sum of the second and third 

is assumed to be 3, and x put for the first. 

The numbers are, after multiplying by a common denominator, 

138, 17, 19. 

28. To find four numbers such that, if each receives a given 

fraction of the sum of the remaining three, the four results are 

equal. 

The given fractions being ; 1B» g» We assume the sum of 

the last three numbers to be 3. 

Putting x for the first, Diophantos finds in like manner that 

numbers are 47, 77, 92, 101. 

29. Given two numbers, to find a third which, when multiplied 

_by each successively, makes one product a square and the other the 

side of that square. 

Given numbers 200, 5. 

x required number, 200” = (5a), «= 8. 

30. Zo find two numbers whose sum and whose product are 

given. 

Condition. The square of half the sum nwust exceed the product 

by a square number, éore S¢ rodto TAG paTiKOV’, 

Given sum 20, product 96. 

2x the difference of the required numbers. 

Therefore numbers are 10+ a, 10-2. 

Hence 100 — x’ = 96. 

Therefore x = 2, and the difference = 4, The required numbers 
are 12, 8. 

1 There has been much controversy as to the meaning of this difficult 

phrase. Xylander, the author of the Scholia, Bachet, Cossali, Schulz, Nessel- 
mann, all discuss it. As I do not profess here to be commenting on the 

text I shall not criticise their respective views, but only remark that I think 

it is best to take m\acuarixéy in a passive sense. ‘‘And this condition can 

(easily) be formed,” i.e. can be investigated (and shown to be true), or dis- 
covered. 
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31. Zo find two numbers, having given their sum and the sum 

of their squares. 

Condition. Double the sum of the squares must exceed the square 
of their sum by a square, éort S¢ kat rodro tAacpatiKov. 

Sum 20, sum of squares 208. 
2x the difference. 

Therefore the numbers are 10+, 10-2. 

Thus 200 + 2a°= 208. Hence a =2, 

and the numbers are 12, 8. 

32. To find two numbers, having given their sum and the 
difference of their squares. 

Sum 20, difference of squares 80. 

2x difference of the numbers, 

and we find the numbers 12, 8. 

33. To find two numbers whose difference and product wre given. 

Condition. Four times the product together with square of differ- 

ence must produce a complete square, gor. dé Kat ToUTO AGT paTLKOV. 

Difference 4, product 96. 

22 the sum. Therefore the numbers are found to be 12, 8. 

34, Find two numbers in a given ratio such that the sum of 

their squares is to their sum also in a given ratio. 
Ratios 3 : 1 and 5 : 1 respectively. 
x lesser number. x=2; the numbers are 2, 6. 

35. Find two numbers in a given ratio such that the sum of 
their squares is to their difference in a given ratio. 

Ratios being 3 : 1, 10 : 1, the numbers are 2, 6. 

36. Find two numbers in a given ratio such that the difference 

of their squares is to their sum in a given ratio. 

Ratios being 3 : 1 and 6 : 1, the numbers are 3, 9. 

37. Find two numbers in a given ratio such that the difference 
of their squares is to their difference in a given ratio. 

Ratios being 3 : 1 and 12 : 1, the numbers are 3, 9. 

Similarly by this method can be found two numbers in a given 

ratio (1) such that their product is to their sum in a given ratio, or 
(2) such that their product is to their difference in a given ratio. 

38. To find two numbers in a given ratio such that the square 
of the smaller is to the larger in a given ratio, 

Ratios 3 : land 6: 1. Numbers 54, 18. 
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39. To find two numbers in a given ratio such that the square 

of the smaller is to the smaller itself in a given ratio. 
Ratios 3: 1 and6: 1. Numbers 18, 6. 

40. To find two numbers in a given ratio such that the square 

of the less has a given ratio to the sum of both. 

Ratios 3 : 1,2 : 1. Numbers 24, 8. 

41. To find two numbers in a given ratio such that the square 

of the smaller has a given ratio to their difference. 

Ratios 3 : land6: 1. Numbers 36, 12. 

42. Similarly can be found two numbers in a given ratio, 

(1) such that square of larger has a given ratio to the smaller. 

(2) such that square of larger has to larger itself a given ratio, 

(3) such that square of larger has a given ratio to the sum or 

difference of the two. 

43. Given two numbers, to find a third such that the sums of 

the several pairs multiplied by the corresponding third give three 

numbers in A. P. 

Given numbers 3, 5. 

x the required number. Therefore the three expressions are 

3x +15, 5¢+15, 8a. 

Now 32+15 must be either the middle or the least of the 

three, 5x +15 either the greatest or the middle. 

1 
(1) 5a4+15 greatest, 3v+15 least. Therefore x= a 

(2) 5a+15 greatest, 32+15 middle. Therefore a= ; 

(3) 8a greatest, 3v+15 least. Therefore x=15. 
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BOOK II. 

[The first five questions of this Book are identical with questions in 
Book I. In each case the ratio of one required number to the 

other is assumed to be 2: 1. The enunciations only are here 

given. | 

1. To find two numbers whose sum is to the sum of their 

squares in a given ratio. 

2. Find two numbers whose difference is to the difference of 

their squares in a given ratio. 

3. Find two numbers whose product is to their sum or difference 

in a given ratio. 

4, Find two numbers such that the sum of their squares is to 
the difference of the numbers in a given ratio. 

5, Find two numbers such that the difference of their squares is 
to the sum of the numbers in a given ratio. 

6. Find two numbers having a given difference, and such that 

the difference of their squares exceeds the difference of the numbers 

themselves by a given number. F 

Condition. The square of their difference must be less than the 
sum of the two given differences. 

Difference of numbers 2, the other given number 20. 

«x the smaller number, Therefore «+2 is the larger and 

40+4=22. 

x=44, and the numbers are 44, 63. 

7. Find two numbers such that the difference of their squares 

may be greater than their difference by a given number and ina 
given ratio (to it)’. [Difference asswmed.] . 

Condition. The ratio being 3:1, the square of the difference 
of the numbers must be < sum of three times that difference and the 

given number. 

1 By this Diophantos means ‘‘may exceed a given proportion or fraction of 

it by a given number.” 
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-Given number 10, difference of numbers required 2. 

x the smaller number. Therefore the larger = «+ 2, 

and 4a+4=3.2+10. 

Therefore x = 3, 

and the numbers are 8, 5. 

8. To divide a square number into two squares. 

Let the square number be 16. 

x° one of the required squares. Therefore 16—2* must be 

equal to a square. 

Take a square of the form’ (mx — 4)’, 4 being taken as the 

absolute term because the square of 4 = 16. 

i.e. take (say) (2a —4)? and equate it to 16-2". 
Therefore 4e° —- 16a =— 2", 

Therefore %= = , 

256 144 
and the squares required are 5 95° 

'9. [Another solution of the foregoing, practically equivalent. | 

10. Zo divide a number which is the sum of two squares into two 

other squares. 

Given number 13 = 3*+ 2%. 

As the roots of these squares are 2, 3, take (a+ 2)’ as the first 

square and (ma -3)° as the second required, say (2a — 3)’. 

Therefore (x+ 2)? + (2e- 3)?=13. ; 
ae 8 

5° 

- 324 1 
Therefore the required squares are 35? 25° 

ll. To find two square numbers differing by a gwen number. 

Given difference 60. 

Side of one number 2, side of the other # plus any number 

whose square < 60, say 3. 

Therefore (w+ 3)* - a* = 60, 
x= 8h, 

and the required squares are 72}, 182}. 

1 Diophantos’ words are: ‘‘I form the square from any number of dpiOuol 
minus aS many units as are contained in the side of 16.” The precaution im- 
plied throughout in the choice of m is that we must assume it so that the result 
may be rational in Diophantos’ sense, i.e. rational and positive. 
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12. Zo add such a number to each of two given numbers that 

the results shall both be squares. 

(1) Given numbers 2, 3, required number 2. 

e+ 
Therefore ee - must each be squares. 

This is called a double-equation. 

To solve it, take the difference between them, and resolve it into 

two factors’: in this case say 4 and = 

Then take either 

(a) the square of half the difference between these factors 

and equate it to the smaller expression, 

or (b) the square of half the sum and equate it to the larger. 

Tn this case (a) the square of half the difference = — . 

225 97 
” 9 = =— Therefore “a+ 64? and « 64? 

225 289 
64’ 64° 

(2) In order to avoid a double-equation, 

while the squares are 

First find a number which added to 2 gives a square, say a — 2. 

Therefore, since the same number added to 3 gives a square, 

a + 1=square = (&— 4)° say, 
the absolute term (in this case 4) being so chosen that the 

solution may give x*>2. 
15 

Therefore tae, 

and the required number is we , as before. 
64 

13. From two given numbers to take the same (required) number 

so that both the remainders are squares. 

Given numbers 9, 21. 

Assuming 9 — a’ as the required number we satisfy one condi- 

tion, and it remains that 12 + a*=a square. 
Assume as the side of this square x minus some number whose 

square >12, say 4. 

1 We must, as usual, choose suitable factors, i.e. such as will give a *‘ra- 

tional” result, This must always be premised. 
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Therefore (a— 4)? =12+ 2%. 
xe 

e= 3 ’ 

and the required number is 83. 

From the same (required) number to subtract successively two 

given numbers so that the remainders may both be squares. 

15. 

6, 7 the given numbers. Then 

(1) let x be required number. 
Therefore x —6 

jn rT are both squares, 

The difference = 1, which is the product of 2 and : : 

and, by the rule for solving a double-equation, 

al 
op ae 

(2) To avoid a double-equation seek a number which exceeds 

a square by 6, 

i.e. let x” + 6 be the required number. 

Therefore also x* — 1 = square = (a — 2)? say. 

Hence e=7) 

and the number required = 43 ; 

To divide a given number into two parts, and to find a square 

number which when added to either of the two parts gives a square 

number. 
Given number 20. Take two numbers the sum of whose 

squares < 20, say 2; 3. Add a to each and square. 

We then have e+ 4+ 4 

a+ 6a + af : 

and if 4a + 4 

62 + -f 

are respectively subtracted the remainders are the same square. 

Let then a’ be the square required, 

and therefore 4e+4 

6a + = 

the required parts of 20, 

Then 10a +13 = 20, 

7 
and e= 76° 
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: 68 132 
Thus the required parts are ( , i) ’ 

, 49 
and the required square 00° 

16. To divide a given number into two parts and find a square 

which exceeds either part by a square. 

Given number 20. 

Take (x + m)* for the required square, where m’ < 20, 
i.e. let (a +2)? be the required square (say). 
This leaves a square if either 4v +4). 

is subtracted. 
or 22+ 3 

Let these be the parts of 20, 

and ed 13 w=. 

Therefore the parts required are = ‘ 3) ; 

and the required square is ce 

17. Find two numbers in a given ratio such that either together 

with an assigned square produces a square. 

Assigned square 9, ratio 3: 1. 

If we take a square whose side is ma + 3 and subtract 9 from 

it, the remainder will be one of the numbers required. 

Take e.g. (v+ 3)? —9 =x’ + 6x for the smaller number. 
Therefore 3a° + 18a =the larger number, 

and 3a°+18%+9 must be made a square = (2% — 3)? say. 
Therefore x = 30, 

and the required numbers are 1080, 3240. 

18. To find three numbers such that, if each give to the next 

following a given fraction of itself and a given number besides, the 

results after each has given and taken may be equal. 

First gives to second 5 of itself +6, second to third & of itself 

+7, third to first of itself +8, 

Assume that the first two are 5x, 6a [equivalent to one con- 

90 108 105 
dition], and we find the numbers to be a a me 
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19. Divide a number into three parts satisfying the conditions 

‘of the preceding problem. 

Given number 80. First gives to second : of itself +6 &e., 

and results are equal. 

[ Diophantos assumes 5x, 12 for the first two numbers, and his 

. 170 228 217. . 
result is 79’ 19° 19° but the solution does not cor- 

respond to the question.] (See p. 25.) 

20. To find three squares such that the difference of the great- 

est and the second is to the difference of the second and the least in 

a given ratio. 

Given ratio 3 : 1. 

Assume the least square =x’, the middle= x7 + 2a +1. 

Therefore the greatest = a + 8x + 4 =square = (x + 3)’ say. 

Therefore = : ; 

- and the squares are 30}, 121, 64, 

21. To find two numbers such that the square of either added 
to the other number is a square. 

x, 2%+1 are assumed, which by their form satisfy one con- 

dition. The other condition gives 

4a’ + 5e + 1 = square = (2a — 2)’ say. 

3 
me | 

19 

13’ 13° 

Therefore x 

and the numbers are 

22. To find two numbers such that the square of either minus 

the other number is a square. 

+1, 2+ 1 are assumed, satisfying one condition, 

Therefore 4a°+3a=square = 92” say. 

Therefore v= : : 

and the numbers are 4 ct P 

23. To find two numbers such that the sum of the square of 

either and the sum of both is a square. 

Assume x, «+1 for the numbers. These satisfy one condi- 

tion. 

H. D. 12 
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Also a? + 4% +2 must he a square = (x — 2)° say. 

Therefore e= 

Hence the numbers are : 5 
4’ 4 

24. To find two numbers such that the difference of the square 

of either and the sum of both is a square. 

Assume «+1, for the numbers, and we must have 

x” — 24-1 a square = (x— 3)’ say. 
Therefore x= 24, 

and the numbers are 3}, 23. 

25. To find two numbers such that the sum of either and the 

square of their sum is a Bauer’, 

le 

Since x’ + 3x", x + 8x" are squares, 

let the numbers be 32”, 82° and their sum 2. 

Therefore lia? =a and = - : 

3 8 
Therefore the numbers are Tal’ Tal: 

26. To find two numbers such that the difference of the square 
of the sum of both and either number is a square. 

If we subtract 7, 12 from 16 we get squares. 

Assume then 122’, 7a’ for the numbers, 16a* = square of sum. 

Therefore 192? = 4x, w= = : 

192 112 
361’ 361° 

27. To find two numbers such that the sum of either and their 

product is a square, and the sum of the sides of the two squares 

so arising equal to a given number, 6 suppose. 

Since x (4a —1)+a=square, let «, 4e—1 be the numbers, 
Therefore 4a° + 3a —1 is a square, whose side is 6 — 2a, 

and the numbers are 

37 
Therefore C= oF 

°121 
and the numbers are — 97° 27° 

28. To find two numbers such that the difference of their pro- 

duct and either is a square, and the sum of the sides of the two 

squares so arising equal to a number, 5. 
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Assume 4x+ 1, x for the numbers, which therefore satisfy one 

condition. 

Also 4x°— 3a—1=(5— 2x)’. Therefore « = “i ; 

26 121 
and the numbers are i7’ 17° 

29. To find two square numbers such that the sum of the product 

and either is a square. 

Let the numbers’ be 2’, y’. 

Therefore a*y*°+7? 
xy? + 2° 

To make the first a square we make x2 +1 a square, putting 

} are both squares. 

«2° +1=(x—2)*. Therefore x= : ‘ 

We have now to make a3 (y° +1) a square [and y must be 

different from «]. 

Put 94? +9 = (3y— 4)? say. 

Therefore ¥= FS > 

49 
Therefore the numbers are i6’ 576° 

30. To find two square numbers such that the difference of their 
product and either is a square. 

Let x’, 7’ be the numbers, 
2 — 

coche ie « a are both squares. 

A solution of «?—1=square is x = =a ; 

and a solution of y*—1=square is y= 

289 
16’ 64° 

31. To find two numbers such that their product + their sum 

gives a square. 

ry ° 

Therefore the numbers are 

1 Diophantos does not use two unknowns, but assumes the numbers to be 

x? and 1 until he has found x. Then he uses the same unknown to find what he 

had first called unity, as explained above, p. 81. The same remark applies to the 

next problem, 

12—2 
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a+b? + 2ab is asquare, Put 2, 3 for a, b, and 2?+3°+2.2.3 

is a square. Assume then product = (2? + 3’) a = 132’, 
the numbers being #, 13x, and the sum 2, 2. 3a* or 122%. 

Therefore 14a = 1227, and a= a 6" 

Therefore the numbers are . = - 

32. To find two numbers whose sum is a square and having the 

same property as the numbers in the preceding problem. 

2.2m.m=square, and 2m|?+ ml? +2. 2m. m=square. 
If m= 2, 4? 4 2?+2.4,2=36 or 4. 

Let then the product of numbers be (4° + 2*) a or 20x? and 
their sum 2. 4. 22° or 16x’, and let the numbers be 2a, 10a. 

Therefore 122 = 162°, x= 3 : 

6 30 
and the numbers are ro 

33. To find three numbers such that the sum of the square of 
any one and the succeeding number is a square. 

Let the first be x, the second 2x+1, the third 2(2e+1)+1 

or 4% + 3, so that two conditions are satisfied. 

Lastly (40+3)’+a=square = (4x — 4)’ say. 
7 

Therefore @ = 5s 

7 71 199 
and the numbers are 57? 57? BT 

34. To find three numbers such that the difference of the square 
of any one and the succeeding number is a square. 

Assume first +1, second 22+1, third 4a+1. Therefore 

two conditions are satisfied, and the third gives 

16a° + 7x = square = 252" say. 
Se =5) 

16 23 37 — 
and the numbers are 9°99’ 9° 

35. To find three numbers such that, if the square of any one be 

added to the sum of all, the result is a square. 

Therefore x 

2 

CH * +mn is a square. Take a number separable into 
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two factors (m, 1) in three ways, say 12, which is the pro- 
duct of (1, 12), (2, 6), (3, 4). 

The values then of ~ x ” are 54, 2, : 

Let now 54a, 2a, 5m be the numbers, Their sum is 122°, 

Therefore 8a = 1227, x= 2 
3? 

4 1 
and the numbers are 3°37 3° 

36. To find three numbers such that, if the sum of all be sub- 

tracted from the square of any one, the result is a square. 
2 

(* 7) —mnisasquare. Take 12 as before, and let 63a, 
2 
4x, 34a be the numbers, their sum being 122°. 

Therefore re : : 

91 28 49 
and the numbers are 19’ 6° 13° 

BOOK III. 

1. To find three numbers such that, if the square of any one be 

subtracted from the sum of all, the remainder is a square. 

Take two squares x’, 4° whose sum = 52”, 
Let the sum of all three numbers be 5x”, and two of the numbers 

x, 2x, These assumptions satisfy two conditions. 

121 
Next divide 5 into the sum of two squares [11. 10] i 3B” 

and assume that the third number is : x. 

Therefore x + 2”+ : w= 5x". Therefore x= =: 3 

17 34 34 
25’ 25’ 125° 

2. To find three numbers such that, if the square of the sum be 
added to any one of them, the sum is a square, 

and the numbers are 
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Let the square of the sum be z*, and the numbers 32", 82%, 152%. 
1 

Hence 26° =2, 2= 36° 

38 8 15 
676’ 676’ 676° 

3. To find three numbers such that, if any one be subtracted 
from the square of their sum, the result is a square. 

Sum of all 4x, its square 16z*, the numbers 72”, 12a*, 152°. 

and the numbers are 

Therefore 342° = 44, w= 7 ; 

28 48 60 
and the numbers are 289’ 289° 989° 

4, To find three numbers such that, if the square of their sum be 
subtracted from any one, the result is a square. 

Sum 2, the three numbers 22°, 5x*, 102”, 

Therefore c= i : 

2 5 10 
and the numbers are 289’ 380° 289° 

5. To find three numbers such that the sum of any pair exceeds 

the third by a square, and the sum of all is a square. 

Let the sum of the three be (z+1)’; let first+second=third+1, 
2 

so that third = a +2; let second + third = first + 2’, 

2 

so that first =a+ : . Therefore second =5 + ; ‘. 

But first + third=second + square, therefore 2~=square=16, 
suppose. Therefore x= 8, and (84, 32}, 40) is a solution. 

6. [The same otherwise. ] 

First find three squares whose sum is a square. Find eg. 
what square number +4 +9 gives a square, ie. 36, 

Therefore (4, 36, 9) are such squares. : 
Next find three numbers such that sum of a pair = third + given 

number, say, first + second—third = 4, second + third — first 

= 9, third + first — second = 36, by the previous problem. 

7. To find three numbers whose sum is a square, and such that 

the sum of any pair is a square, 
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Let the sum be 2° +2x%+1, sum of first and second 2’, and 

therefore the third 27+ 1; let second + third = (~—-1)’. 

Therefore the first is 4v, and therefore the second a? — 4a. 

But first + third = square, or 6% + 1 =square=121 say. 

Therefore x= 20, 

and the numbers are (80, 320, 41). 

8. [The same otherwise. | 

9. To find three numbers in A. Pp. such that the sum of any pair 

is a square. 

First find three square numbers in A. Pp. any two of which are 

together >the third. Let x’, («+ 1)? be two of these ; 

therefore the third is #° + 4% +2=(a#—-§8)’ say. 

psf: 

or we may take as the squares 961, 1681, 2401. 

Therefore 

We have now to find three numbers, the sums of pairs being 

these numbers. 

Sum of the three = — = 25211, 

and we have all the three numbers. 

10. Given one number, to find three others such that the sum of 

any pair of them and the given number is a square, and also the sum 

of the three and the given number is a square. 

ee 

Given number 3. Suppose first + second = 2° + 4x + 1, second 

+ third = x + 6a+ 6, sum of all three = a+ 8x+ 13. 

Therefore third = 4a + 12, second = 2 + 2x —- 6, first = 2a + 7. 

Also third + first + 3=square, or 6z+22=square= b00 suppose. 

Therefore 2 = 13, 

and the numbers are 33, 189, 64. 

Given one number, to find three others such that, if the 

given number be subtracted from the sum of any pair of them or 

from the sum, the results are all squares. 

Given number 3. Sum of first two «+3, of next pair 
x’ +22+4, and sum-of the three w?+42+7. Therefore 

third = 4a + 4, second =2° — 2a, first=2xz+3. Therefore, 

lastly, 62+4=square= 64 say. Therefore x= 10, and 

(23, 80, 44) is a solution. 
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12. Zo find three numbers such that the sum of the product of 
any two and a given number is a square. 

Let the given number be 12. Take a square (say 25) and sub- 

tract 12. Take the difference (13) for the product of the 

first and second numbers, and let these numbers be 132, = 

Again, subtract 12 from another square, say 16, and let the 

difference 4 be the product of the second and third 

numbers. Therefore the third number = 4a. 

Hence the third condition gives 52a°+12=square, but 
52= 4.13, and 13 is not a square, therefore this equa- 

tion cannot be solved by owr method. 

Thus we must find two numbers to replace 13 and 4 whose 

product is a square, and such that either + 12= square. 

Now the product is a square if both are squares. Hence 

we must find two squares such that either + 12 =square. 

The squares 4 and : satisfy this condition, 

Retracing our steps we put 4a, a - for the numbers, and we 

have to solve the equation 

a +12 =square = (a + 3)? say. 
1 

Therefore e=5, 

and (2, 2, = is a solution. / 

13. To find three numbers such that, if a given number is sub- 

tracted from the product of any pair, the result is a square. 

Given number 10, . 

Put product of first and second =a square+10=4+10 say, 

and let first = 14”, second = By Also let product of second | 

and third=19, Therefore third=19x. Whence 2662°—10 
must be a square; but 266 is not a square. 

Hence, as in the preceding problem, we must find two squares 

each of which exceeds a square by 10. 
2 

Now (FS -) -10= (>), therefore 30} is one stich 

square, If-m* be another, m’—10 must be a square 
=(m— 2)’ say, therefore m= 34: 
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Thus, putting 3042, = 12i« for the numbers, we have, from 

the third condition, 5929a*— 160=square=(77« — 2)? say. 

4] 
Therefore C= Fr) 

12401 77 5024 
and the numbers are 7? Al? 77° 

14. To find three numbers such that the product of any two 

added to the third gives a square. 

Take a square and subtract part of it for the third number. 

Let a*+62+9 be one of the sums, and let the third number 

be 9, Therefore product of first and second = a + 6a, 

Let the first = x, therefore the second = x + 6, 

From the two remaining conditions 

10x + 54 
100 + Pe are both squares. 

Therefore we have to find two squares differing by 48, which 

are found to be 16, 64. 

and (1, 7, 9) is a solution. 

15. To find three numbers such that the product of any two 

exceeds the third by a square. 

‘First x, second «+4, therefore their product is x’?+ 4a, and 

we suppose the third to be 4a, 

Therefore by the other conditions 

4a° + 15x 
oe 4} are both squares. 

The difference = 16x +4=4 (4x+ 1), 
2 

and (= _ °) = 4a? + 15x. 

- 25 
Therefore =F and the numbers are found. 

16. To find three numbers such that the product of any two 

added to the square of the third gives a square. 

Let first be x, second 4%+4, third 1. Two conditions are 

thus satisfied, and the remaining one gives 

a + (40+ 4)? =a square = (4a—5)’ say. 

Therefore os 73” 

and the numbers are 9, 328, 73. 
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To find three numbers such that the product of any two 
added to the sum of those two gives a square. 

18. 

Lemma, The squares of two consecutive numbers have this 
property. 

Let 4, 9 be two of the numbers, x the third. 

Therefore 10z+9) 

ba t+4f 

and the difference = 5a+5=5(«#+1). 

Therefore by Book 11., 
2 

(S) = 10049 ‘and o= 28) 
and (4, 9, 28) is a solution. 

must both be squares, 

[Another solution of the foregoing problem. } 

Assume the first to be 2, the second 3. 

Therefore 4a+3=square=25 say, whence «=5}, and 54, 3 

satisfy one condition. Let the third be a, 54 and 3 

being the first two. ; 

Therefore 4x+3 

64a +54 
but, since the coefficients in one expression are both greater 

than those in the other, but neither of the ratios of corre- 

sponding ones is that of a square to a square, our method 

will not solve them. 

} must both be squares, 

Hence (to replace 53, 3) we must find two numbers such that 

their product + their sum = square, and the ratio of the 

numbers each increased by 1 is the ratio of a square to - 

a square, 

Let them be y and 4y+3, which satisfy the latter con- 

dition ; and so that product + sum = square we must have 

47’ + 8y + 3 =square = (2y — 3)’, say. 

3 
Therefore Y=55: 

Assume now es , 44, « for the numbers. 

Therefore dite + 42 
l3z 3 are both squares, 

0 * 10 
or 130% + 105 

130x + cat are both squares, 
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the difference = 75, which has two factors 3 and 25, 

and c= a gives a solution, 

the numbers being 2, 43, © e numbers being 7, 3, To’ 

19. To find three numbers such that the product of any two 
exceeds the sum of those two by a square. 

Put first = w, second any number, and we fall into the same 

difficulty as in the preceding. We have to find two 

numbers such that their product minus their sum = 

square, and when each is diminished by one they have 

the ratio of squares. 4y+1, y+1 satisfy the latter 

condition, and 4y°— 1 =square = (2y— 2)? say. 

Therefore y= : ; 

Assume then as the numbers = Z i Di 

Therefore 2ha—34 
5 se 13 are both squares, 
8 8 

or 10a—-14 
1022 sf are both squares, 

the difference = 12 = 2.6, and «= 3 is a solution. 

The numbers are = , 33, 3. 

20. To find two numbers such that their product added to both 

or to either gives a square. 

Assume x, 4e-1, 

since x (4 — 1) + # = 4a” =square. 

Therefore also 4a7 + 32-1 
bt dee 4 are both squares, 

the difference = a= 4a, ; - 

and % gives a solution. 
6 

~ 224 
21. To find two numbers such that the product exceeds the 

sum of both, and also either severally, by a square. 

Assume a+, 4a, 

since 4a (x +1)-— 4a = square. 
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Therefore also 42° + 32-1 
fee i} are both squares, 

the difference = 4a= 4a. 1. 

Therefore = 1}, 

and (2}, 5) is a solution, 

22. To find four numbers such that, if we take the square of the 

sum + any one singly, all the resulting numbers are squares. 

Since in a rational right-angled triangle square on hypotenuse 

= squares on sides, square on hypotenuse + twice product 
of sides = square. 

Therefore we must find a square which will admit of division 

into two squares in four ways. 

Take the right-angled triangles (3, 4, 5), (5, 12,13). Multiply 
the sides of the first by the hypotenuse of the second and 

vice versa. 

Therefore we have the triangles (39, 52, 65), (25, 60, 65). 
Thus 65° is split up into two squares in two ways. — 

Also 65 =7° + 4° = 8? +1? 

Therefore 65° = (7° — 4°)? +4. 7°, 4°=(8- 1%? +4. 8’, 1’. 
= 33° + 56° = 63° + 16%, 

which gives two more ways. 

Thus 65° is split into two squares in four ways. 

Assume now as the sum of the numbers 65a, 

first number = 2. 39. 52a? = 40562” 

second ,, =2. 25. 60x”*=30002" 

third ,, =2.33. 562? = 36962? 

fourth ,, =2.16.632°= 20162’ 

65 

12768’ 

and the sum = 127682”. 

Therefore 12768? = 65a and a= 

and the numbers are found, viz. 

17136600 12675000 15615600 8517600 

163021824’ 163021824’ 163021824’ 163021824° 

23. To divide a given number into two parts, and to find a 

square which exceeds either of the parts by a square. 

Let the given number be 10, and the square #* + 2” +1. 

Put one of the parts 2a+1, the other 4%. Therefore the 

conditions are satisfied if 62 + 1= 10. 
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Therefore a= 2 ; 

and the parts are 6, 4, the square 6}. 

24. To divide a given number into two parts, and to find a 

square which added to either of the parts produces a square. 

Given number 20. Let the square be a + 2%+ 1. 

This is a square if we add 2+ 3 or 4x +8. 

Therefore, if these are the parts, the conditions are satisfied 

when 6%+11=20, or «= 14. 

Therefore the numbers into which 20 is divided are (6, 14) 
and the required square is 6}. 

BOOK IV. 

1. To divide a given number into two cubes, such that the sum 

of their sides is a given number. 

Given number 370, sum of sides 10. 

Sides of cubes 5+a,5-—a, Therefore 302° + 250=370, «=2, 

and the cubes are 7°, 3°. 

2. To find two numbers whose difference is given, and also the 

difference of their cubes. 

Difference 6. Difference of cubes 504. Let the numbers be 

x+3,«2-3. Therefore 18° + 54=504, 

Therefore x7=25, «w=5, 

and the sides of the cubes are 8, 2. 

3. A number multiplied into a square and its side makes the 

latter product a cube of which the former product is the side; to find 

the square. 

Let the square be x. Therefore its side is 2, and let the 

number be : : 
x 

Hence the products are 82, 8, and (8x)*=8. 

1 
eas, Therefore x* = zi ri 8°? 
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4. To add the same number to a square and its side and make 

them the same, [i.e. make the first product a square of which the 

second product is side]’. 

Square x’, whose side is x Let the number added to a be 

such as to make a square, say 3a”. 

Therefore 3x? + «=side of 42” = 2x and «= : . 

The square is and the number is -- 

5. To add the same number to a square and its side and make 

them the opposite. 

Square x”, the number 4a° — a. 

Hence 5a*—w=side of 4° = 2x, and a= 5. 

6. To add the same square number to a square and a cube and 
make them the same. 

Let the cube be 2* and the square any square number of 2”s, 

say 9”°. Add to the square 16x. (The 16 is arrived 

at by taking two factors of 9, say 1 and 9, subtracting 

them, halving the remainder and squaring.) 

Therefore x* + 16x’ = cube = 82° suppose and x= 7 

Whence the numbers are known. 

7. Add to a cube and a square the same square and make them 
the opposite. 

[Call the cube (1), first square (2), and the added square (3)]. 
Now suppose (2) + (3) =(1) [since (2) + (3) =a cube]. 
Now a’+0’+2ab is a square. Suppose then (1) =a’+0’, 

(3)=2ab. But (3) must be a square. 

Therefore 2ab must be a square; hence we put a=1, b=2. 

Thus suppose (1) = 5x’, (3) = 4a*, (2) =a*. Now (1) is a cube. 
Therefore x= 5, 

and (1)=125, (2)=25, (3) =100. 

1 In this and the following enunciations I have kept closely to the Greek, 

partly for the purpose of showing Diophantos’ mode of expression, and partly 

for the brevity gained thereby. 
**To make them the same” means in the case of 4 what I have put in 

brackets; ‘“‘to make them the opposite’? means to make the first product a side 

of which the second product is the square. 
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8. [Another solution of the foregoing. ] 

Since (2)+ (3)=(1), a cube, and (1)+(3)=square, I have 
to find two squares whose sum + one of them =a square, 

and whose sum=(1). Let the first square be a’, the 
second 4, 

Therefore 2a°+4=a square=(2v- 2)’ say. Therefore «=4, 
and the squares are 16, 4. 

Assume now (2) = 4x’, (3) = 16a”. 

Therefore 20a?=a cube, and =20, 

thus (8000, 1600, 6400) is a solution. . 

9. Zo add the same number to a cube and its side, and make 

them the same. 

Added number a, cube 8z*, say. Therefore second sum = 32, 

and this must be the side of cube 82° + a, or 8u° + #= 272°. 

Therefore 19a* = x. 

But 19 is not a square. Hence we must find a square to 

replace it. Now the side 3x comes from the assumed 22. 

Hence we must find two consecutive numbers whose cubes 

differ by a square. Letthembey,y+1]. — 

Therefore 3y’+3y+1=square=(1-—2y)? say, and y=T. 

‘ Thus instead of 2 and 3 we must take 7 and 8. 

Assuming now added number =z, side of cube = 7a, side of 

new cube = 82, we find 343° + # = 5122, 

1 i 
Ape eres =-—— Therefore «* = 169’ “={3° 

Therefore (stay ; is j ES is a solution. 

10. Zo add the same number to a cube and its side and make 

them the opposite. ; 

Suppose the cube 8’, its side 2a, the number 27° — 2a, 
Therefore 352° — 2u=side of cube 272’, therefore 35x”°-—5=0. 

This gives no rational value. Now 35=27+8, 5=3+2. 

Therefore we must find two numbers the sum of whose cubes 

bears to the sum of the numbers the ratio of a square 

to a square. 

Let sum of sides = anything, 2 say, and side of first cube = z. 

Therefore 8 — 12z + 62? = twice a square. 
Therefore 4 —6z+32?=a square=(2- 42)? say, and z=one 
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of the sides = a and the other side = ae Take for 

them 5 and 8, 

Assuming now as the cube 1252°, and as the number 

512a°— 5x, we get 637a°—5a=8a, and «= a i ie 

and (333 5 267 
343°7°3 a3) is a solution. 

11. To find two cubes whose sum equals the sum of their sides. 

Let the sides be 2a, 3a. This gives 35a°=5x. This equation 
gives no rational result. Finding as in the preceding 

problem an equation to replace it, 637”° = 132, «== 7 ? 

125 512 
and the cubes are 343’ 343° : 

12. To find two cubes whose difference equals the difference of 

their sides. 

Assume as sides 2”, 3x. This gives 19z*=a%. Irrational; and 
their difteaiedan 

cittortaiee of sides 

= ratio of squares. Let them be (z +1)’, 2” 

Therefore 32° + 3z + 1 =square = (1 — 22)’ say. 

Therefore z= 7. 

we have to find two cubes such that 

Ks Now assume as sides 7x, 8a. Therefore 1692?=a, and x= 13° 

3 8 3 

Therefore the two cubes are (3) (is) : 

13. To find two numbers such that the cube of the greater + the 
less = the cube of the less + the greater. 

Assume 2a, 32. Therefore 272° + 2a = 82° + 3a. 

Therefore 192° =a, which gives an irrational result. Hence, 

as in 12th problem, we must assume 72, 82, 

8 
13" 33° 

14. To find two numbers such that either, or their sum, or their 

difference increased by 1 gives a square. 

and the numbers are as there =~ 

Take unity from any square for the first number; let it be, 
say, 9a + 6x. 
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But the second+1=asquare. Therefore we must find a square 

such that the square found + 9”°+6”2=a square. Take 

factors of 9x7 + 6a, viz. (9v+6, x). Square of half dif- 
ference = 16x° + 24a + 9. 

Therefore, if we put the second number 16a’ + 24x”+ 8, three 

conditions are satisfied, and the remaining condition gives 

difference + 1 = square. 

Hence 72° + 18% + 9 = square = (3 — 3x)’ say. 
Therefore «= 18, 

and (3024, 5624) is a solution. 

15. To find three square numbers such that their sum equals 

the sum of their differences. 

Sum of differences=A-B+B-C+A-C=2(A-—C)=A+B+0O, 
by the question. 

Let least (C) =1, greatest =a? +2”2+1. Therefore sum of the 

three squares = 2”°+ 4e=a°+22+24+the middle one. 

Therefore the middle one (B) =x*+2a-2, This is a 

oo 
square, = (#—4)’say. Therefore «= 

196 121 
and the squares are Ge 35° 1) or (196, 121, 25), 

16. To find three numbers such that the sum of any two multi- 

plied by the third is a given number. 

Let (first + second). third = 35, (second + third). first = 27, and 
(third + first). second = 32, and let the third =a, 

Therefore first + second = & , 

Assume first = _ , second = = ; 
x x 

u60 +10=27 

Therefore 250 

et 

These equations are inconsistent, but of 25-10 were equal to 

32 —27 or 5 they would be right. Therefore we have to 

divide 35 into two parts differing by 5, i.e. 15 and 20. 

a Ab 97, Thus first number = Li » Second = x . Therefore 
x x x 

x= 5, and (3, 4, 5) is a solution. 

H. D, 13 
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17. Zo find three numbers whose sum is a square, and such that 
the sum of the square of each and the succeeding number is a square. 

Let the middle number be 4a. Therefore I must find what 

square + 4a gives a square. Take two numbers whose 

product is 4%, say 2a and 2. Therefore (w-—1)* is the 
square. Thus the first number =2- 1. 

Again 16a’ + third = square. 
Therefore third =a square — 16a* = (4% +1)’—162* say, = 8a+1. 
Now the three together=square, therefore 13x=square=169y? 

say. Therefore x=13y°. Hence the numbers are 

13y?- 1, 52y*, 1047? + 1. 
Lastly, (third)’ + first = square. 

Therefore 10816y*+22ly’=a square or 10816y°+22l=a 

~ ; 220 55 
square =(104y+1)’? say. Therefore y= 508 = 59? 

q (Spor 157300 ror) ray 
2704 ’ 2704 ° 2704 : 

18. To find three numbers whose sum is a square, and such that 

the difference of the square of any one and the succeeding number is 
a square. 

The solution is exactly similar to the last, the numbers being 
in this case 13y°+1, 52y’, 104y°-1. The resulting 

equation is 10816y? — 221 =square = (104y — 1)’, 

whence ¥ = ‘it 
104’ 

d (tosis 640692 “TaBi) ; 
10816’ 10816 ’ 10816 ) 8% *lution. 

19. Zo find two numbers such that the cube of the first + the 

second = a cube, the square of the second + the first =a square. 

Let the first be x, the second 8—2*, therefore 2°—162°+64+2= 

a square = (a + 8)? say, whence 32z°=a, This gives an 
irrational result since 32 is not a square. Now 32=4.8. 

Therefore we must put in our assumptions 4. 64 instead. 

Then the second number is 64-—2°*, and we get, as an 

equation for x, 

256x2°=1. Therefore x= Ls ; 

| 1 262143 
16’ 4096 ° 

and the numbers:are 
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20. To find three numbers sesttefeiitoly' such that the product of 
any two increased by 1 is a square. 

Let the product of first and second be «*+2a, whence one 
condition is satisfied, if second =a, first=a%+2. Now the 

product of second and third + 1=a square; let this pro- 

duct be 92° + 6x, so that third number =9x+6, Also the 

product of third and first + 1 =square, ie. 9x? + 242+ 13= 
‘a square. Now, of 13 were a square, and the coefficient of 

x were. 6 times the side of this square, the problem would 

be solved indefinitely as required. 

Now 13 comes from 6.2+1, the 6 from 2.3, and the 2 from 

2.1. Therefore we want a number to replace 3.1 such 

that four times it + 1 =a square; therefore we need only 

take two numbers whose difference is 1, say 1 and 2 

[and 4.2.1+(2—1)?=square]. Then, beginning again, 
we put product of first and second =2?+ 2a, second z, 

first «+2, product of second and third=4a7+ 4x, and 

third =4a¢+4, [Then first x third + 1 =4a?+ 120+ 9.] 

And (x +2, x, 4x +4) is a solution. 

21. To find four numbers such that the product of any two, 

increased by 1, becomes a square. 

Assume that the product of first and second = a + 2a, first = x, 

second = « + 2, and similarly third = 47 +4, fourth =9x”+6, 

but (4a + 4)(9” + 6) + 1 =square = 36a" + 60x + 25 
Also for second and fourth, 

9a? + 240 + 13 = square = (9a? — 24a” +16), say. 
1 

Therefore # = Té: | 

All the conditions are now satisfied’, 

1 383 68. 105 

16’ 16’ 16’ a 

22. Find three numbers which are proportional and such that 

the difference of any two is a square. 

Assume 2 to be the least, +4 the middle, «+13 the greatest, 

therefore if 13 were a square we should have an indefi- 

nite solution satisfying three of the conditions, We must 

the solution being ( 

1 T,e. in general expressions. 

2 Product of second and third +1=(#-+ 2) (4a+4)+1=42?+12%+4+9, which is 
a square. 

138—2 
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therefore replace 13 by a square which is the sum of two 
squares, 

Thus if we assume 2, x+9, x+25, three conditions are 

satisfied, and the fourth gives «(2+ 25)=(«%+9)*, there- 

fore «= “ ; 

81 144 256\. . 
and yea? 7) is a solution. 

23. To find three numbers such that the sum of their solid content’ 

and any one of them is a square. 

Let the product be «* + 2x, and the first number 1, the second 
2 

4 +9; therefore the third = eet This cannot be 

divided out generally unless «*: 4a=2a:9 or a: 2a=42:9, 

and it could be done if 4 were half of 9. 

Now 4a comes from 6%— 2, and 9 from 3’, therefore we have 
3 

to find a number m to replace 3 such that 2m— a=", 

therefore m’ = 4m— 4 or m= 2.’ 

We put therefore for the second number 2a + 4, and the third 

then becomes $a. Therefore also [third condition] 

x° + 27+4a2=square= 42° say, whence x= ; ; 

and (a = : 2) is a solution. 
6’ 6 

24, To find three numbers such that the difference of their solid 
content and any one of them is a square. 

First x, solid content 2*+a; therefore the product of second 

and third=x+1; let the second=1, 

Therefore the two remaining conditions give 
ot het i} both squares [Double equation. } 

Difference = «= }.2a, say; therefore (2+3)'=a"+a-1, @=-, 
17 25\ . . 

and ; rly 3) is a solution. 

1 T.e. the continued product of all three, 
2 Observe the solution of a mixed quadratic, 
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25. Divide a given number into two parts whose product is a 
cube minus its side. 

Given number 6, First part x; therefore second = 6 -«, and 
6a—a*=a cube minus its side = (2x-—1)?-(2a-1) say, 
so that 82° — 12a°+4%=6x2-—2*, This would reduce to a 
simple equation if the coefficient of a were the same on 

both sides. To make this so, since 6 is fixed, we must 

put m for 2 in our assumption, where 

3m—-m=6, or m=3. 

Therefore, altering the assumption, 

(3a — 1)? — (3a —1)= 6x - x’, 

whence o= = ; 

26 136 
and the parts are 7° OF 

26. To divide a given number into three parts such that their con- 

tinued product equals a cube whose side is the sum of their differences. 

Given number 4. Let the product be 8z*: now the sum of 
differences = twice difference between third and _ first; 

therefore difference between third and first parts = a. 

Let the first be a multiple of x, say 2%, Therefore the 

third = 3x. 

Hence the second = : x, and, if the second had lain between 

the first and third, the problem would have been solved. 

Now the second came from dividing 8 by 2. 3, so that we have 

to find two consecutive numbers such that Ms Se 7, 
their product 

lies between them. Assume m, m+1; therefore —, 

lies between m and m+ 1. 

Therefore px 2 +l>m+1. 
m? +m 

Therefore m? +m+8>m?*+2m*?+m, or 8>m*> +m’. 

Take (m ~ 3)» which is > m* + m, and equate it to 8. 

Therefore m + Le 2, and m= : , 
3 
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Hence we assume for the numbers 

5 9 8 

Rep 
or (25x, 27”, 40x), multiplying throughout by 15. 

Therefore the sum = 92a%=4, and x= a 
os i 

25 27 40 
and (5 93’ 93° 23 are the three parts required. 

[N.B. The condition SS 
m +m 

and is incidentally satisfied. | 

<m+1 is ignored in the work, 

27. To find two numbers whose product added to either gives a 

cube. 
Suppose the first number equals a cube number of 2’s, say 8x. 

Second x? -1, (so that 82° -— 8a + 8% =cube); 
also 8a° — 8a +a”—1 must be a cube = (2”—1)” say. 

Therefore 13a*°= 14a, 2 = ds , 

and Me 20 is a solution. 
13 ’ 169 

28. To find two numbers such that the difference between the 

product and either is a cube. 

Let the first be 8x, the second x’ + 1 (since 8a°+ 8a -— 8a= cube) ; 

also 82°+8e—a—1 must be a cube, which is “im- 
possible” [for to get rid of the third power and the abso- 

lute term we can only put this equal to (2a-—1)*, which 

gives an “irrational” result]. Assume then the first 
= 8x+ 1, the second = 2’ (since 8a* + a — x = cube). 

Therefore 82° + a?~8x—1=a cube =(2”- 1)? say. 

: 14 
Therefore @=T3» 

125 196 
and the numbers are 13° 169° 

29. To find two numbers such that their product + their sum =a 

cube. 

Let the first cube be 64, the second 8. Therefore twice the 

sum of the numbers = 64—8=56, and the sum of the 

numbers = 28, but their product + their sum = 64. 
Therefore their product = 36. 
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Therefore we have to find two numbers whose sum = 28, and 

whose product = 36. Assuming 14 +a, 14— a for these 

numbers, 196 —2*= 36 and «*=160, and if 160 were a 

a square we could solve it rationally. 

1 
Now 160 arises from 14*—-— 36, and 14 =5. 28 =7. 56 

= : (difference of cubes); 36= ; sum of cubes. 

Therefore we have to find two cubes such that 
2 

G of their difference ) - - their sum =a square. 
al 

Let the sides of these cubes be 2+ 1, 2-1. 

Therefore : of their difference = Sa w+ &: and the square of this 
+ 2 

eee 

, Po... 2] Sa pees ie 
Hence G: differexce) ~grsum= pet pat 7 9 (28 + 62). 

Therefore 

92‘ + 62? + 1 — 42° - 122 =a square = (32" + 1 — 6z)’ say, 

whence 322° = 3627, and z= = 

Therefore sides of cubes are i a and the cubes ae ae 

Now put product of numbers + their sum = ¥ . Z| 

product — sum = 

: 2456 
therefore their sum = Bi’ 

F 2457 
their product = 319° 

1228 
Then let the first number = « + half sum = # +———— 51a” 

a _ 1228 — 
secon =i 

Therefore 1507984 , 2457 

262144.” ~ 512° 
Therefore 2621442? = 250000. 
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500 
Hence @= Fo? | 

and Ga fa) is a solution, 
512 ’ 5612 

30. To find two numbers such that their product + their 

sum = a cube [same problem as the foregoing]. 

Every square divided into two parts, one of which is its side, 

makes the product of these parts + their sum a cube. 

[ie. a (x® — x) + 2°-—xv%+a"= a cube.] 
Let the square be xz’; the parts are x, «*—a, 

and from the second part of the condition 
3 

a — af — at =a? ~ 2a? — a cube = (5) say. ; 
: / 

/ 
Therefore a =22°, x= 4 ; ( 

and (7 ; si ) is a solution. 

31. To find four square numbers such that their sum + the sum 
of their sides = a given number. 

Given number 12. Now a +a#+ rs a square. 

Therefore the sum of four squares+ the sum of their sides 

+1=13. 

Thus we have to divide 13 into 4 squares, and if from each of 

their sides we subtract : we shall have the sides of the 

required squares. 

64 36 144 81 
Now 13=44+9=55 +55+ oF t 95» 

and the sides of the required squares are 

i tf ww 18 
10’ 10’ 10’ 10° 

32. To find four squares such that their sum minus the sum of 

their sides equals a given number. 
2 

Given number 4, Then similarly ( side of first <5 + ssc ae 

9 16 64 36 
25° 25’ 25’ 25? 

11 13 21 7) 

10’ 10’ 10’ 10/° 

and 5 is divided into 

and the sides of the squares are 
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33. To divide unity into two parts such that, if given numbers 

be added to each, the product of the resulting expressions may be a 

square. 

Let 3, 5 be the numbers to be added, and let the parts be 1 ee 

Therefore (x + 3) (6-— x) =18 + 3a —2*=a square = 42” say. 

Hence 18+ 3x=52"; but 5 comes from a square+1, and 

the roots cannot be rational unless 

(this square + 1) 18 + (5) = a square, 

2 

Put (m? +1) 18+ (5) =a square, 

or 72m? + 81 = a square = (8m +9)? say. 

Therefore m = 18, 

Hence we must put 

(a+ 3)(6-a#)=18+3xa—2 = 30da® 

Therefore 3252? —3a—18= 0. 

78 6 
Therefore = 395 ~ 95° 

6 19\. : 
and (95 , 8) is a solution. 

34, [Another solution of the foregoing. | 

Suppose the first w — 3, the second 4-—a; therefore 

x (9 — x) =square = 4° say, 

and 5x°=9x, whence oar but I cannot take 3 from 5? 

>, and must be > 3.< 4. 

9 ; 
Now the value of « comes from ——————, Therefore, since 

a square + 1 

x > 3, this square + 1 <3, therefore the square < 2. It is 

also > 2 ager 

5 80 128 
Therefore I mustfind a square between — Z and 2, or — 64° and $4" 

100 | 28 
And —— Sr "6 will satisfy the conditions. 

Put now 2 (9 —x) = at 
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144 
Therefore e=T7 

21 20\. s 
and Gj ; zi) is a solution. 

35. To divide a gwen number into three parts such that the pro- 

duct of the first and second, with the third added or subtracted, may be 

& square. 

Given number 6, the third part x, the second any number 

less than 6, say 2. Therefore the first = 4 — a. 

Hence 8 - 2a+a=asquare, [Double-equation.] And it cannot 
be solved by our method since the ratio of the coefficients 

of x is not a ratio of squares. Therefore we must find a 

number y to replace 2, such that 

fost ae a, 
yal. a square = 4 say. 

Therefore y+i=4y—4, and y=2. 

5 13 | 
Put now the second part = 3? therefore the first = 3 7% 

Therefore a ~ : ete=a square. 

65- 62 
Thus 65-9 = are both squares, 

65 — 24a 2 
Of 969 9 i are both squares: difference = 195=15, 13. 

2 

Hence (- 5) =65-24e, and Me = 64, o= 5. 
b..6° 8 

Therefore the parts are 3° 3? 3) ; 

36. To find two numbers such that the first with a certain fraction 

of the second is to the remainder of the second, and the second with the 

same fraction of the first is to the remainder of the first, each im given 

ratios. 

Let the first with the fraction of the second =3 times the 

remainder of the second, and the second with the same 

fraction of the first = 5 times the remainder of the first. 

Let the second = « + 1, and let the part of it received by the first 

be 1. Therefore the first = 3a—1 [for 3x—-1+1= 32}. 
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Also first + second = 4a, and first + second = sum of the numbers 

first + second 
after interchange, therefore pater ota 

Therefore the remainder of the first = x, and hence the second 

receives from the first 3x —1 ~ Fence 1. 

7 aol UT 7 4 be 
Hence a ae | p therefore 52? +5 #— 1=3z-1, 

and #= : 4 

9 

Therefore the first number = and the second =3 ; and | is 

au of the second. 

‘Multiply by 7 and the numbers are 8, 12; and the fraction is | 

Be ; but 8 is not divisible by 12, so multiply by 3, 

and (24, 36) is a solution. 

37. To find two numbers indefinitely such their product + their 

sum = a given number. 

Given number 8. Assume the first to be x, the second 3, ~ 

Therefore 3x +a+3=given number = 8. 

Therefore a=, and the numbers are (¢ ‘ 3) ‘ 

Now arises from es . Therefore we may put mx+n for 

8 — (mau +n) 
the second number, and the first = ——————. 

met+n+l 

38. To find three numbers such that (the product + the sum) of 

any two equals a given number. 

Condition. Each number must be 1 less than some square. 

Let product + sum of first and second = 8, of second and third 

= 15, of third and first = 24. 

Then iPro = the first: let the second=a-— 1. 
second + 1 

Therefore de first = 7 —1. Similarly third = - -1, 
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Therefore (>-1)(—>-1) + at 24, and “*—1= 24, 

therefore «= = ; 

1 (33.7 68 
(Ga? Fe 

39. To find two numbers indefinitely such that their product 
exceeds their sum by a given number. 

Let the first number be 2, the second 3. Therefore product 

i is a solution. 

—sum = 3x-a%-3=2%-3=8 (say). Therefore 2 =". 

11 11 8+3 
Thus the first = — 7? the second = 3. But — ce oa 

Hence, putting the second =x + 1, the first ="** ‘ 

40. To find three numbers such that the product of any two 
exceeds their sum by a given number. 

Condition. Each of the given numbers must be 1 less than 
some square. 

Let them be 8, 15, 24. 

Therefore first number= 8+second «+9 

second—1-_ 
, say. Therefore 

the first => + 1, the second = + 1, and the third = a L 

Therefore (; S i\(> + 1) ee goa 
x x x 

144 12 
O 2 _ 1 = 24, avait % ; 

57.17 .92 
d ( 5? 7a) i is a solution. 

41. To find two numbers indefinitely whose product has to their 
sum a given ratio. 

Let the ratio be 3:1, the first number z, the second 5. 

Therefore 5a=3 (5+), and «= As hae 

Bu ts = =e , and, putting x for 5, 

the indefinite polassces is: first = — second = 2. mk Yi 
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42, To find three numbers such that for any two their product 
bears to their sum a given ratio. 

first and second multiplied 
Let = 3, and let the other ratios be 

first + second 

4and 5,the second number x. Therefore first= Bat , third 

_ 4% 

~ e—4 
30 Aa 32 4a P ag eg (Sg + ap) ot 120? = 35a" - 1200. 

120 
Therefore « = 93? 

360 120 480\. : 
d Gr 93” 28 ) is the solution. 

43, To find three numbers such that the product of any two has 

to the sum of the three a given ratio. 

Let the ratios be 3, 4,5. First seek three numbers such that 

the product of any two has to an arbitrary number (say 5) 

the given ratio. Of these, let the product of the first 

and the second = 15. 

Therefore if «=the second, the first = ud 

But the second multiplied by the third = 20, 

Therefore the third = 20 , and cad = 25. 
xe”. a 

Therefore 2527 = 20.15. 

And, if 20.15 were a square, what is required would be done. 

Now 15=3.5 and 20=4.5, and 15 is made up of the ratio 

3: 1 and the arbitrary number 5, 
2 

Therefore we must find a number m such that ae =ratio of 
5m 

a square to a square, 

Thus 12m’. 5m = 60m? = square = 900m’, say. Thereforem=15. 

Let then the sum of the three = 15, 

and the product of the first and second = 45, therefore the 
45 

first = —., 
x 

Similarly the third = ; therefore se a 75 and «= 6. 
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Therefore the first number = “ , the third =10, 

and the sum of the three = 934 =! . Now, of this were 15, 

the problem would be solved. 

Put therefore 152? for the sum of the three, and for the 

numbers 74a, 6a, 10x, 

Therefore 23$a = 152°, and x= = : 

705 282 470 
whence 60° 30” 30) is a solution. 

44, To find tluree numbers such that the product of their sum and 
the first is a triangular number, that of their sum and the second a 

square, and that of their sum and the third a cube. 

6 4 i. * 
Let the sum be 2’, and the first 2 the second ar the third DD 

which will satisfy the three conditions. 

But the sum 38 =e’ or 18 = 2* 
x? 

Therefore we must replace 18 by a fourth power. 

But 18=sum of a triangular number, a square and a cube; 
let the fourth power be *, which must be made up in the 

same way, and let the square be a*—22°+1. Therefore 

the triangular number + the cube = 2z2°—1; let the cube 

be 8, therefore the triangular number =2a°—9. But 8 

times a triangular number + 1 =a square. 

Therefore 16x°-— 71 =a square = (4a—1)° say; therefore x=9, 
and the triangular number = 153, the square = 6400 and 

the cube = 8. 

6400 
Assume then as the first number a as the second re 

a 

ja eis Gada si 

=a and x=9. Therefore chs 

153 6400 8 
Thus ( eT? a) is a solution. 
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45. To find three numbers such that the difference of the greatest 

and the middle has to the difference of the middle and the least a given 

ratio, and also the sum of any pair is a square. 

Ratio 3. Since middle number + least =a square, let them = 4. 

Therefore middle > 2; let it be x + 2, so that least = 2—a. 

Therefore the interval of the greatest and the middle = 6z, 

whence the greatest = 7x + 2. 

Therefore ali } are both squares [Double equation]: take 

two numbers whose product = 2a, say 5 and 4, and pro- 

ceed by the rule. Therefore «= 112, but I cannot take 

112 from 2; therefore « must be found to be < 2, so 

that 62+ 4< 16. 

Thus there are to be three squares 8v+4, 6”+4, 4; and 

difference of greatest and middle = } of difference between 

middle and least. 

Therefore we must find three squares having this property, 
such that the least = 4 and the middle one < 16, 

Let side of middle one be 2 + 2, whence the greatest is equal to 

w+4e 4S 
3 + +4et+4=52 +32 +4, 

Therefore this is a square, or 32°+12z+9=a square; but the 

middle of the required squares < 16, therefore z < 2. 

Put now 32? + 122+ 9=(mz—3)* = m?z? — 6mz+ 9. 
6m + 12 
m—3’ 

Hence 6m +12 <2m?—6, or 2m? > 6m + 18, 

Therefore z = which must be < 2, 

fs 
bo] Go bo|~s 

and 18.2+3°=45; therefore we may put m= 

Thus we have 3z? + 122+ 9 = (3 — 52)’. } 

Hence eae and the side of the middle square = 11 Tl ; and 

: 1849 
the square itself = 121° 

Turning to the original problem, we put a =6x +4, 

136 
Therefore «= 726 , which is <2. 
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Hence the greatest of the required numbers 

11007 
726 ’ 

2817 
726 ’ 

=7z2+2= 

and the second of them =x +2= 

87 
726° 

46. To find three numbers such that the difference of the squares of 

the greatest and the middle numbers has to the difference of the middle 

and the least a given ratio, and the sums of all pairs are severally 

squares. 

Ratio 3. Let greatest + middle = the square 162°. Therefore 

greatest is >82*, say 82°+2. Hence middle=8z*- 2, 

and greatest + middle > greatest + least, therefore great- 

est + least < 16z* > 8x = 9x*, say; therefore the least 

number = a” — 2. 

and the third = 2-—-a2= 

Now difference of squares of greatest and middle = 642°, and 

difference of middle and least = 72’, but 64+ 21. 

Now 64 comes from 32.2, so that I must find a number m 

such that 32m=21. Therefore m= * ; 

Assume now that the greatest of the numbers sought 

21 ; 21 21 
_— 2 pee = 2 -— — = 2 -_ a = 82° + 35? the middle = 8x 39° the least = x 35° 

[Therefore difference of squares of greatest and middle 

= 21a* = 3. 72’.] 

The only condition left is 

a xn — = =a square, 82* — 35 + 35 

or 9a? — 7 a square = (3x — 6)* say. 

_ 597 
a is 

3069000 2633544 sare) eee 
331776 ’ 331776 ’ 331776 ; 

Therefore 

Hence 
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BOOK V. 

1. To find three numbers in «. Pp. such that each exceeds a given 

number by a square. 

Given number 12. Find a square which exceeds 12 by a 

square [by 11, 11], say 424, Let the first number be 424, 
the third 2’, so that the middle one = 64a. 

x — 12) ae 
Therefore Ghar — 12f are both squares : their difference 

= x — 64 «=a (a — 64), 

therefore as usual we find the value of x, viz. a ’ 

23464 anas ) 3 
104’ 10816 is a solution. and (421, 

2. To find three numbers in a. v. such that each together with the 

same given number equals a square. 

Given number 20. Take a square which exceeds 20 by a 

square, say 36, so that 16 + 20 =36=a square. 

Put then one of the extremes 16, the other x’, so that the 

middle term = 4x. 
\ 

Theref @? +420 are both squares : their difference NS de + 20 Ei 
= 0° —4a =a (a — 4), 

whence we have 4%+20=4, which gives an irrational 

result, 

but the 4=4(16), and we should have in place of 4 some 
number > 20. Therefore to replace 16 we must find 

some square > 4. 20, and such that with the addition of 

20 it becomes a square. 

Now 81 > 80; therefore, putting for the required square 

(m+ 9)’, (m+ 9)’ + 20 = square =(m—11)’ say. Therefore 
m =}, and the square = (94)’= 904. 

H. D. 14 
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Assuming now for the numbers 90}, 94a, a’, we have, 
x* + 20 

95a + 20 

whence we derive 2 

} are both squares: and the difference =a («—9}4), 

Seat 
~ 152? 

1 

and (904, ss a ; fe : 3) is a solution. 

3. Given one number, to find three others such that any one of 

them or the product of any two, when added to the given number, pro- 

duces w square. 

Given number 5. Porism. If of two numbers each and their 

product together with the same number make squares, 

the two numbers arise from two consecutive squares. 

Assume then (x +3)’, (x+4)*, and put for the first number 
x’ +6x2+4, and for the second «*+8x+11, and let the 

- third equal twice their sum minus 1, or 4a° + 28a + 29. 

Therefore 4a°+ 28a + 34 =a square =(2”— 6)° say. 
1 

Hence . a= Fe) 

-and- at beds ae) is a solution. 
& * 678”. “S16 

4, Given one number, to find three others such that each, and 

the'product of any two exceed the given number by some square. 

Given number 6. Take two consecutive squares x, 2° + 2a+1, 

- add 6 to each, and let the first number = 2*+6, the 

second number = a + 2x + 7, the third being equal to twice 

the sum of first and second minus 1, or 4a? + 4a + 25. 

Therefore third minus 6 =4a? + 4a + 19 = square =(2a —6)’ say. 

Therefore 0 = = 

es 6729 ssi <2 guaran 
784’ 784’ 784 

[Observe in this problem the assumption of the Portsm numbered 
(1) above (pp. 122, 123).] 

5. To find three squares such that the product of any two, added 

to the sum of those two, or to the remaining one, gives a square. 

Porism. If any two consecutive squares be taken, and a third 
number which exceeds twice their sum by 2, these three 

and 
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numbers have the property of the numbers se by 

the problem. 

Assume as the first 2° + 2% + 1, and as the second a + 4a + 4. 

Therefore the third = 4° + 12% +12. 

cates 
Hence a? + 3a+3= a square = (a — 3)’ say, end o= 

25 64 196 

G Sirheits 

6. To find three numbers such that each exceeds 2 by a square, 

and the product of any two minus both, or minus the remaining 

one = a square. 

Add 2 to numbers found as in 5th problem. Let the first be 

x’ +2, the second «+ 2%+ 3, the third 4a°+ 4a + 6, and 

all the conditions are satisfied, except 

4a° + 40+ 6 —2 =a square = 4 (a — 2)? say. 

Therefore =i is a solution. 

Therefore e= ; ; 

and Gs aie a): is a solution. 25° 25° 25 " 

7. To find two numbers such that the sum of their product and 

the squares of both is a square. [Lemma to the following problem. | 

First number x, second any number (7), say 1. 

eis 
Hence x’ +«%+1=a square = (#— 2)’ say, and x= 

Therefore G - 1) is a solution, or (8, 5). 

8. To find three right-angled triangles‘ whose areas are equal. 

First find two numbers such that their product + sum of their 

squares =a square. i.e, 3, 5, as in the preceding problem 

[15 + 3° + 5? = 77). 

Now form three right-angled triangles from 

(7, 3), (7, 5), (7, 3+ 5), 

respectively, i.e. the triangles 

(77+ 3°, 7?- 3°, 2.7.3), ce. 

1 Le. rational right-angled triangles. As all the triangles which Diophantos 

treats of are of this kind, I shall sometimes use simply the word ‘‘triangle’’ to 
represent ‘‘rational right-angled triangle,” for the purposes of brevity, where 

the latter expression is of very frequent occurrence. 

14—2 
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and we have the triangles 

(40, 42, 58), (24, 70, 74), (15, 112, 113) 
and the area of each = 840. 

[7?-3*) 7.3=(7? -5*)7.5=(8?-7’) 8.7]. 
[’ For if ab+a?+b=c’, 

(c? — a*) ca= (c’ — 6°) cb = {(a + b)? —c*} (a + B)e, 
since each =abe (a + b)]. 

9. To find three numbers such that the square of any one + the 
sum of the three = a square. 

Since, in a right-angled triangle, (hypotenuse)’ + twice product 

of sides= a square, we make the three numbers hypotenuses, 
and the sum of the three four times the area. ; 

Therefore I must find three triangles having the same area, i.e. 

as in the preceding problem, 

(40, 42, 58), (24, 70, 74), (15, 112, 113). 
Therefore, putting for the numbers 58a, 74x, 113, their sum 

= 245x = four times the area of any one of the triangles 

= 33602", and «= Me 
96° 

406 518 791\. : 
Therefore (Fe > 96° =) is a solution. 

10. Given three squares, it is possible to find three numbers 

such that the products of the three pairs are respectively equal to 

those squares. 

Squares 4,9, 16. One number a, the second = the third ; 

and s7= 16, and «= 14. 

1 Nesselmann suggests that Diophantos discovered this as follows. Let 
the triangles formed from (n m), (q m), (r m) have their areas equal, 

therefore n (m*—n*)=q (m?—gq’)=r (r?—m?), therefore m*n —n'=mq — q°, 
73 -q3 

n-q 

Again, given (q m n), to find 7; : 

q (m? — q*)=r(r?—m?), and m?—- q?=n?+ng 
from above, therefore  (n?+nq)=r (r?—n?— ng —q?), 

mn — =n? +nq+q*. 

or g (n?+nr) +9? (n+r) =r (7?- n°). 

Dividing by r+n, qn+q?*=r2—rn, 

therefore (q+7r)n=17? - q’, 

and r=q+n. 
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Therefore the numbers are (14, . 8) : 

We observe that eee where 6= product of 2, 3, and 
4 

4=side of 16. 

Hence rule, Take the product of the sides, 2, 3, divide by the 

side of the third square, and divide 4, 9 again by the 
result, 

11. To find three numbers such that the product of any two 
+the sum of the three =a square. 

As in 9th problem, find three right-angled triangles having 
equal areas: the squares of the hypotenuses are 3364, 

5476, 12769. Now find as in 10th problem three num- 
bers, the products of pairs of which equal these squares, 

which we take because each + (4. area) or 3360 =a square; 
the three numbers then are 

4292 3277 4181 
Tar a 

It only remains that the sum = 33602". 

32824806 
Therefore “321949 x= 33602", 

32824806 
Therefore C= 407396640 3 

whence the numbers are known. 

12. To dwide unity into two parts such that if the same given 

number be added to either part the result will be a square. 

Condition. The added number must not be odd...... [the text of 
this condition is discussed on p, 129 and note. | 

Given number 6. Therefore 13 must be divided into two 

two squares so that each>6. Thus if I divide 13 into 

squares whose difference < 1, this condition is satisfied. 

Take = = 63, and I wish to add to 6} a small fraction which 

will make it a square, 

or, multiplying by 4, I wish to make = +26 a square, or 

262° + 1 =a square = (5x +1)’ say, 
whence «= 10, 
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Therefore to make 26 into a square I must add = E 

or to make 64 into a square I must add 

ie 1 28 = (3) 

1 

400’ 

400 * ¥ ~ \20 

Therefore I must divide 13 into two squares such that their sides 

' may be as nearly as possible equal to a . [mapiodrnrtos 

aywyy, above described, pp. 117—120.] 

- Now 13=27+3*% Therefore I seek two numbers such that 

51 9 
3 minus the first = =99? 8 the first =50° and 2 plus 

51 11 
the second = 9? 8° that the second = 0° 

I write accordingly (llw+ 2)’, (8-9)? for the required 

squares substituting x for 0 | 

Therefore the sum = 202a°-10x% + 13=13. 

257 258 

101’ 101’ 

and, subtracting 6 from the squares of each, we find as the 

parts of unity 

4843 5358 

(reer : aa 

5 
Hence ®=70]> and the sides are 

13. To divide unity into two parts such that, if we add given 
numbers to each, the results are both squares. 

Let the numbers be 2, 6, and let them be represented in the 

figure. Suppose DA=2, AB=1, BE=6, G@ a point in 

AB so chosen that DG, GH may both be squares, Now 

DE =9. 

D AGB E 

Therefore I have to divide 9 into two squares such that one of 

them lies between 2 and 3. 

Let the latter square be 2°. Therefore the second square 

= 9-2", where a’>2< 3, 

Take two squares, one > 2, the other < 3, [the former square 
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being the smaller], say oy ; ue . Therefore, if we can 

make x” lie between these, what was required is done. 

17 _ 

T2 ~12° 

Hence, in making 9 —«’ a square, we must find 

17 19 
12 "12° 

Put 9-2°=(3 — me)’, Therefore x= ee , which must be 

17_ 19 

79 ~ 12° 
Thus 72m>17m? +17, oes 367-17. 17= ar which’ is 

We must have “> 

2 + 31°, hence m is $ O2. Similly m is + 9°. 
os 

Let m=34. Therefore 9 — z= (3 ~ 52) ; 

84 
and t= 5 - 

7056 1438 1371 
Hence = F309? and the segments of 1 are (sa06 ° 508) 

14. To divide unity into three parts such that, if we add the same 

number to the three parts severally, the results are all squares. 

Condition. Given number must not be 2...... {Condition remarked 

upon above, pp. 130, 131.] . 
Given number 3. Thus 10 is to be divided into three squares 

such that each > 3, 

Take 2 of 10, or 34, and find « so that —, 3 + 33 may be a Square, 
9a 

or 30a? + 1 =a square = (57+ 1)’ say. 
Therefore e= 2, 

4 

Therefore we have to divide 10 into three squares each near to 

121 - ; 
36° [rapirdryros dywy%]. 

=a square. 

1 Te. the integral part of the root is +31, The limits taken are a fortiori 
limits as explained on p. 93, n. 3and 4, Strictly speaking, we could only say, 

taking integral limits, that ./1007<32, but this limit is not narrow enough to 

secure a correct result in the work which follows. 
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9 16 _ Q2 ees es Now 10= 3’+ 1°= the sum of the three squares 9, 5? 95° 

Comparing the sides 3 2 with = or (multiplying by 30) 5 
aT ig 

90, 18, 24 with 55, we must make each side approach 55. Ja 
Put therefore for the sides 

3 — 35a, Siw; 37a ig 

[35 =90 —55, 31=55-24, 37=55-18], 

we have the sum of the squares 

= 3555a° —- 1162+ 10=10, 

ae 116 
~ 8555’ 

and this solves the problem. 

Therefore 

15. To divide unity into three parts such that, if three given 

numbers be added, each to one of the parts, the results are all 

squares. 
Given numbers 2, 3, 4. Then I have to divide 10 into three 

squares such that the first > 2, the second > 3, the third 

>4. Let us add : unity to each, and find three squares 

whose sum is 10, the first lying between 2, 24, the 

second between 3, 34, and the third between 4, 44. 

Divide 10 into two squares, one of which lies between 2 and 23. 
Then this square minus 1 will give one of the parts of unity. 

Next divide the other square into two, one lying between 

3, 34; this gives the second part, and therefore the third. 

16. To divide a given number into three parts such that the 
sums of all pairs are squares. 

Number 10. Then since the greatest + the middle part 
=a square, &c., the sum of any pair is a square < 10, but 

twice the sum of the three =20. Therefore 20 is to be 

divided into three squares each of which <10. Now 
20=16+4. Therefore we must divide 16 into two 

squares, one of which lies between 6 and 10; we then 

have three squares each of which is < 10, and whose sum 

= 20, and by subtracting each of these squares from 10 

we get the parts required. 

[16 must be divided into the two squares by v. 13.] 
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17. To divide a given number into four parts such that the sum 
of any three is a square. 

Number 10. Then three times the sum = the sum of four 

squares. 

Hence 30 must be divided into four squares, each of which 

<10. If we use the method of zapicorys and make each 
near 74, and then subtract each square found from 10, we 

have the required parts. 

But, observing that 30=16+9+4+1, I take 4, 9 and divide 

17 into two squares each of which <10>7. Then sub- 
tract each of the four squares from 10 and we have the 

required parts. 

18. To find three numbers such that, if we add any one of them 
to the cube of their sum, the result is a cube. 

Let the sum be aw, the numbers 72’, 262°, 63a°. Hence, for the 

last condition, 96a°=a. But 96 is not a square. There- 

fore it must be replaced. Now it arises from 7 + 26 + 63. 

Therefore I have to find three numbers, each 1 less than a cube, 

whose sum is a square. Let the sides of the cubes be 

m+1, 2—m, 2, whence the numbers are 

m®> + 3m? + 3m, 7-12m+ 6m? —m*, 7, 

_and the sum = 9m*— 9m + 14=a square = (3m — 4)°, 
2 
15 ’ 

1538 18577 7 
3375’ 3375’ ° 

Therefore, putting the sum = 2, and the numbers of the problem 

1538 , 18577 
3375? 3375 

15. =e 3 

19. To find three numbers such that, if we subtract any one of them 
Srom the cube of the sum, the result is a cube. 

Therefore m= 

and the numbers are 

ay fs 

we find x therefore, &c. 

030 26:63" 5 
Let the sum be x, the numbers g%2 a7 Ms Gg: 

AST. gS 
Therefore T7398 % =%3 

but 4877 
1728 > a7 the sum of three cubes. 
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Therefore we must find three cubes, each <1, such that (3—their 

sum) = a square =2} say. Therefore we have to find three 

cubes whose sum is = as or we have to divide 162 

into three cubes. But 162= 125+ 64 — 27. 

Now (Porism) the difference of two cubes can be transformed 

inio the sum of two cubes. Having then found the three 

cubes we start again, 

and 2=2}2", so that a=%, which, with “the:-three oalien 
determines the result. 

20. To find three numbers such that, if we subtract the cube of 
their sum from any one of them, the result is a cube. 

Sum =a, and let the numbers be 22°, 92°, 282°, Therefore 

39a? = 1, and we must replace 39, which = sum of three 

cubes + 3. 

Therefore we must find three cubes whose sum +3= a 

square. 

Let their sides be m, 3—m, and any number, say 1. 

Therefore 9m’ +31 —-—27m=square =(3m—7)’ say, so that 

Mm = - , and the sides of the cubes are - = L 

Starting again, let the sum be a, and the numbers 

341 a“ 854 250 , 
725"? a5” 195°” 

25 5 
so that 14452? = 125, = Faq whi 3 

thus the numbers are known. 

21. To find three numbers, whose sum is a square, such that the 
cube of their sum added to any one of them gives a square. 

Let the sum be 2’, the numbers 32°, 8a°, 15a°. Therefore 

26x*=1; and, if 26 were a fourth power, this would 

‘give the result. 

To replace it by a fourth power, we must find three squares 

whose sum diminished by 3=a fourth power, or three 
numbers such that each increased by 1=a square, and 

the sum of the three =a fourth power. Let these be 
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m* —2m*, m? + 2m, m? — 2m [sum = m*]; then if we put m 
anything, say 3, 

the numbers are 63, 15, 3. 

Thus, putting for the sum 2’, and for the numbers 32°, 152°, 

632", x = =3° and the problem is solved. 

22. To find dives numbers whose sum equals a square, and such 

that the cube of the sum exceeds any one of them by a square. 

[Incomplete in the text. ] 

23. To divide a given fraction into three parts, such that each 

exceeds the cube of the sum by a square. 

Given fraction - Therefore each = . +asquare. Therefore 

the sum of the three=sum of three squares + — Gi° 

Therefore we have simply to divide — ES 64 into three squares. 

24. To find three squares such that their continued product 

added to any one of them gives a square. 

Let the “solid content” = x’, and we want three squares such 

that each increased by 1 gives a square. ‘They can be got 

from right-angled triangles by dividing the square of 

one of the sides about the right angle by the square of 
the other. Let the squares then be 

2 x", A x, Aid a 

Therefore the solid content = aa x, This = 2", 

Therefore a3 ead; 

but ee, is not a square. 

Thus we must find three right-angled triangles such that, 

e b’s are their bases, p’s are their perpendiculars, 

P,P.P,,0.0, = square; or assuming one triangle arbitrarily 

(3, 4, 5), we have to make 12p,p,6,b, a square, or oO 
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a square. “This is easy” (Diophantos*) and the triangles 

(3, 4, 5), (8, 15, 17), (9, 40, 41), 

satisfy the condition, 

and C= - ; 

25 256 9 
the squares then are Z? 1? ia) > 

25. To find three squares such that their continued product exceeds 
any one of them by a square. 

Let the ‘solid content” = z*, and let the numbers be got from 
right-angled triangles, being namely 

16 25 64 

25? 169”? 289°" 
Pee: a 

Therefore 5.13017 "= A; 

and the first side ought to be a square. 

As before, find three triangles, assuming one (3, 4, 5) such that 
hhh, P:P.P,= % square*, [letters denoting hypotenuses 

and bases], or such that 20 poe = a square. 
wil 

[For the rest the text is in a very unsatisfactory state. ] 

1 Diophantos does not give the work here, but merely the results. Moreover 
there is a mistake in the text of (5,12, 13) for (8, 15, 17), and the problem is not 

finished. 
Schulz works out this part of the problem thus: 
Find two right-angled triangles whose areas are in the ratio m:1. Let the 

sides of the first be formed from (2m+1, m-1), and of the second from (m+2, 

m-—1), so that two sides of the first are 4m*-—2m-—2, 3m*+6m and the area 
=6m* + 9m3 — 9m? — 6m. 

Two sides of the second are 2m?+2m-—4, 6m+3, and m times the area 

=6m*+9m?—9m?—6m. Now put e.g. m=3, therefore the first triangle is 
formed from 7, 2, viz. (28, 45, 53); second from 5, 2, viz. (20, 21, 29). 

2 Cossali remarks: ‘‘Construct the triangles (i, b, p) [i=ipotenusa], 

(eee: a a $0 1p) : 
b b 

(aos b.dbp—p (U8- 4p") p. dbp +b (02-4) _ 54 
6? b ’ b % FE and 

then Ami si] ee :p.dp. ota OE apeys, 
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26. To find three squares such that each exceeds their continued 

product by a square. 
Let the “solid content” = x, and the squares have to be found 

by means of the same dances as before. We put 252’, 

6252°, 147842" for them, &c. 

[Text again corrupt. | 

27. To find three squares such that the product of any two 

increased by 1 is a square. 
Product of first and second + 1 =a square, and the third is 

a square. 

Therefore solid content + each = a square; and the problem 

reduces to the 24th above. 

28. To find three squares such that the product of any two 

diminished by 1 is a square. 

[Same as 25th problem. | 

or the solid content of the three hypotenuses has to that of the three perpen- 
diculars the ratio of a square to a square. 

It is in his note on this imperfect problem that Fermat makes the error 
which I referred to above. He says on the problem of jinding two triangles such 
that the products of hypotenuse and one side of each have a given ratio ‘*This 

question troubled me for a long time, and any one on trying it will find it very 
difficult: but I have at last discovered a general method of solving it, 

“Let e.g. ratio be 2. Form triangles from (ab) and (ad). The rectangles 
under the hypotenuses and the perpendiculars are respectively 2ba*+2b%a, 
2da?+d’a, therefore since the ratio is 2, ba?+b®a=2(da*+d%a), therefore by 

transposition 2d? - 0? = ba? - 2da?; therefore, if ~ a 

problem will be solved. Therefore I have to find two cubes d?, b? such that 
2a3—b8 divided or multiplied by b-2d=a square. Let x+1, 1 be the sides, 
therefore 

be made a square, the 

243 — D3 = 223+ 6a2+6e+1, 2o-d=1-2, 
therefore 

(1 —2) (1+ 600+ 62? + 228) = 14 Sar — 4ee8 — 2art = square= ¢ et1-Fe), 
and everything is clear.” 

[Now Fermat makes the mistake of taking 2b-d instead of b-2d, and thus 
he fails to solve the problem. Brassinne (author of a Précis of Diophantos and 
Fermat) thinks to mend the matter by making (1+6x+6a*+2z2%)(1+22) a 
square, whereas, the quantity to be made a square is (1+ 6” + 6x? + 2x3) (—1-2z), 
The solution is thus incurably wrong.] ; 

Fermat seems afterwards to have discovered that his solution did not help to 
solve this particular problem of Diophantos, but does not seem to have seen that 

the solution is inconsistent with his own problem itself. 
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29. To find three squares such that unity diminished by the 
product of any two =a square. 

_ [Same as (26). ] 

‘~ 30. Given a number, find three squares such that the sum of any 

two together with the given number produces a square. 

Given number 15. Let one of the required squares =9. 

Therefore I must find two other squares, such that each 

+24=a square, and their sum +15=a square. Take 

two pairs of numbers whose product = 24, and let them 

be the sides of a right-angled triangle’ which contain 

the right angle, say ~ , 6x; let the side of one square be 

half the difference, or == ou. 

Again, take other factors a 8x, and half the difference 
x 

Rgds 4¢ = side of the other square, say. 
2a 

3 ar 2 ie 
Therefore (e - 42) + € - 30) + 15=a square, 

x x 
ge 

or f + 252° —-9 =a square = 252’ say. 

Therefore a=e , and the problem is solved. 

31. Given a number, to find three squares such that the sum of 

any pair exceeds the given number by a square. 

Given number 13. Let one of the squares be 25. Therefore 
we must seek two more such that each + 12 =a square, and 

(sum of both) — 13=a square. Divide 12 into products 

(82, =) and (4, :) , and let the squares be 

: 3 2 

(ea a) 
3\r 

Therefore (5 x =) + (22-5) —13=a square, 

64 64 or at 64 2? -25 =a square =—> say. 

Therefore «= 2, and the problem is solved. 

- 

1 Le. corresponding factors in the two pairs, in this case 6z, 82. 
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32. To find three squares such that the sum of their squares is a 

square. 

~~ ‘Let one be x’, the second 4, the third 9. Therefore 

’ x* +97 =a square = (#*°—10)? say. 

. Therefore ax, but 3.20 is not a square and must be 

replaced. . 

2 2 m’—p*-q Hence I have to find p*,.q’ and m such that Saag aati 

square. Let p?=2*, 9g? =4, and m=27+4. Therefore 
m? — pt— gq =(# + 4)? — 2-16 = 82°. Hence we must 

2 2 82 
have, =;—, = square, or : 

227 + 8 9 BEA 
Put 2 +4=(2+1)? say. 

=a square. 

Therefore z= : , and the squares are p® = - g° = 4, and 

m = =: or, taking 4 times each, p*=9, g?=16, m=25. 

Starting again, put the first square=<’, the second=9, the 

third = 16, whence the sum of the squares = x‘ + 337 
= (# — 25)’. 

Therefore. c= 7 . 

and Cz 9, 16) is a solution. 

33. [Epigram-problem). 
> 7 \ , , % ” Oxradpaxpovs kal mevtadpaxpous xo€éas tis euée, 

Tots mpomoAoicr mietv xpyor amotasdpevos. 

Kai tyjv amrédwxey vrtp mavrwv tetpaywvov, 
Tds émitaybeioas SeSapevov povadas, 

Kal rowotvra madw erepov oe pépew TeTpaywvov 

Kryodpevov mrevpay civOeua tav xoewv. 
9 8 , \ > 8 / al ee Qore diacrerAov tovs oKTadpaxpovs TOTO joav, 

Kai wads tovs Erepovs mat éye Tevredpaxpovs. 

Let the given number (éritayOcioar povddes) be 60. The 
meaning is: A man buys a certain number of ydes of 

wine, some at 8 drachmas, the rest at 5 each. He pays 

for them a sgware number of drachmas, And if we add 

60 to this number the result is a square whose side = the 
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whole number of xdes. Required how many he bought 
at each price. 

Let «=the whole number of xdes. Therefore a’ — 60 =the price 

paid, which is a square, (z—m)’ say. Now fof the price 

of the five-drachma xoes + of the price of the eight- 

drachma xées=a. We cannot have a rational solution 
1 1 

unless %> (x — 60) <5 (a* - 60). 

Therefore x > 5a + 60 < 8x + 60. 

Hence «?=5x+a number > 60, or a is’ + 11. 
Also x’ + 8% +60. 

Therefore x is + 12, so that x must lie between 11 and 12. 

But x — 60 = (a-—m)’, 
m* + 60 

therefore «= 5» Which > 11, <12, 

whence m +60 > 22m < 24m. 

From these we find, m is not > 21, and not < 19. 

Hence we put «?—60=(#- 20)’, 
and x = 11}. 
Thus xe? = 1321, x? - 60 =721, 

and 72} has to be divided into two numbers such that : of 

the first + 5 of the second = 11}. Let the first =. 

Therefore 5 + 5 (724 —z)=11}, 

32 ke 
or go = 114-92 = 35> 

5.79 
and z= TT . 

Therefore the number of xées at five-drachmas = = ‘ 

’ 59 
” ” ” eight 9 so 12° 

[At the end of Book v. Bachet adds 45 Greek arithmetical epi- 
grams collected by Salmasius, which however have nothing to do 

with Diophantos. | 

1 See pp. 90, 91 for an explanation of these limits. 
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BOOK VI. 

1. To find a rational right-angled triangle such that the hypote- 

nuse exceeds cach side by a cube. 

Suppose a triangle formed from the two numbers 2, 3. 

Therefore hypotenuse =x’?+ 9, perpendicular =6x, base =a — 9. 

Therefore by the question a* + 9 — (a* —9) should be a cube, or 

18 should be a cube, which it is not. Now 18=2. 3’, 

therefore we must replace the number 3 by m, where 

2m? =a cube ; i.e. m=2. 

Thus, forming the triangle from a, 2, viz. (a +4, 4x, «— 4), 

we must have «’—4”+4 a cube. 

Therefore (« — 2)? =a cube, or ~— 2=a cube=8 say. 
Hence «= 10, 

and the triangle is (40, 96, 104). 

2. To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of the 

hypotenuse and either side is a cube. 
Form a triangle as before from two numbers, and one of them 

must be a number twice whose square = a cube, ie. 2. 

Therefore, forming a triangle from a, 2, or (a +4, 4a, 4—«”) 

we must have # + 40+ 4 a cube, and a < 4. 

Hence «+ 2=a cube, which must be < 4 > 2= ah say. 
8 

Therefore x= . . 

: . (185 352 377 
and the triangle is (ez 64? 7) : 

3. To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of the area 

and a given number is a square. 
Let 5 be the given number, (3x, 4a, 5x) the triangle. 

Therefore 6x° + 5 = square = 9x" say. 

Hence 3x?=5, and ; is not a square ratio. 

Hence I must find a triangle and a number such that the 

difference of the square of the number and the area of 

Lae 2 1 
the triangle has to 5 a square ratio, 1. e. = 5 of a square. 

H. D. 15 
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Form a triangle from a, 3 then the area = aa, and let the 

101 1 2.5 
number = # + =? 80 that 4.5 Se fost of a square, 

2 

or, 4.25+ ea square = (10 + °) say. 
x 

Whence Ws = d 

. 24 5 
The triangle must therefore be formed from 5? 94? 

and the number is a ‘ 

Put now for the original triangle (ha, px, bx), where (hpb) is 
24 5 pba? 170569 

the triangle formed from — Boy? and “3+ 5 =-3600- x", 

and we have the solution. 

4. To find a right-angled triangle such that its area exceeds a 

given number by a square. 

Number 6, triangle (3a, 4a, 52). 

Therefore 6a* — 6 = square = 4a" say. 
Hence, as before, we must find a triangle and a number such 

that the area of the triangle — (number)? =4 of a square. 

Form the triangle from m, “8 

Therefore its area =m" — a and let the number be m— <a 

Hence 6 (6 - *)= a square, 

or, 36m*- 60=a square = (6m-— 2)’. 

Therefore m= a and the triangle must be formed from (. 3) 

the number being = : 

We now start again, and the rest is obvious. 

5. “To find a right-angled triangle such that a given number 

exceeds the area by a square. 

Number 10, triangle (3x, 4a, 5a). Therefore 10—62°=a 
square, 
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and a triangle and a number must be found such that (number)? 

+area of triangle = ss ofa square. Form a triangle from 

m, = and let the number be 2 + 5m. 

Therefore 260m” + 100 =a square, 

or 65m? + 25 = a square = (8m + 5)? say. 

Therefore m = 80. 

The rest is obvious. 

6. To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of the area 

and one side’ about the right angle is a given number. 

Given number 7, Triangle (3x, 4a, 52), 

therefore — 6a? + 3a=7. 

To solve this, (5) +6.7 not being a square, is not possible. 

Hence we must substitute for (3, 4, 5) a right-angled triangle 

such that (SS ey +7 times the area=a square, Let 

one side be «, the other 1. } 

Therefore : e+ : =a square, 

or l4n+l=a enkel 

Also, since the triangle is rational, «°+1=a square) ’ 

Now the difference = 2 - 14ua=a(x-14). Therefore, putting 

7? =14%+1, we have «= eh Therefore the triangle is 
7 

=e 1, 7) or we may make it (24, 7, 25). 

Going back, we take as the triangle (24x, 7a, 252). 

Therefore 842° + 7x=7, and «= 2 

Hence the triangle is (6, ; 5 7) é 

7. To find a right-angled triangle such that its area exceeds one 

of its sides by a given number. 

1N.B. For brevity and distinctness I shall in future call the sides about 
the right angle simply “sides,” and not apply the term to the hypotenuse, which 

- will always be called “hypotenuse.” 

15—2 
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Given number 7. ‘Therefore, as before, we have to find a 

one side\? r) 
=a square, i.e, the triangle (7, 24, 25). 

Let the triangle of the problem be (7, 24a, 252). 

Therefore 842° — 7x =7, and «= 

8. To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of its area 

and both sides=a given number. 

Number 6. Again I have to find a right-angled triangle such 

+7 times area right-angled triangle such that ( 

M4 2 

that mas) +6 times area=a square. Let m, 

$ m+1\? m Im 1 
1 be the sides; therefore ( 5 ) 3m = + +7 ee 

square, and m*+1=a square. 
Therefore m’?+14m+1 

ae i} are both squares, 

and the difference = 2m. 7. 

45 
Therefore a eA8 

‘38 ; . (45 53 
and the subsidiary triangle is (Ge Ls 5) or (45, 28, 53). 

Assume now for the triangle of the problem (45a, 282, 53a). 

Therefore 630x* + 73x = 6, 

and « is rational. 

9. To find a right-angled triangle such that its area exceeds 
the sum of both sides by a given number. 

Number 6. As before we find subsidiary triangle (28, 45, 53). 

Therefore, taking for the required triangle (28x, 45x, 53x), we 

find 6302? — 73a = 6, 

6 
and c= 35° 

10. To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of its area, 

hypotenuse, and one side is a given number. 

Given number 4. Assuming ha, pa, ba, pe + hae + be = 4, 

and in order that this equation may have a rational solu- 

tion I must find a triangle such that 

‘Ga + one side 
2 

5 ) + 4 times area=a square. 
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Make a right-angled triangle from m, m+1. Therefore 

hypotenuse + one side\? (2m? + 2m+1+2m+1\? 

eres) 
= m* + 4m*+ 6m? + 4m+1 

and 4 times area = 4m (m + 1) (2m +1) 
which = 8m? + 12m? + 4m. 

Therefore 

m* + 12m? + 18m? + 8m +1 =a square = (m? + 6m — 1)’ say. 

Hence m=F5 

and the triangle must be formed from ( ; 7)» or (5, 9). 

Thus we must assume for the triangle of the problem the 
similar triangle (28x, 45x, 53x), and 6302 + 8le=4. 

4 
105° 

1l. To find a right-angled triangle such that its area exceeds the 

sum of the hypotenuse and one side by a given number. 

Number 4. As before, by means of the triangle (28, 45, 53) 

Therefore x= 

we get 6302 — 8lxz = 4, 

Therefore Gx : ; 

12. To find a right-angled triangle such that the difference of 

its sides is a square, and also the greater alone is a square, and, 

thirdly, its area + the less side =a square. 

Let the triangle be formed from two numbers, the greater side 

being twice their product. Hence I must find two 

numbers such that twice their product is a square and also 

exceeds the difference of their squares by a square. This 

is true for any two numbers of which the greater = twice 

the less. 

Form then the triangle from x, 2”, and two conditions are 

fulfilled, The third condition gives 6a*+3a°=a square, 
or 6z°+3=a square. Therefore we must seek a number 

such that six times its square with 3 produces a square, 

ie. 1, and an infinite number of others. 

_ Hence the triangle required is fofmed from 1, 2. 

Lemma, Given two numbers whose sum is a square, an infinite 

number of squares can be found which by multiplication with one of 
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the given ones and the addition of the other to this product give 

squares. ; 

Given numbers 3, 6. Let 2*+2a+1 be the square required, 

which will satisfy 

3 (a + 2a+1)+6=a square, or 3° + 62+9=a square. 

This indeterminate equation has an infinite number of 

solutions. | 

13. To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of its area 

and either of its sides = a square. 

Let the triangle be (5x, 12x, 132). 

Therefore 30a°+12x%=a square = 362" say. 

Therefore 6x2 = 12, and x=2. 

But 30x? + 5a is not a square when x=2. Therefore I must 

find a square m*a* to replace 36a° such that the value 

reat 0 of x is real and satisfies 30a° + 5a =a square. 

is gi Tear 60m? + 2520 
This gives by substitution =A 60m x 900 = S1UAre. 

Therefore 60m’? +2520=a square. If then [by Lemma] we 
had 60 m’ + 2520 equal to a square, the equation could be 

solved, 

Now 60 arises from 5, 12, ie. from the product of the sides 

of (5, 12, 13); 2520 is the continued product of the 
area, the greater side and the difference of the sides 

[30.12.12—5]. 

Hence we must find a subsidiary triangle such that the pro- 
duct of the sides + the continued product of greater side, 

difference of sides and area = a square. 

Or, if we make the greater side a square, we must have [dividing 

by it], less side + product of difference of sides and area 
=a square. Therefore we must, given two numbers 

(area and less side), find some square such that if we 
multiply it by the area and add the less side, the result is 

asquare. This is done by the Lemmas’ and the auxiliary 

triangle is (3, 4, 5). 

1 Diophantos has expressed this rather curtly. If (h p b) be the triangle 
(b>p), we have to make bp+4bp.(b—p)b 

a square, or if b is a square, p+% bp (b—p) must be a square. 
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Thus, if the original triangle is (3x, 4x, 5x), 

we have 620? + =f soe hak 
Ga? + 3a oth squares, 

Let e= eee be the solution of the first equation. 

Therefore the second gives = + aes a square. 
m*—12m? +36 m?—6 : 

Hence 12m? + 24 =a square, 

and we must find a square such that twelve times it + 24=a 

square [as in Lemma]. 

Therefore m* = 25, 

and nao. 

12 16 i): 
Therefore the triangle required is (i: 19’ 19 

14, To find a right-angled triangle such that its area exceeds 

either side by a square. 

The triangle found as before to be similar to (3, 4, 5), ie. 

(3a, 4a, 52). 

Therefore  6x° — 4a =square = m? (<6). 

Hence os ses : 

d G a -% a =a square, or 24 + 12m? =a square. 

Let m = 1 say. 

Therefore Os = ; 

and the triangle is (F 4) : 

Or, putting m=2+1, we find 32’+6z2+9=a square, and 

xe, etl de, so that x is rational. 

This relation can be satisfied in an infinite number of waysif b= >p isa square, 

and also p+4 bp. 
Therefore we have to find a triangle such that greater side= square, difference 

of sides=square, less side + area = square. 

Form the triangle from (a, b), therefore greater side =2ab, which is a square, 

‘if a=2b, difference of sides =4b?-30?= a square, less side + area =30?+60?= 

a square. 
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15. To find a right-angled triangle such that its area exceeds 

either the hypotenuse or one side by a square. 

Let the triangle be (3a, 4a, 5x), 

Therefore 6a? — 5 rae 
Ga? — Bont ate both squares. 

Making the latter a square, we find «= te Son?’ (m? <6). 
Fas 

Therefore from the first sis “15 = om} (6 = m) asi 6 — mm: & square, Vie 

15m? — 36 =a square. ff 

This equation we cannot solve, since 15 is not the a dé two 

squares. / 

Now 15m*=the product of a square less than the/ asia the 

hypotenuse, and one side; 36=the continued pooh of 

the area, one side, and the difference between the hypote- 

nuse and that side, 

Hence we must find a right-angled triangle and a square such 

that the square is <6, and the continued product of the 

square, the hypotenuse of the triangle, and one side of tt 

exceeds the continued product of the area, the said side 

and the difference between the hypotenuse and that side by 

a square. 

[Lacuna and corruption in text’]. 

Form the triangle from two “similar plane numbers” [numbers 

of the form ab, abc’, say 4, 1. This will satisfy the con- 

ditions, and let the square be 36. (< area.) 

The triangle is then (8x, 15x, 172). 
Therefore 60x° — 8a = 36x" say. 

Thus t= ; , 

and the triangle is (: 5, 3) : 

1 Schulz works out the subsidiary part of this problem thus, or rather only 
proves the result given by Diophantos that the triangle must be formed from 

two ‘similar plane numbers”’ a, ab? [i.e. a. 1 and ab. b.]; and hyp. h=a*b++a?, 
greater side g=a*b4—a?, less side k=2a*b”, area f=4kg. Now 

h—k=a*b4 — 2a*b? + a?= (ab? - a)’, y 

a square; and hkz*—kf (h—k) is a square if z2=4(h—k) k, for, if we then divide L 
by the square h-k and twice by the square 4k, we get 2 (h-g)=4a‘, which is a“ 

square. - f 
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16. Given two numbers, if some square be multiplied by one of 

them, and the other be subtracted, the result being a square, then 

another square can be found greater than the first square which has 

the same property. [Zemma to the following problem. | 

Numbers 3, 11, side of square 5, so that 3.25-11=64=a 

square. Let the required square be (a+ 5)’. 

Therefore 

3 (a + 5)’— 11 = 32° + 30x+ 64=a square = (8 — 2x)” say. 
Hence x = 62, 
The side of the square = 67, and the square itself = 4489. 

17. To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of the area 

and either the hypotenuse or one side = a square. 

We must first seek a triangle (4, k, g) and a square 2* such 

that hkz’ — ka (hk) =a square, and z’> a, the area. 

Let the triangle be formed from 4, 1, and the square be 36, but, 

the triangle being (8, 15, 17), the square is not > area. 

Therefore we must find another square to replace 36 by 

the Lemma in the preceding. But 

hk = 136, ka (h —k) = 480.9 = 4320. 

Thus 36.136 —4320=a square, and we want to find a larger 

square (m*) than 36 such that 136m’ — 4320 =a square. 

Putting m=2z+ 6, (x? +122 + 36) 136 — 4320 = square, 

or, 1362? + 16322 + 576 =a square = (nz — 24)’ say. 

This equation has any number of solutions, of which one 

gives 676 for the value of (z + 6)* [putting n= 16]. 
Hence, putting for the triangle (87, 15x, 17x), we get 

60a? + 8a = 6762". 

vad 
(i 

18. To find a right-angled triangle such that the line bisecting an 

acute angle is rational. 

Therefore 

A 
hyp 

5x 4x 

3a0 
CG 3-32 DR 

Let the bisector (A D) = 5x and one section of the base (DB) 3x, 

so that the perpendicular = 4a. 
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Let the whole base be some multiple of 3, say 3. Then 

CD=3 — 3a. 

But, since AD bisects the 2 BAC, the hypotenuse = 53 — 32), 

therefore the hypotenuse = 4 — 4a. 

Hence 162°- 32a+16=162°+9, and x= 3 ; 

Multiplying throughout by 32, the perpendicular = 28, the base 

= 96, the hypotenuse = 100, the bisector = 35. 

19. Zo find a right-angled triangle such that the swm of its area 

and hypotenuse = a square, and its perimeter =a cube. 

Let the area =, the hypotenuse = some square minus w, say 

16—a; the product of the sides= 2x. Therefore, if one 

of the sides be 2, the other is x, and the perimeter = 18, 

which is not a cube. 

Therefore we must find a square which by the addition of 2 

becomes a cube. 

Let the side of the square be (x +1), and the side of the cube 
| (#—1). 
Therefore x* — 3° + 3a—1=a? + 2x +3, from which «=4. 

Hence the side of the square is 5, and of the cube 3. 

Again, assuming area=a, hypotenuse = 25—~«, we find that 
the perimeter =a cube (sides of triangle being «, 2). 

But (hypotenuse)’ =sum of squares of sides. 
Therefore x? — 50x+ 625 =a" +4, 

} _62l an t= 

20. To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of its area 

and hypotenuse =a cube, and the perimeter =a square. 
Area x, hypotenuse some cube minus a, sides x, 2. 

Therefore we have to find a cube which by the addition of 2 

becomes a square. Let the side of the cube= m-—1. 
2 

Therefore m*— 3m’ +3m+1=a square= (5 m + 1) say. 
2 

3 

Thus m iat and the cube -(z ; 
+ 4 

Put then the area a, the sides # and 2, the hypotenuse se — %. 

49 13 . ; 
Therefore ( - ) =a" +4 gives a. 

64 
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To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of its area 
and one side is a square and its perimeter is a cube. 

22. 

Make a right-angled triangle from z, x +1. 

Therefore the perpendicular = 2%+1, the base = 2a°+ 2a, the 

hypotenuse = 2a + 2a+ 1. 
First, 4x° + 62 +2=a cube, or (4x + 2)(a+1)=a cube. If we 

divide all the sides by «+1 we have to make 47+ 2 

a cube. 

Secondly, area + perpendicular = a square. 

20° + 30° +0 2e+1 

(+l wr 
200° + Da? + 4a +1 

xv’ +2e+1 

But 4¢+2=acube. Therefore we must find a cube which is 

double of a square. 

Therefore =a square, 

Hence = 2x+ 1 =a square, 

Therefore 2e+1=4, x= & 

g 20, In) 
Bo oe 8 

To find a right-angled triangle such that the sum of its 

and the triangle is ( 

area and one side is a cube, while its perimeter is a square. 

23. 

Proceeding as before, we have to make 

4a +2 a square 

2x2 +1 a cube \ 
7 

Therefore the cube = 8, the square = 16, «= 5? 

16 63 3) 
and the triangle is C > 9° 9 

To find a right-angled triangle such that its perimeter is a 

square, and the swum of its perimeter and area is a cube. 

Form a right-angled triangle from , 1. 

Therefore the sides are 2x, «*-— 1, and the hypotenuse x’ + 1. 

Hence 2z° + 2x should be a square, and a* + 2a:° + « a cube. 

It is easy to make 2a°+ 2x a square: let it = m’*x’. 

Therefore «= and from the second condition 
2 

m? — 2? 
8 8 2 

(m?— 2)°* (m= 25° * m*—2 
2m 4 

must be a cube, i.e. (i — 2p =a cube, 
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Therefore 2m*=a cube, or 2m=a cube =8 say. 

1 1 

14° 7 49° 
But for one side of the triangle we have to subtract 1 from 

this, which is impossible. 

Therefore I must find another value of x > 1: so that 

m>2<4, 

And I must find a cube such that } of the square of it 
>2<4, 

Let it be ~’, so that n°>8<16, This is satisfied by 

“= = n= ou! 
64 ’ g:- 

Pacts [iene eS 512 , 
Therefore m= Te? ™ =a56° ®=a17? and the square of this 

Thus m= 4, «= » and 2” = 

>1. Thus the triangle is known. 

24. To find a right-angled triangle such that its perimeter is a 
cube and the sum of tts perimeter and area =a square. 

(1) We must first see how, given two numbers, a triangle 

may be formed whose perimeter =one of the numbers, 

and whose area = the other. 

Let 12, 7 be the numbers, 12 being the perimeter, 7 the area. 

Therefore the product of the sides = 14 = : . 14a. 

Thus the hypotenuse = 12 — : — l4a. 

Therefore from the right-angled triangle 

172 + £41960? - 3362-24 = 1 + 19622, 
x 2s x 

we 172 - 3360—>* =0. 
This equation gives no rational solution, unless 86° — 24 . 336 

is @ square. 

But 172 = (perimeter)’ + 4 times area, 24.336 =8 times area 
multiplied by (perimeter)’. 

(2) Let now the area =a, the perimeter = any number which 
is both a square and a cube, say 64. 

2 2 

Therefore (“ 5 =) 

or, 4a°- 24576 + 4194304 —a square, 

—8. 64°. must be a square, 
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Therefore x — 6144a + 1048576 is a square. 

Also e+ 64 isa og, 

To solve this double equation, multiply the second equation 

by such a square as will make the absolute term the same 

as in the first, Then, taking the difference and factors, 

&c., the equations are solved. 

[In the text we find etcwcAw cor of dpOyoi, which, besides 

being ungrammatical, would seem to be wrong, in that 

apo is used in an unprecedented manner for povades. ] 

25. To find a right-angled triangle such that the square of its 

hypotenuse = the sum of a square and its side, and the quotient 

obtained by dividing the (hypotenuse)’ by one side of the triangle = 

the sum of a cube and its side. 

Let one of the sides be a, the other 2’. 

Therefore (hypotenuse)? =the sum of a square and its side, 
ea at + a 

=a cube + its side. 

Lastly, «* +? must be a square, 

Therefore x’ + 1 =a square =(« — 2)’ say. 

Therefore «= 7 , and the triangle is found. 

26. To find a right-angled triangle such that one side is a cube, 

the other = the difference between a cube and its side, the hypotenuse 

=the sum of a cube and its side. 

Let the hypotenuse = x + a, one side = #*°— a. 

Therefore the other side = 2a’ =a cube. 

Therefore v= 2, 

and the triangle is (6, 8, 10). 



TRACT ON POLYGONAL NUMBERS. 

1, All numbers, from 3 onwards in order, are polygonal, con- 
taining as many sides as units, e.g. 3, 4, 5, &e. 

“ As a square is formed from the multiplication of a number ~ 

by itself, so it was proved that any polygonal multiplied 

by a number in proportion to the number of its sides, 

with the addition to the product of a square also in pro- 

portion to the number of the sides, became a square. 

This we shall prove, first showing how a polygonal num- 

ber may be found from its side or the side from a given 

polygonal number.” 

2. If there are three numbers equally distant from each other, 

then 8 times the product of the greatest and the middle + the square of 

the least =a square whose side is (greatest + twice middle number). 

Let the numbers be AB, BG, BD (in fig.) we have to prove 
8 (AB)(BG) + (BD)? = (AB + 2BGE)’. 

TGinsnge A socseoes B.D... 

Now AB= BG+ GD. 
Therefore 

8AB.BG=8 (BG? + BG. GD) =4AB. BG +4BG°+4BE. GD. 
and 4BG@'.GD+DB’= AB’ [for AB=BG'+ GD, DB=BG-GD), 
and we have to seek how 45°+44B. BG +456" can be made 

a square. 
Take AE = BG. 
Therefore 4AB. BG =4AB. AE. 

This together with 4BG° or 442” makes 4BH. HA, and this 
together with AB’ = (BE + LA)’ =(AB + 2BG)?’. 

3. If there are any numbers in a.p. the difference of the greatest 

' and the least > the common difference im the ratio of the number of 

terms diminished by 1. 
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Let AB, BG, BD, BE...be in avr. 

B.A.uG.D.WE 

Therefore we must have, difference of AB, BH= (difference of 

AB, BG) x (number of terms — 1). 

AG, GD, DE are all equal. Therefore HA = AG x (number 
of the terms AG, GD, D#)= AG x (number of terms in 
series — 1), 

Therefore &ec. 

Tf there wre any numbers in A.P. (greatest + least) x number of 

terms = double the sum of all. [2s=n(l+a).] 

Let the numbers be A, B, C, D, E, F. 

(A + /) x the number of them shall be twice the sum. 

A.B.C.D.E.F 
H.L.M.E...4 

The number of terms is either even or odd; and let their 

number be the number of units in HG. 

First, let the number be even. Divide HG into two equal 
parts at K. 

Now the difference of #, D =the difference of C, A. 

5. 

Therefore /+A=C+D, but f+ A=(f+ 4) AL. 
Hence C+D=(F+A) LM, E+ B=(F +4) MK. 
Therefore A+B+...=(f+4) HK. 
And (f+ A) HG =twice (A+ B+...) 

Secondly, let the number of terms be odd, A, B, CO, D, £, 

and let there be as many units in FH as there are terms, &e. 

6. 

A.B.C.D.E 
F.G.K.H 

If there are a series of numbers beginning with 1 and increas- 

ing in A.P., then the sum of all x eight times the common difference 

+ the square of (common difference —-2)=a square, whose side dimin- 

ished by 2=the common difference multiplied by a number, which 

increased by 1 is double of the number of terms. 

[Let the a.p. be 1, 1+a, ... l+n-1.a. 

Therefore we have to prove 

s. 8a + (a— 2)? = {a (20 — 1) + 2}, 
Le. 8as = 4a°n? — 4 (a — 2) na, 

or 28 = an? - (a - 2)n=n(24+n-1a)]. 
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Proof. Let AB, GD, HZ be numbers in A.P. starting from 1. 

Let HT contain as many units as there are terms including 1. 

Difference between HZ and 1 = (difference between A Band 1) 

x a number 1 less than H7' [Prop. 3]. 
Put AK, EL, HM each equal to unity. 

Therefore LZ=MT. KB. 

Take XW = 2 and inquire whether the sum of all x eight times 

KB + square on VB makes a square whose side diminished 

by 2= KB x sum of H7, 7M. 

Sum of all =5 product (7#+ #£L). HT = : (LZ + 2EL) HT, 

and LZ= MT. KB from above. 

Therefore the sum = : (KB. MT. TH+ 2TH), 

or, bisecting U7 at X, the sum= KB. TH. TX+ HT. 

Thus we inquire whether 

KB.TH.TX.8KB+8KB. HT + square on NB 

is @ square. 

Now SHY. TX AS = th oT eR: ee, 

and 8KB.HT=4HM. KB+4(HT+T7M) KB. 

Therefore we must see whether 

4,.HT7.7M. KB’ +4HM.KB+4(AT+TM) KB+ NE 

is @ square. 

But 4HM .KB=2KB. NE, 

and 2KB.NK+ NB = KB + KN’*, 

and again BK* = HM". BR*, 
and HM*. BK’? + 4HT.7M. BK*=(HT + TMY BR’. 

Hence our expression becomes 

(AT +7M) BR? +4 (HT +7TM) KB+ KN* 

A.K..N...B—R 
H.M—xX—T 

or, putting (77+ 7M) BK=NR, NR’+4NR+ KN* 
and 4NR=2NR. NE. 

Therefore the given expression is a square whose side is RX, 
and RK-~2=WNR, which is KB(H7T+T7M), 
and H7'+ 7M +1= twice the number of terms. 

Thus the proposition is proved. 
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7. Let HT+TM=A, KB=B. 

K, v7) 

| 
T 

Therefore square on A x square on B=square on G, where 

G=(HT+TM) KB. 

Let DE =A, HZ = B, in a straight line. 

Complete squares D7’, HL, and complete 7'Z. 

Then DHE : EZ=DT7T: TZ, and TH : EK=T72Z : EL. 

Therefore 7'Z is a mean proportional between the two squares, 

Hence the product of the squares = the square of 7’Z, and 

DT =(HT +TM)*, ZK =square on KB. 

Thus the product (47+T7M)’. KB = NR’. 

8. If there are any number of terms beginning from | in A.P. 

the sum is a polygonal number, for it has as many angles as the common 

difference increased by 2 contains units, and its side = the number 

of terms including the term 1. 

The numbers being represented in the figure, gir of series 
multiplied by 8X B) + VB? = REK*. 

0.A4.K..N...B——RG——D E.L—Z 

H.M—-x——_T 

Therefore, taking another unit 40, KO = 2, KN = 2, and 

OB, BK, BN are in arithmetical progression, so that 

8.0B.BK + BN’ =(0B+2BK)’, 

[Prop. 2], and OB + 2BK-OK=3KB and 3+1=2.2, 
or 3 is one less than the double of the common difference 

of OL, BR, BN. 

Now as the sum of the terms of the progression, including unity, 

H. D. 16 
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is subject to the same laws as OB’, while OB is any number 
and OB always a polygonal (the first term being AO [1] 
and AB the term next after it) whose side is 2, it follows 
that the sum of all terms in the progression is a polygonal 

equiangular to OB, and having as many angles as there 

are units in the number which exceeds by OX, or 2, the 
difference KB, and the side of it is HZ’ which = number 

of terms, including 1. 

And thus is demonstrated what is said in Hypsikles’ definition. 

If there are any numbers increasing from unity by equal 
intervals, when the interval is 1, the sum of all is a tri- 

angular number: when 2, a square: when 3, a pentagon and 

soon. And the number of angles = 2 + common difference, 

the side = number of terms including 1. 

So that, since we have triangles when the difference = 1, the 
sides of them will be the greatest term in each case, and 
the product of the greatest term and the greatest term 

increased by 1 = twice the triangle. 

And, since OB is a polygonal and has as many angles as 
units, and when multiplied by 8 times (itself - 2) and 
increased after multiplication by the square of (itself — 4) 
[i.e. V.B*] it becomes a square, the definition of polygonal 

numbers will be : 

Every polygonal multiplied 8 times into (number of angles 
— 2) +square of (number of angles — 4) =a square. 

The Hypsiklean definition being proved, it remains to show 

how, given the sides, we may find the numbers. __ 

Now having the side #7’ and the number of angles we know 

also KB, therefore we have (H7’+T7MU) KB=NR. 
Hence KR is given [VK = 2]. 

1 This result Nesselmann exhibits thus. Take the arithmetical progression 

1, b+1, 204+1...(n-1) +1. 

If s is the sum, 88b + (b- 2)?=[b (2n-1) +2]. 

If now we take the three terms b — 2, b, b+2, also in A.P., 

8b (b+ 2)+(b-2)?=[(b+2) + 207 

= (3b +2)?. 
Now b+2 is the sum of the first two terms of first series; and 3=2.2—1, 

therefore 3 corresponds to 2n-1. 
Hence s and b+ 2 are subject to the same law. 
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Therefore we know also the square of KR. Subtracting from 
it the square of WB, we have the remaining term 
which = number x 8KB. 

Similarly given the number we can find the side. 

9. Rule. To find the number from the side. 

Take the side, double it, subtract 1, and multiply the remainder 

by (number of angles—2), Add 2 to the product, and 
from the square of the number subtract the square of 

(number of angles — 4). Dividing the remainder by 8 

times (number of angles —2), we find the required 

polygonal, 

To find the side from the number. Multiply it by 8 times 

(number of angles — 2), add to the product the square of 

(number of angles —4). We thus get a square. Subtract 

2 from the side of this square and divide remainder by 

(number of angles —2). Add 1 to quotient and half the 

result is the side required. 

10. [A fragment. ] 

- Given a number, to find in how many ways it can be a polygonal. 

Let AB be the given number, 2G the number of angles, and 
in BE take GD = 2, GH=4. 

A,T——B——E,.D,.G——K 

Z—_H 

Therefore, since the polygonal AB has BG angles, 
8AB. BD + BH’ =a square = ZH” say. 

Take in AB the length A7’=1. 

Therefore 8A4B.BD=4AT.BD+4(AB+ TB) BD. 

Take DK =4(AB+TB), 
and for 4AT,.BD put 2BD. DE. 

Therefore ZH?=KD.BD+2BD.DE+BE’, 
but 2BD. DE + BE’ = BD’ + DE’. 

Hence Z4H*=KD.BD + BD’ + DE’, 

and KD.BD+ BD? =KB. BD. 

Thus ZH? =KB. BD + DE’, 
and, since DK =4 (AB+ 7B), DK>4AT > 4, and half 4=DG, 

GK > GD. 
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Therefore, if DK is bisected at L, L will fall between @ and K, 
and the square on LB=LD*+ KB. BD. 

A,T——B—E..D..G——L——_K 

Z——_H——_N——_MU 

Therefore ZH’ = BI? —- LD’ + DE’, 

or ZH’ + DL? = BL’ + DE’, 
and LD’ ~ DE? = LB ~ ZH’. 
Again since HD= DG and DG is produced to L, 

EL.LG+GD*= DL’. 
Therefore DL’-DG*®=DLI’?- DE’ =EL. Lé. 
Hence EL. LG= LB’ ~ ZH’. 
Put ZM = BL (BL being > ZH). 

Therefore 7M/*— ZH? =HL .LG; but DK is bisected in L, 

so that DL =2(AB+ BT); and DG=2AT. 

Therefore GZ=4BT7,and BT'= ; GL, 

but also AT (or 1)= : EG (or 4). 

Therefore AB =; EL, but TB also = GL. 

Hence AB .TB= “e: EL. LG, 

or EL .LG=16AB. BT. 

Thus 1648. BT=MUZ* -—-ZH’*=MH'*+2ZH. HM. 

Therefore HW is even. 

Let it be bisected in J....... 

[Here the fragment ends.] 
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VI. 
plgy of Nikomachos, 151 

Rodet, L., 29 n., 59, 60, 61, 62, 75—76, 

91 n., 92, 184, 151, 155 
Rosen, editor of Mohammed ibn Masa, 

q. Vv. 

Salmasius, Claudius, 19 n., 224 

Saunderson, Nicholas, 52 n., 133 

Scholia on Diophantos, 38, 39, 135 

Schulz, 55 and passim 
Series, arithmetical; summation of, 

239—240 

shai, 150 
* Side-numbers,” 142 

Simultaneous equations, how treated 
by Diophantos, 80, 89, 113, 140 

Sirmondus, Jacobus, 19 n., 20 

Square root, how expressed by Dio- 
phantos, 93 n. 

Stevin, 3, 55 
Struve, Dr J. and Dr K. L., 142 n. 

Subsidiary problems, 81, 86 ; examples 

of, 97, 110, 111 
Subtraction, Diophantos’ symbol for, 

66 n., 71—73; Tartaglia’s, 78 n.; 

Bombelli’s, 45 
Suidas, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 45 

Supersolida, 71 
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Sursolides, 71 

Suter, Dr Heinrich, 28 n., 50, 53 n. 

Symbols, algebraic: see plus, minus, 

&e, 

tafsir on Diophantos, 40 
Tannery, Paul, 6, 7, 9 n., 10, 13, 14, 

15, 16, 183, 139, 142—146 
tanto, Bombelli’s use of, 45 

Tarikh Hokoma, 41 

Tartaglia, 43, 78 n. 
Theon of Alexandria, 8 n., 10, 11, 12, 

13, 38 
Theon of Smyrna, 6, 135, 142 

Thrasyllos, 15 
Thymaridas, 140 
Translations of Diophantos, see Chap- 

ter 111. 

Unknown quantity and its powers in 
Diophantos, 57—69, 139—140; in 

other writers, 45, 68, 70, 71 n., 150, 
151, 157, 158; Diophantos’ devices 

for remedying the want of more than 

one sign for, 80—82, 89, 179 

Urapéts, 29 n., 71, 137 n. 

Usener, Hermann, 12 n. 

Variable, devices for remedying the 
want of more than one symbol for a, 
80—82, 89, 179 

Vieta, 52, 68, 78 n., 123—124 

Vossius, 3, 21 n., 56 

Wallis, 70 n., 71, 138 

Wopcke, 24, 25, 26, 155 

Xylander, 45—51 and passim 

Zensus, 68 

Zetetica of Vieta, 52 
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- PUBLICATIONS OF 

Che Cambridge Anthersitp Press. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, &c. 

THE CAMBRIDGE PARAGRAPH BIBLE of the Au- 
thorized English Version, with the Text Revised by a Collation of its 
Early and other Principal Editions, the Use of the Italic Type made 
uniform, the Marginal References remodelled, and a Critical Intro- 
duction prefixed, by F. H. A. SCRIVENER, M.A., LL.D., Editor of 
the Greek Testament, Codex Augiensis, &c., and one of the Revisers 
of the Authorized Version. 

From the Times. 
“Students of the Bible should be particu- 

larly grateful (to the Cambridge University 
Press) for having produced, with the able as- 
sistance of Dr Scrivener, a complete critical 
edition of the Authorized Version of the Eng- 
lish Bible, an edition such as, to use the words 
of the Editor, ‘would have been executed long 
ago had this version been nothing more than 
the greatest and best known of English clas- 
sics.’ Falling at a time when the formal revi- 
sion of this version has been undertaken by a 
distinguished company of scholars and divines, 
the publication of this edition must be con- 
sidered most opportune.” 

From the Atheneum. 
** Apart from its religious importance, the 

English Bible has the glory, which but few 
sister versions indeed can claim, of being the 
chief classic of the language, of having, in 
conjunction with Shakspeare, and in an im- 
measurable degree more than he, fixed the 
language beyond any possibility of important 
change. Thus the recent contributions to the 
literature of the subject, by such workers as 
Mr Francis Fry and Canon Westcott, appeal 
to a wide range of sympathies; and to these 
may now be added Dr Scrivener, well known 
for his labours in the cause of the Greek Testa- 
ment criticism, who has brought out, for the 

Crown 4to. gilt. 21S. 

Syndics of the Cambridge University Press, 
an edition of the English Bible, according to 
the text of 1611, revised by a comparison with 
later issues on principles stated by him in his 
Introduction. Here he enters at length into 
the history of the chief editions of the version, 
and of such features as the marginal notes, the 
use of italic type, and the changes of ortho- 
graphy, as well as into the most interesting 
question as to the original texts from which 
our translation is produced.” 

From the Methodist Recorder. : 
**Yhis noble quarto of over 1300 pages is in 

every respect worthy of editor and publishers 
alike. The name of the Cambridge University 
Press is guarantee enough for its perfection in 
outward form, the name of the editor is equal 
guarantee for the worth and accuracy of its 
contents. Without question, it is the best 
Paragraph Bible ever published, and its re- 
duced price of a guinea brings it within reach 
of a large number of students.” 

From the London Quarterly Review. 
‘The work is worthy in every respect of the 

editor’s fame, and of the Cambridge University 
Press. The noble English Version, to which 
our country and religion owe so much, was 
probably never presented before in so perfect a 
orm.” 

THE CAMBRIDGE PARAGRAPH BIBLE. STUDENT'S 
EDITION, on good writing paper, with one column of print and wide 
margin to each page for MS. notes. This edition will be found of 
great use to those who are engaged in the task of Biblical criticism. 
Two Vols. Crown 4to. gilt. 315. 6d. 

THE AUTHORIZED EDITION OF THE ENGLISH 
BIBLE (1611), ITS SUBSEQUENT REPRINTS AND MO- 
DERN REPRESENTATIVES. Being the Introduction to the 
Cambridge Paragraph Bible (1873), re-edited with corrections and 
additions. By F. H. A. SCRIVENER, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., Pre- 
bendary of Exeter and Vicar of Hendon. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

THE LECTIONARY BIBLE, WITH APOCRYPHA, 
divided into Sections adapted to the Calendar and Tables of 
Lessons of 1871. Crown 8vo, 35. 6d. 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane, 
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BREVIARIUM AD USUM INSIGNIS ECCLESIAE 
SARUM. Juxta Editionem maximam pro CLAUDIO CHEVALLON 
ET FRANCISCO REGNAULT A.D. MDXXXI. in Alma Parisiorum 
Academia impressam: labore ac studio FRANCISCI PROCTER, 
A.M., ET CHRISTOPHORI WORDSWORTH, A.M. 

FAscicuLus I. In quo continentur KALENDARIUM, et ORDO 
TEMPORALIS sive PROPRIUM DE TEMPORE TOTIUS ANNI, una cum 
ordinali suo quod usitato vocabulo dicitur PICA SIVE DIRECTORIUM 
SACERDOTUM. Demy 8vo. 

“The value of this reprint is considerable to 
liturgical students, who will now be able to con- 
sult in their own libraries a work absolutely in- 
dispensable to a right understanding of the his- 
tory of the Prayer-Book, but which till now 
usually necessitated a visit to some public 
library, since the rarity of the volume made its 

18s. 
cost prohibitory to all but a few. ... Messrs © 
Procter and Wordsworth have discharged their 
editorial task with much care and judgment, 
though the conditions under which they have 
been working are such as to hide that fact from 
all but experts.” —Literary Churchman. 

FAScICULUs II. In quo continentur PSALTERIUM, cum ordinario 
Officii totius hebdomadae juxta Horas Canonicas, et proprio Com- 
pletorii, LITANIA, COMMUNE SANCTORUM, ORDINARIUM MISSAE 
CUM CANONE ET XIII MissIs, &c. &c. 

“Not only experts in liturgiology, but all 
a interested in the history of the Anglican 
ook of Common Prayer, will be grateful to the 

Syndicate of the Cambridge University Press 
for forwarding the publication of the volume 
which bears the above title, and which has 
recently appeared under their auspices.’”’— 
Notes and Queries. 

‘Cambridge has worthily taken the lead 
with the Breviary, which is of especial value 

Demy 8vo. 12s. 
For all persons of religious tastes the Breviary, _ 
with its mixture of Psalm and Anthem and 
Prayer and Hymn, all hanging one on the 
other, and connected into a harmonious whole, 
must be deeply interesting.”—Church Quar- 
terly Review. 

*“The editors have done their work excel- 
lently, and deserve all praise for their labours 
in rendering what they justly call ‘this most 
interesting Service-book’ more readily access- 
ible to historical and liturgica students.”— for that part of the reform of the Prayer-Book 

which will fit it for the wants of our time... 

Fascicutus III. In quo 
quod et sanctorale dicitur, una cum accentuario. 

FASCICULI I, II. III. complete, £2. 2s. 
BREVIARIUM ROMANUM a FRANCISCO CARDINALI 

QUIGNONIO editum et recognitum iuxta editionem Venetiis A.D. 1535 
impressam curante JOHANNE WICKHAM LEGG Societatis Anti- 
quariorum atque Collegii Regalis Medicorum Londinensium Socio 
in Nosocomio Sancti Bartholomaei olim Praelectore. Demy 8vo. 12s. 

GREEK AND ENGLISH TESTAMENT, in parallel 
Columns on the same page. Edited by J. SCHOLEFIELD, M.A. 
Small O¢tavo. New Edition, with the Marginal References as 
arranged and revised by Dr SCRIVENER. Cloth, red edges. 75. 6d. 

GREEK AND ENGLISH TESTAMENT. THE STv- 
DENT’S EDITION of the above, on large writing paper. 4to, 125. 

GREEK TESTAMENT, ex editione Stephani tertia, 1550. 
Small 8vo. 3s. 6d. 

THE NEW TESTAMENT IN GREEK according to the 
text followed in the Authorised Version, with the Variations adopted 
in the Revised Version. Edited by F. H. A. SCRIVENER, M.A., 
D.C.L., LL.D. Crown 8vo. 6s. Morocco boards or limp. 12s. 
The Revised Version ts the Foint Property of the Universities of 
Cambridge and Oxford. 

THE PARALLEL NEW TESTAMENT GREEK AND 
ENGLISH, being the Authorised Version set forth in 1611 Arranged 
in Parallel Columns with the Revised Version of 1881, and with the 
original Greek, as edited by F. H. A. SCRIVENER, M.A., D.C.L., 
LL.D. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d. The Revised Version ts the Foint 
Property of the Universities of Cambridge and Oxford. 

Saturday Review. 

continetur PROPRIUM SANCTORUM 
Demy 8vo. 15s. 

London: C. $. CLAY & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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THE OLD TESTAMENT IN GREEK ACCORDING 
TO THE SEPTUAGINT. Edited by H. B. Swete, D.D., 
Honorary Fellow of Gonville and Caius College. Vol. I. Genesis— 
IV Kings. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Volume II. By the same Editor. [Jn the Press. 
THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES, with Notes and In- 

troduction. By the Very Rev. E. H. PLUMpTRE, D.D., Dean of 
Wells. Large Paper Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

**No one can say that the Old Testament is point in English exegesis of the Cld Testa- 
’ a dull or worn-out subject after reading this ment; indeed, even Delitzsch, whose pride it 
singularly attractive and also instructive com- __ is to leave no source of illustration unexplored, 
mentary. Its wealth of literary and historical is far inferior on this head to Dr Plumptre.”— 
illustration surpasses anything to which we can ademy, Sept. 10, 1881. Aa 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW in 
Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian Versions, synoptically arranged: 
with Collations exhibiting all the Readings of all the MSS. Edited. 
by the Rev. W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D., Elrington and Bosworth Pro- 
fessor of Anglo-Saxon. New Edition. Demy 4to. tos. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK, uniform 
with the preceding, by the same Editor. Demy 4to. Ios. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE, uniform 
with the preceding, by the same Editor. Demy 4to. tos. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN, uniform 
with the preceding, by the same Editor. Demy 4to. Ios. 

“The Gospel according to St Fohn, in Kemble, some forty years ago. Of the par- 
Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian Versions: ticular volume now before us, we can only say 
Edited for the Syndics of the University it is worthy of its two predecessors. We repeat 
Press, by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A., that the service rendered to the study of Anglo- 
completes an undertaking designed and com- Saxon by this Synoptic collection cannot easily 
menced by that distinguished scholar, J. be overstated.” —Contemporary Review. M. 
THE POINTED PRAYER BOOK, being the Book of 

Common Prayer with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as 
they are to be sung or said in Churches. Royal 24mo. ts. 6d. 

The same in square 32mo. cloth. 6d. 
THE CAMBRIDGE PSALTER, for the use of Choirs and 

Organists. Specially adapted for Congregations in which the “ Cam- 
bridge Pointed Prayer Book” is used. Demy 8vo. cloth extra, 3s. 6d. 
cloth limp, cut flush. 2s. 6d. 

THE PARAGRAPH PSALTER, arranged for the use of 
Choirs by BROOKE Foss WESTCOTT, D.D., Regius Professor of 
Divinity in the University of Cambridge. Fcap. 4to. 5s. 

The same in royal 32mo. Cloth 1s. Leather 1s. 6d. 
“The Paragraph Psalter exhibits all the and there is not a clergyman or organist in 

care, thought, and learning that those acquaint- | England who should be without this Psalter 
ed with the works of the Regius Professor of as a work of reference.”—Morning Post. 
Divinity at Cambridge would expect to find, 

THE MISSING FRAGMENT OF THE LATIN TRANS- 
LATION OF THE FOURTH BOOK OF EZRA, discovered, 
and edited with an Introduction and Notes, and a facsimile of the 
MS., by ROBERT L. BENSLY, M.A., Lord Almoner’s Professor of 
Arabic. Demy 4to. Ios. 

“It has been said of this book that it has Bible we understand that of the larger size 
added a new chapter to the Bible, and, startling © which contains the Apocrypha. and if the 
as the statement may at first sight appear, itis | Second Book of Esdras can be fairly called a 
no exaggeration of the actual fact, if by the _ part of the Apocrypha.”—Saturday Review. 

THE ORIGIN OF THE LEICESTER CODEX OF THE 
NEW TESTAMENT. By J. RENDEL Harris, M.A. With 3 
plates. Demy 4to. tos. 6d. 

London: C. F. CLAY & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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CODEX S. CEADDAE LATINUS. _ Evangelia~ SSS. 
Matthaei, Marci, Lucae ad cap. III. 9 complectens, circa septimum 
vel octavum saeculum scriptvs, in Ecclesia Cathedrali Lichfieldiensi 
servatus. Cum codice versionis Vulgatae Amiatino contulit, pro- 
legomena conscripsit, F. H. A. SCRIVENER, A.M., D.C.L., LL.D., 
With 3 plates. oe Is. 

THEOLOGY—(ANCIENT),. 
THE GREEK LITURGIES. Chiefly from original Autho- 

rities. By C. A. SwWAINSON, D.D., late Master of Christ’s College, 
Cambridge. Crown 4to. Paper covers. I55. 

**Jeder folgende Forscher wird dankbar 
anerkennen, dass Swainson das Fundament zu 
einer historisch-kritischen Geschichte der 

Griechischen Liturgien sicher gelegt hat.”— 
ApotpH Harnack, Theologische Literatur: 
Zeitung. 

THEODORE OF MOPSUESTIA’S COMMENTARY 
ON THE MINOR EPISTLES OF S. PAUL. The Latin Ver- 
sion with the Greek Fragments, edited from the MSS. with Notes 
and an Introduction, by H. B. SWETE, D.D. In Two Volumes. 
Volume I., containing the Introduction, with Facsimiles of the MSS., 
and the Commentary upon Galatians—Colossians. 

**In dem oben verzeichneten Buche liegt 
uns die erste HAlfte einer vollstandigen, ebenso 
sorgfaltig gearbeiteten wie schén ausgestat- 
teten Ausgabe des Commentars mit ausfiihr- 
lichen Prolegomena und reichhaltigen kritis- 
chen und erlauternden Anmerkungen vor.”— 
Literarisches Centralblatt. 

“Tt is the result of thorough, careful, and 
patient investigation of all the points bearing 
on the subject, and the results are presented 
with admirable good sense and modesty.”— 
Guardian. 

‘Auf Grund dieser Quellen ist der Text 
bei Swete mit musterhafter Akribie herge- 
stellt. Aber auch sonst hat der Herausgeber 
mit unermiidlichem Fleisse und eingehend- 
ster Sachkenntniss sein Werk mit allen den- 
jenigen Zugaben ausgeriistet, welche bei einer 
solchen Text-Ausgabe nur irgend erwartet 
werden kénnen. ... Von den drei Haupt- 

Demy 8vo. 12s. 

handschriften . .. sind vortreffliche photo- 
graphische Facsimile’s beigegeben, wie iiber- 
haupt das ganze Werk von der University 
Press zu Cambridge mit bekannter Eleganz 
ausgestattet ist.”—Theologische Literaturzei- 
tung. 

**It is a hopeful sign, amid forebodings 
which arise about the theological learning of 
the Universities, that we have before us the 
first instalment of a thoroughly scientific and 
painstaking work, commenced at Cambridge 
and completed at a country rectory.”— Church 
Quarterly Review (Jan. 1881). 

“‘Hernn Swete’s Leistung ist eine so 
tiichtige dass wir das Werk in keinen besseren 
Handen wissen méchten, und mit den sich- 
ersten Erwartungen auf das Gelingen der 
Fortsetzung entgegen sehen.”—Géttingische 
gelehrte Anzeigen (Sept. 1881). 

VOLUME II., containing the Commentary on 1 Thessalonians— 
Philemon, Appendices and Indices. 

‘Kine Ausgabe . . . fiir welche alle zugang- 
lichen Hiilfsmittel in musterhafter Weise be- 
niitzt wurden. . . eine reife Frucht siebenjahri- 
gen Fleisses.”— Theologische Literaturzeitung 
(Sept. 23, 1882). 4 ate 

‘Mit derselben. Sorgfalt bearbeitet die wir 
bei dem ersten Theile geriihmt haben,”— 
Literarisches Centralblatt (July 29, 1882). 

“*M. Jacobi...commenga...une édition du 
texte. Ce travail a été repris en Angleterre et 

I2S. 

mené a bien dans les deux volumes que je 
signale en ce moment...Elle est accompagnée 
de notes érudites, suivie de divers appendices, 
parmi lesquels on appréciera surtout un recueil 
des fragments des oeuvres dogmatiques de 
Théodore, et précédée d’une introduction ot 
sont traitées & fond toutes les questions d’his- 
toire littéraire qui se rattachent soit au com- 
mentaire lui-méme, soit & sa version Latine.”— 
Bulletin Critique, 1885. 

SAYINGS OF THE JEWISH FATHERS, comprising 
Pirge Aboth and Pereq R. Meir in Hebrew and English, with Cri- 
tical and Illustrative Notes. By CHARLES TAYLOR, D.D., Master 
of St John’s College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. Ios. 

“The ‘Masseketh Aboth’ stands at the 
head of Hebrew non-canonical writings. It is 
of ancient date, claiming to contain the dicta 
of teachers who flourished from B.c. 200 to the 
same year of our era. Mr Taylor’s explana- 
tory and illustrative commentary is very full 
and satisfactory.” —Spectator. 

‘* A careful and thorough edition which does 
credit to English scholarship, of a short treatise 
from the Mishna, containing a series of sen- 
tences or maxims ascribed mostly to Jewish 
teachersimmediately preceding, or immediately 
following the Christian era. . .”—Contempo- 
rary Review. 

London: C. F CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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A COLLATION OF THE ATHOS CODEX OF THE 
SHEPHERD OF HERMAS. Together with an Introduction by 
Spyr. P. LAMBROS, PH. D., translated and edited with a Preface and 
Appendices by J. ARMITAGE ROBINSON, M.A., Fellow and Dean of 
Christ’s College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 35. 6d. 

THE PALESTINIAN MISHNA. By W. H. LowE, M.A., 
Lecturer in Hebrew at Christ’s College, Cambridge. Royal 8vo. 21s. 

SANCTI IRENAI EPISCOPI LUGDUNENSIS libros 
quinque adversus Hezereses, versione Latina cum Codicibus Claro- 
montano ac Arundeliano denuo collata, premissa de placitis Gnos- 
ticorum prolusione, fragmenta necnon Greece, Syriace, Armeniace, 
commentatione perpetua et indicibus variis edidit W. WIGAN 

: HarVEY, S.T.B, Collegii Regalis olim Socius. 2 Vols. 8vo. 18s, 

M. MINUCII FELICIS OCTAVIUS. The text revised 
from the original MS., with an English Commentary, Analysis, Intro- 
duction, and Copious Indices. Edited by H. A. HOLDEN, LL.D. 
Examiner in Greek to the University of London. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

THEOPHILI EPISCOPI ANTIOCHENSIS LIBRI 
TRES AD AUTOLYCUM edidit, Prolegomenis Versione Notulis 
Indicibus instruxit G. G. HUMPHRY, S.T.B. Post 8vo. 5s. 

THEOPHYLACTI IN EVANGELIUM S. MATTHAI 
COMMENTARIUS, edited by W. G. HUMPpHRyY, B.D. Prebendary 
of St Paul’s, late Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

TERTULLIANUS DE CORONA MILITIS, DE SPEC- 
TACULIS, DE IDOLOLATRIA, with Analysis and English Notes, 
by GEORGE CURREY, D,D, Preacher at the Charter House, late 
Fellow and Tutor of St John’s College. Crown 8vo. 5s. 

FRAGMENTS OF PHILO AND JOSEPHUS. Newly 
edited by J. RENDEL HARRIS, M.A., Fellow of Clare College, 
Cambridge. With two Facsimiles. Demy 4to. 12s. 6d. 

THE TEACHING OF THE APOSTLES. Newly edited, 
with Facsimile Text and Commentary, by J. RENDEL HARRIS, M.A. 
Demy 4to. £1. Is. 

THEOLOGY—(ENGLISH). 
WORKS OF ISAAC BARROW, compared with the Ori- 

ginal MSS., enlarged with Materials hitherto unpublished. A new 
Edition, by A. NAPIER, M.A. 9 Vols. Demy 8vo. £3. 3s. 

TREATISE OF THE POPE’S SUPREMACY, and a 
Discourse concerning the Unity of the Church, by Isaac BARROW. 
Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

PEARSON’S EXPOSITION OF THE CREED, edited 
by TEMPLE CHEVALLIER, B.D. New Edition. Revised by R. SINKER, 
B.D., Librarian of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 12s. 

** A new edition of Bishop Pearson’s famous _ places, and the citations themselves have been 
work Ox the Creed has just been issued by the adapted to the best and newest texts of the 
Cambridge University Press. It is the well- several authors—texts which have undergone 
known edition of Temple Chevallier, thoroughly 
overhauled by the Rev. R. Sinker, of Trinity 
College. The whole text and notes have been 
most carefully examined and corrected, and 
special pains have been taken to verify the al- 
most innumerable references. These have been 
more clearly and accurately given in very many 

vast improvements within the last two centu- 
ries. The Indices have also been revised and 
enlarged...... Altogether this appears to be the 
most complete and convenient edition as yet 
published of a work which has long been re- 
cognised in all quarters as a standard one.”— 
Guardian. 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXPOSITION OF THE 
CREED written by the Right Rev. JOHN PEARSON, D.D. late Lord 
Bishop of Chester, by W. H. MILL, D,D. Demy 8yo, 5s. 

WHEATLY ON THE COMMON PRAYER, edited by 
G. E. CorRIE, D.D. late Master of Jesus College. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

TWO FORMS OF PRAYER OF THE TIME OF QUEEN 
ELIZABETH. Now First Reprinted. Demy 8vo. 6d. 

** From *‘ Collections and Notes’ 1867— 1876, 
by W. Carew Hazlitt (p. 340), we learn that— 
“A very remarkable volume, in the original 
vellum cover, and containing 25 Forms of 
Prayer of the reign of Elizabeth, each with the 
autograph of Humphrey Dyson, has lately fallen 
into the hands of my friend Mr H. Pyne. It is 
mentioned specially in the Preface to the Par- 

ker Society’s volume of Occasional Forms of 
Prayer, but it had been lost sight of for 200 
years.’ By the kindness of the present pos- 
sessor of this valuable volume, containing in all 
25 distinct publications, I am enabled to re- 
print in the following pages the two Forms 
of Prayer supposed to have been lost,”—Zx- 
tract from the PREFACE, 

CAESAR MORGAN’S INVESTIGATION OF THE 
TRINITY OF PLATO, and of Philo Judzus, and of the effects 
which an attachment to their writings had upon the principles and 
reasonings of the Fathers of the Christian Church. Revised by H. A. 
HOLDEN, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 4s. 

SELECT DISCOURSES, by JOHN SMITH, late Fellow of 
Queens’ College, Cambridge. Edited by H, G. WILLIAMS, B.D, late 
Professor of Arabic. 

“*The ‘Select Discourses’ of John Smith, 
collected and published from his papers after 
his death, are, in my opinion, much the most 
considerable work left to us by this Cambridge 
School [the Cambridge Platonists]. They have 
a right to a place in English literary history.” 
a MATTHEW ARNOLD, in the Contempo- 
rary Review. f 

*€Of all the products of the Cambridge 
School, the ‘Select Discourses’ are perhaps 
the highest, as they are the most accessible 
and the most widely Bppreciated Ane indeed 
no spiritually thoughtful mind can read them 
unmoved. They carry us so directly into an 
atmosphere of divine philosophy, luminous 

Royal 8vo. 7s. 6d. 
with the richest lights of meditative genius... 
He was one of those. rare thinkers in whom 
largeness of view, and depth, and wealth of 
poetic and speculative insight, only served to 
evoke more fully the religious spirit, and while 
he drew the mould of his thought from Plotinus, 
he vivified the substance of it from St Paul.”— 
Principal TuLttocu, Rational Theology in 
England in the 17th Century. 

‘We may instance Mr Wenre Griffin Wil- 
liams’s revised edition of Mr John Smith’s 
‘Select Discourses,’ which have won Mr 
Matthew Arnold’s admiration, as an example 
of worthy work for an University Press to 
undertake,” — Times, 

THE HOMILIES, with Various Readings, and the Quo- 
tations from the Fathers given at length in the Original Languages. 
Edited by the late G, E. CORRIE, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

DE OBLIGATIONE CONSCIENTL# PRAELECTIONES 
decem Oxonii in Schola Theologica habite a ROBERTO SANDERSON, 
SS. Theologiz ibidem Professore Regio. With English Notes, 
including an abridged Translation, by W. WHEWELL, D.D. late 
Master of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 75. 6d. 

ARCHBISHOP USHER’S ANSWER TO A JESUIT, 
with other Tracts on Popery.. Edited by J. SCHOLEFIELD, M.A. late 
Regius Professor of Greek in the University, Demy 8vo. 7s, 6d. 

WILSON’S ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHOD OF 
explaining the New Testament, by the early opinions of Jews and 
Christians concerning Christ. Edited by T. TURTON, D.D. 8vo. 5s. 

LECTURES ON DIVINITY delivered in the University 
of Cambridge, by JOHN Hey, D.D,. Third Edition, revised by T. 
TuRTON, D.D. late Lord Bishop of Ely. 2vols. Demy 8vo. 15s. 

S. AUSTIN AND HIS PLACE IN THE HISTORY 
OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT. Being the Hulsean Lectures for 
1885. By W. CUNNINGHAM, B.D. Demy 8vo. Buckram, 12s. 6d. 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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ARABIC, SANSKRIT, SYRIAC, &. 

THE DIVYAVADANA, a Collection of Early Buddhist 
Legends, now first edited from the Nepalese Sanskrit MSS. in 
Cambridge and Paris. By E. B. CowELL, M.A., Professor of 
Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge, and R. A. NEIL, M.A., 
Fellow and Lecturer of Pembroke College. Demy 8vo. 18s. 

POEMS OF BEHA ED DIN ZOHEIR OF EGYPT. 
With a Metrical Translation, Notes and Introduction, by E. H. 
PALMER, M.A., Barrister-at-Law of the Middle Temple, late Lord 
Almoner’s Professor of Arabic, formerly Fellow of St John’s College, 
Cambridge. 

Vol. I. 

‘‘We have no hesitation in saying that in 
both Prof. Palmer has made an addition to Ori- 
ental literature for which scholars should be 
grateful; and that, while his knowledge of 
Arabic is a sufficient guarantee for his mastery 
of the original, his English compositions are 
distinguished by versatility, command of lan- 
guage, rhythmical cadence, and, as we have 

2 vols, Crown 4to. 
The ARABIC TEXT. 

Vol. Il. ENGLISH TRANSLATION. 
10s. 6d. 

1os. 6d.; cloth extra. 15s. 
remarked, by not unskilful imitations of the 
styles of several of our own favourite poets, 
living and dead.”—Saturday Review. 

“This sumptuous edition of the poems of 
Beha-ed-din Zoheir is a very welcome addition 
to the small series of Eastern poets accessible 
to readers who are not Orientalists.”—Aca- 
demy. 

THE CHRONICLE OF JOSHUA THE STYLITE, com- 
posed in Syriac A.D. 507 with an English translation and notes, by 
W. WRIGHT, LL.D., Professor of Arabic. 

‘* Die lehrreiche kleine Chronik Josuas hat 
nach Assemani und Martin in Wright einen 
dritten Bearbeiter gefunden, der sich um die 
Emendation des Textes wie um die Erklarung 
der Realien wesentlich verdient gemacht hat 
... Ws. Josua-Ausgabe ist eine sehr dankens- 
werte Gabe und besonders empfehlenswert als 

Demy 8vo. tos. 6d. 
ein Lehrmittel fiir den syrischen Unterricht ; es 
erscheint auch gerade zur rechten Zeit, da die 
zweite Ausgabe von Roedigers syrischer Chres- 
tomathie im Buchhandel vollstandig vergriffen 
und diejenige von Kirsch-Bernstein nur noch 
in wenigen Exemplaren vorhanden ‘ist.”— 
Deutsche Litteraturzeitung. 

KALILAH AND DIMNAH, OR, THE FABLES OF 
BIDPAI; being an account of their literary history, together with 
an English Translation of the same, with Notes, by I. G. N. KEITH- 
FALCONER, M.A., late Lord Almoner’s Professor of Arabic in the 
University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

NALOPAKHYANAM, OR, THE TALE OF NALA; 
containing the Sanskrit Text in Roman Characters, followed by a 
Vocabulary and a sketch of Sanskrit Grammar. By the late 
Rev. THOMAS JARRETT, M.A, Trinity College, Regius Proféssor 
of Hebrew. Demy 8vo. Ios. 

NOTES ON THE TALE OF NALA, for the use of 
Classical Students, by J. PEILE, Litt.D., Master of Christ’s College. 
Demy 8vo. 12s. 

CATALOGUE OF THE BUDDHIST SANSKRIT 
MANUSCRIPTS in the University Library, Cambridge. Edited 
by C. BENDALL, M.A., Fellow of Gonville and Caius College. Demy 
8vo. 125. 

Tt is unnecessary to state how the com- 
pilation of the present catalogue came to be 
placed in Mr Bendall’s hands; from the cha- 
racter of his work it is evident the selection 
was judicious, and we may fairly congratulate 

those concerned in it on the result... Mr Ben- 
dall has. entitled himself to the thanks of all 
Oriental scholars, and we hope he may have 
before him a long course of successful labhar in 
the field he has chosen.” —A theneum. 

HISTORY OF ALEXANDER THE SON OF PHILIP > 
THE KING OF THE MACEDONIANS. Syriac Text and 
English Translation, by E. A. BUDGE, B.A., Christ’s College. 

[Jn the Press. 

London: C.F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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. GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS, &c. 
SOPHOCLES: The Plays and Fragments, with Critical 

Notes, Commentary, and Translation in English Prose, by R. C. 
JEBB, Litt.D., LL.D,, Professor of Greek in the University of Glasgow. 

Part I. Oedipus Tyrannus. Demy 8vo. New Edition. 
Demy 8vo. Part II. Oedipus Coloneus. 

Part III. Antigone. 
‘*Of his explanatory and critical notes we 

can only speak with admiration. Thorough 
scholarship combines with taste, erudition, and 
boundless industry to make this first volume a 
pattern of editing. The work is made com- 
plete by a prose translation, upon pages alter- 
nating with the text, of which we may say 
shortly that it displays sound judgment and 
taste, without sacrificing precision to poetry of 
expression.” — The Times. 

“This larger edition he has deferred these 
many years for reasons which he has given in 
his preface, and which we accept with entire 
satisfaction, as we have now the first portion 
of a work composed in the fulness of his powers 
and with all the resources of fine erudition and 
laboriously earned experience...We will confi- 
dently aver, then, that the edition is neither 
tedious nor long; for we get in one compact 
volume such a cyclopeedia of instruction, such 
a variety of helps to the full comprehension of 
the poet, as not so many years ago would have 
needed a small library, and all this instruction 
and assistance given, not in a dull and pedantic 
way, but in a style of singular clearness and 

AESCHYLI FABULAE.—IKETIAE> 

Demy 8vo. 

12s. 6d. 
12s. 6d 

12s. 6d. 
vivacity. In fact, one might take this edition 
with him on a journey, and, without any other 
help whatever, acquire with comfort and de- 
light a thorough acquaintance with the noblest 
production of, perhaps, the most difficult of all 
Greek poets—the most difficult, yet possessed 
at the same time of an immortal charm for one 
who has mastered him, as Mr Jebb has, and 
can feel so subtly perfection of form and lan- 
guage...We await with lively expectation the 
continuation, and completion of Mr Jebb’s 
great task, and it is a fortunate thing that his 
power of work seems to be as great as the style 
is happy in which the work is done.”—7he 
Atheneum. 

‘*An edition which marks a definite ad- 
vance, which is whole in itself, and brings a 
mass of solid and well-wrought material such 
as future constructors will desire to adapt, is 
definitive in the only applicable sense of the 
term, and such is the edition of Professor Jebb. 
No man is better fitted to express in relation to 
Sophocles the mind of the present generation.” 
—The Saturday Review. 

XOH®OPO! IN 
LIBRO MEDICEO MENDOSE SCRIPTAE EX VV. DD. 

* CONIECTURIS EMENDATIUS EDITAE cum Scholiis Graecis 
et brevi adnotatione critica, curante F. A. PALEY, M.A., LL.D. 
Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

THE AGAMEMNON OF AESCHYLUS. With a Trans- 
lation in English Rhythm, and Notes Critical and Explanatory. 
New Edition Revised. By BENJAMIN HALL KENNEDY, D.D., 
Regius Professor of Greek. Crown 8vo. 6s, 

**One of the best editions of the masterpiece of Greek tragedy.” —A theneum. 

THE THEATETUS OF PLATO with a Translation and 
Notes by the same Editor. Crown 8vo. 75. Od. 

ARISTOTLE.—IIEPI WYTXH>. ARISTOTLE’S PSY-, 
CHOLOGY, in Greek and English, with Introduction and Notes, 
by EDWIN WALLACE, M.A., late Fellow and Tutor of Worcester 
College, Oxford. Demy 8vo. 

‘©The notes are exactly what such notes 
ought to be,—helps to the student, not mere 
displays of learning. By far the more valuable 
parts of the notes are neither critical nor lite- 
rary, but philosophical and expository of the 
thought, and of the connection of thought, in 
the treatise itself. In this relation the notes are 
invaluable. Of the translation, it may be said 
that an English reader may fairly master by 
means of it this great treatise of Aristotle.”— 
Spectator. 

ARISTOTLE.—IIEPI AIKAIOZTNH. 

18s. 
**Wallace’s Bearbeitung der Aristotelischen 

Psychologie ist das Werk eines denkenden und 
in allen Schriften des Aristoteles und gréssten- 
teils auch in der neueren Litteratur zu densel- 
ben belesenen Mannes... Der schwachste 
Teil der Arbeit ist der kritische... Aber in 
allen diesen Dingen liegt auch nach der Ab- 
sicht des Verfassers nicht der Schwerpunkt 
seiner Arbeit, sondern.”—Prof. Susemihl in 
Philologische Wochenschrift. 

THE FIFTH 
BOOK OF THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS OF ARISTOTLE. 
Edited by HENRY JACKSON, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College, 
Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 6s. 

‘Tt is not too much to say that some of the 
points he discusses have never had so much 
light thrown upon them before. . . . Scholars 

will hope that this is not the only portion of 
the Aristotelian writings which he is likely to 
edit.”—A theneum. 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
; Ave Maria Lane. 
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ARISTOTLE. THE RHETORIC. With a Commentary 
by the late E. M. Cops, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, re- 
vised and edited by J. E. SANpys, Litt.D. With a biographical 
Memoir by the late H. A. J. MUNRO, Litt.D. 3 Vols., Demy 8vo. 
Now reduced to 21s. (originally published at 315. 6d.) 

“This work is in many ways creditable to the 
University of Cambridge. Ifan English student 
wishes to have a full conception of what is con- 
tained in the RXeforic of Aristotle, to Mr Cope’s 
edition he must go.”—Academy. 

‘*Mr Sandys has performed his arduous 
duties with marked ability and admirable tact. 
aus gate In every part of his work—revising, 
supplementing, and completing—he has done 
exceedingly well.” —Z xaminer. 

-PINDAR. OLYMPIAN AND PYTHIAN ODES. With 
Notes Explanatory and Critical, Introductions and Introductory 
Essays. 
Jesus College. 

**Mr Fennell deserves the thanks of all clas- 
sical students for his careful and scholarly edi- 
tion of the Olympian and Pythian odes. He 
brings to his task the necessary enthusiasm for 
his author, great industry, a sound judgment, 
and, in particular, copious and minute learning 

THE ISTHMIAN AND 
Editor. Crown 8vo. 9s. 

*... Asa handy and instructive edition of 
a difficult classic no work of recent years sur- 
passes Mr Fennell’s ‘ Pindar.’” —A theneum. 

“This work is in no way inferior to 
the previous volume. The commentary affords 

‘ 

Edited by C. A. M. FENNELL, Litt. D., late Fellow of 
Crown 8vo. 9s. 

in comparative b praia Mig theneum. 
‘*Considered simply as a contribution to the 

study and criticism of Pindar, Mr Fennell’s 
edition is a work of great merit.”—Saturday 
Review. 

NEMEAN ODES. By the same 

valuable help to the study of the most difficult 
of Greek authors, and is enriched with notes 
on points of scholarship and etymology which 
could only have been written by a scholar of 
very high attainments.” —Saturday Review. 

PRIVATE ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES, with In- 
troductions and English Notes, by F. A. PALEY, M.A. Editor of 
Aeschylus, etc. and J. E. SANDys, Litt.D. Fellow and Tutor of St 
John’s College, and Public Orator in the University of Cambridge. 

PART I. Contra Phormionem, Lacritum, Pantaenetum, Boeotum 
de Nomine, Boeotum de Dote, Dionysodorum. 
Crown 8vo. 6s. 

“Mr Paley’s scholarship is sound and 
accurate, his experience of editing wide, and 
if he is content to devote his learning and 
abilities to the production of such manuals 
as these, they will be received with gratitude 
throughout the higher schools of the country. 
Mr Sandys is deeply read in the German 

PaRT II. 
tum, Cononem, Calliclem. 

**Tt is long since we have come upon a work 
evincing more pains, scholarship, and varied 
research and ilinstration than Mr Sandys’s 
contribution to the ‘ Private Orations of De- 

New Edition. 

literature which bears upon his author, and 
the elucidation of matters of daily life, in the 
delineation of which Demosthenes is so rich, 
obtains full justice at his hands. ... We 
hope this edition may lead the way to a more 
general study of these speeches in schools 
than has hitherto been possible.”— Academy. 

Pro Phormione, Contra Stephanum I. II.; Nicostra- 
New Edition. Crown 8vo. 75. 6d. 

mosthenes’.”—Saturday Review. 
“ ...... the edition reflects credit on 

Cambridge scholarship, and ought to be ex- 
tensively used.” —A theneum. 

DEMOSTHENES AGAINST ANDROTION AND 
AGAINST TIMOCRATES, with Introductions and English Com- 
mentary, by WILLIAM WAYTE, M.A,, late Professor of Greek, Uni- 
versity College, London. 

“*These speeches are highly interesting, as 
illustrating Attic Law, as that law was in- 
fluenced by the exigences of politics . . . As 
vigorous examples of the great orator’s myier 
they are worthy of all admiration; and they 
have the advantage—not inconsiderable when 
the actual attainments of the average school- 
boy are considered—of having an easily com- 

Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 
eerie y subject matter... . Besides a most 
ucid and interesting introduction, Mr Wayte 
has given the student effective help in his 
running commentary. We may note, as being 
so well managed as to form a very valuable 
part of the exegesis, the summaries given with 
every two or three sections throughout the 
speech,” —Sfectator. 

PLATO’S PHAEDO, literally translated, by the late E. M. 
CoPE, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, revised by HENRY 
JACKSON, Litt. D., Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 5s. 

London: C.F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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THE BACCHAE OF EURIPIDES. With Introduction, 
Critical Notes, and Archzological Illustrations, by J. E. SANDys, 
Litt.D. New and Enlarged Edition. 

‘* Of the present edition of the Bacche by Mr 
Sandys we may safely say that never before has 
a Greek play, in England at least, had fuller 
justice done to its criticism, interpretation, 
and archzological illustration, whether for the 
in 3 student or the more advanced scholar. 
he Cambridge Public Orator may be said to 

have taken the lead in issuing a complete edi- 
tion of a Greek play, which is destined perhaps 
to gain redoubled favour now that the study of 
ancient monuments has been applied to its il- 
lustration.”—Saturday Review. 

“The volume is interspersed with well- 
executed woodcuts, and its general attractive- 
ness of form reflects great credit on the Uni- 
versity Press. In the notes Mr Sandys has more 
than sustained his well-earned reputation as a 
careful and learned editor, and shows consider- 

Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d. 
able advance in freedom and lightness of style. 
. .. Under such circumstances it is superfluous 
to say that for the purposes of teachers and ad- 
vanced students this handsome edition far sur- 
passes all its predecessors.” —A theneum. 

**Tt has not, like so many such books, been 
hastily produced to meet the momentary need 
of some pio we examination; but it has em- 
ployed for some years the labour and thought 
of a highly finished scholar, whose aim seems 
to have been that his book should go forth ¢otus 
teres atgue rotundus, armed at all points with 
all that may throw light upon its subject. The 
result is a work which will not only assist the 
schoolboy or undergraduate in his tasks, but 
will adorn the library of the scholar.”—The 
Guardian. 

THE TYPES OF GREEK COINS. By PERCY GARDNER, 
Litt. D., F.S.A. With 16 Autotype plates, containing photographs of 
Coins of all parts of the Greek World. Impl. 4to. Cloth extra, 
£1. 11s. 6d.; Roxburgh (Morocco back), £2. 2s. 

‘* Professor Gardner’s book is written with 
such lucidity and in a manner so straightfor- 
ward that it may well win converts, and it may 

be distinctly recommended to that omnivorous 
class of readers—‘men in the schools’.”—Sa- 
turday Review. 

ESSAYS ON THE ART OF PHEIDIAS. By C. WALD- 
STEIN, Litt. D., Phil. D., Reader in Classical Archeology in the 
University of Cambridge. 
16 Plates. Buckram, 30s. 

““T acknowledge expressly the warm enthu- 
siasm for ideal art which pervades the whole 
volume, and the sharp eye Dr Waldstein has 
proved himself to pecn in his special line of 
-study, namely, stylistic analysis, which has led 
him to several happy and important discoveries. 
His book will be universally welcomed as a 

AN 
Part 3. 

Royal 8vo. With numerous Illustrations. 

very valuable contribution towards a more 
thorough knowledge of the style of Pheidias.”— 
The Academy. 

*«* Essays on the Art of Pheidias’ form an 
extremely valuable and important piece of 
work. .. . Taking it for the illustrations alone, 
it is an exceedingly fascinating book.” —7zmes. 

INTRODUCTION TO GREEK EPIGRAPHY. 
The Archaic Inscriptions and the Greek Alphabet by E. S. 

RoBERTS, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. 
Demy 8vo. With illustrations. 18s. 

M. TULLI CICERONIS AD. M. BRUTUM ORATOR. 
A revised text edited with Introductory Essays and with critical 
and explanatory notes, by J. E. SANDYS, Litt.D. Demy 8vo. 

“This volume, which is adorned with 
several good woodcuts, forms a handsome and 
welcome addition to the Cambridge editions of 
Cicero’s works.” —A theneum. 

16s. 
** A model edition.”—SZectator. - 
‘The commentary is in every way worthy 

of the editor’s high reputation.”—Academy. 

M. TULLI CICERONIS DE FINIBUS BONORUM 
ET MALORUM LIBRI QUINQUE. The text revised and 
explained ; With a Translation by JAMES S. REID, Litt. D., Fellow 
and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. 3 Vols. 

Containing the Translation. VoL. III. 

[ln the Press. 
Demy 8vo. 8s. 

M. T. CICERONIS DE OFFICIIS LIBRI TRES, with Mar- 
ginal Analysis, English Commentary, and copious Indices, by H. A. 
HOLDEN, LL.D. Sixth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Cr. 8vo. 9s. 

“Few editions of a classic have found so 
much favour as Dr Holden’s De Offciis, and 
the present revision (sixth edition) makes the 

position of the work secure.” — American 
Fournal of Philology. 

M. T. CICERONIS DE OFFICIIS LIBER TERTIUS, 
With Introduction, Analysis and Commentary, by H. A. HOLDEN, 
LL.D. Crown 8vo.: 2s. 

London: C. F. CLAY & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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M. TVLLI CICERONIS PRO C RABIRIO [PERDVEL- 
LIONIS REO] ORATIO AD QVIRITES With Notes Introduc- 
tion and Appendices by W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of 
St John’s College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 

M. TULLII CICERONIS DE NATURA 
78. 6a. 

DEORUM 
Libri Tres, with Introduction and Commentary by JOSEPH B. 
Mayor, M.A., together with a new collation of several of the 
English MSS. by J. H. SwaINson, M.A. 

Vol. I. Demy 8vo. tos. 6d. 
** Such editions as that of which Prof. Mayor 

has given us the first instalment will doubtless 
do much to remedy this undeserved neglect. It 
is one on which great pains and much learning 
have evidently been expended, and is in every 
way admirably suited to meet the needs of the 
student .. . The notes of the editor are all that 
could be expected from his well-known learn- 
ing and scholarship.” —Academy. 

‘Der vorliegende zweite Band enthalt 

Vol. II. 12s. 6d. Vol. III. tos. 
N. D. 11. und zeigt ebenso wie der erste einen 
erheblichen Fortschritt gegen die bisher vor- 
handenen commentirten Ausgaben. Man darf 
jetzt, nachdem der grisste Theil erschienen 
ist, sagen, dass niemand, welcher sich sachlich 
oder kritisch mit der Schrift De Nat. Deor. 
beschaftigt, die neue Ausgabe wird ignoriren 
diirfen.”—P. ScHweNnckeE in ¥B. f cl. Alt. 
vol. 35, p- go foll. 

P. VERGILI MARONIS OPERA cum _ Prolegomenis 
et Commentario Critico edidit B. H. KENNEDY, S.T.P., Graecae 
Linguae Prof. Regius. Extra Feap. 8vo. 5s. 

See also Pitt Press Series, pp. 24—27. 

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c. 
MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS. By 

Sir W. THOMSON, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Professor of Natural Phi- 
losophy in the University of Glasgow. Collected from different 
Scientific Periodicals from May 1841, to the present time. 

155. Demy 8vo. 18s. Vol. II. 
‘*Wherever exact science has found a fol- 

lower Sir William Thomson’s name is known as 
a leader anda master. Fora space of 40 years 
each of his successive contributions to know- 

. ledge in the domain of experimental and mathe- 
matical physics has been recognized as marking 
a stage in the progress of the subject. But, un- 
happily for the mere learner, he is no writer of 
text-books. His eager fertility overflows into 
the nearest available journal. . . The papers in 
this volume deal largely with the subject of the 
dynamics of heat. They begin with two or 

Vol. I. 
[Volume III. J the Press. 

three articles which were in part written at the 
age of 17, before the author had commenced 
residence as an undergraduate in Cambridge.” 
—The Times. 

‘*We are convinced that nothing has had a 
greater effect on the progress of the theories of 
electricity and magnetism during the last ten 
years than the publication of Sir W. Thomson’s 
reprint of papers on electrostatics and magnet- 
ism, and we believe that the present volume is 
destined in no less degree to further the ad- 
vancement of science.” —Glasgow Herald. 

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS, by 
G. G. STOKES, M.A. LL.D., F.R.S., Lucasian Professor of Mathe- 
matics in the University of Cambridge. Reprinted from the Original 
Journals and Transactions, with Additional Notes by the Author. 
Vol. I. Demy 8vo. I65s. 

«¢ .. The same spirit pervades the papers on 
pure mathematics which are included in the 
volume. They have a severe accuracy of style 

Vol. II. 15s. [Vol. III. Jn the Press. 
which well befits the subtle nature of the sub- 
jects, and inspires the completest confidence in 
their author.” — The Times. 

A HISTORY OF THE THEORY OF ELASTIC#RIY 
AND OF THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, from Galilei to 
the present time. VoL. I. Galilei to Saint-Venant, 1639-1850. 
By the late I. TODHUNTER, Sc.D., F.R.S., edited and completed 
by Professor KARL PEARSON, M.A. Demy 8vo. 

Vol. II. By the same Editor. 

A TREATISE ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. 

258. 
[Jn the Press. 

By 
R. S. HEATH, M.A., Professor of Mathematics in Mason Science 
College, Birmingham. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. 

THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF THE LATE PROF. 
J. CLERK MAXWELL. Edited by W. D. Niven, M.A. In 2 vols. 
Royal 4to. [Nearly ready. 

London: C.F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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THE COLLECTED MATHEMATICAL PAPERS OF 
ARTHUR CAYLEY, M.A., F.R.S., Sadlerian Professor of Pure 
Mathematics in the University of Cambridge. Demy 4to. 

[In the Press. 
A TREATISE ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By 

Sir W. THomsoN, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., and P. G. Tait, M.A., 
Part I. Demy 8vo. 16s. Part II. Demy 8vo. 18s. 

ELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By Pro- 
fessors Sir W. THOMSON and P. G. Tait. Demy 8vo. gs. 

AN ALTEMPT: TO: TEST» THE THEORIES OF 
CAPILLARY ACTION by FRancis BASHFORTH, B.D., and 
J..C. ADAMS, M.A., F.R.S. Demy 4to. £1. 15. 

A TREATISE ON THE THEORY OF DETERMI- 
nants and their applications in Analysis and Geometry, by R. F. 
Scott, M.A., Fellow of St John’s College. Demy 8vo. 12s. 

HYDRODYNAMICS, a Treatise on the Mathematical 
Theory of the Motion of Fluids, by HORACE Lamp, M.A., formerly 
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo.. 12s. 

THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF HEAT, by JosEepu 
FOURIER. Translated, with Notes, by A. FREEMAN, M.A., formerly 
Fellow of St John’s College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 125. 

PRACTICAL WORK AT THE CAVENDISH LABORA- 
TORY. HEAT. Edited by W. N. SHaw, M.A. Demy 8vo. 335. 

THE ELECTRICAL RESEARCHES OF THE Fion H. 
CAVENDISH, F.R.S. Written between 1771 and 1781. Edited from 
the original MSS. in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, K. G., 
by the late J. CLERK MAXWELL, F.R.S. Demy 8vo. 18s. 

An ELEMENTARY TREATISE on QUATERNIONS. 
By P. G. Tait, M.A. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 145. 

THE MATHEMATICAL WORKS OF ISAAC BAR- 
ROW, D.D. Edited by W. WHEWELL, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

COUNTERPOINT. A Practical Course of Study, by the 
late Professor Sir G. A. MACFARREN, M.A., Mus. Doc. New 
Edition, revised. Crown 4to. 75. 6d. 

A TREATISE ON THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF 
CHEMISTRY, by M. M. PATTISON MutR, M.A., Fellow and Pre- 
lector in Chemistry of Gonville and Caius College. Demy 8vo. 155, 

[New Edition. In the Press. 
**The value of the book as a digest of the 

historical developments of chemical thought 
is immense.” —Academy. 

** Theoretical Chemistry has moved so rapidly 
of late years that most of our ordinary text 
books have been left far behind. German 
students, to be sure, possess an excellent guide 
to the present state of the science in ‘Die 
Modernen Theorien der Chemie’ of Prof. 
Lothar Meyer ; but in this country the student 
has had to content himself with such works as 
Dr Tilden’ s ‘Introduction to Chemical Philo- 
sophy’, an admirable book in its way, but rather 
slender. Mr Pattison Muir having aimed ata 

ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. 

more comprehensive scheme, has produced a 
systematic treatise on the principles of chemical 
indeed ax which stands far in advance of any 
indred work in our language. It is a treatise 

that requires for its due comprehension a fair 
acquaintance with physical science, and it can 
hardly be placed with advantage in the hands 
of any one who does not possess an extended 
knowledge of descriptive chemistry. But the 
advanced student whose mind is well equipped 
with an array of chemical and physical facts 
can turn to Mr Muir’s masterly volume for 
unfailing help in acquiring a knowledge of the 
principles of modern chemistry.” —<A theneum. 

By M. M. PATTISON 
Muir, M.A., and CHARLES SLATER, M.A., M.B. Crown 8vo. 45. 6d. 

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY. A Course of Laboratory 
Work. By M.M. PATTISON MUIR, M.A., and D. J. CARNEGIE, B.A. 
Crown 8vo. 3s. 

NOTES ON QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Concise and 
Explanatory. By H. J. H. FENTON, M.A., F.1.C., Demonstrator of 
Chemistry in the University of ‘Cambridge. Cr. 4to. New Edition. 6s. 

London: C. F. CLAY &. SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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LECTURES ON THE PHYSIOLOGY OF PLANTS, 
by S. H. VINEs, D.Sc., Fellow of Christ’s College. 
With Illustrations, 215. 

**To say that Dr Vines’ book is a most 
‘valuable addition to our own botanical litera- 
ture is but a narrow meed of praise: it is a 
work which will take its place as cosmopolitan: 
no more clear or concise discussion of the diffi- 
cult chemistry of metabolism has appeared... 
In erudition it stands alone among English 
books, and will compare favourably with any 

: foreign a —Nature. 
**It has long been a reproach to English 

Demy 8vo. 

science that the works in most general use in 
this country for higher botanical teaching have 
been of foreign origin.... This is not as it should 

; and we welcome Dr Vines’ Lectures on 
the Physiology of Plants as an important step 
towards the removal of this reproach....The 
work forms an important contribution to the 
literature of the subject....It will be eagerly 
welcomed by all students, and ade be in the 
hands of all teachers.” —A 

A SHORT HISTORY OF GREEK MATHEMATICS. 
By J. Gow, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College. 

DIOPHANTOS OF ALEXANDRIA ; 
Demy 8vo. tos. 6d. 
a Study in the 

History of Greek Algebra. By T. L. HEATH, M.A., Fellow of 
Trinity College, Cambridge. 

‘*'This study in the history of Greek Algebra 
is an exceedingly valuable contribution to the 
history of mathematics.” —Academ 

“The most thorough account extant ‘ad 
Diophantus’s place, work, and critics. 

Demy 8vo. 75. 6d. 
classification of Diophantus’s methods of solu- 
tion taken in conjunction with the invaluable 
abstract, presents the English reader with a 
capital picture of what Greek algebraists had 
really accomplished. J’—A theneum. 

THE FOSSILS AND ‘PALEONTOLOGICAL AFFIN- 
ITIES OF THE NEOCOMIAN DEPOSITS OF UPWARE 
AND BRICKHILL with Plates, being the Sedgwick Prize Essay 
for the Year 1879. By the late W. KEEPING, M.A., F.G.S. Demy 
8vo. 10s. 6d. 

A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS AND PAPERS ON PRO- 
TOZOA, CHELENTERATES, WORMS, and certain smaller groups 
of animals, published during the years 1861—1883, by D’ARCY W. 
THOMPSON, M.A. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. 

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS made at the Obser- 
vatory of Cambridge by the late Rev. JAMES CHALLIS, M.A., F.R.S., 
F.R.A.S. For various Years, from 1846 to 1860. 

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS from 1861 to 1865. 
Vol. XXI. Royal 4to. 155. From 1866 to 1869. Vol XXII. 
Royal 4to. [Nearly ready. 

A CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF BIRDS 
formed by the late H. E. STRICKLAND, now in the possession of the 
University of Cambridge. By O. SALVIN, M.A. Demy 8vo. £1. Is. 

A CATALOGUE OF AUSTRALIAN FOSSILS, Strati- 
graphically and coclpgically arranged, by R. ETHERIDGE, Jun., 
F.G.S. Demy 8vo. Ios. 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF COMPARATIVE ANATOMY, 
VERTEBRATE AND INVERTEBRATE, for the Use of Stu- 
dents in the Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy. Second 
Edition. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

A SYNOPSIS OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE 
BRITISH PALAZOZOIC ROCKS, by the Rev. ADAM SEDGWICK, 
M.A., F.R.S., and FREDERICK M°Coy, F. G.S. One vol., Royal 4to. 
Plates, Zi. 15. 

A CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF CAM- 
BRIAN AND SILURIAN FOSSILS contained in the Geological 
Museum of the University of Cambridge, by J. W. SALTER, F,G.S. 
With a Portrait of PROFESSOR SEDGWICK. Royal 4to. 7s. 6d. 

CATALOGUE OF OSTEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS con- 
tained in the Anatomical Museum of the University of Cambridge. 
Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridas University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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LAW. 
A SELECTION OF CASES ON THE ENGLISH LAW 

OF CONTRACT. By GERARD BROWN FINCH, M.A., of Lincoln’s 
Inn, Barrister at Law; Law Lecturer and late Fellow of Queens’ 
College, Cambridge. Royal 8vo. 28s. 

“An invaluable guide towards the best method of legal study.”—Law Quarterly 
Review, 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE ROMAN LAW ON 
THE LAW OF ENGLAND. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for 
1884. By T. E. ScRuTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo. los. 6d. 

“Legal work of just the kind that a learned University should promote by its prizes.”— 
Law Quarterly Review. 

LAND IN FETTERS. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for 
1885. By T. E. SCRUTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo. 78. 6d. 

COMMONS AND COMMON FIELDS, OR THE HIS- 
TORY AND POLICY OF THE LAWS RELATING TO 
COMMONS AND ENCLOSURES IN ENGLAND. Being the 
Yorke Prize Essay for 1886. By T. E. ScRUTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo. 
Ios. 6d. 

AN ANALYSIS OF CRIMINAL LIABILITY. By E. C. 
CLARK, LL.D., Regius Professor of Civil Law in the University of Cam- 
bridge, also of Lincoln’s Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

“* Prof. Clark’s little book is the substance 
of lectures delivered by him upon those por- 
tions of Austin’s work on jurisprudence oH 
deal with the ‘‘operation of sanctions”. . 

Students of jurisprudence will find much to 
interest and instruct them in the work of Prof. 
Clark.” —A theneum., 

PRACTICAL JURISPRUDENCE, a Comment on AUSTIN. 
By E. C. CLARK, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 9s. 

**Damit schliesst dieses inhaltreiche und 
nach allen Seiten anregende Buch iiber Prac- 

tical Jurisprudence.”—K6$nig. Cenxtralblatt fir 
Rechtswissenschaft. 

A SELECTION OF THE STATE TRIALS. By J. W. 
WILLIS-BUND, M.A., LL.B., Professor of Constitutional Law and 
History, University College, London. Crown 8vo. Vols. I. and II. 
In 3 parts. Now reduced to 30s. (originally published at 46s.) 

**This work is a very useful contribution to 
that important branch of the constitutional his- 
tory of England which is concerned with the 
growth and development of the law of treason, 
as it may be gathered from trials before the 
ordinary courts. The author has very wisely 
distinguished these cases from those of im- 
eachment for treason before Parliament, which 
€ proposes to treat in a future volume under 

the general head ‘ Proceedings in Parliament.’” 
— Academy. 

“This is a work of such obvious utility that 
the only wonder is that no one should have un 
dertaken it before . . . In many respects there- 
fore, although the trials are more or less 
abridged, this is for the ordinary student’s pur- 
pose not only a more handy, but a more useful 
work than Howell’s.”—Saturday Review. 

‘But, although the book is most interesting 
to the historian of constitutional law, it is also 

not without considerable value to those who 
seek information with regard to procedure and 
the growth of the law of evidence. We should 
add that Mr Willis-Bund has given short pre- 
faces and appendices to the trials, so as to Fear 
a connected narrative of the events in history 
to which they relate. We can thoroughly re- 
commend the book.” —Law Times. 

“To a large class of readers Mr Willis- 
Bund’s compilation will thus be of great as- 
sistance, for he presents in a convenient form a 
judicious selection of the principal statutes and 
the leading cases bearing on the crime of trea- 
son... For all classes of readers these volumes 
possess an indirect interest, arising from the 
nature of the cases themselves, from the men 
who were actors in them, and from the numerous 
points of social life which are incidentally illus- 
trated in the course of the trials.”—A thenaum. 

THE FRAGMENTS OF THE PERPETUAL EDICT 
OF SALVIUS JULIANUS, collected, arranged, and annotated by 
BRYAN WALKER, M.A., LL.D., late Law Lecturer of St John’s College, 
and Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. 

**In the present book we have the fruits of 
the same kind of thorough and well-ordered 
study which was brought to bear upon the notes 
to the Commentaries and the Institutes... 
Hitherto the Edict has been almost inac- 
cessible to the ordinary English student, and 

Crown 8vo. 6s. 
such a student will be interested as well as per- 
haps surprised to find how abundantly the ex- 
tant fragments illustrate and clear up points 
which have attracted his attention in the Com- 
mentaries, or the Institutes, or the Digest.”— 
Law Times. 

London: C.F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 

. 



a PUBLICATIONS OF 

BRACTON’S NOTE BOOK. A Collection of Cases de- 
cided in the King’s Courts during the reign of Henry the Third, 
annotated by a Lawyer of that time, seemingly by Henry of Bratton. 
Edited by F. W. MAITLAND of Lincoln’s Inn, Barrister at Law, 
Reader in English Law in the University of Cambridge. 

Buckram. £3. 39. Demy 8vo. 
3 vols. 

Net. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF JUS- 
TINIAN’S DIGEST. Containing an account of its composition 
and of the Jurists used or referred to therein. By HENRY JOHN 
Rosy, M.A., formerly Prof. of Jurisprudence, University College, 
London. Demy 8vo. 9s. 

JUSTINIAN’S DIGEST. Lib. VIL, Tit. I. De Usufructu 
with a Legal and Philological Commentary. By H. J. Roby, M.A. 
Demy 8vo. 

Or the Two Parts complete in One Volume. 
‘*Not an obscurity, philological, historical, 

or legal, has been left unsifted. More inform- 
ing aid still has been supplied to the student of 
the Digest at large by a preliminary account, 
covering nearly 300 pages, of the mode of * 
composition of the Digest, and of the jurists 
whose decisions and arguments constitute its 
substance. Nowhere else can a clearer view 
be obtained of the personal succession by which 
the tradition of Roman legal science was sus- 

Demy 8vo. 18s. 
tained ‘and developed. Roman law, almost 
more than Roman legions, was the backbone 
of the Roman commonwealth. Mr Roby, by 
his careful sketch of the sages of Roman law, 
from Sextus Papirius, under Tarquin the 
Proud, to the Byzantine Bar, has contributed to 
render the tenacity and durability of the most 
enduring polity the world has ever experienced 
somewhat more intelligible.”—The Tzmes. 

THE COMMENTARIES OF GAIUS AND RULES OF 
ULPIAN. Witha Translation and Notes, by J. T. ABpy, LL.D., 
Judge of County Courts, late Regius Professor of Laws in the 
University of Cambridge, and BRYAN WALKER, M.A., LL.D., late 
Law Lecturer of St John’s College, Cambridge, formerly Law Student 
of Trinity Hall and Chancellor’s Medallist for Legal Studies. 
Edition by BRYAN WALKER. Crown 8vo. 

“As scholars and as editors Messrs Abdy 
and Walker have done their work well. . . For 
one thing the editors deserve special commen- 
dation. They have presented Gaius to the 
reader with few notes and those merely by 

New 
16s. 

way of reference or necessary explanation. 
Thus the Roman jurist is allowed to speak for 
himself, and the reader feels that he is really 
studying Roman law in the original, and not a 
fanciful representation of it,”—A theneum. 

THE INSTITUTES OF JUSTINIAN, translated with 
Notes by J. T. ABby, LL.D., and the late BRYAN WALKER, M.A., 
LL.D. Crown 8vo._ 16s. 

** We welcome here a valuable contribution 
to the study of jurisprudence. The text of the 
Institutes is occasionally perplexing, even to 
practised scholars, whose knowledge of clas- 
sical models does not always avail them in 
dealing with the technicalities of legal phrase- 
ology. Nor can the ordinary dictionaries be 
expected to furnish all the help that is wanted. 
This translation will then be of great use. To 

the ordinary student, whose attention is dis- 
tracted from the subject-matter by the dif- 
ficulty of struggling through the language in 
which it is contained, it will be almost indis- 
pensable.”—Sectator. 

“The notes are learned and carefully com- 
piled, and this edition will be found useful to 
students.”—Law Times. 

SELECTED TITLES FROM THE DIGEST, annotated 
by the late B. WALKER, M.A., LL.D. Part I. Mandati vel Contra. 
Digest XVII. I. 

Part II. 
amittenda possessione. 

XIII. I—3. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Crown 8vo. 55. 
De Adquirendo rerum dominio and De Adquirenda vel 

Digest XLI. 1 and 11. 
Part III. De Condictionibus. Digest x11. 1 and 4—7 and Digest 

Crown 8vo. 6s, 

GROTIUS DE JURE BELLI ET PACIS, with the Notes 
of Barbeyrac and others; accompanied by an abridged Translation 
of the Text, by W. WHEWELL, D.D. late Master of Trinity College. 
3 Vols. Demy 8vo. 12s. The translation separate, 6s. 

London: C.F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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HISTORY. 

LIFE AND TIMES OF STEIN, OR GERMANY AND 
PRUSSIA IN THE NAPOLEONIC AGE, by J. R. SEELEY, 
M.A., Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of 
Cambridge, with Portraits and Maps. 

“Dr Buscn’s volume has made people think 
and talk even more than usual of Prince Bis- 
marck, and Professor Seeley’s very learned work 
on Stein will turn attention to an earlier and an 
almost equally eminent German statesman. 1 
has been the good fortune of Prince Bismarck 
to help to raise Prussia to a position which she 
had never before attained, and to complete the 
work of German unification. The frustrated 
labours of Stein in the same field were also 
very great, and well worthy to be taken into 
account. He was one, perhaps the chief, of 
the illustrious group of strangers who came to 
the rescue of Prussia in her darkest hour, about 
the time of the inglorious Peace of Tilsit, and 
who laboured to put life and order into her 
dispirited army, her impoverished finances, and 
her inefficient Civil Service. Stein strove, too, 
—no man more,—for the cause of unification 
when it seemed almost folly to hope for suc- 
cess. Englishmen will feck very pardonable 
pride at seeing one of their countrymen under- 
take to write the history of a period from the 
investigation of which even laborious Germans 

3 Vols. Demy 8vo. 
are apt to shrink.”— Times. ' 

**In a notice of this kind scant justice can 
be done to a work like the one before us; no 
short résumé can give even the most meagre 
notion of the contents of these volumes, which 
contain no page that is superfluous, and none 
that is uninteresting .... To understand the 
Germany of to-day one must study the Ger- 
many of many yesterdays, and now that study 
has been made easy by this work, to which no 
one can hesitate to assign a very high place 
among those recent histories which have aimed 
at original research.”—A theneum. 

‘*We congratulate Cambridge and her Pro- 
fessor of History on the appearance of such a 
noteworthy production. And we may add that 
it is something upon which we may congra- 
tulate England that on the especial field of the 
Germans, history, on the history of their own 
country, by the use of their own literary 
weapons, an Englishman has produced a his- 
tory of Germany in the Napoleonic age far 
superior to any that exists in German.”—Zx- 
aminer. 

30s. 

THE DESPATCHES OF EARL GOWER, English Am- 
bassador at the court of Versailles from June 1790 to August 1792, 
to which are added the Despatches of Mr Lindsay and Mr Munro, 
and the Diary of Lord Palmerston in France during July and 
August 1791. 
College, Cambridge. 

Edited by OSCAR BROWNING, M.A., Fellow of King’s 
Demy 8vo. 

THE GROWTH OF ENGLISH INDUSTRY 

I5s. 

AND 
COMMERCE. By W. CUNNINGHAM, B.D., late Deputy to the 
Knightbridge Professor in. the University of Cambridge. 

Crown 8vo. Maps and Charts. 
‘*Mr Cunningham is not likely to disap- 

point any readers except such as begin by mis- 
taking the character of his book. He does not 
promise, and does not give, an account of the 
dimensions to which English industry and com- 

With 
12S. 

merce have grown. It is with the process of 
growth that he is concerned; and this process 
he traces with the philosophical insight which 
distinguishes between what is important and 
what is trivial.” —Guardian. 

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES OF GREEK HISTORY. 
Accompanied by a short narrative of events, with references to the 
sources of information and extracts from the ancient authorities, by 
CARL PETER. Translated from the German by G. CHAWNER, 
M.A., Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Demy 4to. 10s. 

KINSHIP AND MARRIAGE IN EARLY ARABIA, 
by W. ROBERTSON SMITH, M.A., LL.D., Fellow of Christ’s. College 
and University Librarian. 

“Tt would be superfluous to praise a book 
so learned and masterly as Professor Robertson 
Smith’s ; it is enough to say that no student of 
early history can afford to be without Kzzship 
in Early Arabia.”—Nature. 

“Tt is clearly and vividly written, full of 
curious and picturesque material, and incident- 

Crown 8vo. 75. 6a. 
ally throws light, not merely on the social 
history of Arabia, but on the earlier passages 
of Old Testament history.... We must be 
grateful to him for so valuable a contribution 
to the early history of social organisation,”— 
Scotsman. 

London: C. F. CLAY & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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TRAVELS IN NORTHERN ARABIA IN 1876 AND 
1877. 
With Illustrations and a Map. 

By CHARLES M. DOUGHTY, of Gonville and Caius College. 
2 vols. Demy 8vo. £3. 3s. 

HISTORY OF NEPAL, translated by MUNSHI SHEW 
SHUNKER SINGH and PANDIT SHRI GUNANAND; edited with an 
Introductory Sketch of the Country and People by Dr D. WRIGHT, 
late Residency Surgeon at Kathmandi, and with facsimiles of native 
drawings, and portraits of Sir JUNG BAHADUR, the KING OF NEPAL, 
&c. Super-royal 8vo. 

*“*The Cambridge University Press have 
done well in publishing this work. Such trans- 
lations are valuable not only to the historian 
but also to the ethnologist;... Dr Wright’s 

105. 6d. 

observation, is written intelligentl 
didly, and adds much to the value of the 
volume”—Nature. 

Introduction is based on personal inquiry and 
and can- 

A JOURNEY or LITERARY ano ARCHAZSOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH IN NEPAL AND NORTHERN INDIA, during 
the Winter of 1884-5. By CECIL BENDALL, M.A., Fellow of Gonville 
and Caius College, Cambridge ; Professor of Sanskrit in University 
College, London. Demy 8vo. 10S, 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE FROM THE 
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE ROYAL INJUNCTIONS OF 

_ 1535, by J. B. MULLINGER, M.A., Lecturer on History and Librarian 
to St John’s College. 

Part II. 
Charles the First. Demy 8vo. 

“That Mr Mullinger’s work should admit 
of being regarded as a continuous narrative, 
in which character it has no predecessors 
worth mentioning, is one of the many advan- 
tages it possesses over annalistic compilations, 
even so valuable as Cooper’s, as well as over 
A thenae.”—Prof. A. W. Wardin the Academy. 
“Mr Mullinger’s narrative omits nothing 

which is required by the fullest interpretation 
of his subject. He shews in the statutes of 
the Colleges, the internal organization of the 
University, its connection with national pro- 
blems, its studies, its social life, and the 
activity of its leading members. All this he 
combines in a form which is eminently read- 
able.”— Pror. CREIGHTON in Cont. Review. 

Part I. Demy 8vo. (734 pp.), 12s. 
From the Royal Injunctions of 1535 to the Accession of 

18s. 
‘Mr Mullinger has succeeded perfectly in 

presenting the earnest and thoughtful student 
with a thorough and trustworthy history.”— 
Guardian. 

‘*The entire work is a model of accurate 
and industrious scholarship. The same quali- 
ties that distinguished the earlier volume are 
again visible, and the whole is still conspi- 
cuous for minuteness and fidelity of workman- 
ship and breadth and toleration of view.”— 
Notes and Queries. 
“Mr Mullinger displays an admirable 

thoroughness in his cece. Nothing could be 
more exhaustive and conscientious than his 
method: and his style...is picturesque and 
elevated.” — Times. 

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE OF ST JOHN THE 
EVANGELIST, by THoMas BAKER, B.D., Ejected Fellow. Edited 
by JOHN E. B. Mayor, M.A. Two Vols. 

**To antiquaries the book will be a source 
of almost inexhaustible amusement, by his- 
torians it will be found a work of considerable 
service on questions respecting our social pro- 
gress in past times; andthe care and thorough- 
ness with which Mr Mayor has discharged his 
editorial functions are creditable to his learning 
and industry.”—Az 5 

Demy 8vo. 245. 
“The work displays very wide reading, and 

it will be of great use to members of the col- 
lege and of the university, and, perhaps, of 
still greater use to students of English his- 
tory, ecclesiastical, political, social, literary 
and academical, who have hitherto had to be 
content with ‘ Dyer.’”—Academy. 

SCHOLAE ACADEMICAE: some Account of the Studies 
at the English Universities in the Eighteenth Century. By CHRIs- 
TOPHER WORDSWORTH, M.A., Fellow of Peterhouse. 
10s. 6d. 

“Mr Wordsworth has collected a great 
guantity of minute and curious information 
about the working of Cambridge institutions in 
the last century, with an occasional comparison 
of the corresponding state of things at Oxford. 
... Toa great extent it is purely a book of re- 
ference, and as such it will be of permanent 
value for the historical knowledge of English 

Demy 8vo. 

education and learning.” —Saturday Review. 
‘*Of the whole volume it may be said that 

it is a genuine service rendered to the study 
of University history, and that the habits of 
thought of any writer educated at either seat of 
learning in the last century will, in many cases, 
be far better understood after a consideration 
of the materials here collected.”—Academy. 

London: C. #. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF THE UNI- 
VERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE AND OF THE COLLEGES OF 
CAMBRIDGE AND ETON, by the late ROBERT WILLIs, M.A. 
F.R.S., Jacksonian Professor in the University of Cambridge. Edited 
with large Additions and brought up to the present time by JOHN 
WILLIS CLARK, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge. Four Vols. Super Royal 8vo. £6. 6s. 

Also a limited Edition of the same, consisting of 120 numbered 
Copies only, large paper Quarto; the woodcuts and steel engravings 
mounted on India paper; price Twenty-five Guineas net each set. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
A LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY. Printed from the 

(Incomplete) MS. of the late T. H. KEy, M.A., F.R.S. Crown 4to. 
I. Ils. 6a. 4 

A CATALOGUE OF ANCIENT MARBLES IN GREAT 
BRITAIN, by Prof. ADOLF MICHAELIS. 
FENNELL, Litt. D., late Fellow of Jesus College. 
burgh (Morocco back), £2. 2s. 

**The object of the present work of Mich- 
aelis is to describe and make known the vast 
treasures of ancient sculpture now accumulated 
in the galleries of Great Britain. ... Waagen gave 
to the private collections of pictures the ad- 
vantage of his inspection and cultivated ac- 
quaintance with art, and now Michaelis per- 
forms the same office for the still less known 
private hoards of antique sculptures for which 
our country is so remarkable. The book is 
beautifully executed, and with its few handsome 

Translated by C. A. M. 
Royal 8vo. Rox- 

to the Cambridge Press. It has not been printed 
in German, but appears for the first time in the 
English translation. All lovers of true art and 
of good work should be grateful to the Syndics 
of the University Press for the liberal facilities 
afforded by them towards the production of 
this important volume by Professor Michaelis.” 
—Saturday Review. 

‘* Professor Michaelis has achieved so high 
a fame as an authority in classical archeology 
that it seems unnecessary to say how good 
a book this is.”— The Antiguary. plates, and excellent indexes, does much credit 

RHODES IN ANCIENT TIMES. By CEcIL Torr, M.A. 
’ With six plates. Demy 8vo. Ios. 6d. 

RHODES IN MODERN TIMES. By the same Author. 
With three plates. Demy 8vo. 8s. 

CHAPTERS ON ENGLISH METRE. By Rev. JOSEPH 
B. Mayor, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

THE WOODCUTTERS OF THE NETHERLANDS 
during the last quarter of the Fifteenth Century. In three parts. 
I. History of the Woodcutters. II. Catalogue of their Woodcuts. 
III. List of the Books containing Woodcuts. By WILLIAM MARTIN 
Conway. Demy 8vo. Ios. 6d. 

THE LITERATURE OF THE FRENCH RENAIS- 
SANCE. An Introductory Essay. By A.A. TILLEY, M.A., Fellow 
and Tutor of King’s College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

A GRAMMAR OF THE IRISH LANGUAGE. By Prof. 
WINDISCH. Translated by Dr NORMAN MOORE. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

LECTURES ON TEACHING, delivered in the University 
of Cambridge in the Lent Term, 1880. By J. G. F1Tcu, M.A., LL.D. 
Her Majesty’s Inspector of Training Colleges. Cr. 8vo. New Edit. 55. 

* As principal of a training college and as a 
Government inspector of schools, Mr Fitch has 
got at his fingers’ ends the working of primary 
education, while as assistant commissioner to 
the late Endowed Schools Commission he has 
seen something of the machinery of our higher 
schools... Mr Fitch’s book covers so wide a 
field and touches on so many burning questions 
that we must be content to recommend it as 
the best existing vade mecum for the teacher.” 
—Pall Mall Gazette. 

‘Therefore, without reviewing the book for 
the second time, we are glad to avail ourselves 
of the BF ean i of calling attention to the 
re-issue of the volume in the five-shilling form, 
bringing it within the reach of the rank and 
file of the profession. We cannot let the oc- 
casion pass without making special reference to 
the excellent section on ‘punishments’ in the 
agi on ‘Discipline.’”—School Board Chron- 
icle. 

For other books on Education, see Pitt Press Series, pp. 30, 31. 

London: C.F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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EPISTVLAE ORTELIANAE. ABRAHAMI ORTELII (Geo- 
graphi Antverpiensis) et virorvm ervditorvm ad evndem et ad 
JACOBVM COLIVM ORTELIANVM (Abrahami Ortelii sororis filivm) 
Epistvlae. Cvm aliqvot aliis epistvlis et tractatibvs qvibvsdam ab 
vtroqve collectis (1524—1628). Ex avtographis mandante Ecclesia 
Londino-batava edidit JOANNES HENRICVS HESSELS. Demy 4to. 
£3. 10s. Vet. 

FROM SHAKESPEARE TO POPE: an Inquiry into 
the causes and phenomena of the rise of Classical Poetry in England. 
By EDMUND GOoSSE, M.A. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

STUDIES IN THE LITERARY RELATIONS OF 
ENGLAND WITH GERMANY IN THE SIXTEENTH 
CENTURY. By C. H. HERFORD, M.A. Crown 8vo. 9s. 

ADMISSIONS TO GONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE 
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE March 1558—g9 to 
Jan. 1678—9. Edited by J. VENN, Sc.D., Senior Fellow of the 
College, and S.C. VENN. Demy 8vo. Ios. 

CATALOGUE OF THE HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS 
preserved in the University Library, Cambridge. By Dr S. M. 
SCHILLER-SZINESSY. Volume I. containing Section 1. The Holy 
Scriptures; Section 11. Commentaries on the Bible. Demy 8vo. 9s. 

A CATALOGUE OF THE MANUSCRIPTS preserved 
in the Library of the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 5 Vols. 
Ios.eache INDEX TO THE CATALOGUE, Demy 8vo. tos. 

A CATALOGUE OF ADVERSARIA and printed books 
containing MS. notes, preserved in the Library of the University of 
Cambridge. 35. 6d. 

THE ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS IN THE LI- 
brary of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Catalogued with Descriptions, and 
an Introduction, by W. G. SEARLE, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6a. 

A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF THE GRACES, 
Documents, and other Papers in the University Registry which 
concern the University Library. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

CATALOGUS BIBLIOTHECH BURCKHARDTIAN&., 
Demy 4to. 55. 

GRADUATI CANTABRIGIENSES: SIVE CATA- 
LOGUS exhibens nomina eorum quos ab Anno Academico Admis- 
sionum MDCCC usque ad octavum diem Octobris MDCCCLXXXIV 
gradu quocunque ornavit Academia Cantabrigiensis, e libris sub- 
scriptionum desumptus. Cura HENRICI RICHARDS LuarRp S. T. P. 
Coll. SS. Trin. Socii atque Academiz Registrarii. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. 

STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 
and for the Colleges therein, made published and approved (1878— 
1882) under the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877. 
With an Appendix. Demy 8vo. 16s. 

STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE, 
With Acts of Parliament relating to the University. 8vo. 35. 6d. 

ORDINANCES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAM- 
BRIDGE. Demy 8vo., cloth. 7s. 6d. 

TRUSTS, STATUTES AND DIRECTIONS affecting 
(1) The Professorships of the University. (2) The Scholarships 
and Prizes. (3) Other Gifts and Endowments. Demy 8vo. 5s. 

COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS, 
for the use of persons in Statu Pupillari. Demy 8vo. 6d. 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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The Cambridge Bible for 
Srbools and Colleges. 

GENERAL EDITOR: THE VERY REVEREND J. J. S. PEROWNE, D.D., 

DEAN OF PETERBOROUGH. 

—-+——- 

**Tt is difficult to commend too highly this excellent series, the volumes of which are now 
becoming numerous.”—Guardian. 

_ “The modesty of the general title of this series has, we believe, led many to misunderstand 
its character and underrate its value. The books are well suited for study in the upper forms of 
our best schools, but not the less are they adapted to the wants of all Bible students who are not 
specialists. We doubt, indeed, whether any of the numerous popular commentaries recently 
issued in this country will be found more serviceable for general use.” Academy. 

**One of the most popular and useful literary enterprises of the nineteenth century.”—Baptist 
Magazine. 

“Of great value. The whole series of comments for schools is highly esteemed by students 
capable of forming a judgment. The books are scholarly without being pretentious: information 
is so given as to be easily understood.” —Sword and Trowel. 

The Very Reverend J. J. S. PERowNE, D.D., Dean of Peterborough, has 
undertaken the general editorial supervision of the work, assisted by a staff of 
eminent coadjutors. Some of.the books have been already edited or undertaken 
by the following gentlemen : 

Rey. A. CARR, M.A., late Assistant Master at Wellington College. 
Rey. T. K. CHEYNE, M.A., D.D., late Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. 
Rey. S. Cox, Nottingham. 

Rey. A. B. Davipson, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Edinburgh. 

The Ven. F. W. Farrar, D.D., Archdeacon of Westminster. 

Rev. C. D. GinsBurRG, LL.D. 

Rev. A. E. Humpureys, M.A., date Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 

Rev. A. F. KirKpaTRICK, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Regius Professor 
of Hebrew. 

Rev. J. J. Litas, M.A., date Professor at St David's College, Lampeter. 
Rev. J. R. LumBy, D.D., Morrisian Professor of Divinity. 
Rey. G. F. MacLEAR, D.D., Warden of St Augustine’s College, Canterbury. 
Rev. H. C. G. MouLe, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Principal of 

Ridley Hall, Cambridge. 
Rey. W. F. Moutton, D.D., Head Master of the Leys School, Cambridge. 

Rev. E. H. PERownE, D.D., Master of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. 

The Ven. T. T. PEROWNE, B.D., Archdeacon of Norwich. 

Rev. A. PLuMMER, M.A., D.D., Master of University College, Durham. 

The Very Rev. E. H. PLumprre, D.D., Dean of Wells. 
Rev. H. E. Rye, M.A., Hudsean Professor of Divinity. 
Rey. W. Simcox, M.A., Rector of Weyhill, Hants. 
W. ROBERTSON SMITH, M.A., Fellow of Christ's College, and University 

Librarian. 

The Very Rev. H. D. M. SPENCE, M.A., Dean of Gloucester. 

Rey. A. W. STREANE, M.A., Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. 

London: C. ¥. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES. 

Continued. 

Now Ready. Cloth, Extra Fcap. 8vo. 
THE BOOK OF JOSHUA. By the Rev. G. F. Mactear, D.D. 

With 2 Maps. 25. 6d. 

THE BOOK OF JUDGES. By the Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. 
With Map. 35. 6d. 

THE FIRST BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev. Professor 
KIRKPATRICK, M.A. With Map. 35. 6d. 

THE SECOND BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev. Professor 
KIRKPATRICK, M.A. With 2 Maps. 35. 6d. 

THE FIRST BOOK OF KINGS. By Rev. Prof. Lumpy, D.D. 35. 6d. 

THE SECOND BOOK OF KINGS. By the same Editor. 35. 6d. 

THE BOOK OF JOB. By the Rev. A. B. Davipson, D.D. 53. 
THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES. By the Very Rev. E. H. 

PLuMPTRE, D.D., Dean of Wells. 55. 

THE BOOK OF JEREMIAH. By the Rev. A. W. Srreang, 
M.A. With Map. 4s. 6d. 

THE BOOK OF HOSEA. By Rev. T. K. Curyne, M.A., D.D. 35. 

THE BOOKS OF OBADIAH AND JONAH. By Archdeacon 
PEROWNE. 25. 6d. 

THE BOOK OF MICAH. By Rev. T. K. Curyne, D.D. 1s. 6d. 
THE BOOKS OF HAGGAI AND ZECHARIAH. By Arch- 

deacon PEROWNE. 35. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW. By the 
Rev. A. CARR, M.A. With 2 Maps. 2s. 6d. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK. By the Rey. 
G. F. MACLEAR, D.D. With 4 Maps. 2s. 6d. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By Archdeacon 
F, W. FARRAR. With 4 Maps. 45. 6d. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN. By the Rev. 
A. PLuMMeER, M.A., D.D. With 4 Maps. 45. 6d. 

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. Professor 
Lumpy, D.D. With 4 Maps. 4s. 6d. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. By the Rev. H. C. G. 
Mouteg, M.A. 35. 6d. 

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the Rev. 
J. J. Lias, M.A. With a Map and Plan. 2s, 

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the 
Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. 25. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS. By the Rev. H. C. G.. 
MouLE, M.A. 2s. 6d. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. By Arch. FARRAR. 3s. 6d. | 

THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF ST JAMES. By the Very Rev. 
E. H. PLumptreE, D.D., Dean of Wells. rs. 6d. 

THE EPISTLES OF ST PETER AND ST JUDE. By the 
same Editor. 25. 6d. 

THE EPISTLES OF ST JOHN. By the Rev. A. PLUMMER, 
M.A., D.D. 3s. 6d. 

London: C. F. CLAY & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES. 

Continued. 

Preparing. 
THE BOOK OF GENESIS. By the Very Rev. the DEAN oF 

PETERBOROUGH. 

THE BOOKS OF EXODUS, NUMBERS AND DEUTERO- 
NOMY. By the Rev. C. D. Ginspurc, LL.D. 

THE BOOKS OF EZRA AND NEHEMIAH. By the Rev. 
Prof. RYLE, M.A. 

THE BOOK OF PSALMS. By the Rev. Prof. Kirkpatrick, M.A. 
THE BOOK OF ISAIAH. By W. Ropertson Smit, M.A. 
THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL. By the Rev. A. B. Davipson, D.D. 
THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. By the Rev. E. H. 

PEROWNE, D.D. 

THE EPISTLES TO THE PHILIPPIANS, COLOSSIANS 
AND PHILEMON. By the Rev. H. C. G. Mouts, M.A. 

THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSALONIANS. By the Rev. 
W. F. Moutton, D.D. 

THE BOOK OF REVELATION. By the Rev. W. Simcox, M.A. 

THE CAMBRIDGE GREEK TESTAMENT 
FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, 

with a Revised Text, based on the most recent critical authorities, and 
English Notes, prepared under the direction of the General Editor, 

THE VERY REVEREND J. J. S. PEROWNE, D.D. 

Now Ready. 
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW. By the 

- Rev. A. CARR, M.A. With 4 Maps. 45. 6d. 
*€ Copious illustrations, gathered from a great variety of sources, make his notes a very valu- 

able aid to the student. They are indeed remarkably interesting, while all explanations on 
meanings, applications, and the like are distinguished by their lucidity and good sense.”— 
Pall Mall Gazette. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK. By the Rev. 
G. F. MAcLEAR, D.D. With 3 Maps. 45. 6d. 

‘The Cambridge Greek Testament, of which Dr Maclear’s edition of the Gospel according to 
St Mark is a volume, certainly supplies a want. Without pretending to compete with the leading 
commentaries, or to embody very much original research, it forms a most satisfactory introduction 
to the study of the New Testament in the original. .. Dr Maclear’s introduction contains all that 
is known of St Mark’s life, with references to passages in the New Testament in which he is 
mentioned; an account of the circumstances in which the Gospel was composed, with an estimate 
of the influence of St Peter’s teaching upon St Mark; an excellent sketch of the special character- 
istics of this Gospel; an analysis, and a chapter on the text of the New Testament generally... 
The work is completed by three good maps.” —Saturday Review. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By Archdeacon 
FARRAR. With 4 Maps. 6s. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN. By the Rev. A. 
PLuMMER, M.A., D.D. With 4 Maps. 6s. 

“A valuable addition has also been made to ‘The Cambridge Greek Testament for Schools,’ 
Dr Plummer’s notes on ‘the Gospel according to St John’ are scholarly, concise, and instructive, 
and embody the results of much thought and wide reading.” —E xZositor. 

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. Prof. Lumsy, D.D., 
with 4 Maps. 6s. 

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the 
Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. 35. 

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the 
Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. (Preparing. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. By Archdeacon Farrar. 
[Zn the Press. 

THE EPISTLES OF ST JOHN. By the Rev. A. PLumMer, 
M.A., D.D. 45. 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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THE PITT PRESS* SER oo. 
[Copies of the Pitt Press Series may generally be obtained bound in two parts for 

Class use, the text and notes in separate volumes.] 

lL, GREEK. 

SOPHOCLES.—OEDIPUS TYRANNUS. School Edition, 
with Introduction and Commentary, by R. C. Jess, Litt. D., LL.D., Professor 

- of Greek in the University of Glasgow. 45. 6d. 
XENOPHON.—ANABASIS, Books I. III. IV. and V. 

With a Map and English Notes by ALFRED PRETOR, M.A., Fellow of 
St Catharine’s College, Cambridge. 25. each. 

‘“We welcome this addition to the other books of the Azabasis so ably edited by Mr Pretor. 
Although originally intended for the use of candidates at the university local examinations, yet 
this edition will be found adapted not only to meet the wants of the junior student, but even 
advanced scholars will find much in this work that will repay its perusal.”—7he Schoolmaster. 

‘*Mr Pretor’s ‘ Anabasis of Xenophon, Book IV.’ displays a union of accurate Cambridge 
scholarship, with experience of what is required by learners gained in examining middle-class 
schools. The text is large and clearly printed, and the notes explain all difficulties. . . . Mr 
Pretor’s notes seem to be all that could be wished as regards grammar, geography, and other 
matters.”—The Academy. 

BOOKS II. VI.and VII. By the same Editor. 2s. 6d. each. 
‘* Another Greek text, designed it would seem for students preparing for the local examinations, 

is ‘Xenophon’s Anabasis,’ Book II., with English Notes, by Alfred Pretor, M.A. The editor has 
exercised his usual discrimination in utilising the text and notes of Kuhner, with the occasional 
assistance of the best hints of Schneider, Vollbrecht and Macmichael on critical matters, and of 
Mr R. W. Taylor on points of history and geography. . . When Mr Pretor commits himself to 
Commentator’s work, he is eminently helpful. . . Had we to introduce a young Greek scholar 
to Xenophon, we should esteem ourselves fortunate in having Pretor’s text-book as our chart and 
guide.” —Contemporary Review. 

XENOPHON.—ANABASIS. By A. PRETOR, M.A., Text 
and Notes, complete in two Volumes. 7s. 6d. 

XENOPHON.—AGESILAUS. The Text revised with 
Critical ‘and Explanatory Notes, Introduction, Analysis, and Indices. By 
H. HAILsTONE, M.A., late Scholar of Peterhouse. 25. 6d. 

XENOPHON.—CYROPAEDEIA. Books I. II. With In- 
troduction, Notes and Map. By Rev. H. A. HOLDEN, M.A., LL.D. 
2vols. Vol. I. Text. Vol. II. Notes. 6s. 

Books III., IV.,V. By the same Editor. 5s. 
ARISTOPHANES—RANAE. With English Notes and 

Introduction by W. C. GREEN, M.A., late Assistant Master at Rugby 
School. 35. 6d. 

ARISTOPHANES—AVES. By the same Editor. New 
Edition. 35. 6d. 

‘The notes to both plays are excellent. Much has been done in these two volumes to render 
the study of Aristophanes a real treat to a boy instead of a drudgery, by helping him to under- 
stand the fun and to express it in his mother tongue.”—The Examiner. 

ARISTOPHANES—PLUTUS. By the same Editor. 3s. 6d. 
HOMER—ODYSSEY, Book IX. With Introduction, Notes 

and Appendices. By G. M. Epwarps, M.A. 2s. 6d. 

PLATONIS APOLOGIA SOCRATIS. With Introduction, 
Notes and Appendices by J. ADAM, B.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer of 
Emmanuel College. 35. 6d. 

‘* A worthy representative of English Scholarship.”—C/assical Review. 

—— CRITO. With Introduction, Notes and Appendix. 
By the same Editor. 2s. 6d. 

HERODOTUS, Book VIII. CHAPs. 1—g90. Edited with 
Notes and Introduction by E. S. SHuckBuRGH, M.A., late Fellow of 

‘ Emmanuel College. 35. 6d. 

HERODOTUS, Book IX., CHapPs. 1—89. By the same 
Editor. 35. 6d. 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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EURIPIDES. HERCULES FURENS. With Intro- 
ductions, Notes and Analysis, By A. Gray, M.A., Fellow of Jesus College, 
and J. T. Hutcuinson, M.A., Christ’s College. New Edition. 25, 

> ““Messrs Hutchinson and Gray have produced a careful and useful edition.”—Saturday 
ev1ew, 

EURIPIDES. HERACLEID. With Introduction and 
Critical Notes by E. A. Beck, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Hall. 35. 6d. 

LUCIANI SOMNIUM CHARON PISCATOR ET DE 
LUCTU, with English Notes by W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow of 
St John’s College, Cambridge. New Edition, with Appendix. 35. 6d. 

PLUTARCH’S LIVES OF THE GRACCHI. With Intro- 
duction, Notes and Lexicon by Rev. HuBErT A. HOLDEN, M.A., LL.D. 6s. 

PLUTARCH’S LIFE OF SULLA. With Introduction, 
Notes, and Lexicon. By the Rev. HUBERT A. HOLDEN, M.A., LL.D. 6s. 

PLUTARCH’S LIFE OF NICIAS. With Introduction 
and Notes. By Rev. Hupert A. HOLDEN, M.A., LL.D. 5s. 

OUTLINES OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF ARISTOTLE. 
Edited by E. WALLACE, M.A. (See p. 31.) 

Il. LATIN. 

HORACE—EPISTLES, Book I. With Notes and Intro- 
o by E. S. SHucKBURGH, M.A., late Fellow of Emmanuel College. 
25. 6d. 

LIVY. Book XXI. With Notes, Introduction and Maps. 
By M. S. Dimspa.g, M.A., Fellow of King’s College. 35. 6d. 

M. T. CICERONIS DE AMICITIA. Edited by J. S. 
REID, Litt. D., Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. New 
Edition, with Additions. 35. 6d. 

“Mr Reid has decidedly attained his aim, namely, ‘a thorough examination of the Latinity 
of the dialogue.’..... The revision of the text is most valuable, and comprehends sundry 
acute corrections.... This volume, like Mr Reid’s other editions, is a solid gain to the scholar- 
ship of the country.” —A ¢heneum. 

“A more distinct gain to scholarship is Mr Reid’s able and thorough edition of the De 
Amicitia of Cicero, a work of which, whether we regard the exhaustive introduction or the 
instructive and most suggestive commentary, it would be difficult to speak too highly. . . . When 
we come to the commentary, we are only amazed by its fulness in proportion to its bulk. 
Nothing is overlooked which can tend to enlarge the learner’s general knowledge of Ciceronian 
Latin or to elucidate the text.”— Saturday Review. 

M. T. CICERONIS CATO MAJOR DE SENECTUTE. 
Edited by J. S. Rerp, Litt. D. Revised Edition. 35. 62, 

‘The notes are excellent and scholarlike, adapted for the upper forms of public schools, and 
likely to be useful even to more advanced students.” —Guardian. 

M. T. CICERONIS ORATIO PRO ARCHIA POETA. 
* Edited by J. S. Rerp, Litt. D. Revised Edition. 2s. 
‘*Tt is an admirable specimen of careful editing. An Introduction tells us everything we could 

wish to know about Archias, about Cicero’s connexion with him, about the merits of the trial, and 
the genuineness of the speech. The text is well and carefully printed. The notes are clear and 
scholar-like.. . . No boy can master this little volume without feeling that he has advanced a long 
step in scholarship.”—-7he Academy. 

M. T. CICERONIS PRO L. CORNELIO BALBO ORA- 
TIO. Edited by J. S. Rei, Litt. D. 15. 6d. 

‘“We are bound to recognize the pains devoted in the annotation of these two orations to the 
minute and thorough study of their Latinity, both in the ordinary notes and in the textual 
appendices.” — Saturday Review. 

London. C.F. CLAY & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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M. T. CICERONIS PRO P. CORNELIO SULLA 
ORATIO. Edited by J. S. Ret, Litt. D. 3s. 6d. 

“Mr Reid is so well known to scholars as a commentator on Cicero that a new work from him 
scarcely needs any commendation of ours. His edition of the speech Pre Sulla is fully equal in 
merit to the volumes which he has already published . . . It would be difficult to speak too highly 
of the notes. There could be no better way of gaining an insight into the characteristics of 
Cicero’s style and the Latinity of his period than by making a careful study of this speech with 
the aid of Mr Reid’s commentary ... Mr Reid’s intimate knowledge of the minutest details of 
scholarship enables him to detect and explain the slightest points of distinction between the 
usages of different authors and different periods... The notes are followed by a valuable 
appendix on the text, and another on points of orthography; an excellent index brings the work 
to a close.” —Saturda J wy Review. 

M. T. CICERONIS PRO CN. PLANCIO ORATIO. 
Edited by H. A. HoLtpgen, LL.D., Examiner in Greek to the University of 
London. Second Edition. 45. 6d. 

“*As a book for students this edition can have few rivals. It is enriched by an excellent intro- 
duction and a chronological table of the principal events of the life of Cicero; while in its ap- 
pendix, and in the notes on the text which are added, there is much of the greatest value. The 
volume is neatly got up, and is in every way commendable.”— The Scotsman. 

M. T. CICERONIS IN Q. CAECILIUM DIVINATIO 
ET IN C, VERREM ACTIO PRIMA. With Introduction and Notes 
by W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., and HERBERT Cowik, M.A., Fellows of 
St John’s College, Cambridge. 3,5. 

M. T. CICERONIS ORATIO PRO L. MURENA, with 
English Introduction and Notes. By W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow 
and Classical Lecturer of St John’s College, Cambridge. Second Edition, 
carefully revised. 35. 

“*Those students are to be deemed fortunate who have to read Cicero’s lively and brilliant 
oration for L. Murena with Mr Heitland’s handy edition, which may be pronounced ‘four-square’ 
in point of equipment, and which has, not without good reason, attained the honours of a 
second edition.”—Saturday Review. 

M, T. CICERONIS IN GAIUM VERREM ACTIO 
PRIMA. With Introduction and Notes. By H. Cowrz, M.A., Fellow 
of St John’s College, Cambridge. 1s. 6d. 

M. T. CICERONIS ORATIO PRO T. A. MILONE, 
with a Translation of Asconius’ Introduction, Marginal Analysis and 
English Notes. Edited by the Rev. JoHN SmyTH PuRTON, B.D., late 
President and Tutor of St Catharine’s College. 25. 6d. 

““The editorial work is excellently done.”—The Academy. : 

M. T. CICERONIS SOMNIUM SCIPIONIS. With In- 
troduction and Notes. By W. D. PEARMAN, M.A., Head Master of Potsdam 
School, Jamaica, 2s. 

M. TULLI CICERONIS ORATIO PHILIPPICA 
SECUNDA. With Introduction and Notes by A, G, PESKETT, M.A., 
Fellow of Magdalene College. 35. 6d. 

P. OVIDII NASONIS FASTORUM LIBER VI. With 
a Plan of Rome and Notes by A. SripGwick, M,A., Tutor of Corpus Christi 
College, Oxford. 1s. 6d. 

“‘ Mr Sidgwick’s editing of the Sixth Book of Ovid’s Yas¢z furnishes a careful and serviceable 
volume for average students. It eschews ‘construes’ which supersede the use of the dictionary, 
but gives full explanation of grammatical usages and historical and mythical allusions, besides 
illustrating peculiarities of style, true and false derivations, and the more remarkable variations of 
the text.”—Saturday Review. 

‘*Itis eminently good and useful. . . . The Introduction is singularly clear on the astronomy of 
Ovid, which is properly shown to be ignorant and confused; there is an excellent little map of 
Rome, giving just the places mentioned in the text and no more; the notes are evidently written 
by a practical schoolmaster,”— The Academy. - 

M. ANNAEI LUCANI PHARSALIAE LIBER 
PRIMUS, edited with English Introduction and Notes by W. E. HEITLAND, 
M.A. and C. E. HAsKINs, M.A., Fellows and Lecturers of St John’s Col- 
lege, Cambridge. 1s. 6d. : 

‘*A careful and scholarlike production.”—T7imes. 
**In nice parallels of Lucan from Latin poets and from Shakspeare, Mr Haskins and Mr 

Heitland deserve praise.” Saturday Review. 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
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GAI IULI CAESARIS DE BELLO GALLICO COM- 
MENT. I. With Maps and English Notes by A. G. PEsKeTT, M.A., 
Fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge. 15. 6d. 

In an unusually succinct introduction he gives all the preliminary and collateral information 
that is likely to be useful to a young student; and, wherever we have examined his notes, we 
have found them eminently practical and satisfying. ... The book may well be recommended for 
careful study in school or college.” —Saturday Review. 

“The notes are scholarly, short, and a real help to the most elementary beginners in Latin 
prose.”—The Examiner. 

—— COMMENT. I. Il. III. by the same Editor. 35. 
COMMENT. IV. AND V. AND. COMMENT. VII. by 

the same Editor. 2s. each. 
COMMENT. VI. anD COMMENT. VIII. by the 

same Editor. 1s. 6d. each. 

P. VERGILI MARONIS AENEIDOS Lipgri I,, IIL, IIL, 
IV., V., VI., VII., VIII., IX., X., XI., XII. Edited with Notes by A. 
Sip¢wick, M.A., Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. 15. 6d. each. 

‘*Much more attention is given to the literary aspect of the poem than is usually paid to it in 
editions intended for the use of beginners. The introduction points out the distinction between 
primitive and literary epics, explains the purpose of the poem, and gives an outline of the story.” 
—Saturday Review. 

** Mr Arthur Sidgwick’s ‘ Vergil, Aeneid, Book XII.’ is worthy of his reputation, and is dis- 
tinguished by the same acuteness and accuracy of knowledge, appreciation of a boy’s difficulties 
and ingenuity and resource in meeting them, which we have on other occasions had reason to 
praise in these pages.” The Academy, 

“As masterly in its clearly divided preface and appendices as in the sound and independent 
character of its annotations. ... There is a great deal more in the notes than mere compilation 
and suggestion.... No difficulty is left unnoticed or unhandled.”—Saturday Review. 

BOOKS IX. X. in one volume. 3s. 
— — BOOKS X., XI, XII. in one volume. 3s. 6d. 

P. VERGILI MARONIS GEORGICON LIBRI I. II. 
By the same Editor. 2s. 

Libri III. IV. By the same Editor. 2s. 
P. VERGILI MARONIS BUCOLICA, with Introduction 

and Notes, by the same Editor. Is. 6d. 
QUINTUS CURTIUS. A Portion of the History. 

(ALEXANDER IN INDIA.) By W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer 
of St John’s College, Cambridge, and T. E. RAVEN, B.A., Assistant Master 
in Sherborne School. 35, 6d. 

**Equally commendable as a genuine addition to the existing stock of school-books is 
Alexander in India, a compilation from the eighth and ninth books of Q. Curtius, edited for 
the Pitt Press by Messrs Heitland and Raven.... The work of Curtius has merits of its 
own, which, in former generations, made it a favourite with English scholars, and which still 
make it a popular text-book in Continental schools... ... The reputation of Mr Heitland is a 
sufficient guarantee for the scholarship of the notes, which are ample without being excessive, 
and the book is well furnished with all that is needful in the nature of maps, indices, and 
appendices.” —Academy. 3 

BEDA’S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BOOKS 
III., IV., the Text from the very ancient MS. in the Cambridge University 
Library, collated with six other MSS. Edited, with a life from the German of 
EBERT, and with Notes, &c. by J. E. B. Mayor, M.A., Professor of Latin, 
and J. R. Lumpy, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity. Revised edition. 
7s. Od. 

“To young students of English History the illustrative notes will be of great service, while 
the study of the texts will be a good introduction to Medizval Latin,” . —The Nonconformist. 

**In Bede’s works Englishmen can go back to ovigives of their history, unequalled for 
form and matter by any modern European nation. Prof. Mayor has done good service in ren- 
dering a part of Bede’s greatest work accessible to those who can read Latin with ease. He 
has adorned this edition of the third and fourth books of the ‘ Ecclesiastical ita with that 
amazing erudition for which he is unrivalled among Englishmen and rarely equalled by Germans. 
And however interesting and valuable the text may be, we can certainly apply to his notes 
the expression, La sauce vaut mieux que le poisson. They are literally crammed with interest- 
ing information about early English life. For though ecclesiastical in name, Bede’s history treats 
of all parts of the national life, since the Church had points of contact with all.” 7 —E xaminer. 

Books I. and II. Juz the Press. 
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lll FRENCH. 

LE PHILOSOPHE SANS LE SAVOIR. SEDAINE 
Edited with Notes by Rev. H. A. BuLL, M.A., late Master at Wellington 
College. 25. 

RECITS DES TEMPS MEROVINGIENS  I—TIIL. 
THIERRY. Edited by GusTAvE Masson, B.A. Univ. Gallic., and A. R. 
Ropers, M.A. With Map. 35. 

LA CANNE DE JONC. By A. DE VicNny. Edited with 
Notes by Rev. H. A. BULL, M.A. 25. 

BATAILLE DE DAMES. By Scrise and LEGOUVE. 
Edited by Rev. H. A. BULL, M.A. 2s. 

JEANNE D’ARC by A. DE LAMARTINE. With a Map 
and Notes Historical and Philological and a Vocabulary by Rey. A. C. 
CLaPIN, M.A., St John’s College, Cambridge, and Bachelier-és-Lettres of 
the University of France. Enlarged Edition. 25. 

LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME, Comédie-Ballet en 
Cinq Actes. Par J.-B. PoQUELIN DE MoLizRE (1670). With a life of 
Moliere and Grammatical and Philological Notes. By the same Editor. 15.6d. 

LA PICCIOLA. By X. B. SAINTINE. The Text, with 
Introduction, Notes and Map, by the same Editor. 2s. 

LA GUERRE. By MM. ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN. With 
Map, Introduction and Commentary by the same Editor. 35. 

LVECOLE DES FEMMES. MotirEre. Edited with In- 
troduction and Notes by GEORGE SAINTSBURY, M.A. 25. 6d. 

LAZARE HOCHE—PAR EMILE DE BONNECHOSE. 
With Three Maps, Introduction and Commentary, by C. COLBECK, M.A., 
late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 25. 

LE VERRE D’EAU. A Comedy, by ScRIBE. With a 
Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By 
the same Editor. 2s. 

“It may be national prejudice, but we consider this edition far superior to any of the series 
which hitherto have been edited exclusively by foreigners. MrColbeck seems better to under- 
stand the wants and difficulties of an English boy. The etymological notes especially are admi- 
rable. . . . The historical notes and introduction are a piece of thorough honest work.”— Fournal 
AE ducation. 

HISTOIRE DU SIECLE DE. LOUIS XIV PAR 
VOLTAIRE. PartI. Chaps.I.—XIII. Edited with Notes Philological and 
Historical, Biographical and Geographical Indices, etc. by G. MAsson, B.A. 
Univ. Gallic., and G. W. PROTHERO, M.A., Fellow of King’s College, Cam- 
bridge. 25. 6d. 

Part II. Chaps. XIV.—XXIV. With Three Maps 
of the Period. By the same Editors. 25. 6d. 

Part III. Chap. XXV. to the end. By the same 
Editors. 25. 6d. 

M. DARU, par M. C. A. SAINTE-BEUVE, (Causeries du 
Lundi, Vol. [X.). With Biographical Sketch of the Author, and Notes 
Philological and Historical. By GUSTAVE MASSON. 2s. 

LA SUITE DU MENTEUR. A Comedy in Five Acts, 
by P. CORNEILLE. Edited with Fontenelle’s Memoir of the Author, Voltaire’s 
Critical Remarks, and Notes Philological and Historical. By GUSTAVE 
MASSON... 25. 

LA JEUNE SIBERIENNE. LE LEPREUX DE LA 
CITE D’AOSTE. Tales by CounT XAVIER DE MAISTRE. With Bio- 
graphical Notice, Critical Appreciations, and Notes. By G. MASSON. 25, 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
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LE DIRECTOIRE. (Considérations sur la Révolution 
Frangaise. Troisitme et quatri¢me parties.) Par MADAME LA BARONNE DE 
STAEL-HOLsTEIN. With a Critical Notice of the Author, a Chronological 
Table, and Notes Historical and Philological, by G. Masson, B.A., and 
G. W. PRoTHERO, M.A. Revised and enlarged Edition. 2s. 

‘Prussia under Frederick the Great, and France under the Directory, bring us face to face 
respectively with periods of history which it is right should be known thoroughly, and which 
are well treated in the Pitt Press volumes. The latter in particular, an extract from the 
world-known work of Madame de Staél on the French Revolution, is beyond all praise for 
the excellence both pf its style and of its matter.”— Times. 

DIX ANNEES D’EXIL. Livre Il. Cuwapirres. 1—8. 
Par MADAME LA BARONNE DE STAEL-HOLSTEIN. With a Biographical 
Sketch of the Author, a Selection of Poetical Fragments by Madame de 
Staél’s Contemporaries, and Notes Historical and Philological. By GUSTAVE 
MAsson and G. W. PROTHERO, M.A. Revised and enlarged edition. 25. 

FREDEGONDE ET BRUNEHAUT. A Tragedy in Five 
Acts, by N. LEMERcIER. Edited with Notes, Genealogical and Chrono- 
logical Tabies, a Critical Introduction and a Biographical Notice. By 
GUSTAVE MASSON. 25. 

LE VIEUX CELIBATAIRE. A Comedy, by CoLLin 
D’HARLEVILLE. With a Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary 
and Historical Notes. By the same Editor. 25. 

LA METROMANIE, A Comedy, by PrRon, with a Bio- 
graphical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By the 
same Editor. 2s. 

LASCARIS, ov LES GRECS DU XV*. SIECLE, 
Nouvelle Historique, par A. F. VILLEMAIN, with a Biographical Sketch of 
the Author, a Selection of Poems on Greece, and Notes Historical and 
Philological. By the same Editor. 2s. 

LETTRES SUR L’HISTOIRE DE FRANCE (XIII— 
_XXIV.). Par AuGusTIN THIERRY. By GUSTAVE Masson, B.A. and 
G. W. PROTHERO, M.A. With Map. 2s. 6d. 

IV. GERMAN. 
DOCTOR WESPE. BENEDIx. Lustspiel in fiinf Auf- 

ziigen. Edited with Notes by KARL HERMANN BREUL, M.A. 33s. 
SELECTED FABLES. LESSING and GELLERT. Edited 

with Notes by KARL HERMANN BREUL, M.A., Lecturer in German at the 
University of Cambridge. 35. 

DIE KARAVANE von WILHELM HAUFF. Edited with 
Notes by A. SCHLOTTMANN, Ph. D. 35. 6d. 

CULTURGESCHICHTLICHE NOVELLEN, von W. H. 
RIEHL, with Grammatical, Philological, and Historical Notes, and a Com- 
plete Index, by H. J. WoLSTENHOLME, B.A. (Lond.). 4s. 6d. 

ERNST, HERZOG VON SCHWABEN. UHLAND. With 
Introduction and Notes. By H. J. WoLsTENHOLME, B.A. (Lond.), 
Lecturer in German at Newnham College, Cambridge. 35. 6d. 

ZOPF UND SCHWERT. Lustspiel in fiinf Aufziigen von 
KARL GuTzKow. With a Biographical and Historical Introduction, English 
Notes, and an Index. By the same Editor. 35. 6d. 

“We are glad to be able to notice a careful edition of K. Gutzkow’s amusing comedy 
‘Zopf and Schwert’ by Mr H. J. Wolstenholme. . . . These notes are abundant and contain 

_ references to standard grammatical works.”—Academy. 

Goethe's Knabenjahre. (1749—1759.) GOETHE’S BOY- 
HOOD: being the First Three Books of his Autobiography. Arranged 
and Annotated by WILHELM WAGNER, Ph.D., late Professor at the 
Johanneum, Hamburg. 2s. 

London: C.F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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MENDELSSOHN’S LETTERS. Selections from. Edited 
by JAMES SIME, M.A. 35. | 

HAUFF. DAS WIRTHSHAUS IM SPESSART. Edited 
by A. SCHLOTTMANN, Ph. D., late Assistant Master at Uppingham School. 
35- 6d. 

DER OBERHOF. A Tale of Westphalian Life, by KARL 
IMMERMANN. With a Life of Immermann and English Notes, by WILHELM 
WAGNER, Ph.D., late Professor at the Johanneum, Hamburg. 3s. 

A BOOK OF GERMAN DACTYLIC POETRY. Ar- 
ranged and Annotated by the same Editor. 3s. 

Der erfte Kreuzzug (THE FIRST CRUSADE), by FRIED- 
RICH VON RAUMER. Condensed from the Author’s ‘History of the Hohen- 
staufen’, with a life of RAUMER, two Plans and English Notes. By 
the same Editor. 25. 

“*Certainly no more interesting book could be made the subject of examinations. The story 
ys) the First Crusade has an undying interest. The notes are, onthe whole, good.”—Zducational 

7mes. 

A BOOK OF BALLADS ON GERMAN HISTORY. 
Arranged and Annotated by the same Editor. 2s. 

‘It carries the reader rapidly through some of the most important incidents connected with 
the German race and name, from the invasion of Italy by the Visigoths under their King Alaric, 
down to the Franco-German War and the installation of the present Emperor. The notes supply 
very well the connecting links between the successive periods, and exhibit in its various phases of 
growth and progress, or the reverse, the vast unwieldy mass which constitutes modern Germany.” 
— Times. 

DER STAAT FRIEDRICHS DES GROSSEN. By G. 
FREYTAG. With Notes. By the same Editor. 2s. 

GOETHE’S HERMANN AND DOROTHEA. With 
an Introduction and Notes. By the same Editor. Revised edition by J. W. 
CARTMELL, M.A. 35. 6d. 

‘‘The riotes are among the best that we know, with the reservation that they are often too 
abundant.”—Academy. 

Das Safr 1813 (THE YEAR 1813), by F. KOHLRAUSCH. 
With English Notes. By W. WAGNER. 2s. 

V. ENGLISH. 

COWLEY’S ESSAYS. With Introduction and Notes. By 
the Rev. J. Rawson Lumpy, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity; Fellow 
of St Catharine’s College. 45. 

SIR THOMAS MORE’S UTOPIA. With Notes by the 
Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, D.D. 35. 6d. 

“To Dr Lumby we must give praise unqualified and unstinted. He has done his work 
admirably. .... Every student of history, yes | eo, every social reformer, every one 
interested in literary curiosities, every lover o nglish should buy and carefully read Dr 
Lumby’s edition of the ‘Utopia.’ We are afraid to say more lest we should be thought ex- 
travagant, and our recommendation accordingly lose part of its force.” —The Teacher. 

“«1t was originally written in Latin and does not find a place on ordinary bookshelves. A very 
great boon has therefore been conferred on the general English reader by the m ers of the 
Pitt Press Series, in the issue of a convenient little volume of Jore’s Utopia not in the original 
Latin, but in the quaint Exglish Translation thereof made , Raphe Robynson, which atta 
linguistic interest to the intrinsic merit of the work. . . . All this has been edited in a most com- 
plete and scholarly fashion by Dr J. R. Lumby, the Norrisian Professor of Divinity, whose name 
alone is a sufficient warrant for its accuracy. It is a real addition to the modern stock of classical 
English literature.”—Guardian. 

BACON’S HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF KING 
HENRY VII. With Notes by the Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, D.D. 335. 

London: C.F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane, 
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MORE’S HISTORY OF KING RICHARD III. Edited 
with Notes, Glossary and Index of Names. By J. Rawson Lumby, D.D. 
to which is added the conclusion of the History of King Richard III. as given 
in the continuation of Hardyng’s Chronicle, London, 1543. 35. 6d. 

THE TWO NOBLE KINSMEN, edited with Intro- 
duction and Notes by the Rev. Professor SKEAT, Litt.D., formerly Fellow 
of Christ’s College, Cambridge. 35. 6d. 

‘This edition of a play that is well worth study, for more reasons than one, by so careful a 
scholar as Mr Skeat, deserves a hearty welcome.” —A theneum. 

‘Mr Skeat is a conscientious editor, and has left no difficulty unexplained.” — 7zmes. 

LOCKE ON EDUCATION. With Introduction and Notes 
by the Rev. R. H. Quick, M.A. 35. 6d. 

“The work before us leaves nothing to be desired. It is of convenient form and reasonable 
price, accurately printed, and accompanied by notes which are admirable. There is no teacher 
too young to find this book interesting; there is no teacher too old to find it profitable.”— The 
School Bulletin, New York. 

' MILTON’S TRACTATE ON EDUCATION. A fac- 
simile reprint from the Edition of 1673. Edited, with Introduction and 
Notes, by OscAR BROWNING, M.A. 

“‘ A separate reprint of Milton’s famous letter to Master Samuel Hartlib was a desideratum, 
and we are grateful to Mr Browning for his elegant and scholarly edition, to which is prefixed the 
careful xésumé of the work given in his ‘History of Educational Theories.’”—¥ournal of 
Education. 

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF TEACHING. By the 
Rev. EDWARD THRING, M.A., late Head Master of Uppingham School 
and Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. New Edition. 45. 6d. 

‘‘Any attempt to summarize the contents of the volume would fail to give our readers a 
taste of the pleasure that its perusal has given us.”— Yournal of Education. 

THE TEACHING OF MODERN LANGUAGES IN 
THEORY AND PRACTICE. Two Lectures delivered in the University 
of Cambridge in the Lent Term, 1887. By C. CoLBEcK, M.A., Assistant 
Master of Harrow School. 2s. 

GENERAL AIMS OF THE TEACHER, AND FORM 
MANAGEMENT. Two Lectures delivered in the University of Cambridge 
in the Lent Term, 1883, by Archdeacon FARRAR, D.D., and R. B. PooLe, 
B.D. Head Master of Bedford Modern School. ts. 6d. 

THREE LECTURES ON THE PRACTICE OF EDU- 
CATION. Delivered in the University of Cambridge in the Easter Term, 
1882, under the direction of the Teachers’ Training Syndicate. 2s. 

JOHN AMOS COMENIUS, Bishop of the Moravians. His 
Life and Educational Works, by S. S. Laurig, A.M., F.R.S.E., Professor of 
the Institutes and History of Education in the University of Edinburgh. 
New Edition, revised. 35. 6d. 

OUTLINES OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF ARISTOTLE. 
Compiled by EDWIN WALLAcE, M.A., LL.D. (St Andrews), late Fellow 
of Worcester College, Oxford. Third Edition Enlarged. 4s. 6d. 

** A judicious selection of characteristic sages, arranged in paragraphs, each of which is 
- preceded by a masterly and perspicuous English analysis.”’"—Scotsman. 

** Gives in a comparatively small compass a very good sketch of Aristotle’s teaching.”—Saz. 
Review. 

A SKETCH OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY FROM 
THALES TO CICERO, by JosErpu B. MAyor, M.A. 35. 6d. 

‘*Professor Mayor contributes to the Pitt Press Series A Sketch of Ancient Philosophy in 
which he has endeavoured to give a general view of the philosophical systems illustrated by the 
genius of the masters of metaphysical and ethical science from Thales-to Cicero. In the course 
of his sketch he takes occasion to give concise analyses of Plato’s Republic, and of the Ethics and 
Politics of Aristotle ; and these abstracts will be to some readers not the least useful portions of 
the book.” —The Guardian. 

[Other Volumes are in preparation. | 

London: C. F. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, 
Ave Maria Lane. 
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LOCAL EXAMINATIONS. 
Examination Papers, for various years, with the Regulations for the 

Examination. Demy 8vo. 2s. each, or by Post, 2s. 2d. 

Class Lists, for various years, Boys 1s., Girls 6d. 

Annual Reports of the Syndicate, with Supplementary Tables showing 
the success and failure of the Candidates. 25. each, by Post 2s. 3d. 

HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATIONS. 
Examination Papers for various years, to which are added the Regu- 

lations for the Examination. Demy 8vo. 2s. each, by Post 2s. 2d, 

Class Lists, for various years. Is. By post, Is. 2d. 
Reports of the Syndicate. Demy 8vo. Is., by Post 1s. 2d. 

LOCAL LECTURES SYNDICATE. 
Calendar for the years 1875—80. Fcap. 8vo. cloth. 2s.; for 1880—81. 1s. 

TEACHERS’ TRAINING SYNDICATE. 
Examination Papers for various years, 4o which are added the Regu- 

lations for the Examination. Demy 8vo. 6d., by Post 7d. 

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY REPORTER. 
Published by Authority. 

Containing all the Official Notices of the University, Reports of 
Discussions in the Schools, and Proceedings of the Cambridge 
Philosophical, Antiquarian, and Philological Societies. 3d. weekly. 

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION PAPERS. 
These Papers are published in occasional numbers every Term, and in 

volumes for the Academical year. 

VoL. XIV. Parts Ito 20, PAPERS for the Year 1884—85, 15s. cloth. 
VoL. XV. os. 2 tO ee “ * 1885—86, 15s. cloth. 
VoL, XVI. »  44to 65. % * 1886—87, 15s. cloth. 

Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examinations. 
Papers set in the Examination for Certificates, July, 1885. 25. 6d. 
List of Candidates who obtained Certificates at the Examination 

held in 1887 ; and Supplementary Tables. 6d. 

Regulations of the Board for 1888. 9d. 
Regulations for the Commercial Certificate, 1888, 3d. 
Report of the Board for the year ending Oct. 31, 1887. 15. 

Studies from the Morphological Laboratory in the Uni- 
versity of Cambridge. Edited by ADAM SEDGWicK, M.A., Fellow and 
Lecturer of Trinity College, Cambridge. Vol. II. Part I. Royal 8vo. tos. 
Vol. II. Part II. 7s.6d. Vol. III. Part I. 7s. 6d. Vol. III. Part Il. 75. 6d. 

London: Cc. J. CLAY anv SONS, 
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